CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
_________________________________________________
I.

7:00 PM CALL TO ORDER: FEBRUARY 7, 2017 COUNCIL

II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
IV. PROCLAMATIONS
A. BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Documents:
BLACK HISTORY MONTH.PDF
B. RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS WEEK
Documents:
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS.PDF
V. PRESENTATIONS
A. GREEN RIVER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE UPDATE
VI. CITIZEN REQUESTS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS
Now is the appropriate time for citizens in the audience to be recognized
and to speak on items both on the agenda and of general concern for them
as citizens of Green River. There will be a limit of three (3) minutes for
each individual and five (5) minutes for a group spokesperson. No speaker
shall speak more than twice on any issue.
VII. BOARD AND COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
A. APPOINTMENT OF JANE FILLMORE TO THE JOINT POWERS
WATER BOARD
The Joint Powers Water Board has recommended the appointment of
Jane Fillmore to her first term. She was elected to fill the vacancy of
Patty Smith's term which began February 2014 and will end February
28, 2017. Since Mrs. Fillmore was a fill-in appointment, her time on the
board is not considered to be her first term. Under the agreements
between the cities and county that outline the times and methods the
cities appoint board members, Mrs. Fillmore is actually eligible for
another two full terms as a Green River appointee.
Suggested Motion: I move to confirm the Mayor's appointment of

board is not considered to be her first term. Under the agreements
between the cities and county that outline the times and methods the
cities appoint board members, Mrs. Fillmore is actually eligible for
another two full terms as a Green River appointee.
Suggested Motion: I move to confirm the Mayor's appointment of
Jane Fillmore to the Joint Powers Water Board for a three (3) year term
beginning March 1, 2017 and ending February 29, 2020.
Documents:
AGENDA - APPOINTMENT.PDF
B. MAYOR'S APPOINTMENTS FOR STANDING COMMITTEE'S
VIII. RESOLUTIONS
A. CONSIDERATION OF A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE WYOMING
REGION 4 REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Sweetwater County and incorporated communities within Sweetwater
County have spent several months working with a consultant to
complete our portion of the Wyoming Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Region 4 consists of Sweetwater, Lincoln, and Uinta Counties. The last
step to obtaining a 'FEMA-Approved Plan' is for each participating
jurisdiction to adopt the plan.
Suggested Motion: I move to approve the resolution adopting the
Wyoming Region 4 Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Documents:
AGENDA - RESOLUTION MITIGATION PLAN.PDF
B. CONSIDERATION OF A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING AND
OFFICIALLY DESIGNATING BANK DEPOSITORIES FOR THE CITY
OF GREEN RIVER
Financial institutions must file an application once a year with the
Finance Officer/Treasurer including a certified copy of the resolution
adopted by the board of directors of the banking institution as
established by Section 9-4-806 of the Wyoming State Statutes.
Suggested Motion: I move to approve the resolution officially
establishing and designating bank depositories for the purpose of
earning a secured rate of return for the City of Green River.
Documents:
RESOLUTION - BANK DEPOSITORIES.PDF
IX. CONSENT AGENDA
A. APPROVAL OF AN AGREEMENT WITH SPYGLASS GROUP LLC
Spyglass Group, LLC is an organization that will come in to review the
City's telecommunication agreements and services to see if they can
amend or change services to save the City some money. The
consultants work on a commission basis so any savings on services
they find they will receive a percentage or payment of 12 months of
savings.

Spyglass Group, LLC is an organization that will come in to review the
City's telecommunication agreements and services to see if they can
amend or change services to save the City some money. The
consultants work on a commission basis so any savings on services
they find they will receive a percentage or payment of 12 months of
savings.
Suggested Motion: I move to authorize the Mayor to sign the
agreement with Spyglass Group, LLC to review the City of Green
River's telecommunication services.
Documents:
SPY GLASS AGREEMENT.PDF
B. APPROVAL OF THE REQUEST FOR 24 HOUR BAR OPENINGS
The Green River Liquor Association (The Embassy Tavern, Ponderosa
Bar and the American Legion) would like to request the following dates
for 24 hour bar openings during 2017. St Patrick's Day, Friday March
17, 2017; Flaming Gorge Days June 23 & 24, 2017; and Halloween
Saturday October 28, 2017. State Statutes allow the governing body to
authorize modified hours for not more than four days per year upon
petition submitted in January of each calendar year from a majority of
the licensees.
Suggested Motion: I move to approve the special twenty-four hour bar
openings requested by the Green River Liquor Association for Friday,
March 17, 2017; Friday, June 23, 2017; Saturday, June 24, 2017 and
Saturday, October 28, 2017.
Documents:
24 HOUR BAR OPENINGS AGENDA.PDF
C. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR:
C.i. January 10, 2017 Workshop
Documents:
JANUARY 10, 2017 COUNCIL WORKSHOP.PDF
C.ii. January 17, 2017 Council
Documents:
JANUARY 17, 2017 COUNCIL SIGNATURES.PDF
D. APPROVAL OF PAYMENT OF BILLS:
D.i. Prepaid - $145,365.46
Documents:
2-7-2017 PREPAID INVOICES.PDF
D.ii. Outstanding Invoices - $321,734.29
Documents:

2-7-2017 PREPAID INVOICES.PDF
D.ii. Outstanding Invoices - $321,734.29
Documents:
2-7-2017 OUTSTANDING INVOICES.PDF
D.iii. Payroll Expenditures - $598,464.12
Documents:
2-7-2017 PAYROLL.PDF
D.iv. Preauthorization Payments - $1,065,000.00
Documents:
2-7-2017 PREAUTHORIZATION.PDF
X. CITY ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT
XI. COUNCIL BOARD UPDATES
XII. CITY ATTORNEY'S REPORT
XIII. MAYOR AND COUNCIL REPORTS
XIV. ADJOURNMENT

Black History Month Proclamation
WHEREAS, During Black History Month, we celebrate the many achievements and
contributions made by African Americans to our economic, cultural, spiritual and political
development: and
WHEREAS, In 1915, Dr. Carter Godwin Woodson, noted Black scholar and son of former
slaves, founded the Association for the Study of African American Life and History; and
WHEREAS, Dr. Woodson initiated Black History Week, February 12, 1926; and for many years,
the second week of February, chosen to coincide with the birthdays of Frederick Douglas and
Abraham Lincoln, was celebrated by African Americans in the United States; and
WHEREAS, In 1976, as part of the nation’s bicentennial, Black History Week was expanded and
became established as Black History Month, and is now celebrated all over North America; and
WHEREAS, After the Civil War, many black Americans sought a better life, free from oppression
and in search of new economic opportunities, and the liberty to create their own lives; and
WHEREAS, Many African American settlers found their way to the Equality State, where they
homesteaded or worked in industries like the Transcontinental Rail Road, these Americans played
an important role in settling the State of Wyoming, as well as the rest of the country; and
WHEREAS, The observance of Black History Month calls our Nation’s attention to the
continued need to battle racism and to build a society that lives up to its democratic ideals.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Mayor Pete Rust, do hereby proclaim February 2017 as
Black History
Month
In the City of Green River and urge all citizens to celebrate our diverse heritage and culture
and continue our efforts to create a world that is more just, peaceful and prosperous for all.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand this 7th day of February, 2017.
___________________
Mayor Pete Rust

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS WEEK
PROCLAMATION

Whereas, the City of Green River recognizes the value of simple acts of kindness performed
without prompting or reason and how these acts can positively impact the performer, the
recipient and onlooker of the good deed; and

Whereas, Wyoming Governor Matt Mead has declared February 12th through February 18th,
as “Random Acts of Kindness Week” for Wyoming Schools and challenged each school to
perform “307 Acts of Kindness” as part of an international week of kindness: and

Whereas, people of any age can participate in “Random Acts of Kindness” any time,
any place and for the unselfish purpose of spreading goodwill: and

Whereas, by providing “Random Acts of Kindness” and reaching out to one another,
regardless of social or economic status, education, gender, origin, religious belief, age, lifestyle
or abilities, we extend an opportunity for grace, dignity and acceptance that might not otherwise
be offered; and

NOW

THEREFORE, I, Pete Rust, Mayor of Green River, Wyoming, do hereby proclaim
February 12th through February 18th, as “Random Acts of Kindness Week” in the City of Green
River and ask citizens of our community to join with me to recognize and perform random acts
of kindness.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand this 7th day of February, 2017.

Mayor, Pete Rust

City of Green River
City Council Meeting
Agenda Documentation

Preparation Date: January 20, 2017
Meeting Date: February 7, 2017

Department:
Legislative
Department Head: Mayor Rust
Presenter:
Mayor Rust

Subject:
Appointment of Jane Fillmore to the Green River, Rock Springs, Sweetwater County Joint
Powers Water Board
Background/Alternatives:
The Joint Powers Water Board has recommended the appointment of Jane Fillmore to her
first term. She was elected to fill the vacancy of Patty Smith’s term which began February
2014 and will end February 28, 2017. Since Mrs. Fillmore was a fill-in appointment, her time
on the board is not considered to be her first term. Under the agreements between the cities
and county that outline the times and methods the cities appoint board members, Mrs.
Fillmore is actually eligible for another two full terms as a Green River appointee. Her term
will begin March 1, 2017 and terminate February 29, 2020.
Attachments:
Volunteer application and request letter
Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Staff Impact:
n/a
Legal Review:
n/a
Suggested Motion:
I move to confirm the Mayor’s appointment of Jane Fillmore to the Joint Powers Water Board
for a three (3) year term beginning March 1, 2017 and ending February 29, 2020.

City of Green River
City Council Meeting
Agenda Documentation

Preparation Date: 01-24-17
Meeting Date: 02-07-17

Department: Finance
Department Head: Chris Meats
Presenter: Chris Meats

Subject:
Consideration to Approve a Resolution Adopting the Wyoming Region 4 Regional Hazard
Mitigation Plan
Background/Alternatives:
Sweetwater County and Incorporated communities within Sweetwater County have spent
several months working with a consultant to complete our portion of the Wyoming Region 4
Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. Region 4 consists of Sweetwater County, Lincoln, and Uinta
Counties. The last step to obtaining a ‘FEMA-Approved Plan’ is for each participating
jurisdiction to adopt the plan.
Attachments:
Resolution & Mitigation Plan
Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Staff Impact:
Minimal
Legal Review:
Pending legal approval
Suggested Motion:
I move to approve the resolution adopting the Wyoming Region 4 Regional Hazard Mitigation
Plan

Resolution No. R17-03
A RESOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF GREEN
RIVER, WYOMING, ADOPTING THE WYOMING REGION 4 REGIONAL
HARZARD MITIGATION PLAN
WHEREAS, the Governing Body recognizes the threat that natural hazards pose to people
and property within our community; and
WHEREAS, undertaking hazard mitigation actions will reduce the potential for harm to
people and property from future occurrences; and
WHEREAS, The U.S Congress passed the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (“Disaster
Mitigation Act”) emphasizing the need for pre-disaster mitigation of potential hazards; and
WHEREAS, the Disaster Mitigation Act made available hazard mitigation grants to state
and local governments; and
WHEREAS; an adopted Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan is required as a condition of future
funding for mitigation projects under multiple FEMA pre and post disaster mitigation grant
programs; and
WHEREAS; the City of Green River fully participated in the FEMA-Prescribed
mitigation planning process to prepare this Multi Hazard Mitigation Plan; and
WHEREAS; the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Region VIII officials have reviewed the “Wyoming Region 4
Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan”, and approved it contingent upon this official adoption
of the participating governing body; and
WHEREAS; the City of Green River desires to comply with the requirements of the
Disaster Mitigation Act and to augment its emergency planning efforts by formally
adopting the “Wyoming Region 4 Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan”, and
WHEREAS; adoption by the governing body for the City of Green River, demonstrates
the jurisdiction’s commitment to fulfilling the mitigation goals and objectives outlined in
this Multi Hazard Mitigation Plan;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT THE GOVERNING BODY
APPROVES THE RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE “WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN”.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED THIS 7th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2017.
SIGNED:

_______________________________
Pete Rust, Mayor

ATTEST:
_______________________________
Chris Meats, City Clerk

Wyoming Region 4
Lincoln County
Sweetwater County
Uinta County
Regional
Hazard Mitigation Plan

Developed by Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta Counties
with professional planning assistance from
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
Hazard Mitigation and Emergency Management
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This plan is the product of a planning process undertaken by the three counties in Wyoming Region
4 – Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta. The purpose of the plan is to meet the requirements of the
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (PL 106-390), and thereby maintain continued eligibility for
certain Hazard Mitigation – or disaster loss reduction – programs from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). This plan updates existing hazard mitigation plans for Uinta and
Lincoln counties, and serves as a new hazard mitigation plan for Sweetwater County.
The process followed a methodology prescribed by FEMA. It consisted of two levels of planning
teams; a coordinating planning team comprised of the three County Emergency Manager
Coordinators, and three local government teams – one in each county. Every local government
and ‘FEMA-Eligible’ entity in each county was invited to participate.
The planning process examined the recorded history of losses resulting from natural hazards, and
analyzed the future risks posed to each county by these hazards. Hazard profiles were created for
Avalanche, Dam Failure, Drought, Earthquake, Expansive Soils, Flood, Hailstorm, Hazardous
Materials, High Winds and Downbursts, Landslide, Lightning, Mine Subsidence, Tornadoes,
Severe Winter Weather and Wildfire, based on the State of Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Where applicable, these profiles were built on existing information found in the previous plans for
Lincoln and Uinta Counties. The hazards were assessed for geographic extent, potential magnitude
and probability, and given a rating for overall significance.
The plan’s mitigation strategy is based on five regional goals for the entire planning area. The
plan also puts forth county-specific recommendations for mitigation, based on the risk assessment,
that are designed to reduce future losses in each county and ultimately, in the Region.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The counties of Wyoming Region 4 including Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta prepared this
regional hazard mitigation plan to guide hazard mitigation planning and to better protect the people
and property of the planning area from the effects of hazard events. This plan demonstrates the
region’s commitment to reducing risks from hazards, and serves as a tool to help decision makers
direct mitigation activities and resources. This plan also maintains the planning area’s eligibility
for certain federal disaster assistance under the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
(FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) grant programs.

1.2 Background and Scope
Each year in the United States, disasters take the lives of hundreds of people and injure thousands
more. Nationwide, taxpayers pay billions of dollars annually to help communities, organizations,
businesses, and individuals recover from disasters. These monies only partially reflect the true cost
of disasters, because additional expenses to insurance companies and nongovernmental
organizations are not reimbursed by tax dollars. Many disasters are predictable, and much of the
damage caused by these events can be alleviated or even eliminated.
Hazard mitigation is defined by FEMA as “any sustained action taken to reduce or eliminate longterm risk to human life and property from a hazard event.” The results of a three-year,
congressionally-mandated independent study to assess future savings from mitigation activities
provides evidence that mitigation activities are highly cost-effective. On average, each dollar spent
on mitigation saves society an average of $4 in avoided future losses in addition to saving lives
and preventing injuries (National Institute of Building Science Multi-Hazard Mitigation Council
2005).
Hazard mitigation planning is the process through which hazards that threaten communities are
identified, likely impacts of those hazards are determined, mitigation goals are set, and appropriate
strategies to lessen impacts are determined, prioritized, and implemented. This plan documents the
planning region’s hazard mitigation planning process, identifies relevant hazards and risks, and
identifies the strategies that each participating County and jurisdiction will use to decrease
vulnerability and increase resiliency and sustainability.
This plan was prepared pursuant to the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (Public
Law 106-390) and the implementing regulations set forth by the Interim Final Rule published in
the Federal Register on February 26, 2002 (44 CFR §201.6) and finalized on October 31, 2007
(hereafter, these requirements and regulations will be referred to collectively as the Disaster
Mitigation Act (DMA)). While the act emphasized the need for mitigation plans and more
coordinated mitigation planning and implementation efforts, the regulations established the
Wyoming Region 4
Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan
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requirements that local hazard mitigation plans must meet in order for a local jurisdiction to be
eligible for certain federal disaster assistance and hazard mitigation funding under the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Act (Public Law 93-288). Because the planning area is
subject to many kinds of hazards, access to these programs is vital.
Information in this plan will be used to help guide and coordinate mitigation activities and
decisions for local land use policy in the future. Proactive mitigation planning will help reduce
the cost of disaster response and recovery to the community and its property owners by protecting
critical community facilities, reducing liability exposure, and minimizing overall community
impacts and disruption. The planning area has been affected by hazards in the past and is thus
committed to reducing future disaster impacts and maintaining eligibility for federal funding.

1.3 Plan Organization
Wyoming Region 4 Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan is organized in alignment with the DMA
planning requirements and the FEMA plan review crosswalk as follows:









Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Community Profile
Chapter 3: Planning Process
Chapter 4: Risk Assessment
Chapter 5: Mitigation Strategy
Chapter 6: Plan Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance
County Planning Annexes
Appendices

County Annexes
Each county participating in this plan developed its own annex, which provides a more detailed
assessment of the county and respective jurisdiction’s unique risks as well as their mitigation
strategy to reduce long-term losses. Each County Annex contains the following:







Community profile summarizing geography and climate, history, economy, and population
More detailed hazard vulnerability information and unique risks by jurisdiction, where
applicable, for geographically specific hazards
Hazard map(s) at an appropriate scale for the jurisdiction, if available
Number and value of buildings, critical facilities, and other community assets located in
hazard areas, if available
A capability assessment describing existing regulatory, administrative, and technical
resources
Mitigation actions specific to the county and municipalities
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1.4 Multi-Jurisdictional Planning
This plan was prepared as a regional, multi-jurisdictional plan. The planning region is comprised
of three counties in Wyoming Region 4, established by the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security
(WOHS); the region includes Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta Counties. All local units of
government in each county were invited to participate in the planning process. The decision
whether or not to participate in this process was a local decision, based on local community needs.
Communities have the options to not prepare a plan, to prepare a stand-alone plan for their
jurisdiction, or to participate in a multi-jurisdiction or county-wide plan. All of the counties in the
Region with the exception of Sweetwater County had county-wide multi-jurisdictional hazard
mitigation plans prior to the development of this Regional Plan. These plans were last updated in
2010-2011 with the exception of Uinta which most recently updated its plan in 2005. The following
table lists counties and their local governments that have opted to participate in this effort and are
seeking FEMA approval of the 2016 version of this plan. Changes in participation since the 20102011 planning updates are noted. Additional details about participation can be referenced in
Chapter 3 and the county annexes.
Table 1.1. Multi-Jurisdictional Participation 2016
Jurisdiction

Participation Status

Lincoln County

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

City of Kemmerer

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Afton

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Alpine

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Cokeville

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Diamondville

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of La Barge

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Opal

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Star Valley Ranch

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Thayne

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Sweetwater County

New in 2016

City of Green River

New in 2016

City of Rock Springs

New in 2016

Town of Bairoil

New in 2016

Town of Granger

New in 2016

Town of Superior

New in 2016

Town of Wamsutter

New in 2016

Uinta County

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

City of Evanston

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Bear River

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Lyman

Participated in 2015-16 plan update

Town of Mountain View

Participated in 2015-16 plan update
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2 COMMUNITY PROFILE
This section provides a brief overview of the geography of the planning area. Additional
geographic profiles of the participating counties are provided in the county annexes.

2.1 Geography and Climate
Wyoming Region 4 is comprised of three counties in southwestern Wyoming, and was established
by the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security (WOHS). Member counties include Lincoln,
Sweetwater and Uinta. This region of the state is generally characterized by its location in the
Rocky Mountains.
The region covers some 16,674 square miles and elevations range between 3,000 and 6,000 feet.
The major rivers in the region include the Greys River, the Hams River, the Bear River, the Big
Sandy River, the Little Muddy River, the Bitter River and the Green River. Major roadways
include Interstate 80, Highway 89, Highway 189, Highway 30 and Highway 191. A base map of
the planning region is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A large percentage of the Region’s land is public
or federally managed as shown in the land stewardship designations on the base map.
The climate of the Region 4 is characterized by dry winters with occasional wind-blown snow and
periods of very cold temperatures. Springs are windy and highly variable, including the occasional
blizzard, rapid and drastic temperature changes, and high levels of precipitation in the form of both
snow and rain. Summers offer low humidity with warm days and cool nights. The fall is cool and
dry. Overall, the area is considered semi-arid.

Northeast Colorado
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Figure 2.1. Wyoming Region 4
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2.2 Population
Table 2.1 describes the population and estimated population change for the planning region as a
whole and each individual county. Estimates beyond 2010 are based on the American Community
Survey data from the US Census Bureau. As a whole, the Region is increasing slightly in
population, but percent increase varies by county within the region.
Table 2.1. Planning Region Projected Population
2010
Census

2011
Estimate

2012
Estimate

2013
Estimate

2014
Estimate

2015
Estimate

Change
2010 to
2015

% Change
2010 to
2015

Region 4

83,030

82,975

84,036

84,512

84,392

84,170

1,140

1.3

Lincoln

18,106

18,022

17,943

18,328

18,564

18,722

616

3.4

Sweetwater

43,806

44,041

45,104

45,162

44,925

44,626

820

1.9

Uinta

21,118

20,912

20,989

21,022

20,903

20,822

-296

-1.4

Source: US Census Bureau

2.3 Economy
The primary industry in Region 4 is mining. In 2004, mining contributed $5.99 billion to Wyoming
Gross State Product, or 25% of all private industry in Wyoming. Wyoming is estimated to contain
1.4 trillion tons of coal, making it the largest coal resource in the US. Sweetwater County is home
to the most massive and easily mineable deposits of coal and trona in the world. The mining sector
has experienced large profits in recent years in Uinta County. Oil and natural gas production is
also a major component in Region 4. Numerous gas plants exists throughout the counties, many
can be seen from Interstate 80. Wyoming’s second highest earning industry is tourism. Lincoln
County is located just south of Grand Teton National Park and Yellowstone National Park, and
sees many tourists pass through. In addition to tourism and energy extraction, agriculture is a
major industry in the Region including row crops, farming and ranching.
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3 PLANNING PROCESS
Requirements §201.6(b) and §201.6(c)(1): An open public involvement process is
essential to the development of an effective plan. In order to develop a more
comprehensive approach to reducing the effects of natural disasters, the planning
process shall include:
1)
2)

3)

An opportunity for the public to comment on the plan during the drafting stage
and prior to plan approval;
An opportunity for neighboring communities, local and regional agencies involved
in hazard mitigation activities, and agencies that have the authority to regulate
development, as well as businesses, academia, and other private and nonprofit
interests to be involved in the planning process; and
Review and incorporation, if appropriate, of existing plans, studies, reports, and
technical information.

[The plan shall document] the planning process used to develop the plan, including how
it was prepared, who was involved in the process, and how the public was involved.]

3.1 Background on Mitigation Planning in Region 4
While Region 4 has never had a regional hazard mitigation plan prior to 2016, multiple counties
in the region have adopted county-specific hazard mitigation plans over the years. Lincoln County
and Uinta County each had county-specific plans, and this Regional Plan builds upon and updates
those efforts.
Lincoln County. Lincoln County has had a county hazard mitigation plan in place for 10 years,
adopted in 2006. The plan included analysis and projects for all hazards profiled in this plan,
excluding expansive soils.
Uinta County. Uinta County has had a county hazard mitigation plan in place since 2003, followed
by an updated plan in 2011. The plan included analysis and projects for dam failure, drought,
earthquake, flood, wildfire, winter storm and hazardous materials. Along with its county plan,
Uinta also has a Community Wildfire Protection Plan in place since 2010.
Sweetwater County. Sweetwater County did not have an adopted local hazard mitigation plan
prior to the development of this Regional Plan. The county developed a plan in 2005, but it was
not formally adopted. The City of Rock Springs included a hazard analysis as part of its Master
Plan in 2009.
Regional Planning. In Wyoming, the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security (WOHS) utilizes a
regional support structure to assist the counties with all aspects of emergency management,
including planning. Each county has an Emergency Management Coordinator. Lincoln County,
Sweetwater County, and Uinta County comprise Region 4. In 2016, the WOHS began the process
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of initiating the development of regional hazard mitigation plans statewide. This initiative
recognized that actual process of facilitating and developing or updating multi-jurisdictional
hazard mitigation plans compliant with the DMA 2000 was often beyond local capabilities and
expertise. Instead of each county hiring separate consultants, the WOHS took the lead in procuring
and funding a professional hazard mitigation planning consultant through a competitive bid
process. Due to the timing of plan updates Regions 4 and 6 were chosen as the first regions in the
state to develop regional plans. Amec Foster Wheeler of Boulder, Colorado was selected in March
of 2016 to provide assistance to both regions.
Prior to initiating the development of this regional multi-jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan in
2016 a substantial coordination effort took place to ensure the participation of all three counties
within Region 4. The WOHS received letters of commitment from each county (copies included
in Appendix C) indicating their interest in and willingness to participate in the regional planning
process. Each county designated as a primary point of contact their emergency management
coordinator. Each coordinator was required to undertake a coordination role within their respective
counties to help fulfill DMA planning requirements. The county Emergency Management
Coordinators then contacted each of the incorporated communities, offering them the opportunity
to participate in the development of the Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan. Each incorporated
community within the three counties chose to participate in the development of the initial Regional
Plan.
Each Emergency Management Coordinator led county-level Hazard Mitigation Planning
Committees (HMPCs) working in concert with the hazard mitigation planning consultant. As the
planning consultant, Amec Foster Wheeler’s role was to:








Provide guidance on a planning organization for the entire planning area representative of the
participants;
Meet all of the DMA requirements as established by federal regulations, following FEMA’s
most recent planning guidance;
Facilitate the entire planning process;
Identify the data requirements that the participating counties and municipalities could provide,
and conduct the research and documentation necessary to augment that data;
Develop and help facilitate the public input process;
Produce the draft and final plan documents; and
Ensure acceptance of the final Plan by WOHS and FEMA Region VIII

3.2 Local Government Participation
The Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) planning regulations and guidance stress that each local
government seeking FEMA approval of their mitigation plan must participate in the planning effort
in the following ways:


Participate in the process as part of the Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee (HMPC),
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Detail areas within the planning area where the risk differs from that facing the entire area,
Identify specific projects to be eligible for funding, and
Have the governing board formally adopt the plan.

For the Region 4 Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan’s HMPC, “participation” meant:









Attending and participating in HMPC meetings;
Establishing/reconvening a local steering committee;
Providing available data requested by the HMPC coordinator/Amec Foster Wheeler;
Providing/updating the hazard profile and vulnerability details specific to jurisdictions;
Developing/updating the local mitigation strategy (action items and progress);
Advertising and assisting with the public input process;
Reviewing and commenting on plan drafts; and
Coordinating the formal adoption of the plan by the governing boards.

This Regional Plan includes the participation of all counties and the municipalities in Region 4
as noted in Chapter 1 and detailed further in Section 3.3.1. Documentation of participation is
included in Appendix C in the form of meeting sign in sheets, meeting summaries, and more.

3.3 The 10-Step Planning Process
Amec Foster Wheeler established the planning process for the Region 4 plan using the DMA
planning requirements and FEMA’s associated guidance. This guidance is structured around a
four-phase process:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Organize Resources
Assess Risks
Develop the Mitigation Plan
Implement the Plan and Monitor Progress

Into this four-phase process, Amec Foster Wheeler integrated a more detailed 10-step planning
process used for FEMA’s Community Rating System (CRS) and Flood Mitigation Assistance
(FMA) programs. Thus, the modified 10-step process used for this plan meets the requirements of
six major programs: FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Pre-Disaster Mitigation program,
Community Rating System (CRS), Flood Mitigation Assistance Program, Severe Repetitive Loss
program, and new flood control projects authorized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
FEMA’s March 2013 Local Mitigation Planning Handbook recommends a nine step process
within the four phase process. Table 3.1 summarizes the four-phase DMA process, the detailed
CRS planning steps and work plan used to develop the plan, the nine handbook planning tasks
from FEMA’s 2013 Local Mitigation Planning Handbook, and where the results are captured in
the Plan. The sections that follow describe each planning step in more detail.
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Table 3.1. Mitigation Planning Process Used to Develop the Regional Hazard Mitigation
Plan

FEMA 4 Phase
Guidance

Community Rating System (CRS)
Planning Steps (Activity 510) and
Amec Foster Wheeler Work Plan
Tasks

Task 1. Organize Resources

Phase I: Organize
Resources

FEMA Local Mitigation
Planning Handbook
Tasks (44 CFR Part
201)
1: Determine the
Planning Area and
Resources
2: Build the Planning
Team 44 CFR
201.6(c)(1)

Chapter 3, Section
3.3.1

3: Create an Outreach
Strategy y 44 CFR
201.6(b)(1)

Chapter 3,
Section 3.3.1

Task 3. Coordinate with Other
Agencies

4: Review Community
Capabilities 44 CFR
201.6(b)(2) & (3)

Chapter 3,
Section 3.3.1 and
Chapter 4, Section
4.4

Phase II: Assess Risks
Task 5. Assess the problem

5: Conduct a Risk
Assessment 44 CFR
201.6(c)(2)(i) 44 CFR
201.6(c)(2)(ii) & (iii)

Task 6. Set goals
Task 7. Review possible activities

Task 8. Draft an action plan

Task 9. Adopt the plan
Phase IV: Adopt and
Implement the Plan

Chapters 1, 2 and
3

Task 2. Involve the public

Task 4. Assess the hazard

Phase III: Develop the
Mitigation Strategy

Location in Plan

Task 10. Implement, evaluate, revise

6: Develop a Mitigation
Strategy 44 CFR
201.6(c)(3)(i); 44 CFR
201.6(c)(3)(ii); and 44
CFR 201.6(c)(3)(iii)

Chapter 4,
Sections 4.1-4.3
Chapter 4,
Sections 4.1-4.3
Chapter 5, Section
5.2
Chapter 5, Section
5.3
Chapter 5, Section
5.4

8: Review and Adopt
the Plan

Chapter 6,
Appendix C

7: Keep the Plan Current

Chapter 7

9: Create a Safe and
Resilient Community 44
CFR 201.6(c)(4)

Chapter 7

3.3.1 Phase 1: Organize Resources
Planning Task 1: Organize the Planning Effort
With each county’s commitment to develop a Regional Plan, Amec Foster Wheeler worked with
WOHS and each county coordinator to establish the framework and organization for the process.
Organizational efforts were initiated with each county to inform and educate the plan participants
of the purpose and need for the regional hazard mitigation plan. During the development of this
Regional Plan, the planning process was directed through a regional planning committee
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comprised of Lincoln County Emergency Management, Sweetwater County Emergency
Management, Uinta County Emergency Management and participating jurisdictions. The
planning consultant held an initial conference call/webex to discuss the organizational aspects of
the planning process with the county coordinators. Using FEMA planning guidance
representatives for each county’s HMPC base membership was established, with additional
invitations extended as appropriate to other federal, state, tribal, and local stakeholders and the
public throughout the planning process. The list of agencies and individuals invited to participate
is included in Appendix A with documentation of participation included in Appendix C.
Amec Foster Wheeler and each county’s Emergency Management Coordinator identified key
county, municipal, and other local government and initial stakeholder representatives. Letters of
invitation were mailed to invite them to participate as members of the HMPC and to attend a series
of planning workshops. Representatives from the following county and municipal departments
participated on each county HMPC and in the development of the regional plan:
Table 3.2. HMPC Members by County
Lincoln County
Jurisdictions/ Representatives
Lincoln County Emergency Management
Lincoln County IT/GIS
Lincoln County

Lincoln Conservation District
Lincoln County Public Health
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office

City of Kemmerer
Town of Afton
Town of Alpine
Town of Cokeville
Town of Diamondville

Diamondville Police Department

Town of La Barge
Town of Opal
Town of Star Valley Ranch

Star Valley EMS

Town of Thayne
Stakeholders
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Sweetwater County
Jurisdictions/Representatives
Sweetwater County Emergency Management
Sweetwater County Public Works
Sweetwater County

Sweetwater County Conservation District
Sweetwater County Fire Department
Sweetwater County District Board of Health
Sweetwater County Sheriff’s Office
Green River Public Works

City of Green River

Green River Community Development
Green River Fire Department

City of Rock Springs

Rock Springs Fire Department

Town of Bairoil
Town of Granger

Granger Mayor

Town of Superior
Town of Wamsutter
Fire District #1
Stakeholders

Memorial Production Partners

Uinta County
Jurisdictions/ Representatives
Uinta County Emergency Management
Uinta County Sheriff’s Office
Uinta County

Uinta County Fire Department
Uinta County IT
Uinta County Public Health

City of Evanston

Evanston Police Department

Town of Bear River

Bear River Public Works

Town of Mountain View
Town of Lyman

Lyman Police Department

Stakeholders

National Weather Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Bureau of Land Management

Federal Agency Representatives

Federal Aviation Administration
US Forest Service
Red Cross
Wyoming State Forestry Division
Wyoming State Geological Survey

State Agency Representatives

Wyoming Highway Patrol
Wyoming Office of Homeland Security
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During the plan development process communication amongst the county planning teams occurred
through a combination of face-to-face meetings, conference calls, a webex, phone interviews, and
mail and email correspondence. Following the initial kickoff webex/conference call on April 12,
2016 two planning workshops with each county’s HMPC were held during the plan’s development
between May 2016 and July 2016. The meeting schedule and topics are listed below. In addition
monthly conference calls were held with the county coordinators and Amec Foster Wheeler to
discuss the process including upcoming milestones and information needs. The sign-in sheets and
agendas for each of the meetings are documented in Appendix B.
The County HMPC meetings were scheduled as follows. Each meeting was 3-4 hours:
Workshop #1: Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment and Goals update
May 24, 2016 – Uinta County
May 25, 2016 – Lincoln County
May 26, 2016 – Sweetwater County
The purpose of this workshop was to review the results of the risk assessment and review and
update/develop goals.
Workshop #2: Mitigation Strategy update
July 18, 2016 – Lincoln County, PM; public meeting in late afternoon/eve
July 19, 2016 – Sweetwater County, PM; public meeting in late afternoon/eve
July 20, 2016 – Uinta County, PM; public meeting in late afternoon/eve
This workshop was aimed to update the mitigation strategy and brainstorm new mitigation actions
to include in the HMP. These meetings were all followed by a public meeting.
During the kickoff webex/conference call, Amec Foster Wheeler presented information on the
scope and purpose of the plan update, participation requirements of HMPC members, and the
proposed project work plan and schedule. A plan for public involvement (Step 2) and coordination
with other agencies and departments (Step 3) were discussed. The HMPC reviewed the hazard
identification information for each county and the Region and refined the list of identified hazards
to mirror that of the Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan. In follow-up to the meeting participants
were provided worksheets to facilitate the collection of information needed to support the plan
update, such as data on historic hazard events, values at risk, and current capabilities.
Planning Task 2: Involve the Public
The 2016 planning process was an open one, with the public informed and involved early in the
process. Mitigation planning was primarily accomplished at HMPC meetings, which in some
cases included members of the public and/or local media.
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Public meetings were held in each county as part of the 2016 plan process. The Lincoln County
HMPC meeting on July 18 was followed by a public meeting at 5:30 at the County EOC. There
were no attendees by 6 PM, so the meeting adjourned.
After Sweetwater County’s HMPC meeting on July 19, seven members of the public arrived for
the meeting. Attendees were concerned about recent and repetitive flooding along the Elk Creek.
Discussion topics included causes of the flooding, ownership and water rights, contacts and
process for federal assistance and how to get assistance from the city and county.
After Uinta County’s HMPC meeting on July 20, multiple members who work for the county and
were in the previous HMPC meetings in May 2016 attended this public meeting. Many of these
attendees did not attend the HMPC meeting held beforehand. The meeting included a discussion
of the background of the plan, its intent, and the planning process. The remainder of the meeting
involved discussing the plan and potential project ideas.
2016 Public Survey
During the regional planning process and drafting stage, a public survey was developed as a tool
to gather public input. The survey was for the public to provide feedback to the county planning
teams on topics related to hazard concerns and reducing hazard impacts. The survey provided an
opportunity for public input during the planning process, prior to finalization of the plan update.
The survey gathered public feedback on concerns about wildfires, floods, winter storms and other
hazards and solicited input on strategies to reduce their impacts. The highest rated hazards in
Region 4 were wind and extreme cold. The survey was released as both an online tool and a
hardcopy form on or around May 6th in each county and closed on June 30th, 2016. The counties
provided links to the public survey by distributing it using social media, email, and posting the
link on websites. Forty-five responses were received and shared with the county planning
committees to inform the process.
The survey included a question on ranking hazard significance. The results generally track with
the significance levels noted in Chapter 4 of this plan, with drought, winter storm, wildfire, and
wind as being the most significant. The following graph is a display of the results from Question
4. Question 4 read: The following types of mitigation actions may be considered in this plan.
Please indicate all the types of mitigation actions that you think should have the highest priority
in the Regional Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. These results will be considered during the
planning process. The results indicate that public education/awareness, indoor/outdoor warning,
and flood reduction/drainage improvement were popular with the public. Additional results of the
survey are included in Appendix B Planning Process Documentation.
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Figure 3.1. Mitigation Action Survey Results Region 4
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Prior to finalizing, a draft of the regional plan was made available to the public for review and
comment. The plan was placed on each county’s web page and a press release and social media
were used to announce the public comment period. A feedback form was provided to collect
specific comments.
This accomplished task three (3) in the FEMA Local Mitigation Planning Handbook (Create an
outreach strategy).
Planning Task 3: Coordinate with Other Departments and Agencies
Early in the planning process, the HMPC determined that data collection, mitigation strategy
development, and plan approval would be greatly enhanced by inviting state and federal agencies
and organizations to participate in the process. Based on their involvement in hazard mitigation
activities or their role in land stewardship in the Region, representatives from several state and
federal agencies, local businesses were invited to participate on the HMPC in 2016 and are noted
in Table 3.2.
Many of these stakeholders participated in the process by attending HMPC meetings or providing
data and information that was used to update hazard profiles in the plan. Stakeholders were also
given an opportunity to review and comment on the draft plan.
Other Community Planning Efforts and Hazard Mitigation Activities

Coordination with other community planning efforts is an important aspect to mitigation planning.
Hazard mitigation planning involves identifying existing policies, tools, and actions that will
reduce a community’s risk and vulnerability from natural hazards. Each county and most
municipalities in the Region use a variety of comprehensive planning mechanisms, such as master
plans and ordinances, to guide growth and development. Integrating existing planning efforts and
mitigation policies and action strategies into this plan establishes a credible and comprehensive
plan that ties into and supports other community programs. The development of this plan
incorporated information from the following existing plans, studies, reports, and initiatives as well
as other relevant data from neighboring communities and other jurisdictions. Examples of this
include.




County comprehensive plans
Community Wildfire Protection Plans
Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan (2016)

Other documents were reviewed and cited, as appropriate, during the collection of data to support
Planning Steps 4 and 5, which include the hazard identification, vulnerability assessment, and
capability assessment.
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3.3.2 Phase 2: Assess Risks
Planning Tasks 4 and 5: Identify the Hazards and Assess the Risks
Amec Foster Wheeler led the HMPC in an exhaustive research effort to identify and document all
the hazards that have, or could, impact the planning area. Data collection worksheets were used in
this effort to aid in determining hazards and vulnerabilities and where risk varies across the
planning area. The existing hazard mitigation plans and Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan
provided a basis for many of the hazard profiles. The HMPC decided to focus on certain hazard
chapters most relevant to the County instead of looking at all of the State of Wyoming Hazard
Mitigation Plan hazard chapters. Where data permitted, Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
were used to display, analyze, and quantify hazards and vulnerabilities. Sophisticated analyses for
flood, landslide and wildfire hazards were performed by Amec Foster Wheeler that included an
analysis of flood risk based on the recent Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs).
Also included in the 2016 plan is a capability assessment to review and document the planning
area’s current capabilities to mitigate risk and vulnerability from natural hazards. By collecting
information about existing government programs, policies, regulations, ordinances, and
emergency plans, the HMPC can assess those activities and measures already in place that
contribute to mitigating some of the risks and vulnerabilities identified. The results of
this assessment are captured in each County Annex. A more detailed description of the risk
assessment process and the results are included in Chapter 4 Risk Assessment.

3.3.3 Phase 3: Develop the Mitigation Plan
Planning Tasks 6 and 7: Set Goals and Review Possible Activities
Amec Foster Wheeler facilitated discussion sessions with the HMPC’s that described the purpose
and the process of developing planning goals, a comprehensive range of mitigation alternatives,
and a method of selecting and defending recommended mitigation actions using a series of
selection criteria. This process was used to update and enhance the mitigation action plan, which
is the essence of the planning process and one of the most important outcomes of this effort. The
action plans are detailed in each County Annex; the process used to identify and prioritize
mitigation actions are described in greater detail in Chapter 5 Mitigation Strategy.
Planning Task 8: Draft an Action Plan
Based on input from the HMPC’s regarding the draft risk assessment and the goals and activities
identified in Planning Steps 6 and 7, Amec Foster Wheeler produced a complete first draft of the
Regional Plan. This complete draft was shared for HMPC review and comment. Other agencies
were invited to comment on this draft as well. HMPC and agency comments were integrated into
the second draft, which was advertised and distributed to collect public input and comments. Amec
Foster Wheeler integrated comments and issues from the public, as appropriate, along with
additional internal review comments and produced a final draft for the Wyoming Office of
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Homeland Security and FEMA Region VIII to review and approve, contingent upon final readoption by the governing boards of each participating jurisdiction.

3.3.4 Phase 4: Implement the Plan and Monitor Progress
Planning Task 9: Adopt the Plan
In order to secure buy-in and officially implement the plan, the plan was adopted by the governing
boards of each participating jurisdiction. As the adoption process follows the FEMA plan review
and approval copies of the adoption resolution will be included electronically in Appendix
C Records of Adoption.
Planning Task 10: Implement, Evaluate, and Revise the Plan
The true worth of any mitigation plan is in the effectiveness of its implementation. Up to this point
in the planning process, all of the HMPC’s efforts have been directed at researching data,
coordinating input from participating entities, and developing/updating appropriate mitigation
actions. Each recommended action includes key descriptors, such as a lead manager and possible
funding sources, to help initiate implementation. Progress on the implementation of specific
actions identified in the plan is captured in a discussion and the mitigation action plan summary
table in Chapter 5 Mitigation Strategy. An overall implementation strategy is described in
Chapter 6 Plan Adoption, Implementation and Maintenance.
Finally, there are numerous organizations within the Region 4 planning area whose goals and
interests interface with hazard mitigation. Coordination with these other planning efforts, as
addressed in Planning Step 3, is paramount to the ongoing success of this plan and mitigation in
Region 4, and is addressed further in Chapter 6. A plan update and maintenance schedule and a
strategy for continued public involvement are also included in Chapter 6.
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4 HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RISK ASSESSMENT
44 CFR Requirement 201.6(c)(2): [The plan shall include] a risk assessment that provides
the factual basis for activities proposed in the strategy to reduce the losses from identified
hazards. Local risk assessments must provide sufficient information to enable the
jurisdiction to identify and prioritize appropriate mitigation actions to reduce losses from
identified hazards.

As defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), risk is a combination of
hazard, vulnerability, and exposure. It is the impact that a hazard would have on people, services,
facilities, and structures in a community and refers to the likelihood of a hazard event resulting in
an adverse condition that causes injury or damage.
The risk assessment process identifies and profiles relevant hazards and assesses the exposure of
lives, property, and infrastructure to these hazards. The process allows for a better understanding
of a jurisdiction’s potential risk to hazards and provides a framework for developing and
prioritizing mitigation actions to reduce risk from future hazard events.
This risk assessment builds upon the methodology described in the 2013 FEMA Local Mitigation
Planning Handbook, which recommends a four-step process for conducting a risk assessment:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Describe Hazards
Identify Community Assets
Analyze Risks
Summarize Vulnerability

Data collected through this process has been incorporated into the following sections of this
chapter:
Section 4.1 Hazard Identification identifies the hazards that threaten the planning area and
describes why some hazards have been omitted from further consideration.
Section 4.2 Hazard Profiles discusses the threat to the planning area and describes previous
occurrences of hazard events, the likelihood of future occurrences, and the County’s vulnerability
to particular hazard events. Further county-specific hazard data can be found in the county
annexes, where applicable.
A Capabilities Assessment, though not required by FEMA, inventories existing county and
community mitigation activities, policies, regulations, and plans that pertain to mitigation and can
affect net vulnerability. An assessment was conducted as part of the Region 4 planning process;
capability information for each county and its communities can be found in the county-specific
annexes.
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4.1 Hazard Identification
Requirement §201.6(c)(2)(i): [The risk assessment shall include a] description of
the type…of all natural hazards that can affect the jurisdiction.
The Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee (HMPC) conducted a hazard identification study to
determine the hazards that threaten the planning area.

4.1.1 Results and Methodology
Using existing hazards data, plans from participating jurisdictions, and input gained through
planning and public meetings, the HMPCs of each county agreed upon a list of hazards that could
affect the Region. Hazards data from FEMA, the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security
(including the 2016 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan), the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the Spatial Hazard Events and Losses Database for the United States
(SHELDUS), and many other sources were examined to assess the significance of these hazards
to the planning area. The hazards evaluated in this plan include those that have occurred
historically or have the potential to cause significant human and/or monetary losses in the future.
The final list of natural hazards identified and investigated for the 2016 Region 4 Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Plan includes:
















Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hailstorm
Hazardous Materials
High Winds and Downbursts
Landslide/Rockfall/Debris Flow
Lightning
Mine Subsidence
Severe Winter Weather
Tornado
Wildfire

Members of the HMPC used a hazard worksheet to rate the significance of hazards that could
potentially affect the region. Significance was measured in general terms, focusing on key criteria
such as the likelihood of the event, past occurrences, spatial extent, and damage and casualty
potential. Table 4.1 represents the worksheet used to identify and rate the hazards, and is a
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composite that includes input from all the participating jurisdictions. Note that the significance of
the hazard may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The most significant hazards, based on the
subjective input from the team, are listed alphabetically as drought, flooding, and wildfire. Some
modifications were made to the original HMPC input based on the results of this risk assessment.
Table 4.1 illustrates the location of occurrence of several hazards throughout the Region.
Table 4.1. Region 4 County Hazards Identification Worksheet
Hazard

Lincoln
County

Sweetwater County

Uinta
County

Avalanche

Medium

Low

Low

Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake

Low
High
High

Low
High
Medium

High
High
Medium

Expansive Soils

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High Winds and Downbursts

Low

Medium

Low

Landslide/Rockfall/Debris Flow

High

Medium

Low

Lightning

Low

Low

Low

Medium

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

Flood
Hailstorm
Hazardous Materials

Mine Subsidence
Tornadoes
Severe Winter Weather
Wildfire

*Significance based on a combination of Geographic Extent, Potential Magnitude/Severity and Probability as defined below.
Geographic Extent
Negligible: Less than 10 percent of planning area or
isolated single-point occurrences
Limited: 10 to 25 percent of the planning area or limited
single-point occurrences
Significant: 25 to 75 percent of planning area or frequent
single-point occurrences
Extensive: 75 to 100 percent of planning area or consistent
single-point occurrences
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Probability of Future Occurrences
Unlikely: Less than 1 percent probability of occurrence in the next
year, or has a recurrence interval of greater than every 100 years.
Occasional: Between a 1 and 10 percent probability of occurrence in
the next year, or has a recurrence interval of 11 to 100 years.
Likely: Between 10 and 90 percent probability of occurrence in the
next year, or has a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years
Highly Likely: Between 90 and 100 percent probability of occurrence
in the next year, or has a recurrence interval of less than 1 year.

4.3

Potential Magnitude/Severity
Negligible: Less than 10 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable for less
than 24 hours, injuries and illnesses are treatable with first
aid or within the response capability of the jurisdiction.
Limited: 10 to 25 percent of property is severely damaged,
facilities and services are unavailable between 1 and 7
days, injuries and illnesses require sophisticated medical
support that does not strain the response capability of the
jurisdiction, or results in very few permanent disabilities.
Critical: 25 to 50 percent of property is severely damaged,
facilities and services are unavailable or severely hindered
for 1 to 2 weeks, injuries and illnesses overwhelm medical
support for a brief period of time, or result in many
permanent disabilities and a few deaths.
Catastrophic: More than 50 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable or hindered
for more than 2 weeks, the medical response system is
overwhelmed for an extended period of time or many deaths
occur.

Overall Significance
Low: Two or more of the criteria fall in the lower classifications or the
event has a minimal impact on the planning area. This rating is also
sometimes used for hazards with a minimal or unknown record of
occurrences/impacts or for hazards with minimal mitigation potential.
Medium: The criteria fall mostly in the middle ranges of classifications
and the event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not
devastating. This rating is also sometimes utilized for hazards with a
high impact rating but an extremely low occurrence rating.
High: The criteria consistently fall along the high ranges of the
classification and the event exerts significant and frequent impacts on
the planning area. This rating is also sometimes utilized for hazards
with a high psychological impact or for hazards that the jurisdiction
identifies as particularly relevant.

4.1.2 Disaster Declaration History
As part of the hazard identification process, the HMPC researched past events that triggered federal
and/or state emergency or disaster declarations in the planning area. Federal and/or state disaster
declarations may be granted when the severity and magnitude of an event surpasses the ability of
the local government to respond and recover. Disaster assistance is supplemental and sequential.
When the local government’s capacity has been surpassed, a state disaster declaration may be
issued, allowing for the provision of state assistance. Should the disaster be so severe that both the
local and state governments’ capacities are exceeded, a federal emergency or disaster declaration
may be issued allowing for the provision of federal assistance.
The federal government may issue a disaster declaration through FEMA, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA), and/or the Small Business Administration (SBA). FEMA also issues
emergency declarations, which are more limited in scope and without the long-term federal
recovery programs of major disaster declarations. The quantity and types of damage are the
determining factors.
A USDA declaration will result in the implementation of the Emergency Loan Program through
the Farm Services Agency. This program enables eligible farmers and ranchers in the affected
county as well as contiguous counties to apply for low interest loans. A USDA declaration will
automatically follow a major disaster declaration for counties designated major disaster areas and
those that are contiguous to declared counties, including those that are across state lines. As part
of an agreement with the USDA, the SBA offers low interest loans for eligible businesses that
suffer economic losses in declared and contiguous counties that have been declared by the USDA.
These loans are referred to as Economic Injury Disaster Loans.
The following table provides information on federal emergencies and disasters declared in
Wyoming between 1963 and 2016. While some of these declarations were statewide or occurred
outside of the Region they are indicative of the types of incidents that could cause declarations.
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Table 4.2 Major Disaster Declarations in Wyoming: 1963 - 2016
Event/ Hazard

Year

Declaration Type

Heavy rains, flooding

1963

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Drought

1977

Presidential - Emergency Declaration

Severe storms,
flooding, mudslides

1978

Severe storms,
tornadoes

1979

Severe storms, hail,
flooding

1985

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Methane gas seepage

1987

Presidential - Emergency Declaration

Severe winter storm

1999

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Winter storm

2000

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Hensel Fire

2002

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Reese Mountain Fire

2002

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Commissary Ridge Fire

2002

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Tongue River Fire

2003

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Tornado

2005

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Drought

2006

USDA Declaration

Thorn Divide Fire
Complex

2006

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Jackson Canyon Fire

2006

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Drought

2007

USDA Declaration

Little Goose Fire

2007

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Flooding

2010

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Severe Storms,
Flooding, and
Landslides

2011

Presidential-Major Disaster Declaration

Arapahoe Fire

2012

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Squirrel Creek Fire

2012

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Oil Creek Fire

2012

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Sheep Herder Hill Fire

2012

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Severe Storms and
Flooding

2015

Presidential-Major Disaster Declaration

Station Fire

2015

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Lava Mountain Fire

2016

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Tokawana Fire

2016

Fire Mgmt Assistance Declaration

Remarks/Description

Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration
Presidential – Major Disaster Declaration

Statewide drought affecting

Statewide drought affecting

Rain and snowmelt flooding in
Fremont County

Source: Public Entity Risk Institute Presidential Disaster Declaration Site, www.peripresdecusa.org/
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4.2 Hazard Profiles
Requirement §201.6(c)(2)(i): [The risk assessment shall include a] description of
the…location and extent of all natural hazards that can affect the jurisdiction. The plan
shall include information on previous occurrences of hazard events and on the probability
of future hazard events.

The hazards identified in Section 4.1 Identifying Hazards are profiled individually in this section.
Much of the profile information came from the same sources used to initially identify the hazards.

4.2.1 Profile Methodology
Each hazard is profiled in a similar format that is described below.
Hazard/Problem Description
This subsection gives a description of the hazard and associated problems, followed by details on
the hazard specific to the Region.
Geographical Area Affected
This subsection discusses which areas of the Region are most likely to be affected by a hazard
event.
Limited: Less than 10 percent of the planning area
Significant: 10 to 50 percent of the planning area
Extensive: 50 to 100 percent of the planning area
Past Occurrences
This subsection contains information on historic incidents, including impacts where known.
Information provided by the HMPC is included here along with information from other data
sources, including the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and SHELDUS where available.
SHELDUS is a county-level data set for the United States that tracks 18 types of natural hazard
events along with associated property and crop losses, injuries, and fatalities. In 2014, this
formerly free service transitioned into a fee-based service. Due to this and the availability of
similar data in NCDC databases, it was not used as a resource during the 2016 regional plan
development except for when the data was already available.
When available, tables showing county-specific data from the NCDC and SHELDUS databases
may be found in each hazard profile.
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Likelihood of Occurrence
The frequency of past events is used in this section to gauge the likelihood of future occurrences.
Based on historical data, the likelihood of future occurrences is categorized into one of the
following classifications:
Highly Likely—Near 100 percent chance of occurrence in next year, or happens every year.
Likely—Between 10 and 100 percent chance of occurrence in next year, or has a recurrence
interval of 10 years or less.
Occasional—Between 1 and 10 percent chance of occurrence in the next year, or has a recurrence
interval of 11 to 100 years.
Unlikely—Less than 1 percent chance of occurrence in next 100 years, or has a recurrence interval
of greater than every 100 years.
The frequency, or chance of occurrence, was calculated where possible based on existing data.
Frequency was determined by dividing the number of events observed by the number of years and
multiplying by 100. Stated mathematically, the methodology for calculating the probability of
future occurrences is:
# of known events
years of historic record

x100

This gives the percent chance of the event happening in any given year. An example would be
three droughts occurring over a 30-year period which equates to 10 percent chance of that hazard
occurring any given year.
Potential Magnitude
This subsection discusses the potential magnitude of impacts, or extent, from a hazard event.
Magnitude classifications are as follows:
Catastrophic—More than 50 percent of property severely damaged, and/or facilities are
inoperable or closed for more than 30 days. More than 50 percent agricultural losses. Multiple
fatalities and injuries. Critical indirect impacts.
Critical—25 to 50 percent of property severely damaged, and/or facilities are inoperable or closed
for at least 2 weeks. 10-50 percent agricultural losses. Injuries and/or illnesses result in permanent
disability and some fatalities. Moderate indirect impacts.
Limited—10 to 25 percent of area affected. Some injuries, complete shutdown of critical facilities
for more than one week, more than 10 percent of property is severely damaged.
Negligible—Less than 10 percent of area affected. Minor injuries, minimal quality-of-life impact,
shutdown of critical facilities and services for 24 hours or less, less than 10 percent of property is
severely damaged.
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Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability is the measurement of exposed structures or populations relative to the risk of the
hazard. For most hazards, vulnerability is a best-estimate. Some hazards, such as flood, affect
specific areas so that exposure can be quantified, and vulnerability assessments result in a more
specific approximation. Other hazards, such as tornados, are so random and unpredictable in
location and duration that only approximate methods can be applied.
Future Development
This section describes how the hazard could impact future development.
Summary
This section summarizes risk by county according to the area affected, likelihood, and magnitude
of impacts. If the hazard has impacts on specific towns or cities in the region they are noted here,
where applicable.

4.2.2 Avalanche
Hazard Description
An avalanche is a mass of snow sliding down a mountainside. The vast majority of avalanches
occur during and shortly after storms. Avalanches occur when loading of new snow on a slope
increases stress at a rate faster than strength develops, and the slope fails. There are four factors
that contribute to an avalanche: a steep slope, a snow cover, a weak layer in the snow cover, and a
trigger. About 90 percent of all avalanches start on slopes of 30-45 degrees; about 98 percent of
all avalanches occur on slopes of 25-50 degrees. Avalanches release most often on slopes above
timberline that face away from prevailing winds (leeward slopes collect snow blowing from the
windward sides of ridges). Nevertheless, avalanches can run on small slopes well below
timberline, such as gullies, road cuts, and small openings in the trees. Very dense trees can anchor
the snow to steep slopes and prevent avalanches from starting; however, avalanches can release
and travel through a moderately dense forest.
Wyoming is one of the top-ranking states for avalanche hazard because of its rural character and
mountain recreation. Avalanche fatalities provide the best indicator for locations of where events
occur and what populations are most threatened. According to Colorado Avalanche Information
Center statistics for the past 62 years (1950-2012), Wyoming ranks sixth among the eight states
with the most avalanche fatalities.
Avalanche generally affects a small number of people, such as snowboarders, skiers, and hikers,
who venture into backcountry areas during or after winter storms. Roads and highway closures,
damaged structures, and destruction of forests are also a direct result of avalanches. Areas prone
to avalanche hazards include hard to access areas deep in the backcountry.
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Geographical Area Affected
Avalanches affect a limited spatial area in this region. The Salt River Range Mountains in Lincoln
County, due to their steep terrain, high elevations, and winter snows, experience avalanches every
winter. Generally the avalanches occur in remote areas and have little impact, except when unwary
backcountry travelers get caught and buried. Figure 4.1 illustrates the geographic distribution of
avalanche fatalities around Wyoming.
Figure 4.1. Wyoming Avalanche Fatalities by Area: 1913 - 2016

Source: www.jhavalanche.org

Past Occurrences
Historically, avalanches occur within the Region between the months of December and April,
following snowstorms.
The Wyoming State Mitigation Plan compiled a table from SHELDUS and NCDC databases that
lists loss-causing avalanche events and associated damage by county. Lincoln County recorded
35 of the 143 events from 1960-2015 in the state of Wyoming. The table also shows that Lincoln
County experienced $5,000 in total property damage. This accounts for one-third of the total
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property damage in the state ($15,000). Although few records exist of avalanches in Sweetwater
County or Uinta County, it is important to remember that many avalanches go unreported or
undocumented when no fatalities or injuries are involved.
According to the Bridger-Teton Avalanche Center, fatalities in the region include 12 in the Salt
River Range in Lincoln County. There were no reported fatalities in the other two counties. Table
4.3 lists Avalanche Fatalities in Region 4, all of which were recorded in Lincoln County.
Table 4.3. Avalanche Fatalities in Region 4: 1962 - 2016
Date

Location

Description

02/10/1962

Swift Creek, Salt River Range

Snowshoer

02/25/1994

Greys River Road, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

01/14/1996

Bradley Mountain, Near Alpine

Helicopter Skiing

02/10/1996

Strawberry Creek, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

03/03/2001

Lee Bowl, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

01/05/2003

Balls Mountain, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

02/24/2003

Smiths Fork, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

12/16/2006

Stewart Peak, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

01/12/2008

Cottonwood Creek, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

01/12/2008

Cottonwood Creek, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

01/12/2008

Cottonwood Creek, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

02/06/2010

North Murphy Creek, Salt River Range

Snowmobiler

Source: http://www.jhavalanche.org/areaFatalities

Likelihood of Future Occurrence
The probability that an avalanche will occur in the region in any given year can be determined by
using the formula described in Section 4.2. According to the Wyoming State Mitigation Plan, 32
events occurred between 1960 and 2015 in Lincoln County. This yields a 42.6% occurrence
probability. Therefore, the likelihood rating for avalanches in Lincoln is likely. Given the terrain
and weather conditions in the western part of the state, avalanches are likely to occur, but the
damages should continue to be limited. Injuries and loss of life from an avalanche are usually due
to people recreating in remote areas at the wrong time. Many residents and visitors to Lincoln
County avidly enjoy outdoor recreation, so it is highly likely that people will continue to be
exposed to avalanche hazards in the Salt River Range. There have been no reported fatalities in
Sweetwater County or Uinta County between 1960 and 2015, so the likelihood rating for
avalanches is unlikely. The figure below lists the distribution of avalanche fatalities by month
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based on statewide statistics, with January and February being the most likely time of year for
avalanche accidents.
Figure 4.2. Wyoming Avalanche Fatalities by Month: 1913 - 2016

Source: www.jhavalanche.org

Potential Magnitude
In order to calculate a magnitude and severity rating for comparison with other hazards, and to
assist in assessing the overall impact of the hazard on the planning area, information from the event
of record is used. In some cases, the event of record represents an anticipated worst-case scenario,
and in others, it is a reflection of a common occurrence. Only one recorded event, a fatality in
2001, exists in national storm and disaster databases such as SHELDUS and NCDC.
Overall, avalanche impacts would likely be negligible in the Region. However, a road closure due
to avalanche activity could result in transportation disruptions due to the limited number of roads
region wide. Apart from backcountry skiers, snowshoers, snowmobilers and snowboarders, the
threat to life and safety is minimal.
Vulnerability Assessment
Although future avalanches are likely to occur, the spatial extent is limited and the magnitude is
low. Therefore, avalanches are a low significance hazard in Sweetwater and Uinta Counties.
However, avalanches are a high significance hazard in Lincoln County. No known critical facilities
or cultural resources were located in avalanche paths at the time this plan was written. It is public
safety that is most threatened by this hazard. Outdoor recreationalists who travel into backcountry
areas are most at risk. Additionally, while road closures help to mitigate impacts to travelers in
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avalanche-prone areas, snowplow drivers can still be exposed while clearing roads of snow or
avalanche debris. The following is an analysis of fatalities by activity, based on statewide statistics
through 2016.
Figure 4.3. Wyoming Avalanche Fatalities by Activity: 1913 - 2016

Source: www.jhavalanche.org

The keys to limiting impacts to individuals recreating in the area are knowledge an awareness of
the hazard and being properly equipped for self-rescue, if necessary, with tools such as locator
beacons, shovels, and probes.
Future Development
Avalanche vulnerability could increase with future development and population growth as there
will be a higher number of people driving on roadways and taking part in backcountry recreation.
It is unlikely that risk to structures will increase as long as future development is planned outside
of mapped or suspected avalanche hazard zones.
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Summary
Overall, avalanches are a low significance hazard to counties in the Region, though Lincoln
County has more risk than Sweetwater or Uinta Counties. Generally, impacts are isolated to
backcountry users and possibly first responders.
Table 4.4. Avalanche Hazard Risk Summary
County

Geographic
Extent

Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta

Limited
Negligible
Negligible

Probability of
Future
Occurrence
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely

Potential
Magnitude

Overall Significance

Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Medium
Low
Low

4.2.3 Dam Failure
Hazard Description
Dams are man-made structures built for a variety of uses, including flood protection, power,
agriculture, water supply, and recreation. Dams typically are constructed of earth, rock, concrete,
or mine tailings. Dams and reservoirs serve a very important role for Wyoming residents and
industry. Rarely, however, the dams fail, either completely or partially, and become a significant
hazard for those downstream.
Dam failure is the uncontrolled release of impounded water resulting in downstream flooding,
which can affect life and property. Two factors that influence the potential severity of a full or
partial dam failure are the amount of water impounded and the density, type, and value of
development and infrastructure located downstream.
Dam failure occurs when the retention function of the dam is compromised, in part or in its entirety.
Damage to a dam structure that may result in a failure may be caused by many sources:











Prolonged periods of rainfall and flooding, which result in overtopping
Earthquake
Inadequate spillway capacity resulting in excess overtopping flows
Internal erosion caused by embankment or foundation leakage or piping or rodent activity
Improper design
Age
Improper maintenance
Negligent operation
Failure of upstream dams on the same waterway
Vandalism or terrorism
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A dam failure is not the only type of emergency associated with dams. Spillway discharges that
are large enough to cause flooding in downstream areas or flooding upstream of dams due to
backwater effects or high pool levels are both considered dam emergencies and may cause
significant property damage and loss of life.1
Dam failures can be classified into four classifications: overtopping, foundation failure, structural
failure, and other unforeseen failures. Overtopping failures result from the uncontrolled flow of
water over, around, and adjacent to the dam. Earthen dams are most susceptible to this type of
failure. Hydraulic failures account for approximately 28% of all dam failures. Foundation and
structural failures are usually tied to seepage through the foundation of the main structure of the
dam. Deformation of the foundation or settling of the embankment can also result in dam failure.
Structural failures account for approximately 28% of all dam failures, and foundation problems
account for another 25%. Earthquakes or sabotage account for 12% of all dam failures, while
inadequate design and construction account for the remaining 7% of failures.
Dam failures result in a unique source of flash flooding, when a large amount of previously
detained water is suddenly released into a previously dry area due to a failure in some way of the
dam. Dams are classified into three classes. The State of Wyoming has adopted FEMA’s risk
classifications as set forth in FEMA’s Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety: Hazard Potential
Classification System for Dams. These guidelines define High Hazard (Class I) dams as those
rated based on an expected loss of human life, should the dam fail, and Significant Hazard (Class
II) dams as those rated based on expected significant damage, but not loss of human life.
Significant damage refers to structural damage where humans live, work, or recreate; or public or
private facilities exclusive of unpaved roads and picnic areas. Damage refers to making the
structures inhabitable or inoperable. Low hazard dams would have minimal downstream impacts
in the event of a failure.
Geographical Area Affected
In 1981, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed an inspection program for non-federal dams
under the National Dam Inspection Act (P.L. 92-367). This was a four-year work effort and
included compiling an inventory of about 50,000 dams and conducting a review of each state’s
capabilities, practices, and regulations regarding design, construction, operation, and maintenance
of dams. Part of the inspection included evaluating the dams and assigning a hazard potential
based on the effects downstream should one of the dams fail. The dams were rated (1) high, (2)
significant, and (3) low hazard. The Corps of Engineers based the hazard potential designation on
such items as acre-feet capacity of the dam, distance from nearest community downstream,
population density of the community, and age of the dam.

1

US Army Corps of Engineers Flood Emergency Plans: Guidelines for Corps Dams. Hydrologic Engineering Center, (June 1980) p 4.
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There were 1,458 dams in Wyoming that were reviewed by the Corps of Engineers. Of that
number 38 were rated high hazard, 56 were rated significant hazard, and the remaining 1,364 were
rated low hazard. The Wyoming State Engineers Office (WSEO) inspects dams over 20 feet high
or with a storage capacity of 50 acre-feet or more, although smaller dams are also inspected in
highly populated areas. According to the WSEO web site2, as of 2012 there are 1,515 dams that
are inspected by the State Engineer once every five years. Of those dams, 84 are rated high hazard,
106 were rated significant hazard, and 1,325 were rated low-hazard by the Wyoming State
Engineer’s Office.
Figure 4.4 shows the dams affecting Region 4. Of these, 24 are classified as High Hazard (Class
I) and 28 are classified as Significant Hazard (Class II). Table 4.5 below provides details of the
High and Significant Hazard Dams. It also notes dams upstream of Region 4 counties that can
impact the Region; some of these are located in adjacent counties in both Utah and Idaho.

2

http://www.damsafety.org/map/state.aspx?s=51 (Accessed 7/12/2016)
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Figure 4.4. Locations of High and Significant Dams Affecting Region 4
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Table 4.5. High and Significant Dams Affecting Region 4

Dam Name

Owner

River

Hazard
Class

Nearest
Downstream
City

Distance To
Nearest
Downstream
City (Miles)

EAP

Summit County, Utah (Upstream Of Uinta County)
Doi Br
Stateline Dike A
Stateline Dike B
Bor Stateline
Summit Co.

Whitney
Fish Lake –
Elizabeth Pass

Doi Br
Doi Br
Upper Bear
River & Mill
Creek
Water
Anadarko
Petroleum/
Land Corp

East Fork Smith
Creek
East Fork Smith
Creek
E. Fork Smiths
Fork

H

None

0

Y

H

None

0

Y

H

Robertson

16

N

West Fork Of Bear
River

H

Evanston

38

Y

Fish Lake Creek

S

None

0

N

0

Y

27

N

0

Y

14

N

Price

Grassy Lake
(Hatch)

S
Two Bear
Land And
Grazing
Corporation

Windsor
Barker No. 1

A.J. Barker

Trib To West Fk
Bear River
East Fork Bear
River
Yellow Creek

S

Evanston

S
S

Evanston

Caribou County, Idaho (Upstream of Lincoln County)
Smoky Canyon
No 1
Smoky Canyon
No 2

Jr Simplot
Co.
Jr Simplot
Co.

H

Auburn

15

Y

H

Afton

1

Y

Rich County, Utah (Upstream of Uinta And Lincoln Counties)

Woodruff Creek

Birch Creek No.
2

B.L.M./South Big
Creek Reservoir
Farmland
Reserve, Inc.Neponset

Little Creek

Woodruff
Reservoir &
Irrigation
Company
Woodruff
Reservoir &
Irrigation
Company
Woodruff
Reservoir &
Irrigation
Company
Bureau Of
Land Mgmt
Farmland
Reserve,
Inc. LDS
Church
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Woodruff Creek

H

Woodruff

9

Y

Birch Creek

H

Woodruff

8

Y

Birch Creek

H

Woodruff

8

Y

0

N

18

Y

S
Bear River –
Offstream

S

Woodruff
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Birch Creek No.
1 (Lower)
Six Mile Creek

Little Creek
Irrigation &
Reservoir
Co.
Larry
Johnson

Little Creek

S

Randolph

2

N

Six Mile Creek

S

Beckwith

7

N

Sublette County (Upstream Of Lincoln And Sweetwater Counties)

New Fork Lake
Middle Piney
Lake Dam

Willow Lake

Boulder Lake

Sixty Seven

New Fork
Lake
Irrigation
District
USDA FS
Wilson,
Binning,
Bayer,
Jorgensen,
Et al
Boulder
Lake
Irrigation
District
67
Reservoir
Corp., C/O
Jay
Downes

West Fork Of New
Fork River
Middle Piney
Creek

H

Boulder

30

Y

H

Big Piney

25

Y

Lake Creek

S

Boulder

22

Y

Boulder Creek

S

Boulder

6

N

Spring Creek
Offstream

S

Big Piney

6

N

Lincoln County
Fontenelle

Kemmerer
Viva Naughton

Unit 3 Fgd Pond
2

Cottonwood
Lake

DOI BR
Joint
Powers
Board C/O
Dale Crank

Green River

H

Jamestown

59

Y

Hams Fork River

H

Kemmerer

12

N

Pacificorp
Pacificorp,
Naughton
Power
Plant
Usda
Forest
Service
(Mesia
Nyman)

Hams Fork

H

Frontier

13

Y

Culvert Draw

S

Hwy 189

1

N

Cottonwood Creek

S

Smoot

14

N

Sweetwater County
DOI BR
Eden West Dike
DOI BR
Eden Dike 2

Little Sandy Creek
Little Sandy Creek
Os

H

Farson

7

Y

H

Farson

7

Y

Big Sandy Creek
Little Sandy Creek
Os

H

Farson

11

Y

H

Farson

7

Y

Green River

H

Jamestown

59

Y

DOI BR
Big Sandy Dike
DOI BR
Eden Dike 1
DOI BR
Fontenelle
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Big Sandy
No. 1 Tailings

Jim Bridger
Power Plant
Surge Pond
Jim Bridger Fgd
Spent Liquor
Pond No. 1
Jim Bridger Fgd
Spent Liquor
Pond No. 2
Tailings Pond
No. 4 Dam 2b
TRONOX
Tailings Pond
No. 4 Main Dam
Tailings Pond
No. 4 Dam 2a
Lower Snake
Draw (4th Enl.)
Cell J

DOI BR
Ciner
Wyoming,
L.P.
Pp&L –
Jbpp
(Robert
Arambel)
Pp & L –
Jbpp
(Robert
Arambel)
Pp & L –
Jbpp
(Robert
Arabel)
Oci
Wyoming,
L.P.
Ciner
Ciner
Wyoming,
L.P.
Oci
Wyoming,
L.P.
TRONOX

Big Sandy Creek

H

Farson

11

Y

Stevens Draw

H

Green River

19

N

Humphrey Draw

S

Point Of
Rocks

7

N

Fontenelle Res,
Supp Frm Green

S

Point Of
Rocks

7

N

Fontenelle Res,
Supp Frm Green

S

Point Of
Rocks

7

N

Stevens Draw
Drainage Of
Bluebell Draw

S

Green River

19

N

S

Alchem

12

N

Stevens Draw

S

Green River

19

N

Stevens Draw

S

Green River

19

N

Snake Draw

S

Green River

0

N

S

Manila

60

N

TATA

Uinta County
Meeks Cabin

Woodruff
Narrows

Sulphur Creek
Broadbent
Enlargement Of
Heber
Wall
Development
Company Dam
Myers
Painter

DOI BR
Woodruff
Narrows
Reservoir
Association
City Of
Evanston &
Sulphur
Creek Res.
Co
J. R.
Broadbent
Company

John Eyre
Dan Cowan
Brad
Fearne

Blacks Fork River

H

Millburne

18

Y

Bear River

H

Woodruff,
Utah

9

Y

Sulphur Creek

H

Evanston

12

Y

Broadbent Ditch,
La Chapelle Creek

S

0

N

0

N

16

N

28

N

Quarry Creek, Tr
Blacks Fork Creek
Mill Creek
Offstream
Pleasant Valley
Creek

S
S
S

Fort Bridger
Military
Reservation
Woodruff,
Utah
Woodruff,
Utah

Source: National Inventory of Dams

There are two high hazard dams in Uinta County and two high hazard dams that are upstream from
populated communities in Uinta County. Sulfur Creek Dam is above Evanston and the town of
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Bear River. Meeks Cabin Dam and State Line Dikes 1 & 2 are above Mountain View and Fort
Bridger. Sulphur Creek Dam is an earthen dam built primarily for water storage.
Meeks Cabin is owned and operated by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Reclamation (USBR). It is an
earthen dam used primarily for irrigation water storage. It was last inspected on September 1,
2009. State Line Dikes 1 & 2 are located in Summit County, Utah, just south of Uinta County.
They are earthen dams owned by the USBR as fish and wildlife ponds. They were last inspected
on September 19, 2011. All high hazard dams affecting Uinta County have emergency action
plans.
Fontenelle Dam is a high hazard dam above Green River in Sweetwater/Lincoln County. It was
built between 1961 and 1964 on the Green River by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Reclamation.
Failure of the Fontenelle Dam would directly impact Jamestown and Green River. The earthfill
dam primarily impounds water for storage. It is owned and operated by the USBR and is not subject
to State regulation. It has an emergency plan and its last inspection was July 24, 2008.
Viva Naughton is a high hazard dam upstream of Kemmerer on the Hams Fork River in Lincoln
County. It is a privately owned dam used for water supply, irrigation and flood control. There is
an emergency action plan. Its last inspection by the State was June 6, 2012.
Given the geographical extent and number of High and Significant dams in the Region the rating
ranges from low to significant depending on the location in the Region.
Past Occurrences
There has been one documented dam failure in Region 4. Fontenelle Dam suffered a significant
breach in 1965, when the dam's right abutment developed a leak. Emergency releases from the
dam flooded downstream properties, but repairs to the dam were successful.
In June 8, 2010, rapidly melting snow and downpours flowed into an already full Meeks Cabin
Reservoir above Fort Bridger in Uinta County. Over 1,500 cfs had to be released over the spill
way of the dam. Total release was 2,500 cfs, causing flooding downstream.
There have been a number of dam failures elsewhere in Wyoming, some of which resulted in loss
of life and damage to property. In 1906, snow melt flooding along the North Platte caused the
failure of a diversion dam. The flooding destroyed a railroad embankment and resulted in a train
wreck that claimed 12 lives. Snow melt flooding caused another dam to fail in 1984. Dozens of
residences, businesses, and farms were impacted for a total of $5 million in damages to the area.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Based on past history, Region 4 could be affected occasionally by dam failures in the future. The
structural integrity of dams depends on regular inspections and maintenance, which do not always
happen. Additionally, a number of the dam failures in Wyoming and other Rocky Mountain states
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occurred because of snow melt flooding that exceeded the capacity and strength of dams.
Wyoming’s dams will continue to be tested by snow melt, heavy rains, and other types of floods
every year. Thus, dam failures could possibly threaten Wyoming and Region 4 counties.
Potential Magnitude
Potential impacts could include injury and loss of life, property damage, damage to infrastructure,
drinking water contamination, loss of crops and livestock, evacuations and sheltering and
associated costs, interruption of commerce and transportation, search and rescue, and clean-up
costs.
The severity and magnitude of a given dam or levee failure is best assessed on a county basis and
case-by-case basis. This information is contained in the emergency action plans for the high hazard
dams in the State. More information on the High Hazard and Significant Hazard dams, and an
estimate of relative impacts from a failure of them, can be referenced in the County Annexes.
High Hazard (Class I) dams, by definition, would merit a magnitude/severity rating of catastrophic,
whereas Significant Hazard (Class II) dams rate as critical and Low Hazard dams fall into the
limited rating. The magnitude/severity rating for the hazard is ranges from limited to critical,
based on the location in the Region and the number of Class I dams that could impact communities
in the Region.
Vulnerability Assessment
The seriousness of flooding hazards in Uinta County comes from the risks posed by dams. Sulfur
Creek Dam is above Evanston and the town of Bear River. Meeks Cabin Dam and State Line Dikes
1 & 2 are above Mountain View and Fort Bridger. In the event of a dam break or breach, much of
the developed county would be flooded in a short period of time. The communities below would
be devastated and there would most likely be loss of life and a loss of water supply for almost all
the communities in Uinta County.
Fontenelle Dam is above Green River and Jamestown and Viva Naughton Dam is above
Kemmerer. A previous failure of Fontenelle Dam caused flooding to downstream properties.
Another problem area is the aging of the dams. Of the 1,548 dams in the State inventory in 2015,
860 or 56% were constructed before 1965 and are over fifty years old. The SOD staff responds to
reports of dam failures or near failures. All of the incidents in the past five years are attributable
to the age of the dam and the appurtenant structures. (Source: 2015 WY SOD report.)
Future Development
As communities or unincorporated areas grow, previously lower-classified dams may pose greater
risks, which could elevate their hazard classification. Inundation maps and emergency action plans
should be consulted in the planning of new development, where applicable. Future development
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along portions of the Hams Fork River, Cottonwood Creek, the Green River, or Culvert Draw
could be at risk.
Growth rates in the region do not indicate that risk is increasing substantially.
Summary
Overall, dam failure significance ranges from low to high dependent upon location in the Region.
The probability of such an event is low, but impacts could be significant depending upon the
dam involved.
Table 4.6. Dam Failure Hazard Risk Summary
County

Geographic
Extent

Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta

Limited
Limited
Significant

Probability of
Future
Occurrence
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional

Potential
Magnitude/ Severity

Overall Significance

Limited
Limited
Critical

Low
Low
High

Municipalities Impacted:
Lincoln County: Kemmerer
Sweetwater County: Green River
Uinta County: Evanston, Bear River, Mountain View, Fort Bridger

4.2.4 Drought
Hazard Description
Drought is described as a protracted period of deficient precipitation resulting in extensive damage
to vegetation. Of all the natural weather-related disasters, drought is by far the most costly to our
society. It indirectly kills more people and animals than the combined effects of hurricanes, floods,
tornadoes, blizzards, and wildfires. And, unlike other disasters that quickly come and go, drought's
long-term unrelenting destruction has been responsible in the past for mass migrations and lost
civilizations. The 1980 and 1988 droughts in the U.S. resulted in approximately 17,500 heatrelated deaths and an economic cost of over $100 billion. Drought occurs in four stages, and is
defined as a function of its magnitude (dryness), duration, and regional extent. Severity, the most
commonly used term for measuring drought, is a combination of magnitude and duration.
The first stage of drought is known as a meteorological drought. The conditions at this stage
include any precipitation shortfall of 75% of normal for three months or longer. The second stage
is known as agricultural drought. Soil moisture is deficient to the point where plants are stressed
and biomass (yield) is reduced. The third stage is the hydrological drought. Reduced stream flow
(inflow) to reservoirs and lakes is the most obvious sign that a serious drought is in progress. The
fourth stage is the socioeconomic drought. This final stage refers to the situation that occurs when
physical water shortage begins to affect people.
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As these stages evolve over time, the impacts to the economy, society, and environment converge
into an emergency situation. Without reservoir water to irrigate farms, food supplies are in
jeopardy. Without spring rains for the prairie grasslands, open range grazing is compromised.
Without groundwater for municipalities, the hardships to communities result in increases in mental
and physical stress as well as conflicts over the use of whatever limited water is available. Without
water, wetlands disappear. The quality of any remaining water decreases due to its higher salinity
concentration. There is also an increased risk of fires, and air quality degrades as a result of
increased soil erosion in strong winds (blowing dust).
Geographical Area Affected
According to estimates by the Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan Committee, the Region is at high
risk to drought events over an extensive spatial area. Droughts are often regional events, impacting
multiple counties and states simultaneously. Therefore, as the climate of the planning area is fairly
contiguous, it is reasonable to assume that a drought will impact the entire planning region.
According to the Wyoming State Climate Office, Wyoming is the 5th driest state in the U.S.
Drought can be a normal occurrence in Wyoming due to the State’s natural climate, and each
county’s HMPC noted that the entire area generally doesn’t see much moisture; communities and
residents have adapted to life in the drier ecosystem of the region.
Past Occurrences
The planning area has experienced several multi-year droughts over the past several decades. The
most recent statewide drought started in 1999, but began in earnest in the spring of 2000 and
endured through 2004. 2005 was a wetter year, technically signifying the end of the drought
period. Dry conditions returned in the following years and became especially severe between 2006
and 2007. According to the Wyoming State Climate Office, “conditions have eased somewhat in
mid-2008, but a near decade with warm temperatures and relatively little precipitation has left
[Wyoming] very vulnerable” (http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/sco/drought/drought.html). Another
particularly dry year occurred in 2012.
The 1999-2004 drought is considered by many to be the most severe in collective memory.
However, some long-time residents have indicated that they remember streams drying up in the
1930s and 1950s. According to instrument records, since 1895 there have been only seven multiyear (three years or longer) statewide droughts. Based on deficit precipitation totals (negative
departures from the long term average), they are ranked on a statewide basis in the table below.
Table 4.7. Signficant Multi-Year Wyoming Droughts of the Modern Instrumented Era
Average Annual
Precipitation (inches)

Percent of 1985-2006
Average Annual
Precipitation (13.04”)

1952-1956

10.65

81.69%

1900-1903

10.76

82.52%

1999-2004

11.07

84.89%

1987-1990

11.12

85.28%

Years
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Average Annual
Precipitation (inches)

Percent of 1985-2006
Average Annual
Precipitation (13.04”)

1958-1964

11.67

89.49%

1974-1977

11.77

90.26%

1931-1936

11.79

90.41%

Years

Widespread droughts in Wyoming, as determined from stream flow records, were most notable
during three periods: 1929-1942, 1948-1962, and 1976-1982.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the departure from normal precipitation levels in the state during the winter
of 2009-2010.
Figure 4.5. Percent of Normal Precipitation by Basin: October 2009 – March 2010

Wyoming state boundary in blue
Source: NOAA, Wyoming Drought Information, updated April 30, 2010, http://www.crh.noaa.gov/images/riw/hydro/drought_info.pdf

As a whole, Wyoming's precipitation record from 1895-2015 reveals that except for the Dust Bowl
years of the 1930s, there was generally a surplus of moisture for the first half of the 20th century.
During the second half of the 20th century and into the 21st century, there was an increasing trend
of increased periods of drought. The following table illustrates annual precipitation in Wyoming
from 1895 through 2015.
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Figure 4.6. Wyoming Annual Precipitation: 1895 - 2015

Source: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/
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Figure 4.7. Green and Bear Rivers Basin: Annual Precipitation 1895 - 2015

Source: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/

The U.S. Drought Monitor provides a general summary of current drought conditions. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and the National Drought Mitigation Center (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
collaborate on this weekly product. Multiple drought indicators, including various indices,
outlooks, field reports, and news accounts are reviewed and synthesized. In addition, numerous
experts from other agencies and offices across the country are consulted. The result is the
consensus assessment presented on the USDM map. The image is color-coded for four levels of
drought intensity. An additional category, “Abnormally Dry,” is used to show areas that might be
moving into a drought, as well as those that have recently come out of one. The dominant type of
drought
is
also
indicated
(i.e.
agricultural
and/or
hydrological).
Source:
http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/index.html
The following figure shows that as of July 26, 2016, the northern portions of Lincoln County are
considered abnormally dry; no drought conditions are identified in the other areas of Region 4.
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Figure 4.8. U.S. Drought Monitor

(Source: http://drought.unl.edu/monitoringtools/droughtimpactreporter.aspx)

Another useful resource to determine the impacts of drought is the Drought Impact Reporter (DIR),
launched by the National Drought Mitigation Center in July 2005 as the nation’s first
comprehensive database of drought impacts. The Drought Impact Reporter is an interactive webbased mapping tool designed to compile and display impact information across the United States
in near real-time from a variety of sources such as media, government agencies, and the public.
Information within the Drought Impact Reporter is collected from a variety of sources including
the media, government agencies and reports, and citizen observers. Each of these sources provides
different types of information at different spatial and temporal scales.
A search of the database for Region 4 from 1999 to 2016 (which includes the most recent severe
droughts) shows a total of 12 reported impacts. The following figures show the breakdown of
reported impacts by county. The most reported impacts are in the Agricultural and Relief,
Response & Restriction categories. Drought effects associated with agriculture include damage to
crop quality; income loss for farmers due to reduced crop yields; reduced productivity of cropland;
reduced productivity of rangeland; forced reduction of foundation stock; and closure/limitation of
public lands to grazing, among others. The Relief, Response & Recovery category refers to drought
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effects associated with disaster declarations, aid programs, requests for disaster declaration or aid,
water restrictions, or fire restrictions.
Figure 4.9. Number of Reported Drought Impacts 1999 – 2016 Lincoln County
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Figure 4.10. Number of Reported Drought Impacts 1999 – 2016 Sweetwater County
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Figure 4.11. Number of Reported Drought Impacts 1999 – 2016 Uinta County

Some examples of losses during a drought include a July 2012 report where ranchers grazing their
cattle on Bureau of Land Management property in western Wyoming were anxious about losing
their permission to have their cattle on BLM land because riparian lands were deteriorating from
drought. Source: (http://trib.com/news/local/state-and-regional/wyoming-ranchers-sell-off-cattlein-record-amounts-to-cope/article_14a4c30a-a0a1-575c-b1f4-74816a3a5d54.html)
Another report in June 2010 stated the Killdeer Wetlands Rehabilitation project, located west of
Green River in Sweetwater County, was never fully realized as drought prevented the wetlands
from filling with water between 1999 and 2008. (Casper Star-Tribune 2010-06-13)
A weather spotter in Lincoln County reported, “Grass in the hills for grazing and even the hay
fields had a hard time growing because of the lack of rain and the heat and occasional very cold
nights. Dirt became inches of dust, irrigation water evaporated before it could reach the furthest
parts of the hay fields (evidenced by the tall grass in places and short burned up grass in others),
our little river was about dry. The cloud burst yesterday of .48 inches of water will help greatly. I
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see the river has a pretty good flow and the entire country is freshened up by this rain.”
(CoCoRaHS Report from Station #Kemmerer 20.5 NNW on 8/24/2013)
Drought Disaster Declarations
All counties in Region 4 have, at various times, been included in regional USDA disaster
declarations for droughts. In November 2007, the USDA designated 11 counties as natural disaster
areas for drought including Big Horn, Converse, Fremont, Hot Springs, Lincoln, Niobrara, Platte,
Sublette, Sweetwater, Washakie and Weston. An ongoing drought declaration was made in
December 2007 for Wyoming. In July 2012, the USDA designated five counties in Wyoming as
primary natural disaster areas due to damage and losses caused by drought that began June 5, 2012.
Designated counties were Carbon, Laramie, Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta. In July 2015, the
USDA designated Summit County in Utah as a primary natural disaster area due to damages and
losses caused by a recent drought. Farmers and ranchers in Sweetwater and Uinta counties in
Wyoming also qualified for natural disaster assistance because their counties are contiguous.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Drought occurs approximately every five to 10 years in Region 4. Figure 4.12 indicates the Region
has spent anywhere from 15-20% of the 100 year span from 1895 to 1995 in severe or extreme
drought. This is more often than shown in Table 4.1 which suggests that severe multi-year
droughts have occurred roughly every ten years since the mid-20th century. An occurrence interval
of roughly once every ten years corresponds to a likely frequency of occurrence. This is consistent
with HMPC estimates.
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Figure 4.12. Palmer Drought Severity Index for the Continental U.S.: 1895 - 1995

Potential Magnitude
In order to calculate a magnitude and severity rating for comparison with other hazards, and to
assist in assessing the overall impact of the hazard on the planning area, information from the event
of record is used. In some cases, the event of record represents an anticipated worst-case scenario,
and in others, it is a reflection of a common occurrence. Based upon Figure 4.8 and Table 4.9, the
drought of 1999-2004 is as significant, if not more significant than any other droughts in the last
100 years for the entire state. The most significant droughts in the last century, in terms of
precipitation deficit, were in 1952-1956 and 1999-2004. In order to determine which drought
period had the most significant impact on Wyoming, crop production and livestock inventory data
for the two periods were compared. 1957 and 2005 were wetter years, with annual statewide
precipitation totals above the 1895-2015 average. Those two years were used as endpoints for the
droughts that started in 1952 and 1999 respectively. In both cases, the years following saw a return
to drier conditions. Because of this, the most recent drought impacts were also calculated for 2005
and 2006, and are included in summary tables. Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 show peak decline (%) in
production during drought compared to the 5-year pre-drought production average for various
commodities. It should be noted that both tables are based on statewide data; county-specific data
was not available for all of the years.
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A comparison of the following tables indicate that drought impacts to the Wyoming agricultural
community were greater in the 1999-2004 drought than in the 1952-1956 drought. With the
exception of dry beans, all commodities in the worst years of the 1999-2004 drought showed a
greater percentage decline in production than in the 1952-1956 drought. As a result, the 1999-2004
drought will be used as the drought of historic record to calculate dollar impacts.
Table 4.8. Peak Commodity Production Changes from Pre-Drought (1947 – 1951) to
Drought (1952 – 1956)

Units

Lowest
Production
During
Drought
(1952-1956)

Year of
Lowest
Production
(1952-1956)

Percent
Change

490

1,000 tons

675

1954

+38%

674

1,000 tons

442

1954

-34%

1,050

1,000 head

1,096

1954

+4%

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1947-1951)

Alfalfa Hay
Other Hay

Commodity

Cattle/ Calves
Inventory

Table 4.9. Peak Commodity Production Changes from Pre-Drought (1994 – 1998) to
Drought (1999 – 2004)

Units

Lowest
Production
During
Drought
(1999-2006)

Year of
Lowest
Production
(1999-2006)

Percent
Change

1581

1,000 tons

1150

2002

-27%

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

450

2002

-45%

Cattle/ Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1300

2004

-16%

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1994-1998)

Alfalfa Hay

Commodity

Economic Impacts
Agricultural dollar impacts can also be used to show the effects of drought. For the Regional Plan
data was obtained from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Quick Stats database
(https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov).
Drought impacts to agriculture in Region 4 would be found primarily in hay and livestock
production. The data below represent changes in production value for crops and changes in
inventory value for cattle and calves. As such, the data should be considered impact value versus
loss value. For example, with cattle and calves inventory, the inventory has decreased during the
drought. Therefore the value of inventory on hand has decreased. The inventory decreased,
however, because of the sale of the cattle and calves. The sales resulted in an increase in cash
receipts to the farming and ranching community. The net result, however, is a decrease in
inventory value, which is a negative drought impact.
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Table 4.10. 1999 Production and Inventory Value Impact

Units

1999
Production

Value (USD)

Production
and Inventory
Value Impact
(USD)

1581

1,000 tons

1782

$67.00/ton

+ 13,467,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

1008

$60.00/ton

+ 11,436,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1580

$770.00/head

+ 33,880,000

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1994-1998)

Alfalfa Hay

Commodity

TOTAL

+$58,783,000

Table 4.11. 2000 Production and Inventory Value Impact

Units

2000
Production

Value (USD)

Production
and Inventory
Value Impact
(USD)

1581

1,000 tons

1449

$85.00/ton

- 11,220,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

650

$80.00/ton

- 13,392,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1550

$780.00/head

+$10,920,000

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1994-1998)

Alfalfa Hay

Commodity

TOTAL

-$13,692,000

Table 4.12. 2001 Production and Inventory Value Impact

Units

2001
Production

Value (USD)

Production
and Inventory
Value Impact
(USD)

1581

1,000 tons

1276

$110.00/ton

- 33,550,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

605

$105.00/ton

- 22,302,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1470

$780.00/head

- 51,480,000

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1994-1998)

Alfalfa Hay

Commodity

TOTAL
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Table 4.13. 2002 Production and Inventory Value Impact

Units

2002
Production

Value (USD)

Production
and Inventory
Value Impact
(USD)

1581

1,000 tons

1150

$111.00/ton

- $ 47,841,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

450

$106.00/ton

- $ 38,902,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1320

$760.00/head

- $164,160,000

5-Year Pre-Drought
Production Average
(1994-1998)

Alfalfa Hay

Commodity

TOTAL

-$250,903,000

Table 4.14. 2003 Production and Inventory Value Impact
5-Year PreDrought
Production
Average (19941998)

Units

2003
Production

Value (USD)

Production and Inventory
Value Impact (USD)

Alfalfa Hay

1581

1,000 tons

1625

$80.00/ton

$3,520,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

770

$73.00/ton

-$3,431,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1350

$890.00/head

-$165,540,000

Commodity

TOTAL

-$165,451,000

Table 4.15. 2004 Production and Inventory Value Impact
5-Year PreDrought
Production
Average (19941998)

Units

2004
Production

Value (USD)

Production and
Inventory Value Impact
(USD)

Alfalfa Hay

1581

1,000 tons

1305

$74.50/ton

-$20,562,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

756

$69.50/ton

-$4,239,500

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1300

$1020.00/head

-$240,720,000

Commodity

TOTAL
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Table 4.16. 2005 Production and Inventory Value Impact
5-Year PreDrought
Production
Average (19941998)

Units

2005
Production

Value (USD)

Production and
Inventory Value Impact
(USD)

Alfalfa Hay

1581

1,000 tons

1560

$75.00/ton

-$1,575,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

756

$72.00/ton

-$4,392,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1400

$1140.00/head

-$155,040,000

Commodity

TOTAL

-$161,007,000

Table 4.17. 2006 Production and Inventory Value Impact
5-Year PreDrought
Production
Average (19941998)

Units

2006
Production

Value (USD)

Production and
Inventory Value Impact
(USD)

Alfalfa Hay

1581

1,000 tons

1400

$101.00/ton

-$18,281,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

715

$103.00/ton

-$10,506,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000 head

1400

$1010.00/head

-$137,360,000

Commodity

TOTAL

-$166,147,000

Table 4.18. Production and Inventory Value for Worst Year of Drought
5-Year PreDrought
Production
Average (19941998)

Units

Worst Yearly
Production
of Drought

Year

Value (USD)

Production and
Inventory Value
Impact (USD)

Alfalfa Hay

1581

1,000 tons

1150

2002

$111.00/ton

-$47,841,000

Other Hay

817

1,000 tons

450

2002

$106.00/ton

-$38,902,000

Cattle/Calves
Inventory

1536

1,000
head

1300

2004

$1,020/head

-$240,720,000

Commodity

TOTAL

-$327,463,000

The 1999-2004 drought can be shown to be the drought of historic record. There have been
significant impacts on the agricultural industry from the 1999-2004 drought. The worst-case year
was 2004, with a negative dollar impact of $265,521,500 statewide in these three categories.
Region 4 is 17% of the State of Wyoming in land area. For the sake of establishing a baseline, if
it is assumed that the drought impact is equally distributed across the state, the potential drought
impact in Region 4 for 2004 was approximately $45,138,655. The total impact statewide for the
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1999-2004 drought is $772,996,500. For the sake of establishing a baseline, if it is assumed that
the drought impact is equally distributed across the state, then the potential drought impact in
Region 4 was approximately $131,409,405.
Additionally, drought can exacerbate the risk of wildfires; increase the cost of municipal water
usage; and deplete water resources used for recreation, affecting the economy.
Vulnerability Assessment
The vulnerability of the people, buildings, and economy of Region 4 to drought is very difficult to
quantify. Typically, people and structures are not directly vulnerable to drought, though secondary
or indirect impacts may eventually increase vulnerability ratings. However, some areas are more
vulnerable overall than others and, therefore, benefit from adequate mitigation planning and
implementation. For Region 4, the agricultural sector is the most vulnerable to drought and will
benefit the most from mitigation efforts. Economic resources tied to agricultural production are
extremely vulnerable to drought. Outdoor recreation, which is important to the Region 4 economy,
is also vulnerable to drought. The geographic extent of the hazard is considered extensive. The
probability of future occurrences is considered likely, and the potential magnitude/severity is
limited. In addition, the HMPC considers the hazard to have an overall impact rating of high for
the Region.
Future Development
Future development in the Region is not anticipated to change vulnerability to drought
significantly.
Summary
Drought is considered a high significance hazard for most of the Region due to the extensive
economic and environmental impacts. Drought can be widespread and pervasive for several years.
Table 4.19. Drought Hazard Risk Summary
Geographic
Extent

Probability of
Future
Occurrence

Potential
Magnitude/ Severity

Overall Significance

Lincoln

Extensive

Likely

Limited

High

Sweetwater

Extensive

Likely

Limited

High

Uinta

Extensive

Likely

Limited

High

County
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4.2.5 Earthquake
Hazard Description
An earthquake is generally defined as a sudden motion or trembling in the Earth caused by the
abrupt release of strain accumulated within or along the edge of the earth’s tectonic plates. The
most common types of earthquakes are caused by movements along faults and by volcanic forces,
although they can also result from explosions, cavern collapse, and other minor causes not related
to slowly accumulated strains.
The amount of energy released during an earthquake is usually expressed as a Richter magnitude
and is measured directly from the earthquake as recorded on seismographs. Another measure of
earthquake severity is intensity. Intensity is an expression of the amount of shaking at any given
location on the ground surface as felt by humans or resulting damage to structures and defined in
the Modified Mercalli scale (see Table 4.20). Seismic shaking is typically the greatest cause of
losses to structures during earthquakes.
Table 4.20. Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) Scale
MMI

Felt Intensity

I

Not felt except by a very few people under special conditions. Detected mostly by instruments.

II

Felt by a few people, especially those on upper floors of buildings. Suspended objects may swing.

III

Felt noticeably indoors. Standing automobiles may rock slightly.

IV

Felt by many people indoors, by a few outdoors. At night, some people are awakened. Dishes, windows,
and doors rattle.

V

Felt by nearly everyone. Many people are awakened. Some dishes and windows are broken. Unstable
objects are overturned.

VI

Felt by everyone. Many people become frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy furniture is moved. Some
plaster falls.

VII

Most people are alarmed and run outside. Damage is negligible in buildings of good construction,
considerable in buildings of poor construction.

VIII

Damage is slight in specially designed structures, considerable in ordinary buildings, great in poorly built
structures. Heavy furniture is overturned.

IX

Damage is considerable in specially designed buildings. Buildings shift from their foundations and partly
collapse. Underground pipes are broken.

X

Some well-built wooden structures are destroyed. Most masonry structures are destroyed. The ground is
badly cracked. Considerable landslides occur on steep slopes.

XI

Few, if any, masonry structures remain standing. Rails are bent. Broad fissures appear in the ground.

XII

Virtually total destruction. Waves are seen on the ground surface. Objects are thrown in the air.

Source: USGS. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/mercalli.php
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Table 4.21. Magnitude and Modified Mercalli Intensity Comparison
Magnitude
1.0-3.0
3.0-3.9
4.0-4.9
5.0-5.9
6.0-6.9
7.0 and higher

Typical Maximum Modified Mercalli
Intensity
I
II-III
IV-V
VI-VII
VII-IX
VIII or higher

Source: USGS. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/mercalli.php

Table 4.22. Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) Scale and Peak Ground Acceleration
MMI

Acceleration (%g) (PGA)

I

<0.17

II

0.17 – 1.4

III

0.17 – 1.4

IV

1.4 – 3.9

V

3.9 – 9.2

VI

9.2 – 18

VII

18 – 34

VIII

34 – 65

IX

65 – 124

X

>124

XI

>124

XII

>124

Source: Modified Mercalli Intensity and peak ground acceleration (PGA) (Wald, et al 1999).

Earthquakes can cause structural damage, injury, and loss of life, as well as damage to
infrastructure networks, such as water, power, communication, and transportation lines. Other
damaging effects of earthquakes include surface rupture, fissuring, ground settlement, and
permanent horizontal and vertical shifting of the ground. Secondary impacts can include
landslides, seiches, liquefaction, fires, and dam failure. The combination of widespread primary
and secondary effects from large earthquakes make this hazard potentially devastating.
Part of what makes earthquakes so destructive is that they generally occur without warning. The
main shock of an earthquake can usually be measured in seconds, and rarely lasts for more than a
minute. Aftershocks can occur within the days, weeks, and even months following a major
earthquake.
By studying the geologic characteristics of faults, geoscientists can often determine when the fault
last moved and estimate the magnitude of the earthquake that produced the last movement.
Because the occurrence of earthquakes is relatively infrequent in this region and the historical
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earthquake record is short, accurate estimations of magnitude, timing, or location of future
dangerous earthquakes in the region are difficult to estimate.
Liquefaction
During an earthquake, near surface (within 30 feet), relatively young (less than 10,000 years old),
water-saturated sands and silts may act as a viscous fluid. This event is known as liquefaction
(quicksand is a result of liquefaction). Liquefaction occurs when water-saturated materials are
exposed to seismic waves. These seismic waves may compact the material (i.e. silts and sands),
increasing the interior pore water pressure within the material mass.
When the pore pressure rises to about the pressure of the weight of the overlying materials,
liquefaction occurs. If the liquefaction occurs near the surface, the soil bearing strength for
buildings, roads, and other structures may be lost. Buildings can tip on their side, or in some cases
sink. Roads can shift and become unstable to drive on. If the liquefied zone is buried beneath more
competent material, cracks may form in the overlying material, and the water and sand from the
liquefied zone can eject through the cracks as slurry.
Geographical Area Affected
Yellowstone National Park is north of the Region and one of the more seismically active areas in
the United States. Most Wyoming earthquakes outside of Yellowstone National Park occur as a
result of movement on faults. If the fault has moved within the Quaternary geological period, or
last 1.6 million years, the fault is considered to be active. Active faults can be exposed at the
surface or deeply buried with no significant surface expression. Historically, no earthquakes in
Wyoming have been associated with exposed active faults. The exposed active faults, however,
have the potential to generate the largest earthquakes. As a result it is necessary to understand
both exposed and buried active faults in order to generate a realistic seismological characterization
of the state.
There are approximately 80 Quaternary faults mapped in Wyoming, with 26 considered active
(Source: www.wsgs.wyo.gov). There are several of these faults in the Region including the Teton
fault, Star Valley fault, Greys River fault, Rock Creek fault, and the Bear River fault system that
are considered to be capable of generating magnitude 7.0 to 7.5 earthquakes. The Chicken Springs
fault system near Baroil is capable of generating magnitude 6.5 to 6.7 earthquakes. (Source:
Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2016).
A dynamic magma chamber beneath Yellowstone National Park, combined with regional tectonic
forces, results in significant seismic activity. Many of the earthquakes are associated with
movement of hydrothermal fluids in the subsurface. Some deeper earthquakes may be related to
fluids within or around the magma chamber. Earthquakes which may be related to active faults
also occur in the park. Yellowstone is a super-volcano, and it has explosively erupted 0.64 million,
1.3 million, and 2.1 million years ago. The explosive eruptions led to the formation of three giant
calderas, the collapse of which led to the formation of faults. In addition, after major eruptions,
resurgent domes formed within the calderas. The doming process led to the formation of other
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faults. As a result, many of the faults in Yellowstone are not considered major threats. There are
other faults, however, that are easily capable of generating magnitude 6.5+ earthquakes (State
Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016).
Figure 4.13. Exposed Known or Expected Active Faults in Wyoming

Source: Wyoming Geological Survey

The following figure shows areas in Wyoming that could experience liquefaction during an intense
earthquake. Areas shown have sands and coarse silts that are less than 10,000 years in age and are
within 30 feet of the surface. Portions of the Bear River Valley, Star Valley, Snake River Valley,
Yellowstone National Park, Yellowstone River Valley, and the New Fork River Valley, as well as
portions along the Wind and Bighorn rivers, have the necessary components to experience
liquefaction.
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Figure 4.14. Wyoming Liquefaction Coverage

Source: Wyoming Geological Survey

Past Occurrences
Prior to the 1950s, most earthquakes were detected and located by personal reports. After the
Hebgen Lake earthquake in 1959 near Yellowstone Park, monitoring in Wyoming started to
improve and earthquakes were more commonly located by seismometers.
Since 1871, the state has logged some 47,000 earthquakes, with the majority of the events taking
place in the western third of the state where the majority of the active, or Quaternary Period, faults
are identified. The figure below illustrates earthquake history between 1963 and 2010.
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Figure 4.15. Wyoming Historic Earthquake Occurrences Statewide, 1963 - 2010

Source: Wyoming Geological Survey - Wyoming Earthquake Hazard and Risk Analysis: HAZUS-MH Loss Estimations for 16
Earthquake Scenarios Report

Historically, earthquakes have occurred in every county in Wyoming. The first was reported in
Yellowstone National Park in 1871 and the most recent likely occurred in the Park.
The tables below exhibit each county’s history of earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 2.5.
Historically, Lincoln County proves to be one of the most seismically active counties in the region.
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Table 4.23. Earthquakes Greater than 2.5 in Region 4: 1975 – June 2016
County

Magnitude 2.5-2.9

3-3.9

4.0-5.8

Lincoln

46

85

18

Sweetwater

5

11

1

Uinta

3

1

0

Table 4.24. Highest Magnitude Earthquakes in Region 4: 1915 – June 2016
County

Magnitude

Date

Lincoln

5.8

1930-06-12

Lincoln

5.8

1994-02-03

Lincoln

4.8

1994-02-11

Lincoln

4.8

1985-08-21

Lincoln

4.7

1994-02-04

Lincoln

4.6

1985-09-07

Sweetwater

4.5

1963-10-14

Lincoln

4.5

1994-02-07

Lincoln

4.4

1994-02-03

Lincoln

4.4

1994-02-03

Source: USGS Earthquake Hazards Program
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Figure 4.16. Earthquake Hazards in Wyoming

Source: Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2014

Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Based on past occurrences the Region has a 42% chance of experiencing an earthquake with a
magnitude of 2.5 or greater in the next year; however also based on past occurrences, the
earthquakes are likely to cause little to no damage. To determine the likelihood of damaging
earthquakes the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) publishes probabilistic acceleration maps for 500, 1000-, and 2,500-year time frames. The maps show what accelerations may be met or exceeded
in those time frames by expressing the probability that the accelerations will be met or exceeded
in a shorter time frame. For example, a 10% probability that acceleration may be met or exceeded
in 50 years is roughly equivalent to a 100% probability of exceedance in 500 years. The 2,500year (2% probability of exceedance in 50 years) map is shown in the figure below. The
International Building Code uses a 2,500-year map as the basis for building design. The maps
reflect current perceptions on seismicity in Wyoming based on available science. In many areas
of Wyoming, ground accelerations shown on the USGS maps can be increased further due to local
soil conditions. For example, if fairly soft, saturated sediments are present at the surface, and
seismic waves are passed through them, surface ground accelerations will usually be greater than
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would be experienced if only bedrock was present. In this case, the ground accelerations shown
on the USGS maps would underestimate the local hazard, as they are based upon accelerations that
would be expected if firm soil or rock were present at the surface.
As the historic record is limited, it is nearly impossible to determine when a 2,500-year event last
occurred in the county. Because of the uncertainty involved, and based upon the fact that the new
International Building Code utilizes 2,500-year events for building design, it is suggested that the
2,500-year probabilistic maps be used for regional and county analyses. This conservative
approach is in the interest of public safety.
Figure 4.17. 2500-year Probabilistic Acceleration Map (2% Probability of Exceedance in
50 Years) – Region 4 in Oval

Source: Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2014

Potential Magnitude
Minor but various damages have been documented in the Region from historic earthquakes.
Because of the limited historic record, however, it is possible to underestimate the seismic hazard
in the Region if historic earthquakes are used as the sole basis for analysis. Earthquake and ground
motion probability maps give a more reasonable estimate of damage potential in areas with or
without exposed active faults at the surface. Current earthquake probability maps that are used in
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the newest building codes suggest a scenario that would result in moderate damage to buildings
and their contents, with damage increasing from the northwest to the east. More specifically, the
probability-based worst-case scenario could result in the following damage at points throughout
the counties in the Region, expressed in terms of earthquake Modified Mercalli Intensity:
Intensity VII Earthquake Areas: In intensity VII earthquakes, damage is negligible in buildings of
good design and construction, slight-to-moderate in well-built ordinary structures, considerable in
poorly built or badly designed structures such as un-reinforced masonry buildings. Some chimneys
will be broken.
Lincoln
Star Valley Ranch
Thayne
Alpine
Afton
Kemmerer
Sweetwater
Atlantic City
Rock Springs
Intensity VI Earthquake Areas: In intensity VI earthquakes, some heavy furniture can be moved.
There may be some instances of fallen plaster and damaged chimneys.
Lincoln
La Barge
Diamondville
Opal
Kemmerer
Sweetwater
Green River
Granger
Wamsutter
Intensity V Earthquake Areas: Intensity V earthquakes are characterized by moderate shaking with
very light damage. Dishes and windows can break and plaster can crack. Unstable objects may
overturn. Tall objects such as trees and power poles can be disturbed.
Sweetwater
Baroil
South Superior
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Twenty-three magnitude 1.5 and greater earthquakes have been recorded in Uinta County,
according to the Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Plan. The HMPC provided anecdotal evidence
of additional earthquakes occurring between 2010 and 2016.
Vulnerability Assessment
The Wyoming State Geological Survey conducted a study in 2011 to model loss estimations for
16 earthquake scenarios in order to quantify the magnitude of earthquake impacts around the state.
The scenarios included four random event scenarios run on the basis of data from historic
earthquakes that occurred near Casper, Gillette, Laramie Peak, and Estes Park, Colorado. Each of
the historic, random event earthquake scenarios registered a 6.0 magnitude. The Estes Park
Scenario was based on an event occurring in 1882, the Casper area event in 1897, and the Gillette
and Laramie Peak events in 1984 (Source: Wyoming Geological Survey, “Wyoming Earthquake
Hazard and Risk Analysis: HAZUS-MH Loss Estimations for 16 Earthquake Scenarios, 2011)
HAZUS (Hazards U.S.) is a nationally standardized, GIS-based, risk assessment and loss
estimation computer program that was originally designed in 1997 to provide the user with an
estimate of the type, extent, and cost of damages and losses that may occur during and following
an earthquake. It was developed for the FEMA by the National Institute of Building Sciences
(NIBS). There have been a number of versions of HAZUS generated by FEMA, with HAZUSMH (HAZUS - Multi-Hazard) being the most recent release.
The study included information regarding the likelihood of damage to local and regional
infrastructure, including fire stations, police stations, sheriffs’ departments, schools, and hospitals.
The scenarios reflect anticipated functionality of each infrastructure system immediately following
the scenario earthquake, on day seven following the earthquake and one month after the
earthquake. Additional information provided includes anticipated households displaced or seeking
temporary shelter, electrical outages anticipated, number of households without potable water,
debris generated by the scenario and economic losses resulting from three categories: buildings,
transportation and utilities.
The following figure shows epicenter locations of the scenarios, sized by total loss. Epicenters on
map are labeled with total loss and if applicable, life-threatening injuries and fatalities.
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Figure 4.18. HAZUS-MH Earthquake Scenarios for Wyoming, 2011

Source: Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2014

Fault Based Scenario – Region 4 (Bear River Fault)
Of the 16 modeled scenarios, the Bear River Fault scenario and the Chicken Springs Fault Scenario
had the most impact on the Region.
The earthquake scenario for the Bear River fault system was modeled at magnitude 6.9. The
earthquake would cause damage in Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta counties. Scenario results show
that very light damage would be expected as far as 55 miles from the epicenter, near Granger.
Light damage would be expected within 40 miles, out to Ft. Bridger. Moderate to heavy damage
is likely within 15 miles of the fault, which includes the city of Evanston where ground
accelerations of 18-34% gravity (g) would be expected. Beartown and Hilliard would expect the
highest amount of shaking, with ground acceleration modeled between 34 and 65%g (MMI VIII).
These are also the places where damage would be expected to be the greatest.
The total population in the scenario region is 19,814 according to the 2000 census. The scenario
results estimate that of the 19,814 people, 116 households would be displaced, and 80 people
would seek temporary shelter.
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There are 9,180 buildings in the area, and the scenario shows that 1,147 of those would sustain at
least moderate damage from the earthquake. The earthquake would generate 25,000 tons of debris.
Essential facilities
Essential facilities include fire stations, hospitals, police stations, and schools. There are 31
essential facilities that would experience damaging ground motions: 7 fire stations, 2 hospitals, 5
police stations, and 17 schools. Of the seven fire stations at risk of damage, the Hilliard fire station
would have a greater than 50% risk of being at least slightly damage. Both hospitals would
experience up to 20%g ground accelerations and there is a 60% chance that both would be at least
slightly damaged.
There are five police stations at risk for damage from an earthquake. Of the five police stations
only the two in Evanston, Uinta County Sheriff Headquarters and the Evanston Police Dept.
Headquarters, would be at risk for very strong shaking. The Uinta County Sheriff Headquarters
would have a probability of 41% to receive at least slight damage, while the Evanston PD HQ
would have a 36% chance of sustaining at least slight damage. There are 17 school buildings
vulnerable to damage from the earthquake. As with other essential facilities, schools in the
Evanston area would experience the most shaking and highest probability of damage, while
schools in Mountain View and Lyman would have a small probability of damage. Of the Evanston
schools, Aspen Elementary would experience the strongest shaking (22%g), while North Evanston
Elementary would experience slightly weaker ground motion (19%g). School buildings in
Evanston would have a 30-50% chance of at least slight damage and a 2-20% chance of at least
moderate damage.
Buildings
Direct economic losses for buildings, which include structural and content damage, would total
$64.448 million dollars for the region. Uinta County would experience the most damage at $64.447
million, while Sweetwater County would have about a thousand dollars in direct economic loss
for buildings. Lincoln County would not be expected to suffer any direct economic loss from
building damage.
Transportation
Lincoln and Sweetwater Counties would not be expected to have any direct economic losses for
transportation systems. Uinta County would experience a direct economic loss of $2.451 million
dollars. The losses reflect damage to highways, bridges, and railways.
Utilities
The regional direct economic loss for utilities would be $20.872 million dollars. Lincoln County would
account for $45,000 of damage to potable water, waste water, and natural gas pipelines. Sweetwater
County would account for $44,000 in damage to the same infrastructure. As seen in the two previous
categories, Uinta County would account for the greatest economic loss. The direct economic loss for
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utilities in Uinta County would be $20.782 million dollars. Potable water, waste water, and natural gas
pipelines would suffer damage, waste water, natural gas, and communication facilities would also
likely be damaged.

Fault Based Scenario – Region 4 (Chicken Springs Fault)
The Chicken Springs fault system is located in Sweetwater County, Wyo. There are, at minimum,
a dozen separate fault strands concentrated in an 8-by 15-km area (USGS, 2004). The average
strike of the faults, according to the USGS, is 281 degrees, and no dip is recorded. According to
Case et al. (2002), the Chicken Springs fault system has a maximum credible magnitude of 6.5.
The slip-rate for this fault is less than 0.2 mm/yr.
The earthquake scenario was modeled at magnitude 6.5. The earthquake would cause damage in
Carbon, Fremont, Natrona, and Sweetwater Counties. Scenario results show that very light damage
would be expected within 55 miles of the earthquake, as far as Rawlins and Sweetwater Crossing.
Light damage would be expected in Jeffery city and up to 30 miles from the epicenter. Moderate
damage would be possible in Bairoil and areas within 15 miles of the epicenter, while moderate to
heavy damage would be seen within 5 miles. Bairoil is the closest town to the epicenter and would
experience ground motions of 18-34%g (MMI VII).
The total population in the scenario region is 46,034 according to the 2000 census. The scenario
results estimate that of the 46,034 people, 1 household would be displaced and no one would
require temporary shelter.
Of the 27,657 buildings in the area, the scenario shows that 215 would sustain at least moderate
damage from the earthquake. The earthquake would generate 4,000 tons of debris.
Essential facilities
Essential facilities include fire stations, hospitals, police stations and schools. There are 23
essential facilities which would experience damaging ground motions: 6 fire stations, 1 hospital,
6 police stations, and 10 schools. Of the six fire stations that would experience damaging shaking,
the Bairoil Fire Department would have a 60% probability of sustaining at least slight damage and
would experience very strong ground motions (23%g). The other five fire stations would expect
moderate to strong shaking but would have a less than 15% chance of sustaining at least slight
damage. There is only one hospital vulnerable to damaging shaking in the scenario region. The
Memorial Hospital of Carbon County would expect moderate shaking, but very little 18 damage,
if any. Six police stations would be susceptible to damaging shaking from an earthquake on the
Chicken Springs fault system. Of the six police stations, only the Bairoil Police Department
Headquarters would have a significant chance to sustain at least slight damage (63%). The Bairoil
Police Department Headquarters would experience up to 24%g ground accelerations which would
cause very strong perceived shaking. There are 10 school buildings susceptible to damage from
the earthquake. The elementary school in Bairoil would experience very strong motions (31%g)
and would have a 58% chance of sustaining at least slight damage. There is a 22% chance that the
Bairoil elementary school would sustain at least moderate damage. The other nine schools in the
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region would experience light to moderate shaking, but would have a small chance (<10%) of
sustaining damage.
Buildings
Direct economic losses for buildings, which include structural and content damage, would total
$7.737 million dollars for the region. Sweetwater County would experience the most damage at
$3.561 million dollars, and Carbon County would experience $3.320 million dollars in direct
economic losses for buildings. Fremont County would sustain the third greatest amount of damage
at $771,000, while Natrona County would have the lowest projected losses at $85,000.
Transportation
The direct economic loss for transportation would total $348,000. Carbon County would
experience the highest losses at $321,000. The majority of the losses in Carbon County would be
from damage to airport facilities and highway bridges. Fremont, Natrona, and Sweetwater counties
would each have direct economic losses for transportation of less than $20,000.
Utilities
The regional direct economic loss for utilities would be $2.807 million dollars. Sweetwater County
would have the highest loss at $1.359 million dollars. The losses would come from damage to potable
water, waste water, and natural gas pipelines as well as damage to natural gas facilities. Carbon County
would have the next highest loss for utilities at $822,000, from damages to potable water, waste water,
and natural gas pipelines, and wastewater and natural gas facilities. There are $565,000 of losses in
Fremont County, based on damage to potable water, waste water, and natural gas pipelines and
facilities. Natrona County loss estimates show $61,000 of economic loss for potable water, waste
water, and natural gas pipelines.

Probabilistic Scenario
In the Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan, HAZUS 2.1 was used to develop losses associated
with a 2,500 year probabilistic earthquake scenarios for each county in the State of Wyoming. This
scenario uses USGS probabilistic seismic contour maps to model ground shaking with a 2%
probability of being exceeded in 50 years (or a 2,500 year event). Total losses include building,
contents, inventory, and income-related losses.
The following table lists total loss, loss ratio (total loss/total building inventory value), and ranges
of casualties within severity levels. HAZUS provides casualty estimates for 2 a.m., 2 p.m., and 5
p.m. to represent periods of the day that different sectors of the community are at their peak
occupancy loads. The casualty ranges represent the lowest to highest casualties within these times
of day. Casualty severity levels are described as follows;
Level 1:
Level 2:

Injuries will require medical attention but hospitalization is not needed
Injuries will require hospitalization but are not considered life-threatening
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Level 3:
Level 4:

Injuries will require hospitalization and can become life-threatening if not promptly
treated
Victims are killed by the earthquake

The table is sorted and ranked by total loss.
There are two methods for ranking counties to determine where earthquake impacts may be the
greatest. Either loss ratios or total damage figures can be used. The loss ratio is determined by
dividing the sum of the structural and non-structural damage by the total building value for the
county. The loss ratio is a better measure of impact for a county, since it gives an indication of the
percent of damage to buildings.
Table 4.25. 2500-year Probabilistic Scenario Loss Estimates, 2015 Valuations

Rank

County

Total Loss
($M)

Loss Ratio

Casualties
Level 1

Casualties
Level 2

Casualties
Level 3

Casualties
Level 4

1

Teton

$654

27%

150-300

40-90

0-20

30-Oct

2

Lincoln

$528

63%

190-220

50-60

0-20

20-Oct

3

Natrona

$268

11%

50-60

10

0

0

4

Uinta

$247

18%

90-120

20-30

0-10

0-10

5

Sweetwater

$181

19%

50

10

0

0

6

Fremont

$115

25%

20

0

0

0

7

Laramie

$105

4%

20

0

0

0

8

Sheridan

$84

9%

20

0

0

0

9

Albany

$81

21%

20

0

0

0

10

Campbell

$79

14%

20

0

0

0

11

Park

$79

1%

20

0

0

0

12

Sublette

$74

6%

20

0-10

0

0

13

Carbon

$64

1%

10

0

0

0

14

Converse

$50

28%

10

0

0

0

15

Washakie

$28

1%

10

0

0

0

16

Big Horn

$26

4%

0-10

0

0

0

17

Johnson

$25

1%

0-10

0

0

0

18

Platte

$20

3%

0

0

0

0

19

Hot Springs

$20

1%

0

0

0

0

20

Goshen

$11

1%

0

0

0

0

21

Weston

$7

0%

0

0

0

0
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Rank

County

Total Loss
($M)

Loss Ratio

Casualties
Level 1

Casualties
Level 2

Casualties
Level 3

Casualties
Level 4

22

Crook

$5

1%

0

0

0

0

23

Niobrara

$4

1%

0

0

0

0

Total

$2,755

Source: Wyoming State Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016

The total damage figure by itself does not reflect the percentage of building damage, since small
damage to a number of valuable buildings may result in a higher total damage figure than may be
found in a county with fewer, less expensive buildings, with a higher percentage of damage.
In this model, Each of the three counties included in the region ranked among the top 5 counties
with the highest risk for the 2500 year probabilistic scenario. Lincoln, Uinta, and Sweetwater are
each expected to have more than $150 million in losses with Lincoln County’s losses reaching
$528 million.
The four counties at highest risk to earthquake according to the 2500-year analysis are Lincoln,
Teton, Uinta, and Sublette.
The Wyoming State Mitigation Plan explains that Lincoln and Uinta Counties are experiencing
some of the most significant growth. “In the event of a significant earthquake, those counties
experiencing greater growth within their boundaries will have greater need of critical infrastructure
like hospitals, police and fire departments, which are likely to be operating at a decreased capacity.
The draw on critical infrastructure from surrounding areas may also be taxed.”
In this scenario, critical infrastructures at highest risk are listed. The tables show the top 25
infrastructures of each category that are at risk to 2,500-year earthquake scenarios (Sorted by
lowest to highest functionality on day 1 after earthquake).
The following table displays the top 25 schools at risk and lists nine schools in Lincoln County.
Among other tables, Lincoln County has two care facilities at great risk, ten police stations, and
five fire stations.
Uinta County ranked 4th out of the 23 counties in potential losses and would have four schools at
risk, one care facility, four police stations, and six fire stations.
Sweetwater County ranked 5th in potential losses. One care facility and one police station would
be at great risk.
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Table 4.26. Top 25 at Risk to 2,500-year Earthquake Scenarios
Schools (Sorted by lowest to highest functionality on day 1 after earthquake, Region 4 counties highlighted in blue)

Name
Swift Creek Learning Center
Osmond Elementary
Star Valley High School
Star Valley Middle School
Afton Elementary
C-Bar-V Ranch
Region V Boces
Cokeville High School
Cokeville Elementary
Holdaway Elementary
Kelly Elementary
Jackson Elementary
Journeys School Of The
Teton Science
Metcalf Elementary
Wilson Elementary
Bondurant Elementary
Colter Elementary
Jackson Hole High School
Jackson Hole Middle School
Summit High School
Jackson Hole Christian
Academy
Davis Middle School
Evanston High School
Clark Elementary
Uinta Meadows Elementary

City
Afton
Afton
Afton
Afton
Afton
Wilson
Wilson
Cokeville
Cokeville
Thayne
Kelly
Jackson

County
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Teton
Teton
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
Teton
Teton
Teton

Number of
Students
772
287
704
366
396
125
25
90
122
327
446
420
151

Etna
Wilson
Bondurant
Jackson
Jackson
Jackson
Jackson
Jackson

Lincoln
Teton
Sublette
Teton
Teton
Teton
Teton
Teton

259
227
379
344
637
493
50
190

6%
9%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%
11%

16%
31%
26%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%

Evanston
Evanston
Evanston
Evanston

Uinta
Uinta
Uinta
Uinta

337
847
209
446

11%
11%
11%
11%

27%
27%
27%
27%

On Day 1
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
5%
5%
6%

On Day 2
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
17%
17%
12%
12%
13%
20%
23%
23%

Source: Wyoming State Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016

Liquefaction Vulnerability
There have been little, if any, reported damages from liquefaction in Wyoming. Given that ground
motions associated with Intensity VIII or larger are usually needed to trigger liquefaction, and that
only small areas of the Region would experience that level of shaking during the 2% event (2%
probability of exceedance in 50 years), liquefaction would be a rare occurrence in the Region. If
it were to occur it would most likely affect isolated areas of Lincoln County and Uinta County.
The Wyoming State Mitigation Plan shows the county rankings for building exposure values tied
to liquefaction prone areas. "A single earthquake event would not likely cause liquefaction in all
potential areas of an individual county. As a result, the county figures are useful primarily for
comparison of potential between counties. The values do reflect the value of buildings exposed to
the hazard.”
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Table 4.27. Exposure by County, Liquefaction
County

Exposure Value

Teton

$1,858,921,520

Uinta

$310,025,710

Lincoln

$285,254,565

Fremont

$50,055,350

Carbon

$33,893,155

Sublette

$21,003,175

Washakie

$15,386,060

Hot Springs

$9,519,420

Bighorn

$9,099,015

Park

$3,597,420

Albany

$0

Campbell

$0

Converse

$0

Crook

$0

Goshen

$0

Johnson

$0

Laramie

$0

Natrona

$0

Niobrara

$0

Platte

$0

Sheridan

$0

Sweetwater

$0

Weston

$0
TOTAL

$2,596,755,390

Source: Wyoming State Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016

Future Development
Future development in the Region is not anticipated to significantly change vulnerability to
earthquakes.
Summary
In summary, within Region 4, Lincoln County has the highest risk due to the closer proximity of
potentially active faults within and near the Region. It is estimated that if a worst-case event
occurred in Lincoln County, $528 million in combined capital stock and income losses could
occur. Though the probability is low, WSGS studies indicate the possibility of a 6.5 magnitude
earthquake could occur anywhere in the state, and the potential for even large earthquakes exists
in the Region.
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Table 4.28. Earthquake Hazard Risk Summary

County

Likelihood

Spatial Extent

Potential
Magnitude

Significance

Lincoln

Likely

Significant

Critical

High

Sweetwater

Occasional

Limited

Limited

Medium

Uinta

Occasional

Limited

Limited

Medium

4.2.6 Expansive Soils
Hazard Description
Soils and swelling bedrock contain clay which causes the material to increase in volume when
exposed to moisture and shrink as it dries. They are also commonly known as expansive, shrinking
and swelling, bentonitic, heaving, or unstable soils and bedrock. In general, the term refers to both
soil and bedrock contents although the occurrence of the two materials may occur concurrently or
separately. The difference between the materials is that swelling soil contains clay, while swelling
bedrock contains claystone.3
The clay materials in swelling soils are capable of absorbing large quantities of water and
expanding 10 percent or more as the clay becomes wet. The force of expansion is capable of
exerting pressures of 15,000 pounds per square foot or greater on foundations, slabs, and other
confining structures.4 The amount of swelling (or potential volume of expansion) is linked to five
main factors: the type of mineral content, the concentration of swelling clay, the density of the
materials, moisture changes in the environment, and the restraining pressure exerted by materials
on top of the swelling soil. Each of these factors impact how much swelling a particular area will
experience, but may be modified, for better or worse, by development actions in the area.
Low—This soils class includes sands and silts with relatively low amounts of clay minerals. Sandy
clays may also have low expansion potential, if the clay is kaolinite. Kaolinite is a common clay
mineral.
Moderate—This class includes silty clay and clay textured soils, if the clay is kaolinite, and also
includes heavy silts, light sandy clays, and silty clays with mixed clay minerals.
High—This class includes clays and clay with mixed montmorillonite, a clay mineral which
expands and contracts more than kaolinite.

3

Colorado Geological Survey Department of Natural Resources, A Guide to Swelling Soils for Colorado Homebuyers and Homeowners. (Denver,
Colorado.) 1997. p 15-16.
4
Ibid., p 17.
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Geographical Area Affected
Expansive soils are known to be present in multiple areas in the Region. Figure 4.19 and Figure
4.20 illustrate possible expansive soils locations in Wyoming. Figure 4.19 is based on select
geologic formations from the Love and Christiansen 1985 Geologic Map of Wyoming. Those
formations selected have characteristics that could lead to expansive soils where they outcrop.
Based on these figures, all three counties within the region have moderate and likely potential for
swelling. Deposits of calcium montmorillonite can also contribute to swelling problems, but these
areas have not been completely mapped. Based on the figures below, expansive soils are estimated
to affect a limited portion of the planning area.
Figure 4.19. Expansive Soil Potential in Wyoming

Source: The map above is based upon “Swelling Clays Map of the Conterminous United States” by W. Olive, A. Chleborad, C.
Frahme, J. Shlocker, R. Schneider and R. Schuster. It was published in 1989 as Map I-1940 in the USGS Miscellaneous
Investigations Series. Land areas were assigned to map soil categories based upon the type of bedrock that exists beneath
them as shown on a geologic map. In most areas, where soils are produced “in situ", this method of assignment was reasonable.
However, some areas are underlain by soils which have been transported by wind, water or ice. The map soil categories would
not apply for these locations.
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Figure 4.20. Wyoming Mapped Formations with Potential for Expansive Soils

Source: State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2008

During the HMPC meetings, Sweetwater County noted expansive soils issues around the town of
Superior.
Past Occurrences
Very little data exists on expansive soil problems and damages in Wyoming. Studies on the issue
have not been performed and no database exists to catalog occurrences. Damages due to expansive
soils such as cracking in foundations, sidewalks, roads or parking lots, or longer-term damage to
supply lines, railways, bridges and utilities may occur, but are generally handled by individual
property owners or occur over time, and are not reported as an expansive soils hazard incident.
The 2016 State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan lists no known events in the region.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Expansive soils will most likely be an occasional problem for the counties in Region 4.
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Potential Magnitude
The potential magnitude of expansive soils events and damages is estimated to be negligible for
the counties in the Region. Minor impacts related to expansive soils have been reported thus far.
Because damages from expansive soils tend to happen over an extended period of time, it is
difficult to estimate the potential severity of a problem. Many deposits of expansive soils do not
inflict damage over large areas. Instead, these deposits can often create localized damage to
individual structures and supply lines, such as roads, railways, bridges and power lines. The
mapped areas containing expansive soils in the planning area appear to run alongside multiple
highways including I-80, Highway 191 and Highway 189, so these roads could potentially be
damaged over time.
Vulnerability Assessment
According to the Wyoming State Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan (2008), “there are two
measurements used for calculating future impacts, historic dollar damages and building exposure
values. There are not enough current data to accurately estimate historic damages.
The Wyoming State Geological Survey (WSGS) calculated the building exposure values for
buildings that may occur within the areas of expansive soils. All expansive soils mapped have
been digitized and the expansive soil layer was then digitally crossed with the Census block
building values. In the event of an expansive soil boundary dissecting a census block, the
proportional value of the buildings in the census block will be assigned to the expansive soil. IN
a case where a census block is within an expansive soil, the combined values of all the buildings
in the census block are assigned. The values derived by county are shown in Figure 4.21. These
damage estimates assume an instantaneous event, which would damage all of the property of
suspected expansive areas at one time.
This scenario is extremely unlikely, meaning that the exposed damage estimates most likely are
vastly overstated. It is far more likely that damage from these soils will be individual events,
which will cause damage to a small number of buildings or road segments over time.”
According to the Wyoming State Mitigation Plan, an estimated $23,500,000 worth of structures
and infrastructure in Lincoln County may be at risk to expansive soils. $283,000 worth of
structures and infrastructure in Uinta County may be at risk. Sweetwater County does not have
any recorded estimates in the Wyoming State Mitigation Plan. The worst impacts would likely be
to road infrastructure and possibly historic buildings that were not constructed to accommodate
expansive soils.
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Figure 4.21. Wyoming Exposure to Shrinking/Swelling Soils by County

Source: State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan

Future Development
Modern building practices incorporate mitigation techniques, provided proper geotechnical testing
is employed to identify expansive soils. If areas prone to expansive soils are identified, future
areas for development will need to take this hazard into account. Specifically, the town of Superior
in Sweetwater County identified expansive soils as something that must be taken into account for
all new development.
Summary
Overall, expansive soils are a low significance hazard for the counties in the region.
Table 4.29. Expansive Soil Hazard Risk Summary

County

Likelihood

Spatial Extent

Potential
Magnitude

Significance

Lincoln

Occasional

Limited

Limited

Low

Sweetwater

Occasional

Limited

Negligible

Low

Uinta

Occasional

Limited

Limited

Low
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Municipalities Impacted: Sweetwater County – Town of Superior

4.2.7 Flood
Hazard Description
Floods can and have caused significant damage in Region 4, and are one of the more significant
natural hazards in the Region. They have caused millions of dollars in damage in just a few hours
or days. A flood, as defined by the National Flood Insurance Program, is a general and temporary
condition of partial or complete inundation of two or more acres of normally dry land area or of
two or more properties from: overflow of waters; unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of
surface waters from any source; or, a mudflow. Floods can be slow or fast rising, but generally
develop over a period of many hours or days. Causes of flooding relevant to the Region include:










Rain in a general storm system
Rain in a localized intense thunderstorm
Melting snow
Rain on melting snow
Ice Jams
Dam failure
Levee Failure
Urban stormwater drainage
Rain on fire damaged watersheds

Region 4 is susceptible to multiple types of floods including riverine flooding, flash floods, slow
rise floods and dam or levee failure.
Riverine flooding is defined as when a watercourse exceeds its “bank-full” capacity and is usually
the most common type of flood event. Riverine flooding generally occurs as a result of prolonged
rainfall, or rainfall that is combined with soils already saturated from previous rain events. Slow
rise floods associated with snowmelt and sustained precipitation usually are preceded with
adequate warning, though the event can last several days.
The area adjacent to a river channel is its floodplain. In its common usage, “floodplain” most often
refers to that area that is inundated by the 100-year flood, the flood that has a 1 percent chance in
any given year of being equaled or exceeded. Other types of floods include general rain floods,
thunderstorm generated flash floods, alluvial fan floods, snowmelt and rain on snow floods, dam
failure floods, and local drainage floods. The 100-year flood is the national standard to which
communities regulate their floodplains through the National Flood Insurance Program.
Floods can also occur with little or no warning and can reach full peak in only a few minutes. Such
floods are called flash floods. A flash flood usually results from intense storms dropping large
amounts of rain within a brief period. Even flash floods are usually preceded with warning from
the National Weather Service in terms of flash flood advisories, watches, and warnings.
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Floods can occur for reasons other than precipitation or rapidly melting snow. They can also occur
because of ice jams. An ice jam is a stationary accumulation of ice that restricts flow. Ice jams
can cause considerable increases in upstream water levels, while at the same time downstream
water levels may drop. Types of ice jams include freeze up jams, breakup jams, or combinations
of both. These types of floods can be slow or fast rising, but generally develop over a period of
many hours or days.
Levee failure can also cause a flash flood. A levee is an earthen embankment constructed along
the banks of rivers, canals and coastlines to protect adjacent lands from flooding by reinforcing
the banks. By confining the flow, levees can also increase the speed of the water. Levees can be
natural or man-made. A natural levee is formed when sediment settles on the river bank, raising
the level of the land around the river. To construct a man-made levee, workers pile dirt or concrete
along the river banks, creating an embankment. This embankment is flat at the top, and slopes at
an angle down to the water. For added strength, sandbags are sometimes placed over dirt
embankments. Natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina demonstrate that, although levees can
provide strong flood protection, they are not failsafe. Levees can reduce the risk to individuals
and structures behind them, but they do not eliminate risk entirely. Levees are designed to protect
against a specific flood level; severe weather could create a higher flood level that the levee cannot
withstand. Levees can fail by either overtopping or breaching. Overtopping occurs when
floodwaters exceed the height of a levee and flow over its crown. As the water passes over the top,
it may erode the levee, worsening the flooding and potentially causing an opening, or breach, in
the levee. A levee breach occurs when part of a levee gives way, creating an opening through
which floodwaters may pass. A breach may occur gradually or suddenly. The most dangerous
breaches happen quickly during periods of high water. The resulting torrent can quickly swamp a
large area behind the failed levee with little or no warning. Unfortunately, in the rare occurrence
when a levee system fails or is overtopped, severe flooding can occur due to increased elevation
differences associated with levees and the increased water velocity that is created. It is also
important to remember that no levee provides protection from events for which it was not designed,
and proper operation and maintenance are necessary to reduce the probability of failure.
The potential for flooding can change and increase through various land use changes and changes
to land surface. A change in the built environment can create localized flooding problems inside
and outside of natural floodplains by altering or confining watersheds or natural drainage channels.
These changes are commonly created by human activities. Flooding in the communities in Region
4 could be exacerbated by inadequate drainage and channel systems that would not stand up to the
1% annual chance flood. Inadequate culverts and drainage systems can cause flooded roads and
flood adjacent properties. Refer to the County Annexes for a description of localized problems.
Increased flooding can also be created by other events such as wildfires. Wildfires create
hydrophobic soils, a hardening or “glazing” of the earth’s surface that prevents rainfall from being
absorbed into the ground, thereby increasing runoff; erosion, and downstream sedimentation of
channels.
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Geographical Area Affected
All counties within the planning region have the potential for flooding. The extent of the flooding
varies based on the location of the county, and on what part of the county is being examined.
Detailed geographic flood assessments are provided in each County’s attached annex.
Region 4 lies in three major drainage basins. The largest geographical area of the region lies in
the Green River Basin. The Green River Basin’s rivers and streams drain areas of Lincoln, Uinta
and Sweetwater Counties to the Green River. It flows through portions of Lincoln and Sweetwater
counties and through the communities of La Barge and Green River. Green River Basin includes
the Great Divide Basin, a closed basin that does not contribute runoff to the Green River. This
encompasses a portion of the northeastern section of Sweetwater County. Sources of flooding in
this basin include the Green River and Bitter Creek in the Town of Green River and Bitter Creek
and its tributaries through Rock Springs. According to the Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation
Plan, Sweetwater County is one of the top three counties with the highest number of buildings
within the floodplain. In Lincoln County, tributaries affect the Towns of Opal, Kemmerer and
Diamondville. In Uinta County the communities of Lyman and Mountain View are impacted by
the Green River tributaries of Smiths Fork River and North Creek.
The western portion of Region 4 is the Bear River Basin. The Bear River Basin is located in northeast
Utah, southeastern Idaho and southwestern Wyoming. In Wyoming, the Bear River flows through
two counties in Region 4, the western part of Uinta County and the southwestern portion of Lincoln
County. From its source the Bear River flows north, cutting across the southwest corner of
Wyoming, through the communities of Evanston and Bear River in Uinta County then weaving
along the Utah-Wyoming state line as it flows north through the community of Cokeville in
Lincoln County.
The northern portion of Lincoln County is in the Snake/Salt River Basin. The Salt River is a small
river that originates on the western slope of the Salt River Mountain Range just south of the town
of Afton. It flows north through the communities of Thayne and Alpine into Palisades Reservoir
at its confluence with the Snake River.
The geographic extent rating for Region 4 is significant, meaning that a flood event could impact
10-50% of the planning area. The following sections detail the extent and history of flood hazards
in the Region.
The following figure illustrates the 100-year floodplains in Region 4.
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Figure 4.22. Region 4 Flood Hazards
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Past Occurrences
The abbreviated flood history below was in large part derived from the monthly Storm Data reports
generated and released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National
Climate Center and the SHELDUS database. Other sources include the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Ice Jam Database, the FEMA Flood Insurance Studies for each County and relevant
communities and HMPC accounts. Table 4.30 summarizes the number of flood events and period
of record for the counties in Region 4.
The documented flood history for Region 4 extends back to 1918, when a flood occurred along
the Green River in Sweetwater County. This flood is the maximum flood of record, discharging
22,000 cfs, measured at the Town of Green River, and a recurrence interval of 50 years.
On July 11, 1937 heavy rains caused a large number of floods, the most destructive being in the
vicinity of Rock Springs. In this area floods occurred on the 11th-12th. During the flood on the
11-12th more than 500 homes were inundated and more than 2,000 people rendered temporarily
homeless. Crops suffered severely from hail and floods, but there were compensating benefits from
the excess moisture. The heavy downpour caused severe floods in Sweetwater County that caused
great loss of property and interrupted railway and highway traffic. In addition to the damage to
homes, highway, railway and mine property was severely damaged and railway service was
suspended for 24 hours. Property damage in Sweetwater County amounted to more than $100,000
($1.72 million in 2016 dollars).
On the afternoon of August 19, 1956, rain and hail followed by a flash flood caused extensive
damage, primarily due to flooding in a new section of the city known as White Mountain.
Floodwaters reached a depth of five feet in some low areas. About 200 telephones were put out of
order. Refuse from a nearby garbage dump and debris from boardwalks and fences littered the
streets. In a few places, silt was deposited to a depth of 12 to 18 inches.
In 1984 an ice jam on the Bear River at Evanston which caused agricultural flooding and damage
to pavement, buildings, and bridges. Restriction at the bridge caused water to back up. No damage
amount reported.
In January, 1985, an ice jam formed along the Bear River near Evanston, flooding fields and the
county road which is the primary access to the community. The County removed ice from about a
half mile reach for $22,000 ($50,200 in 2016 dollars), relieving the problem.
On July 12, 1989, a torrential rain-producing thunderstorm hit Rock Springs on the late afternoon
and early evening. The heaviest precipitation occurred just south of the town. The Rock Springs
airport recorded 0.88 inch of rain along with wind gusts up to 52 mph. Dime-sized hail covered
the ground to 1.5 feet deep 5 miles south of the community. As a result of Rock Springs being low
relative to the terrain to their south, a tremendous surge of water and mud up to 3 to 4 feet deep
invaded the town between 1700 MST and 1830 MST. This surge came northward into the south
part of town by way of Dead Horse Canyon Creek. The water and mud rapidly inundated the
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downtown section of the community. The result was catastrophic losses to homes, businesses, and
cars. Vehicles were washed down streets onto lawns and basements flooded. Not including costs
associated with automobiles, a preliminary total damage figure of more than $1.5 million ($3.0 M
in 2016 dollars) was reported by county and city officials. A storm-related death occurred to a
conductor who was on a westbound Union Pacific Railroad engine cab that struck a stationary,
empty rail car. The combination of the flooding waters and strong winds caused the car to lean
over to the tracks that the engine cab was traveling on.
On September 12, 1998 and estimated rainfall of 1 to 2 inches in less than an hour fell over a small
area, caused by slow-moving, intense thunderstorms. Water reported to be 4 to 5 feet deep in some
areas, primarily western sections of Rock Springs. Property damage was not reported.
In December 16, 2005, a freeze-up ice jam on the Salt River was reported following very cold air
temperatures. The jam caused the river to overflow its banks between Freedom and Etna. Three to
five homes were threatened, with water coming to within several feet from the homes, and horses
and cattle were stranded. The homes were protected with sandbags and large hay bales (which
worked well when air temperatures kept them frozen, but were too porous when air temperatures
warmed up). Property damages were not reported.
On August 17, 2007 heavy rainfall on the south side of the Town of Green River produced a flash
flood. Within 25 minutes, between 1.25 inches and 1.75 inches of rain was measured in this area
of town. A fence at the landfill was washed out by a wall of water six feet high. The water and
mud caused extensive damage to a scale mechanism at the landfill. Additionally, several basements
were flooded, South Hill on State Highway 530 had mud and debris across it, and a pool near one
school was completely inundated by mud. Many yards and streets on the south side of Green River
were covered with six to eight inches of mud. $250,000 property damage ($294,000 in 2016
dollars).
On June 7, 2010 a combination of snowmelt and heavy rainfall caused flooding in far southwest
Wyoming in the first week of June, with the largest rises observed on the Black's Fork River.
Flooding occurred on both the Black's Fork and the Smith's Fork Rivers, with flooding reported
near both Robertson and Mountain View, Wyoming, though not much damage was reported. The
Black's Fork river gauge rose the most during this event, peaking at 3642 cfs. $10,000 in damage
($11,000 in 2016 dollars).
On May 15, 2011, low elevation snowpack in the mountains bordering the west side of Star Valley
in Lincoln County melted rapidly as temperatures climbed into the 60s. The result was flooding
along the Salt River and its tributaries. This caused flooding of Spring, Tin Cup, Crow, Jack Knife,
and Stump creeks along the western edge of Star Valley. A few homeowners were forced to
sandbag around their homes, build temporary levees, or dig trenches to provide relief from the
rising flood waters. Lowlands near the Salt River were inundated with water, especially north of
Thayne to around the Double L Ranch near Etna. Crop Damage $150,000 ($163,000 in 2016
dollars). Property Damage $50,000 ($54,300 in 2016 dollars).
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The flood in the spring of 2011 resulted in a Presidential Declaration for Uinta County on the
county roads by Evanston (Bear River and tributaries) and county roads and bridge on Blacks Fork
River in Bridger Valley. The declaration resulted in $227,314.91; Federal Share $170,486.18, State
Share was $48,304.42 and Local Share was $48,524.31.
On June 25, 2011 the warmest temperatures of the season led to increased snowmelt along the
west side of the Salt River Range. The water flowed fast and high enough to cause flooding in Star
Valley Ranch. Active snowmelt in the Salt River Range caused a flood along a normally dry ditch
in Star Valley Ranch. The narrow drainage near Prater Canyon brought enough water to wash out
part of a road and three culverts. The high water also exposed and damaged a water line in the
community. $167,000 in property damage ($181,500 in 2016 dollars).
On July 6, 2015 thunderstorms erupted within a moist atmosphere in place over Sublette and
Sweetwater counties. The result was heavy rain and eventually flash flooding in the city of Rock
Springs in Sweetwater County. Rainfall of approximately 0.60 to 0.85 inches fell in and around
downtown Rock Springs in about 30 minutes. The result was street flooding and accumulating
water in one trailer park on the east side of town. The Rock Springs Police Department reported
flooding in a trailer park on 9th Street near the South Side Belt Route. Up to 3 feet of water
collected in low-lying areas of the park and displaced some residents before the water receded
shortly after 2100MST. $20,000 in property damage ($20,024 in 2016 dollars).
On the following day, July 7, 2015, a nearly stationary thunderstorm first developed around
1400MST over the city of Rock Springs. Rainfall totals in the hardest hit areas generally ranged
from 1.5 to 2 inches, most of which fell in about 30 minutes before a second round began around
1500MST. This rain fell on soil already saturated from thunderstorm rains the previous day. The
result was flash flooding of downtown businesses, city streets, numerous residential basements,
and low-lying areas in the business district. In addition, numerous cars were stranded in flood
waters both on city streets and in large parking lots. $250,000 property damage ($250,300 in 2016
dollars).
In addition, locals have recounted several additional flooding events in Lincoln County; flooded
homes in the early 1980’s in Diamondville and Frontier; two structures flooded in 1983 in
Cokeville; a flash flood in Stewart Canyon in the Star Valley in 1993; a beaver dam flood of the
Ham’s Fork in Diamondville in 2005; and ice jam and spring runoff flooding in the Star Valley in
2005. Damage information was not available for any of these incidents.
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Table 4.30. Flood Events by County in Region 4
County

Events

Period of Record

Lincoln

13

1984-2016

Sweetwater

19

1918-2016

Uinta

5

1965-2016

Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Judging by the historical flood record for the Region, a flood of at least minimal magnitude occurs
roughly every 2.5 to 10 years on average somewhere in the planning area. Most of these floods
were less than the 100-year flood; the chance of a 100-year flood occurring within any 30-year
period is 26%. The chance of a 100-year flood occurring in any 100-year period is approximately
63%. Using the formula in Section 4.2, this yields probabilities of 10% to 40%. This corresponds
to a likely occurrence rating, meaning that a flood has a 10-100 percent chance of occurrence in
the next year somewhere in the Region.
Potential Magnitude
Magnitude and severity can be described or evaluated in terms of a combination of the different
levels of impact that a community sustains from a hazard event. Specific examples of negative
impacts from flooding on Region 4 span a comprehensive range and are summarized as follows:







Floods cause damage to private property that often creates financial hardship for individuals
and families;
Floods cause damage to public infrastructure resulting in increased public expenditures and
demand for tax dollars;
Floods cause loss of personal income for agricultural producers that experience flood damages;
Floods cause loss of income to businesses relying on recreational uses of regional waterways;
Floods cause emotional distress on individuals and families; and
Floods can cause injury and death.

The magnitude and severity of the flood hazard is usually determined by not only the extent of
impact it has on the overall geographic area, but also by identifying the most catastrophic event in
the previous flood history. Sometimes it is referred to as the “event of record.” The flood of record
is almost always correlated to a peak discharge at a gage, but that event may not have caused the
worst historic flood impact in terms of property damage, loss of life, etc.
The flood of record for Hams Fork in Lincoln County occurred on May 11, 1923. This flood had
a discharge of 3250 cubic feet per second, which is representative of less than a 50-year frequency
flood. (Source: FIS)
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In Uinta County, principal floods of record in Evanston have occurred on June 14, 1921, with a
flow of 3,690 cubic feet per second (cfs), on May 27, 1923, with a flow of 3,460 cfs, on April 16,
1937, with a flow of 3,420 cfs, and on May 16, 1984, with a flow of 3,680 cfs. The June 10, 1965,
flood is the largest recorded flood in the Town of Mountain View with a discharge of 3,550 cfs at
the East Fork of Smiths Fork gage. (Source: Uinta County FIS)
In Sweetwater County, the 1918 flood is the maximum flood of record in Green River. It had a
discharge of 22,200 cfs, measured at Green River, and a recurrence interval of 50-years. The
greatest flood of record in Rock Springs occurred in July 1937, a result of intense rainfall over the
Killpecker Creek drainage area on July 11 and 12 and over the upper Bitter Creek drainage area
on July 12. Peak flow in Bitter Creek upstream from the mouth of Killpecker Creek was estimated
to be about 10,000 cfs. During the flood, approximately 2000 residents of the East Flat and West
Flat areas were evacuated, rail and highway traffic was interrupted due to destruction of roadbed
and bridges, and the bridges on Pilot Butte Avenue and Center and Elk Streets were threatened.
(Source: Sweetwater County FIS)
One method of examining the magnitude and severity of flooding in the region is to examine the
damage losses and payments from the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). This
information is not comprehensive, because it only reflects the communities which participate in
the NFIP, but it is a useful overview of flood damages in the region. The information in the
following table represents the composite of unincorporated and community-specific policies,
claims and payments. Individual community information is found in the corresponding
County Annex.
Table 4.31. NFIP Claims and Payments 1978 - 2016
County

Policies

Claims

Total Paid Claims

Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta
Total

37
132
81
250

7
21
5
33

5
6
1
12

Payments
$36,200.51
$893,648.62
$10,132.57
$939,981.70

Source: FEMA Policy and Claim Statistics http://www.fema.gov/policy-claim-statistics-flood-insurance

The potential magnitude for a flood event in Region 4 is estimated to be limited. An event of
limited magnitude would result in some injuries, a complete shutdown of critical facilities for over
a week, and damages to more than 10% of the planning area. This is consistent with the flood
event history in the Region. The flood history indicates that damaging floods have occurred
consistently in Region 4. On average, a flood occurs every 2.5 to 10 years somewhere in the
Region. There has, unfortunately, been a loss of one life in the Region due to flooding.
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Vulnerability Assessment
Population
Vulnerable populations in Region 4 include residents living in known flooding areas or near areas
vulnerable to flash floods. Certain populations are particularly vulnerable. This may include the
elderly and very young; those living in long-term care facilities; mobile homes; hospitals; lowincome housing areas; temporary shelters; people who do not speak English well; tourists and
visitors; and those with developmental, physical, or sensory disabilities. These populations may
be more vulnerable to flooding due to limitations of movement, fiscal income, challenges in
receiving and understanding warnings, or unfamiliarity with surroundings.
As part of this plan’s preparation, an estimate of the population exposed to flooding was created
using a GIS overlay of existing DFIRMs on potentially flooded parcels. The flood-impacted
population for each county in the region was then calculated by taking the number of residential
units in the 100-year and 500-year floodplains and multiplying that number by the average
household size based on the Census Bureau’s estimate for the county. The average household
factor was 2.75 in Lincoln County, 2.63 in Sweetwater County, and 2.75 in Uinta County. The
results are displayed below.
Table 4.32. Vulnerable Population in Region 4
Flood Type
1% Annual Chance
0.2% Annual Chance
Total flood

Total Building Count

Population Estimate

1,497

3,176

108

278

1,605

3,454

Property and Economic Losses
GIS analysis was used to estimate Region 4’s potential property and economic losses. The four
county parcel layers were used as the basis for the inventory of developed parcels. In some cases,
there are parcels in multiple flood zones, such as Zone A and X 500. GIS was used to create a
centroid, or point, representing the center of each parcel polygon, which was overlaid on the
floodplain layer. The centroid was placed over the existing structure within the parcel. In most
cases, the building footprint spatial file was utilized to determine where the structure was located;
in other cases, the aerial imagery was utilized. For the purposes of this analysis, the flood zone
that intersected the centroid was assigned as the flood zone for the entire parcel. Another
assumption with this model is that every parcel with an improved value greater than zero was
assumed to be developed in some way. Only improved parcels, and the value of those
improvements, were analyzed and aggregated by property type and flood zone. The parcels were
segregated and analyzed for each county in the region, unincorporated only, along with the
incorporated cities. The summarized results for the Region are shown below. The summarized
results for each community are shown in the tables and maps provided within each County Annex.
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Table 4.33 shows the count and improved value of parcels in the region, broken out by each county,
that fall in a floodplain, by 100yr. flood, 500yr. flood, and total flood (100yr. and 500yr. floods
combined). The table also shows Loss Estimate values which are calculated based upon the
improved value and estimated contents value. The estimated contents value is 50% of the
improved value; the total value is the sum of the improved and estimated contents values; the loss
estimate is 20% of the total value based on FEMA’s depth-damage functions. For example, a twofoot flood generally results in about 20% damage to the structure (which translates to 20% of the
structure’s replacement value).
Table 4.33. Floodplain Building Exposure in Region 4

Jurisdiction

Lincoln

Sweetwater

Uinta

Total

Flood
Type

Building
Count

Improved
Value

Estimated
Contents
Value

Total Exposure

Potential Loss

1% Annual
Chance

305

$31,585,449

$18,073,225

$49,658,674

$12,414,669

0.2%
Annual
Chance

12

$2,154,696

$1,344,191

$3,498,887

$874,722

1% Annual
Chance

740

$124,791,999

$102,024,020

$226,816,019

$56,704,005

1%Annual
Chance

452

$65,227,652

$37,022,178

$102,249,830

$25,562,458

0.2%
Annual
Chance

96

$9,057,350

$5,684,263

$14,741,613

$3,685,403

1% Annual
Chance

1,497

$221,605,100

$157,119,423

$378,724,523

$94,681,132

0.2%
Annual
Chance

108

$11,212,046

$7,028,454

$18,240,500

$4,560,125

Based on this analysis, the Region 4 planning area has significant assets at risk to the 100-year and
greater floods. There are 1,497 improved parcels within the 100-year floodplain for a total value
of $221,605,100. There are 108 improved parcels within the 500-year floodplain for a total value
of $11,212,046. Overall, Region 4 counties potentially face over $99 million in losses from
flooding; approximately $94.7 million of that is based on damage estimates from the 1% annual
chance flood, with the remaining $4.5 million in damages resulting from the 0.2% annual chance
flood.
HAZUS-MH Flood Loss Estimation
HAZUS, FEMA’s loss-estimation software program, was also used to calculate potential losses
from flooding in Region 4. Ultimately, the DFIRM analysis above was used for this plan where
available, as DFIRM results tend to be more accurate than HAZUS. However, HAZUS is able to
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capture certain economic losses that DFIRM cannot. Therefore, the subject still merits discussion
for the purposes of this plan.
Planning level flood loss estimates were made available for every county in Wyoming starting
with the 2010 update to the Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan. FEMA used HAZUS-MH MR2 to
model the 100-year floodplain and perform associated building and population risk assessments.
HAZUS-MH is FEMA’s GIS-based natural hazard loss estimation software. The HAZUS-MH
flood model results include analysis for Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta Counties, modeling
streams draining a 10 square mile minimum drainage area, using 30 meter (1 arc second) Digital
Elevation Models (DEM). Hydrology and hydraulic processes utilize the DEMs, along with flows
from USGS regional regression equations and stream gauge data, to determine reach discharges
and to model the floodplain. Losses are then calculated using HAZUS-MH national baseline
inventories (buildings and population) at the census block level.
HAZUS-MH produces a flood polygon and flood-depth grid that represents the 100-year
floodplain. The 100-year floodplain represents a flood that has a 1% chance of being equaled or
exceeded in any single year. While not as accurate as official flood maps, these floodplain
boundaries are available for use in GIS and could be valuable to communities that have not been
mapped by the National Flood Insurance Program. HAZUS-MH generated damage estimates are
directly related to depth of flooding and are based on FEMA’s depth-damage functions. For
example, a two-foot flood generally results in about 20% damage to the structure (which translates
to 20% of the structure’s replacement value). The HAZUS-MH flood analysis results provide
number of buildings impacted, estimates of the building repair costs, and the associated loss of
building contents and business inventory. Building damage can cause additional losses to a
community as a whole by restricting the building’s ability to function properly. Income loss data
accounts for losses such as business interruption and rental income losses as well as the resources
associated with damage repair and job and housing losses.
Potential losses derived from HAZUS-MH used default national databases and may contain
inaccuracies; loss estimates should be used for planning level applications only. The damaged
building counts generated are susceptible to rounding errors and are likely the weakest output of
the model due to the use of census blocks for analysis. There could also be errors and inadequacies
associated with the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling of the HAZUS-MH model. In rural
Wyoming, census blocks are large and often sparsely populated or developed; this may create
inaccurate loss estimates. HAZUS-MH assumes population and building inventory to be evenly
distributed over a census block; flooding may occur in a small section of the census block where
there are not actually any buildings or people, but the model assumes that there is damage to that
block. In addition, excessive flood depths may occur due to problems with a DEM or with
modeling lake flooding. Errors in the extent and depth of the floodplain may also be present from
the use of 30 meter digital elevation models. HAZUS Level II analyses based on local building
inventory, higher resolution terrain models, and DFIRMs could be used in the future to refine and
improve the accuracy of the results.
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Reports, Maps and Results
A series of maps and analysis results were compiled for each county in Region 4 by the State of
Wyoming, which are summarized here. More detailed information and community maps are
provided in each County’s Annex. Building and contents value loss estimates, income-related loss
estimates, and displaced population and shelter needs estimates are included in Table 4.34:
HAZUS Flood Loss by County. These loss estimates have been grouped by county to demonstrate
how the risk varies across the region. Per Capita Loss was calculated using total building loss and
Census 2009 estimates to the municipal and county –level population. Percent Building Loss and
Percent Contents Loss were calculated using building and contents loss estimates, and HAZUS
building and contents exposure data.
Table 4.34. HAZUS Flood Loss by County
2009
Population*

Total
Exposure
($K)

Building
Loss ($K)

Building
Exposure
($K)

%
Building
Loss

Contents
Loss ($K)

Contents
Exposure
($K)

%
Contents
Loss

Total
Loss ($K)

Per
Capita
Loss ($)

Lincoln

16,995

1,704,435

6,465

1,029,590

0.60%

10,130

674,845

1.50%

16,595

976

Sweetwater

41,226

4,124,615

65,079

2,472,401

2.60%

96,836

1,652,214

5.90%

161,915

3,927

Uinta

20,927

1,996,588

13,764

1,198,394

1.10%

14,895

798,194

1.90%

28,659

1,369

79,148

7,825,638

85,308

4,700,385

1.81%

121,861

3,125,253

3.90%

207,169

6,272

%
Contents
Loss
1.5%

Total
Loss
($K)
17,338

Per
Capita
Loss
($)
1,020

TOTAL

Table 4.35. HAZUS Additional Analysis

Lincoln

2009
Population*
16,995

Total
Exposure
($K)
1,704,435

Building
Loss
($K)
6,465

Building
Exposure
($K)
1,029,590

%
Building
Loss
0.6%

Contents
Loss ($K)
10,130

Contents
Exposure
($K)
674,845

Sweetwater

41,226

4,124,615

65,079

2,472,401

2.6%

96,836

1,652,214

5.9%

161,915

3,927

Uinta

20,927

1,996,588

13,764

1,198,394

1.1%

14,895

798,194

1.9%

29,564

1,413

79,148

7,825,638

85,308

1.81%

121,861

3,125,253

3.9%

218,126

2,756

TOTAL

4,700,385

According to the HAZUS model output, the counties in Region 4 would suffer a total of
$218,126,000 in total direct economic loss to buildings and 4,272 people would be displaced in
the event of a region wide 100-year flood. There would be a total of 706 damaged buildings, 231
of which would be substantially damaged (>50% damaged).
According to statistics from the National Flood Insurance Program (http://www.fema.gov/policyclaim-statistics-flood-insurance/policy-claim-statistics-flood-insurance/policy-claim-13)
there
have been a total of 33 flood insurance claims filed between 1/1/1978 and 5/11/2016. The total of
the payments made on these claims is $939,981.70. As of 4/30/2016, there were 250 flood
insurance policies in force in the Region for a total coverage of $47,861,700. More details on the
National Flood Insurance Program can be found within specific county annexes.
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According to Mr. Kim Johnson, State of Wyoming National Flood Insurance Program
Coordinator, there are no repetitive loss structures in the Region. These are defined as an NFIPinsured structure that has had at least two paid flood losses of more than $1,000 each in any 10year period since 1978.
None of the communities in the Region are currently enrolled in the National Flood Insurance
Program's (NFIP) Community Rating System (CRS). This is a voluntary incentive program that
recognizes and encourages community floodplain management activities that exceed the minimum
NFIP requirements. As a result, flood insurance premium rates are discounted to reflect the
reduced flood risk resulting from the community actions.
Critical Facilities and Community Assets
GIS analysis of flood hazards in Region 4 indicates that there are 161 critical facilities and/or
community assets that are potentially exposed to flood hazards. There are 160 facilities in the 100year floodplain and one in the 500-year floodplain. The following tables summarize the facilities
that are potentially at risk.
Table 4.36. Critical Facilities within 1% Chance FEMA/HAZUS
County

Facility Type
Bridge

Lincoln

Sweetwater

Uinta

Facility Count
28

Communications

7

Total

35

Bridge

49

Communications

6

Day Care Center

2

HAZMAT

4

Public School

1

Total

62

Bridge

59

Day Care Center

2

Scour Critical Bridge

2

Total
Grand Total

63
160

Table 4.37. Critical Facilities within 0.2% Chance FEMA
County
Uinta
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Facility Type

Facility Count

Bridge

1

Total

1

4.75

Natural, Historic, and Cultural Resources
Natural resources are generally resistant to flooding except where natural landscapes and soil
compositions have been altered for human development or after periods of previous disasters such
as drought and fire. Wetlands, for example, exist because of natural flooding incidents. Areas that
are no longer wetlands may suffer from oversaturation of water, as will areas that are particularly
impacted by drought. Areas recently suffering from wildfire damage may erode because of
flooding, which can permanently alter an ecological system.
No specific natural, cultural, or historic resources were identified in either the 100-year or 500year flood zone. However, tourism and outdoor recreation is an important part of the Region’s
economy. If part of the planning area were damaged by flooding, tourism and outdoor recreation
could potentially suffer.
Future Development
For NFIP participating communities, floodplain management practices implemented through local
floodplain management ordinances should mitigate the flood risk to new development in
floodplains.
Summary
Overall, flooding presents a medium risk for the counties and communities of Region 4.
Table 4.38. Flood Hazard Risk Summary
County
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta

Geographic
Extent
Significant
Significant
Significant

Probability of
Future
Occurrence
Likely
Likely
Likely

Potential
Magnitude/ Severity

Overall Significance

Limited
Limited
Limited

Medium
Medium
Medium

Municipalities Impacted:
Unincorporated Lincoln County, Afton, Cokeville, Diamondville, Kemmerer
Unincorporated Sweetwater County, Green River, Rock Springs
Unincorporated Uinta County, Evanston, Bear River, Mountain View

4.2.8 Hail
Hazard Description
Damaging hail events occur sporadically throughout Region 4, usually associated with severe
summer storms and wind events. Hailstones form when a super-cooled droplet collects a layer of
ice and continues to grow, sustained by an updraft. Once the hailstone cannot be held up any
longer by the updraft, it falls to the ground. Hail up to 1.75 inches in diameter has been reported
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in the Region. Hail causes more than a billion dollars of property damage nationally each year,
mostly to crops, but also can decimate structural siding, take out windows, peel paint, and severely
damage automobiles and equipment not protected or stored inside.
Geographical Areas Affected
Hail can strike anywhere in the Region.
Past Occurrences
Climatologically, Wyoming averages five to nine days of hail annually. A comprehensive history
of damaging hailstorms historically affecting the counties in Region 4 is included in Table 4.38.
The data was derived from the monthly Storm Data reports generated and released by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Climate Center.
The NCDC records any hail events with hailstones that are ¾ inch or larger in diameter, or any
hail of a smaller diameter which causes property and/or crop damage, or casualties. According to
the NCDC definition, there have been 29 hailstorms affecting the three counties in the region since
1980, recorded at 40 separate locations. No deaths or injuries have been associated with these
storms in the region during this timeframe according to NCDC. Statewide, 4 injuries have been
reported since 1955. One injury was to a boy seeking shelter from the storm; he ran through a
glass door and severely lacerated his arm. The other three causes of injury were not recorded,
though they all occurred during the storm. Nationwide, most hail-related injuries are suffered by
people caught unsheltered when hail begins to fall. Most hail-related injuries are minor and go
unreported.
Table 4.39. Hail History, Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta): 1980 - 2015
Injuries

Fatalities

0

0

Number of Events
40

Total Recorded
Property Damage

Total Recorded
Crop Damage

$760,000

$250,000

Source: National Climatic Data Center

Table 4.40. Hail Incidents by County: 1980 - 2015
Lincoln

Sweetwater

Uinta

29

10

1
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Table 4.41. Region 4 Hail History 1980 - 2015

Sweetwater

08/08/80

1940

Hail
Size
0.75

Lincoln

08/21/83

1435

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

08/21/83

2110

1.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

07/21/87

1915

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

07/12/89

1800

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

County

Location

Date

Time

Property
Damage

Crop
Damage

Deaths

Injuries

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Afton

07/12/95

900

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Kemmerer

06/21/96

1740

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Afton

06/05/97

1535

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Thayne

06/05/97

1548

1.5

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Bedford

07/19/97

1400

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Green River

06/21/98

1355

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Afton

07/30/98

1925

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Alpine

07/30/98

2010

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Auburn

08/18/00

1515

1.25

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Auburn

08/18/00

1520

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Rock Springs

07/06/01

1429

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Kemmerer

09/13/01

1207

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Kemmerer

09/13/01

1315

1.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Green River

07/25/03

1330

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

Sweetwater

Sweetwater
Uinta

Evanston

08/08/03

1715

0.88

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Smoot

06/18/04

1705

1.25

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Diamondville

06/18/04

1939

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

Point of
Rocks
Green River

06/18/04

2139

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

06/20/04

1518

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Fontenelle

07/23/04

1425

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Thayne

06/14/06

855

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

Rock Spgs

10/20/06

1640

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Star Valley
Ranch
Wamsutter

08/09/08

1635

0.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

04/25/09

1525

1.75

0

0

$ 700,000

$

-

Lincoln

Thayne

06/06/10

1824

0.88

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Bedford

08/15/11

1405

1.5

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Auburn

08/15/11

1435

1

0

0

$

-

$ 250,000

Lincoln

Afton Muni
Airport
Grover

08/15/11

1435

1

0

0

$

10,000

$

-

08/15/11

1440

1

0

0

$

50,000

$

-

07/06/13

1825

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Star Valley
Ranch
Afton

09/17/13

1708

0.88

0

0

$

-

$

-

Lincoln

Diamondville

08/07/14

1530

0.88

0

0

$

-

$

-

Sweetwater

Sweetwater

Lincoln
Lincoln
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Lincoln

Smoot

09/18/14

1811

Hail
Size
1.5

Lincoln

Star Valley
Ranch
Afton

06/15/15

1610

1.75

0

0

$

-

$

-

06/15/15

1855

1

0

0

$

-

$

-

Total

0

0

County

Lincoln

Location

Date

Time

Property
Damage

Crop
Damage

Deaths

Injuries

0

0

$

-

$

-

$760,000

$250,000

Source: National Climatic Data Center

While most storms don’t have much impact, history shows a few outliers, summarized below:
On April 25, 2009, a severe thunderstorm traveled along Interstate 80 approximately 40 miles
through eastern Sweetwater County. The storm produced large hail, damaging wind, and a funnel
cloud. Damage was most intense around Wamsutter, where the combination of wind and hail
obliterated vinyl siding and broke windows at numerous homes and businesses. NCDC recorded
$700,000 in property damage for this storm.
On August 15, 2011, severe thunderstorms over eastern Idaho moved across central and southern
sections of the Star Valley. Large hail was observed in and near the communities of Afton,
Bedford, Grover, and Auburn. Homes, vehicles, and crops were damaged as the storms rolled east
across the valley. Approximately 600 acres of mature grain crop near Auburn were severely
damaged by one inch diameter hail; damage was recorded at $250,000.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Since 1996, the three counties in Region 4 have experienced at least one hail event per year
somewhere within the boundaries of the region with hail diameter greater than .75 inches. If this
trend continues, it is reasonable to expect the region to suffer a severe hail incident annually. Each
county can expect a severe hail incident at least every three years.
Based on historical data, an average hail event in the Region occurs in between June and August,
somewhere between 12 p.m. and 5 p.m. It drops hail with a diameter between zero and two inches.
While most historical hail storms in the Region don’t result in major damage, recordable damage
to property and crops could be in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. Insured loss related to hail
storms could be in the millions, depending on the location and parameters of the storm.
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Figure 4.23. Hail Incidents by Diameter in Region 4: 1980 - 2015
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Source: National Climatic Data Center

Figure 4.24. Time of Day Hail Events in Region 4 1980 - 2015
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Source: National Climatic Data Center
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Figure 4.25. Hail Events by Month of Occurrence in Region 4: 1980 - 2015
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Source: National Climatic Data Center

Potential Magnitude
Most public and personal property damage from hail is insured under private property insurance
or crop insurance policies, serviced by multiple insurance providers; it is very difficult to get a true
cumulative estimate of damage costs caused by hail events. Data collection regarding dollar
damage to public and personal property holds significant gaps for this reason. There have been
no FEMA disaster or state declarations for the counties in the Region related to damaging hail, and
no USDA disaster declarations as a result of hail damage were found. Agricultural losses and
claims met by crop insurance carriers due to hail damage are difficult to determine.
The incident of record occurred near Wamsutter in Sweetwater County. Hail up to 1.75 inches in
diameter caused $700,000 in damages to vinyl siding and windows at numerous homes and
businesses.
Vulnerability Assessment
In general, all crops, buildings, and vehicles in the Region are to some degree vulnerable to hail
damage. The essential functions of critical facilities are not likely to be impacted by hail. Risk is
uniform across the entire population of the Region. Livestock can be exposed as well. Hail is a
geographically isolated event that affects only several square miles at any one time. In terms of
property losses, the actual damages will depend on the housing density and density of automobiles
in the impacted area. This is highly variable across the Region. In terms of crop losses, the actual
damages that occur will depend on the type of crop and the growth stage of the plants when the
hail occurs. A hailstorm in a rural area in the early spring when the plants are just emerging will
have much less of an impact than a storm of the same intensity occurring later in the growing
season when the plants are more susceptible to damage and when there is no time to replant if the
crop is a total loss. Historically, hail storms have presented the largest threat to citizens and
property between the months of June and August, between two and three p.m. Average hail
diameter is an inch. Most damage caused by the storms is covered by insurance. Based on
historical data, the counties in Region 4 can expect a hail event annually.
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Future Development
Hail can strike anywhere in the county, so any growth or new development in Lincoln, Sweetwater
or Uinta counties will increase exposure to hail damage. Insurance will be an important tool to
offset the potentially substantial dollar losses associated with hail.
Summary
The counties in Region 4 will continue to experience hail on an annual basis. Hail damage to
property is expected to be highest in the municipalities; much of the damage to both property and
crops is covered under insurance policies.
Table 4.42. Hail Hazard Risk Summary
Geographic Extent
Lincoln
Uinta
Sweetwater

Limited
Limited
Limited

Probability of
Future Occurrence
Likely
Likely
Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Overall
Significance
Low
Low
Low

4.2.9 Hazardous Materials
Hazard Description
Generally, a hazardous material is a substance or combination of substances which, because of
quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may either (1) cause
or significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in serious, irreversible, or
incapacitating reversible, illness; or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human
health or environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or otherwise
managed. Hazardous material incidents can occur while a hazardous substance is stored at a fixed
facility, or while the substance is being transported.
The U.S. Department of Transportation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) all have responsibilities in regards to
hazardous materials and waste.
The U.S. Department of Transportation has identified the following classes of hazardous materials:






Explosives
Compressed gases: flammable, non-flammable compressed, poisonous
Flammable liquids: flammable (flashpoint below 141 degrees Fahrenheit) combustible
(flashpoint from 141 - 200 degrees)
Flammable solids: spontaneously combustible, dangerous when wet
Oxidizers and organic peroxides
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Toxic materials: poisonous material, infectious agents
Radioactive material
Corrosive material: destruction of human skin, corrodes steel

Region 4 is home to several gas plants, refineries and mines, and numerous pipelines and rail lines
run across the Region, specifically along I-80, creating a likely potential for hazardous materials
releases.
Geographical Areas Affected
Hazmat incidents can occur at fixed facilities, or during transportation. Hazardous materials
facilities are identified and mapped by the counties they reside in, along with the types of materials
stored there. Transportation routes include roads and rails, including along Interstate 80 in
Sweetwater and Uinta Counties, and Highways 30 and 89 in Lincoln County. Some facilities
contain extremely hazardous substances; these facilities are required to generate Risk Management
Plans (RMPs), and resubmit these plans every five years. RMP facility information can be found
within individual county annexes.
Past Occurrences
There are a variety of mechanisms to get an idea of the number and types of historical hazardous
materials spills in the Region. One such repository is the catalog of hazardous materials spill and
accident reports at the National Response Center (NRC) as part of the Right to Know Network
(RTK NET). The table below shows a five-year record for reported incidents in the three counties
of Region 4.
Figure 4.26. Hazardous Materials Spills Reported to the NRC in Region 4: 2010 - 2015
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According to the data, during the time period between 2010 and 2015 the Region saw anywhere
from 12-21 NRC-reported incidents per year, which means that each county can reasonable expect
multiple hazardous materials responses annually. The county data is further broken down in the
table below:
Table 4.43. NRC-reported Incidents by county: 2010 - 2015
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

6-Year Total

Lincoln

7

3

2

8

3

3

26

Sweetwater

6

6

8

7

15

11

53

Uinta

0

4

2

5

2

2

15

13

14

12

20

21

16

96

Region 4 Total

Source: http://www.rtknet.org/db/erns

According the NRC site, the incident types with the highest rates of reports included fixed-site
incidents, pipeline incidents, railroad incidents and mobile incidents.
In addition to local first responders, eight Regional Emergency Response Teams across the State
of Wyoming respond to a variety of incidents, including those incidents involving hazardous
materials. The Region 4 RERT is located in Rock Springs, in Sweetwater County. The following
table shows records of Region 4 RERT mission assignments pertaining to hazardous materials
releases, according the 2016 Wyoming State Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Table 4.44. Region 4 RERT Mission Assignments: 2004 - 2015
Type
Fixed Facility
Truck/Highway
Rail
Pipeline
Aircraft
Orphan Drum
Total

Number
6
5
2
1
13

Source: 2016 Wyoming State Hazard Mitigation Plan

According to the HMPCs, small-level hazardous materials incidents occur frequently throughout
the year in Region 4. During discussions, the committees noted roads, rail and pipelines
throughout the county. The groups noted that Interstate 80 is a heavily trafficked hazardous
materials route, and a specific vulnerability for transportation-related hazmat releases.
The Uinta County planning team noted multiple fuel/diesel spills in the county, a train derailment
in 2015 and a beer truck accident as examples of recent incidents. May 1997 Near the Wyoming
Port of Entry Pioneer Pipeline had a unleaded gas leak in an 8 inch Metal pipeline with over 1200
psi about 1500 barrels was released and drained to a creek that ran into Bear River. There were no
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fires, injuries or evacuations but oil booms and dams were deployed to catch as much product as
possible. Pioneer had to monitor water and soil for years after the spill.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Each county in the Region experience multiple hazardous materials incidents each year, with
various degrees of impact. Hazardous material spills and releases, both from fixed facilities and
during transport, will continue to occur in each county in Region 4 annually.
Potential Magnitude of Impacts
Impacts that could occur from hazardous waste spills or releases include:








Injury
Loss of life (human, livestock, fish and wildlife)
Evacuations
Property damage
Air pollution
Surface or ground water pollution/contamination
Interruption of commerce and transportation

Numerous factors go into the ultimate impacts of a hazardous materials release, including method
of release, the type of material, location of release, weather conditions, and time of day. This
makes it difficult to nail down precise impacts. Materials found in Region 4 will have at least one
of the impacts listed above, and probably more.
Vulnerability Assessment
The counties in Region 4 have energy pipelines, railroad tracks which carry many types of
hazardous materials, state highways and an Interstate Highway (I-80) running through Sweetwater
and Uinta counties. A variety of hazardous materials originating in the Region or elsewhere are
transported along these routes, and could be vulnerable to accidental spills.
Some facilities contain extremely hazardous substances; these facilities are required to generate
Risk Management Plans (RMPs), and resubmit these plans every five years. There are 88 RMP
facilities located in the three counties in Region 4, as noted in the table below.
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Table 4.45. RMP Facilities in Region 4
County
Lincoln

Community
Kemmerer
La Barge
Opal
Bairoil
Granger
Green River
Rock Springs
Wamsutter
Evanston
Lyman

Sweetwater

Uinta

Total

Number of Facilities
6
1
3
1
2
4
7
3
10
1
38

Source: http://www.rtknet.org/db/erns

Potential losses can vary greatly for hazardous material incidents. For even a small incident, there
are cleanup and disposal costs. In a larger scale incident, cleanup can be extensive and protracted.
There can be deaths or injuries requiring doctor’s visits and hospitalization, disabling chronic
injuries, soil and water contamination can occur, necessitating costly remediation. Evacuations
can disrupt home and business activities. Large-scale incidents can easily reach $1 million or more
in direct damages.
Future Development
Stationary facilities with hazardous materials are identified and mapped. Transportation routes are
also identified. Special care should be taken to cross-reference any new development areas with
identified sources for potential hazardous materials incidents. If an uptick in oil and gas
development and extraction occurs, this could result in greater exposure for transportation
incidents.
Summary
Overall, hazardous materials are a medium significance hazard to counties in the Region, though
Sweetwater has more risk than Lincoln or Uinta counties.
Table 4.46. Hazardous Material Hazard Risk Summary
Geographic Extent
County
Lincoln
Uinta
Sweetwater
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Significant
Significant
Significant

Probability of
Future Occurrence
Highly Likely
Highly Likely
Highly Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Limited
Limited
Limited

Overall
Significance
Medium
Medium
High
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4.2.10 High Winds and Downbursts
Hazard Description
Wind, because of its constant presence in Wyoming, can be overlooked as a hazard. Upon analysis,
wind can be a damage-inducing hazard and warrants review in Region 4. Wyoming’s wind is also
becoming an economic factor as renewable wind energy is developed around the state.
This profile examines the hazard that high winds present including downbursts, a subcategory of
high winds. A downburst is a strong down draft which causes damaging winds on or near the
ground. Downbursts are much more frequent than tornadoes, and for every one tornado there are
approximately 10 downburst damage reports. Downbursts can be associated with either a heavy
precipitation or non-precipitation thunderstorm (dry or wet downbursts), and often occur in the
dissipating stage of a thunderstorm. Microbursts and macrobursts are categories of downbursts,
classified by length of duration, velocity of wind, and radius of impact.
Microbursts generally last between five and 15 minutes, and impact an area less than three miles
wide. Macrobursts can last up to 30 minutes with winds up to 130 miles per hour, and can impact
areas larger than three miles in radius. Microbursts and macrobursts may induce dangerous wind
shears, which can adversely affect aircraft performance, cause property damage and loss of life.
A downburst can occur when cold air begins to descend from the middle and upper levels of a
thunderstorm (falling at speeds of less than 20 miles an hour). As the colder air strikes the Earth's
surface, it begins to ‘roll’ outward. As this rolling effect happens, the air expands causing further
cooling and having the effect of pulling the shaft of air above it at higher and higher speeds.
Figure 4.27. Schema of Microburst and Tornado

Source: www.erh.noaa.gov
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Downbursts can be mistaken for tornadoes by those that experience them since damages and event
characteristics are similar. Tornado winds can range from 40 mph to over 300 mph. Downbursts
can exceed winds of 165 mph and can be accompanied by a loud roaring sound. Both downbursts
and tornadoes can flatten trees, cause damage to homes and upend vehicles. In some instances,
aerial surveying is the best method to determine what kind of event has taken place.
Figure 4.28. Aerial Image of Downburst Damage

Source: T. Fujita

In this photograph, trees are blown down in a straight line - a very strong indication of a downburst
as opposed to a tornado.
Geographical Areas Affected
All areas in the Region suffer the effects of high winds.
Past Occurrences
In the counties in Region 4, most documented wind events causing damage typically range
between 55 and 70 mph; max wind speeds of up to 100 mph have been recorded. It should be
noted that the data is limited by what the NCDC is able to record, and what equipment was in place
at the time, and that the timespan of available records for each county differs. The HMPCs noted
that wind is a consistent issue in the three counties.
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Table 4.47. Summary of Wind Weather Events and Impacts
Total Property Damage

Total Fatalities

Total Injuries

Average Recorded Max Wind
Speed

$474,000

0

39

65 mph

28

64 mph

11

64 mph

0

66 mph

Total Number of High
Wind Events
118

Lincoln County (1973-2015)
24

$366,000

0
Sweetwater County (1957-2015)

78

$58,000

0
Uinta County (1989-2014)

16

$50,000

0

Source: NCDC

NCDC also records wind damage on a zonal basis; while these zones show up in search results,
they are not always tied to specific counties. NCDC records an additional 244 wind incidents from
1957 to 2015 in these zones.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
NCDC records 118 confirmed and documented high wind incidents specifically impacting the
Region since 1957. This means that the region can expect multiple high wind incidents each year;
each of the county HMPCs noted that the high wind data did not represent all high wind incidents
in the region.
Figure 4.29. High Wind Events by Month in Region 4: 1957 - 2015
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The Region experiences an average of two significant high wind events per year somewhere in the
three counties, with a damaging event being recorded by NCDC approximately once every 4.5
years. Based on NCDC data, incidence of events appears to spike between May and September.
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Specific examples from high wind incidents that caused damages or casualties include:
Rock Springs, Sweetwater County, August 2000 – A large tent at the county fairgrounds was
blown over by high wind, causing minor injuries.
Rock Springs, Sweetwater County, March 2013 – High wind gusts knocked over a tree, causing
it to fall and crush a police car underneath it.
Afton, Lincoln County, 1993 – A massive wind and rainstorm struck the fairgrounds, blowing
over two tents and shredding a third. Up to 28 people received minor injuries.
Lincoln County, June 2010 – A severe thunderstorm caused extensive tree damage near Star
Valley. Several hundred trees were downed on hillsides bordering a forest service road in Willow
Creek Canyon east of Turnerville. The trees completely blocked passage of vehicles and
individuals to the area.
Potential Magnitude
The incident of record in Region 4 occurred on June 6, 2010 near Turnerville, Lincoln County.
The incident caused $350,000 worth of damage to several hundred trees on hillsides bordering a
forest service road in Will Creek Canyon, blocking passage of vehicles and individuals to the area.
An average recorded damaging wind-related incident causes a little over $36,000 in damage.
Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability as it relates to location is random, as damaging winds have occurred everywhere in
the Region. Damage from high winds is often described in regional or broad areas, but downburst
damage will impact a small area most generally less than three miles in diameter. Because state or
presidential emergency or disaster declarations have not been necessary in the aftermath of wind
events in the Region, and because damage to personal property is dealt with by numerous private
insurance companies, it is difficult to estimate actual monetary impacts that have occurred due to
damaging winds. NCDC has no record of damage to crops in the Region due to wind.
Specific vulnerabilities from high wind events include damage to poorly constructed buildings,
building collapse and damage, flying debris, semi rollovers and car accidents, and downed power
lines and electric system damage. Cascading hazards caused by high winds can include power
loss; depending on the time of year, winds can also exacerbate snow and blizzards by creating deep
snow drifts over roads and affecting the normal flow of traffic. Damages recorded by the NCDC
for the county include downed power lines, torn off roofs and building damage, and downed tree
limbs and debris.
According to the Spatial Hazards and Losses Database for the United States (SHELDUS) and the
2014 Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan, Region 4 suffered 82 damage causing wind events
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between 1960 and 2012, and a cumulative $522,633 in damage as a result of these events
($10,050/event average).
Figure 4.30 Wind Events and Losses, Wyoming 1960 – 2012

Source: Wyoming Multi Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2016

Future Development
Historical data demonstrates that the most critical area of the state for high wind hazards is the
eastern one third, excluding the counties of Region 4. According to the Wyoming Hazard
Mitigation Plan, each county in Region 4 administers their own building codes. The Emergency
Management coordinator of Uinta County noted that the county does not have an enforceable
building code; however the Uinta County Planning and Zoning Office does however recommend
that buildings be built to withstand winds up to 90 mph and snow loads up to 40 lbs/sq ft.
Summary
The counties of Region 4 has a history occasional damaging wind events that average $36,000 per
incident. Primary damage is structural and to power utilities, which can lead to cascading impacts.
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Although minimal deaths and injuries have been reported, the frequency of occurrence is due
consideration, as well as the hazard to rural citizens and town populations from falling trees, power
poles, and flying debris. Cumulative losses due to wind damage have been negligible.
Table 4.48. Hazard Risk Summary Table
Geographic Extent

Lincoln
Uinta
Sweetwater

Limited
Limited
Limited

Probability of
Future
Occurrence
Likely
Likely
Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Overall
Significance
Low
Low
Low

4.2.11 Landslide/Rockfall/Debris Flow
Hazard Description
A landslide is a general term for a variety of mass movement processes that generate a downslope
movement of soil, rock, and vegetation under gravitational influence. Landslides are a serious
geologic hazard common to almost every state in the United States. It is estimated that nationally
they cause up to $2 billion in damages and from 25 to 50 deaths annually. Some landslides move
slowly and cause damage gradually, whereas others move so rapidly that they can destroy property
and take lives suddenly and unexpectedly. Gravity is the force driving landslide movement.
Factors that allow the force of gravity to overcome the resistance of earth material to landslide
include: saturation by water, erosion or construction, alternate freezing or thawing, earthquake
shaking, and volcanic eruptions.
Landslides are typically associated with periods of heavy rainfall or rapid snow melt and tend to
worsen the effects of flooding that often accompanies these events. In areas burned by forest and
brush fires, a lower threshold of precipitation may initiate landslides. Generally significant
landsliding follows periods of above-average precipitation over an extended period, followed by
several days of intense rainfall. It is on these days of intense rainfall that slides are most likely.
Areas that are generally prone to landslide hazards include existing old landslides; the bases of
steep slopes; the bases of drainage channels; and developed hillsides where leach-field septic
systems are used. Landslides are often a secondary hazard related to other natural disasters.
Landslide triggering rainstorms often produce damaging floods. Earthquakes often induce
landslides that can cause additional damage.
Slope failures typically damage or destroy portions of roads and railroads, sewer and water lines,
homes and public buildings, and other utility lines. Even small-scale landslides are expensive due
to clean up costs that may include debris clearance from streets, drains, streams and reservoirs;
new or renewed support for road and rail embankments and slopes; minor vehicle and building
damage; personal injury; and livestock, timber, crop and fencing losses and damaged utility
systems.
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There are many types of landslides present in Wyoming. In order to properly describe landslide
type, the Geologic Hazards Section developed a landslide classification modified from Varnes
(1978) and Campbell (1985). As can be seen in Figure 4.31, there are five basic types of landslides
that occur in three types of material. Falls, topples, slides, lateral spreads, and flows can occur in
bedrock, debris, or earth. While individual landslide types can occur in nature, most landslides
are complex, or composed of combinations of basic types of landslides.
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Figure 4.31. Wyoming Landslide Classifications

Rockfall
A rockfall is the falling of a detached mass of rock from a cliff or down a very steep slope.
Weathering and decomposition of geological materials produce conditions favorable to rockfalls.
Rockfalls are caused by the loss of support from underneath through erosion or triggered by ice
wedging, root growth, or ground shaking. Changes to an area or slope such as cutting and filling
activities can also increase the risk of a rockfall. Rocks in a rockfall can be of any dimension, from
the size of baseballs to houses. Rockfall occurs most frequently in mountains or other steep areas
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during the early spring when there is abundant moisture and repeated freezing and thawing.
Rockfalls are a serious geological hazard that can threaten human life, impact transportation
corridors and communication systems and result in other property damage.
Spring is typically the landslide/rockfall season in Wyoming as snow melts and saturates soils and
temperatures enter into freeze/thaw cycles. Rockfall and landslides are influenced by seasonal
patterns, precipitation and temperature patterns. Earthquakes could trigger rockfalls and landslides
too.
Debris Flow
Debris flows, sometimes referred to as mudslides, mudflows, lahars, or debris avalanches, are
common types of fast-moving landslides. They are a combination of fast moving water and a great
volume of sediment and debris that surges down slope with tremendous force. These flows
generally occur during periods of intense rainfall or rapid snowmelt and may occur with little onset
warning, similar to a flash flood. They usually start on steep hillsides as shallow landslides that
liquefy and accelerate to speeds that are typically about 10 miles per hour, but can exceed 35 miles
per hour. Figure 4.32 describes identifying characteristics of debris flows. The consistency of
debris flow ranges from watery mud to thick, rocky mud that can carry large items such as
boulders, trees, and cars. Debris flows from many different sources can combine in channels, and
their destructive power may be greatly increased. When the flows reach flatter ground, the debris
spreads over a broad area, sometimes accumulating in thick deposits that can wreak havoc in
developed areas. Mudflows are covered under the National Flood Insurance Program; however,
landslides are not.
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Figure 4.32. Field Evidence of Debris Flow

Geographical Area Affected
Landslides are one of the most common geologic hazards in Wyoming, with some of the highest
landslide densities found in Region 4 counties notably Lincoln County. The figure below shows
in Wyoming. Note the relatively high concentration of landslide deposits in Lincoln County and
northwestern Wyoming in general. Many of these slide areas have been studied by the Wyoming
Geological Survey, WYDOT and others.
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Figure 4.33. Landslide History in Wyoming

Past Occurrences
Since landslides, debris flows, and rockfalls occur regularly in Wyoming, previous occurrences
are limited to those that caused a particular high amount of damage or incurred some other cost or
unique impact. Selected incidents that occurred in or near the planning area are profiled below.
On July 22, 2011, President Obama declared a major disaster for the State of Wyoming for
emergency work and the repair or replacement of facilities damaged by the severe storms, flooding,
and landslides in Albany, Big Horn, Carbon, Crook, Fremont, Goshen, Johnson, Lincoln, Platte,
Sheridan, Sublette, Teton, Uinta, Washakie, and Weston Counties, and the Wind River Indian
Reservation. This declaration made Public Assistance funding available.
Past landslides are present on 84 quadrangles in the county and are visually evident in many
locations around the county. The analysis of landslide risk for each quadrangle is on file in the
Lincoln County Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness. A large landslide
occurred over Highway 89 in the area known as the Narrows in Star Valley in the 1980’s. The
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highway department quickly constructed a short bypass around the slide area so that traffic could
resume.
Also in the mid-1980s, a slump/flow complex destabilized at Fossil Butte National Monument in
Lincoln County. The landslide moved downslope and destroyed the main rail line of the Union
Pacific Railroad over a few hundred feet. The line was closed for a number of days, and all rail
traffic that would normally be routed through the area had to be diverted through Colorado.
In May 2011 a landslide occurred on Highway 89 between Afton and Jackson and affected many
residents of Lincoln County. The landslide represented an economic hardship for local residents.
Residents living in Afton and working in Jackson were forced to take a 75 mile detour around the
landslide into Idaho and over two mountain passes to get to work as Highway 89 is the only direct
route between the two towns.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
The probability of a landslide causing damage in the Region is difficult to determine because of
the poor historic data. However given it is reasonable to assume that damaging events have
between 10 and 100 percent chance of occurrence in next year, or a recurrence interval of 10 years
or less. Therefore, landslides, rockfalls or debris flows are likely to occur. Hazard areas discussed
in the Landslide Hazard Attachment note that heavy periods of precipitation or significant
development could have an effect on slope stability. Typically there is a landslide/rockfall ‘season’
that coincides with increased freeze-thaw cycles and wetter weather in the spring and early
summer.
Potential Magnitude
There are three measures of future landslide impacts – historic dollar damages, estimated yearly
damages, and building exposure values. There are not enough current data to estimate historic or
yearly dollar damages. In general terms, landslides can threaten human life, impact transportation
corridors and communication systems, and cause damage to property and other infrastructure.
Actual losses can range from mere inconvenience to high maintenance costs where very slow or
small-scale destructive slides are involved. The potential magnitude of landslides, rockfall and
debris flows would typically be isolated in most counties in the region or limited. However even
a small isolated event has potential to close state or US highways in the region that can result in
long detours for days or weeks. With the added cost of detours, and the potential for life safety
impacts, some landslides could have greater costs.
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Vulnerability Assessment
Population
The overall vulnerability of population is low. The general population is not overly vulnerable to
landslides, but rockfall can cause serious injury or death. According to the Wyoming State
Mitigation Plan, “The most significant impact tends to be when no alternative route exists between
populated areas and access is blocked by the presence of a landslide.”
General Property
During the 2016 development of this regional plan a GIS analysis of exposure to landslide hazard
areas was performed. The following table summarizes landslide exposure in the county, based on
an intersect of improved parcels with landslide hazard areas. The greatest risk to general property
in the region is in Lincoln County.
Table 4.49 Building Exposure Values for Landslides by County
County

Landslide Building
Exposure Value (2010)

Lincoln

$47,827,380

Uinta

$8,161,984

Sweetwater

$696,541

Essential Infrastructure, Facilities, and Other Important Community Assets
Transportation networks are the most exposed aspect of the Region to rockfall, landslide and debris
flow incidents. Residents and visitors alike are impacted by landslides when roads are damaged
by landslides. The loss of transportation networks could potentially cause secondary damage to
the overall Region’s infrastructure, including revenue, transportation availability, emergency
response mechanisms and other essential capabilities by preventing the means of these resources
from activating or moving between locations.
During the 2016 development of this regional plan a GIS analysis of highway and county road
infrastructure risk was conducted. The exposure to landslide hazard areas was estimated by
overlaying road networks on hazard areas and summarizing results. The results are summarized
by county in the following tables.
Future Development
The severity of landslide problems is directly related to the extent of human activity in hazard
areas. Human activities such as property development and road construction can also exacerbate
the occurrence of landslides. Landslide areas tend to be picturesque and often within mountainous
locations and therefore attract development. Development in landslide areas frequently consists of
vacation homes and represents a potential risk for injury, loss of life and property. Future
development in these areas should be done carefully to prevent landslide damage to property or
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people. Adverse effects can be mitigated by early recognition and avoiding incompatible land uses
in these areas or by corrective engineering. Improving mapping and information on landslide
hazards and incorporating this information into the development review process could prevent
siting of structures and infrastructure in identified hazard areas.
Summary
Overall, landslides, rockfalls and debris flows are low to medium significance hazards in the
region. Landslides have the potential for direct property impacts including residential structures
but more likely infrastructure corridors including roads and highways, power line corridors, and
gas lines. Secondary impacts could include landslide dams forming on creeks and overtopping,
causing flash flooding in valleys below. Landslide areas around reservoirs can also result in seiche
waves that could stress or overtop dams.
Table 4.50. Landslide Hazard Risk Summary

County

Geographic
Extent

Potential
Magnitude/Severity

Probability of
Future
Occurrences

Significance

Lincoln

Significant

Critical

Likely

High

Sweetwater

Limited

Limited

Occasional

Med

Uinta

Negligible

Negligible

Occasional

Low

Municipalities impacted:
River

Star Valley (direct impacts), Diamondville, Rock Springs, Green

4.2.12 Lightning
Hazard Description
Lightning is a danger across Wyoming. Lightning is a sudden electrical discharge released from
the atmosphere that follows a course from cloud to ground, cloud to cloud, or cloud to surrounding
air, with light illuminating its path. Lightning’s unpredictable nature causes it to be one of the most
feared weather elements.
Anyone that is caught in an exposed area during a thunderstorm could be at risk to a lightning
strike. In Wyoming, outdoor enthusiasts venturing to high and exposed areas should be especially
cautious because rapid thunderstorm development with associated lightning can place even the
most experienced climbers in jeopardy without warning. Wyoming is #1 in the nation in lightning
deaths per capita.
Geographical Areas Affected
Nationwide, lightning strikes are routinely monitored by Vaisala, Inc. with accuracies to within a
0.625-mile (1 kilometer) resolution. The Wyoming annual lightning strike frequency is depicted
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in Figure 4.34 for the period of 2005 through 2014. Clearly the eastern plains have more than three
times the cloud to ground lightning strikes as the western half of the state. Region 4’s flash density
is relatively low, ranging from 0.75 to 3 flashes per square mile per year across most of the
planning area. A few isolated spots have slightly higher flash densities. Despite annual variation,
the locations of maximum and minimum strikes do not change much from year to year. In 1998
the state's precipitation average was well above normal, in 1999 near normal, and in 2000 was
below normal (Wyoming Climate Atlas).
Figure 4.34. Average Annual Lightning Flash Density (flashes/sq. mi./year), 2005 - 2014

Source: Vaisala Inc.

Past Occurrences
Vaisala’s National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) recorded 347,035 cloud to ground
lightning flashes in Wyoming in 2015; they also record an average of 279,632 cloud to ground
lightning flashes per year between 2006 and 2015 for the state. This ranks Wyoming 39 th
nationally for flashes per square mile, averaging 2.9 cloud to ground lightning flashes per square
mile, per year.
Nationally, Wyoming ranks 36th in number of lightning fatalities, 33rd in injuries, and 40th in
property damage from 1959 to 1994 according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, National Severe Storms Laboratory (NOAA, NSSL). According to the NCDC,
lightning has been responsible for 8 deaths, 75 injuries, over $1 million in property damage, and
$91,000 in crop damage in Wyoming between 1996 and 2015.
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The following table includes lightning events that have caused deaths, injuries, and damage in the
three counties of Region 4; this list encompasses all recorded lightning incidents for the Region.
Uinta County had no lightning incidents recorded by the NCDC during this timeframe.
Table 4.51. NCDC Recorded Region 4 Lightning History 1997 - 2015
Location
County
Lincoln County
Sweetwater County

Alpine
Reliance

Date

Time

09/10/1997
05/24/2014

13:30
13:45

TOTALS

Deaths

Injuries

0
0

3
1

Property
Damage
$0
$0

0

4

$0

Crop
Damage
$0
$0
$0

Source: National Climatic Data Center

According to the planning teams of the three counties, the lightning impacts noted by NCDC
underrepresent the lightning history in the region. The committees noted multiple lightning
injuries and fatalities not recorded by the NCDC.
The HMPC of Uinta County specifically noted one incident which did not result in any injuries
and fatalities, but electrical damage. On June 6, 2016, lightning knocked out power in Evanston
until 8:30 am. Lightning also hit a Uinta County Deputy’s home and fried electronics and ruined
wiring in the home. It also knocked some siding off the house.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Lightning occurs thousands of times a year during thunderstorms; most of this lightning is intracloud, and stays in the sky without causing any damage on the ground. Since 1997, the NCDC
records two lightning strikes with impacts in the counties in Region 4; using only the lightning
strikes recorded, this means that one of the three counties in Region 4 experiences an impactful
lightning strike once every nice years. Lightning may strike in outlying areas, without leaving any
trace or impact.
U.S. statistics show that one in 345,000 lightning flashes results in a death and one in 114,000
results in an injury. According to meteorologists at Vaisala, Inc., the odds for an American being
hit by lightning sometime in the course of an 80-year lifespan is about 1 in 3,000.
While the HMPC noted additional instances of lightning strikes, it is still reasonable to assume
that impactful lightning strikes are rare.
Potential Magnitude
Lightning caused 4 recorded injuries in the Region between 1997 and 2015; these injuries were to
people caught unprotected during a lightning storm. According to the county planning teams, this
number is underreported, as they related additional fatalities and injuries during the planning
process.
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Lightning doesn’t just strike unprotected people, as the counties reported that lightning also causes
the death of unprotected livestock in open areas. Lightning can also have many secondary impacts,
including power failure and ignition of wildfires.
Vulnerability Assessment
Anyone who is outside during a thunderstorm is at risk of being struck by lightning. Aspects of
the population who rely on constant, uninterrupted electrical supplies may have a greater, indirect
vulnerability to lightning. As a group, the elderly or disabled, especially those with home health
care services rely heavily on an uninterrupted source of electricity. Resident populations in nursing
homes, Community Based Residential Facilities, or other special needs housing may also be
vulnerable if electrical outages are prolonged. If they do not have a back-up power source, rural
residents and agricultural operations reliant on electricity for heating, cooling, and water supplies
are also especially vulnerable to power outages.
General infrastructure, essential infrastructure and facilities can be impacted by lightning.
Emergency responders, hospitals, government services, schools, and other important community
assets are not more vulnerable to lightning than the general vulnerabilities established for property
and population. Some aspects of infrastructure are constructed of materials and/or located in
places that increase their vulnerability to lightning. Sometimes, communications and
infrastructure are interrupted by lightning strikes. These events raise the vulnerability of the
essential functions by delaying response times, hindering interagency communication efforts, or
endangering or damaging communication networks.
Future Development
Buildings and other structures are attractive targets for lightning strikes. Future buildings and
critical facilities should be built with grounding when possible to prevent the ignition of structure
fires.
Summary
Because of Region 4’s location in western Wyoming and its mountainous terrain, it will remain
vulnerable to lightning strikes for the foreseeable future. Unsheltered outdoor workers, outdoor
enthusiasts and livestock will remain susceptible to lightning strikes. Lightning-caused wildland
fires may result in more extensive damage.
Table 4.52. Lightning Hazard Risk Summary
Geographic Extent
County
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta
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Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Probability of
Future Occurrence
Likely
Likely
Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Limited
Limited
Limited

Overall
Significance
Low
Low
Low
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4.2.13 Mine Subsidence
Hazard Description
Underground coal mining began in Wyoming during the 1860s. Many of the early coal mines were
not designed and constructed well. Many were also shallow, and often had minimal ground
support in the form of mine timbers. As a result the underground pillars can fail. If enough pillars
fail, the caprock in the mine will collapse. The effect of the collapse reaches the surface in some
cases. If the effect of the collapse reaches the surface, a subsidence pit or trough forms. Not all
subsidence from mining is due to poor design, however. Most underground mines eventually have
roof failures due to lack of maintenance and continuous loading of the unsupported rock layers
overhead. In some cases the pillars were pulled as mining retreated from an area. In other cases
fires occurred in the mines, resulting in a loss of strength in the pillars and caprock.
Geographical Area Affected
The following maps show mined-out areas and mine subsidence in Wyoming. Gray areas
represent mined-out areas with subsidence. Subsidence problems have occurred in Lincoln County
(Kemmerer), Sweetwater County (Rock Springs, Superior and Reliance) and Uinta County
(Evanston).
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Figure 4.35. Mine Subsidence in Wyoming

Solid areas represent mined-out areas with no known subsidence; Region 4 counties outlined in blue.
Source: 2016 Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
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Figure 4.36. Abandoned Mine Sites with Subsidence-Prone Underground Workings

There are numerous abandoned mine sites in Lincoln County. The hard rock mining districts
below are organized by topographic quadrangle.
Big Park Quadrangle:
Ferney Gulch mine T27N R117 ½W Section 1
Porcupine Creek Quadrangle:
Contag Prospect T28N R117 ½W Section 36 NE
Griggs Mine T28N R117W Section 7
Spring Lake Creek adit T28N R117 ½W Section 24 SE
Blind Bull Creek Quadrangle:
Alpine Mine T35N R116W Section 35
Blind Bull Mine T34N R116W Section 1
Dead Man Mine T35N R116W Section 36
Dead Man Gulch Mine T35N R116W Section 26
Vail Mine T35N R116W Section 36
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West Mine T34 R116W Section 10
Cumberland Gap Quadrangle:
Brilliant Mine #8 T19N R116W Sections 17 and 18
Cumberland #1 Mine T19N R116W Sections 29,31,32
Cumberland #2 Mine T19N R116W Sections 18,19,30
Lee Mine T19N R116W Section 20
Elkol Quadrangle:
Blazon Mine T19N R116W Sections 4 and 5 T20N R116W 29,32,33
Brilliant Mine #8 T19N R116W Sections 17 and 18
Elkol Mine T20N R116W Sections 10,11,15
Lincoln Star Mine T20N R116W Section 28
Pacific Coal Mine T20N R116W Sections 3 and 4
Kemmerer Quadrangle (1:62,500):
Conroy Mine T21N R116W Section 20
Diamondville Mine #1 T21N R116W Sections 23-26
Diamondville Mine #2 T21N R116W Sections 25,26,35,36
Kemmerer Mine #1 T21N R116W Sections 11-14
Kemmerer Mine #3 T21N R116W Sections 13 and 14
Kemmerer Mine #4 T22N R116W Section 36
Kemmerer Mine #5 T23N R116W Section 1
Kemmerer Mine #5A T22N R116W Section 25
Kemmerer #5 South Gromer T22N R116W Section 13
Kemmerer Mine #6 T22N R116W Section 12
Kemmerer #6 South Mine T22N R116W Section 13
Hoddenham Mine T22N R116W Section 1
New Twin Creek Mine T21N R116W Sections 7
Twin Creek Mine #1 T21N R116W Sections 17
Twin Creek Mine #2 T21N R116W Sections 7
Although some of these may have been reclaimed, no development should be allowed at the sites
until it can be shown that reclamation has occurred and that the reclamation has been successful.
Past Occurrences
According to the 2016 Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan, subsidence problems have occurred in
Rock Springs, Hanna, Glenrock, Superior, Reliance, Evanston, Kemmerer, Sheridan, and Gillette.
Over the past several years, in addition to a large number of traditional mine reclamation projects
on both coal and non-coal mine sites, the Wyoming Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) Program at
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has funded two or three large subsidence
mitigation projects annually, along with smaller projects to protect individual homeowners, done
at the request of individual homeowners. Recent subsidence mitigation projects have focused on
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protecting critical infrastructure. In the Rock Springs area, the community’s water tank, and water
supply lines have been protected, and Interstate 80 north of Rock Springs has also been protected.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Although many areas of the state have already had mitigation projects designed to reduce or
remove the impacts from underground mining and subsidence, subsidence may still occur in some
areas. The dollar impact is difficult to predict as discussed in the next section.
Vulnerability Assessment
There has been property and infrastructure damage associated with mine subsidence in Wyoming
communities. The dollar amounts of the damage are not readily available. Underground coal fires
can also happen in abandoned mines.
An indirect measure of the impacts is the existing cost of mitigating the hazards. The AML
Program has spent $303.4 million through 2013 mitigating the effects of mine subsidence alone,
as part of the abandoned mine reclamation program. If any of the above mines are found to be
unreclaimed and appear to pose a hazard to the public, the Abandoned Mine Lands Program at the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality should be contacted (Wyoming Hazard
Mitigation Plan 2016).
Future Development
Locations where mine subsidence may occur are located throughout the state in both populated
and unpopulated areas. Development in locations where mine subsidence occurs certainly has the
potential to impact individual homes or neighborhoods. While it is believed all mined out areas in
Wyoming have been mapped, it is unknown if all locations of potential subsidence have been
located. The uncertainty regarding the locations of more potential subsidence areas means there
is the possibility development may occur in a subsidence-prone location without the knowledge of
contractors or developers prior to development. Given this fact, there is no way to determine with
certainty the likelihood development will occur in a subsidence-prone location. Therefore, it is
difficult to put a risk factor to this hazard as it relates to development within Wyoming’s borders.
Businesses seeking to lay pipelines, electrical transmission lines, develop a well site, or build
another type of business structure in an area subject to subsidence hazards are typically referred to
the AML during the environmental review process. This contact helps ensure new, developing
infrastructure can be routed around problem areas, or if more efficient and possible, the area can
be mitigated for subsidence hazards before structures or individuals are exposed to the hazard.
Summary
Overall, mine subsidence is a medium significance hazard to counties in the Region, though
Sweetwater County has a higher significance rating than Lincoln or Uinta.
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Table 4.53. Mine Subsidence Hazard Risk Summary

County

Geographic
Extent

Potential
Magnitude/Severity

Probability of
Future
Occurrences

Significance

Lincoln

Limited

Limited

Occasional

Medium

Sweetwater

Extensive

Critical

Likely

High

Uinta

Limited

Limited

Occasional

Low

Municipalities impacted: Kemmerer, Evanston, Rock Springs, Superior, Reliance

4.2.14 Tornadoes
Hazard Description
A tornado is a swirling column of air extending from a thunderstorm to the ground. Maximum
winds in tornadoes are often confined to extremely small areas, and vary tremendously over very
short distances, even within the funnel itself. Tornadoes can have wind speeds from 40 mph to
over 300 mph, the majority displaying wind speeds of 112 mph or less. Erratic and unpredictable,
they can move forward at up to 70 miles per hour, pause, slow down and change directions. Most
have a narrow path, less than 100 yards wide and a couple of miles long. However, damage paths
from major tornadoes can be more than a mile wide and 50 miles long.
Based on national statistics for 1970 – 1980, for every person killed by a tornado, 25 people were
injured and 1,000 people received some sort of emergency care. Tales of complete destruction of
one house next to a structure that is totally unscathed are well documented. Within a building,
flying debris or missiles are generally stopped by interior walls. However, if a building has no
partitions or has any glass, brick or other debris blown into the interior, the tornado winds can be
life threatening. In order to examine tornado activity and the potential impact on Region 4 and its
residents, it is important to understand how tornadoes are rated.
Rating a Tornado
In 1971, Dr. T. Theodore Fujita of the University of Chicago devised a six-category scale to
classify U.S. tornadoes into intensity categories, F0 through F5. These categories are based upon
the estimated maximum winds occurring within the funnel. The Fujita Tornado Scale (or the "F
Scale") became the definitive scale for estimating wind speeds within tornadoes based upon the
damage done to buildings and structures. It was used extensively by the National Weather Service
in investigating tornadoes, and by engineers in correlating damage to building structures and
techniques with different wind speeds caused by tornadoes.
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Table 4.54. Fujita Scale Description
F-Scale
Number
F0

Intensity
Phrase
Gale
tornado

Wind Speed
40-72 mph

Type of Damage Done
Some damage to chimneys; breaks branches off trees;
pushes over shallow-rooted trees; damages signboards.
The lower limit is the beginning of hurricane wind speed;
peels surface off roofs; mobile homes pushed off
foundations or overturned; moving autos pushed off the
roads; attached garages may be destroyed.
Considerable damage. Roofs torn off frame houses; mobile
homes demolished; boxcars pushed over; large trees
snapped or uprooted; light object missiles generated.

F1

Moderate
tornado

73-112 mph

F2

Significant
tornado

113-157 mph

F3

Severe
tornado

158-206 mph

Roof and some walls torn off well-constructed houses;
trains overturned; most trees in forest uprooted

F4

Devastati
ng
tornado
Incredible
tornado

207-260 mph

Well-constructed houses leveled; structures with weak
foundations blown off some distance; cars thrown and large
missiles generated.
Strong frame houses lifted off foundations and carried
considerable distances to disintegrate; automobile sized
missiles fly through the air in excess of 100 meters; trees
debarked; steel reinforced concrete structures badly
damaged.

F5

261-318 mph

Recent Changes to Tornado Rating Scale
Devastating tornadoes in Jarrell, Texas on May 1997 and Moore/Oklahoma City on May 1999
demonstrated to that the wind estimates in the original F-scale may be too high. From 2000 to
2004, the Wind Science and Engineering Research Center at Texas Tech University, in cooperation
with numerous expert meteorologists, civil engineers and the National Weather Service (NWS),
developed an Enhanced Fujita Scale, or EF-scale. In addition to improving the ranking process, it
was essential to the development team that the new EF-scale support and be consistent with the
original F-scale. The EF-scale documentation includes additional enhanced descriptions of
damage to multiple types of structures and vegetation with photographs, a PC-based expert system,
and enhanced training materials.
In February 2007, the Enhanced Fujita scale replaced the original Fujita scale in all tornado damage
surveys in the United States. The following table compares the estimated winds in the original Fscale with the operational EF-scale that is currently in use by the NWS.
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Table 4.55. The Enhanced Fujita Tornado Scale
FUJITA SCALE

OPERATIONAL EF-SCALE

F Number Fastest

Fastest 1/4 – mile
(mph)

3 Second Gust
(mph)

EF Number

3 Second Gust
(mph)

0

40-72

45-78

0

65-85

1

73-112

79-117

1

86-110

2

113-157

118-161

2

111-135

3

158-207

162-209

3

136-165

4

208-260

210-261

4

166-200

5

261-318

262-317

5

Over 200

Geographical Area Affected
The entire area of the Region is susceptible to tornadoes. While some areas may see more
tornadoes than others, this is more of a statistical anomaly than a causal result.
Past Occurrences
Tornado statistics, especially prior to the 1970s, must be viewed as incomplete since many
twisters have occurred without being witnessed. Wyoming's open rangelands experience little if
any damage from these storms, so many go unreported. Many documented tornadoes occurring
in the counties in Region 4 are given low ratings on the Fujita Scale (F0s and F1s) simply
because these tornadoes are often formed over open land and result in little or no damage. The
most damaging tornado in Region 4 occurred in Sweetwater County in 2000, causing $30,000 of
damage in James Town on April 14th of that year.
Since 1950, there have been 32 recorded tornadoes in the three counties in Region 4, as
documented by the National Climatic Data Center. The total recorded property damage was
$85,060.
Table 4.56. Summary Tornado History, Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta): 1950 2015
County
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta
Total
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Number of Events
6
22
4
32
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Table 4.57. Tornado History, Region 4: 1950 - 2015
Location (City or
County)
Uinta
Sweetwater
Uinta
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Uinta
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Lincoln
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater
Sweetwater (Rock
Springs)
Lincoln (La Barge)
Sweetwater (James
Town)
Sweetwater (James
Town)
Lincoln (Opal)
Uinta (Fort Bridger)
Sweetwater (Rock
Springs)
Sweetwater (Eden)
Sweetwater (Eden)
Sweetwater (Red
Desert)

Date

Time

5/10/1950
6/9/1960
5/24/1962
6/10/1969
9/9/1973
6/27/1974
7/31/1978
8/14/1979
8/14/1979
8/14/1979
7/24/1980
6/14/1982
5/30/1989
5/30/1989
5/30/1989
7/24/1990
8/4/1990
5/2/1991
9/9/1991
9/9/1991
5/15/1992
5/25/1995
6/10/1997

1300
1600
2000
1320
1628
1600
1558
1300
1400
1400
1400
1200
1225
1335
1335
1603
1530
1736
1740
1756
2205
1330
1345

F2
F0
F0
F0
F1
F1
F1
F0
F0
F0
Unknown
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Property
Damage
$30
0
$2500
0
0
$25000
0
0
0
0
$25000
$30
0
0
$2500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6/14/1997
4/14/2000

1525
1235

F0
F1

0
0

0
0

0
$30000

0
0

4/20/2001

1145

F1

0

0

0

0

7/10/2001
7/19/2002
6/24/2003

1345
1345
1230

F1
F0
F0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

9/15/2013
5/7/2014
7/7/2015

1611
1408
1430

EF0
EF0
EF0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

$85,060

$0

TOTALS

Magnitude

Deaths

Injuries

Crop
Damage
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: National Climatic Data Center

Likelihood of Future Occurrence
On average, at least one of the counties in Region 4 experiences a tornado every two years.
Recorded tornadoes in Region 4 occurred during the months of April through September, between
11 a.m. and 10 p.m. Historical ratings vary between F0 and F2 on the F-scale; after the advent of
the EF-scale, the Region has experienced 3 EF0 tornadoes.
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Figure 4.37. F-Scale Tornadoes by Rating: 1950 - 2015
F0

F1

F2

Unknown

3%

4%

21%

72%

Figure 4.38. Rated Tornadoes by County: 1950 - 2015
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4

Uinta

6

22
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Figure 4.39. Historical Tornadoes by Month: 1950 - 2015
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Figure 4.40. Historical Tornadoes by Time of Day: 1950 - 2015
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Based on data provided by the NCDC, a tornado in at least one of the three counties in the Region
on average every other year. It occurs in late spring in the afternoon, is rated EF-0 or EF-1, and
causes less than $25,000 worth of damage to property, though it mostly strikes rural areas causing
no damage. This is due more to chance than any environmental factor, however, as inhabited areas
are statistically equally at risk of a tornado strike; the potential for injuries, fatalities and damage
in these areas is much greater.
Potential Magnitude
The National Weather Service considers tornadoes to be among nature’s most violent storms. The
most violent tornadoes are capable of tremendous destruction with wind speeds of 250 mph or
more. Tornadic winds can cause people and autos to become airborne, rip ordinary homes to
shreds, and turn broken glass and other debris into lethal missiles. Even weaker tornados can cause
large economic damages.
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According to NCDC records, the storm of record for the Region occurred in Sweetwater County
on April 14, 2000 in James Town, when an F1 tornado accumulated $30,000 in damage. Lincoln
County’s incident of record occurred July 24, 1980, when an F0 storm caused $25,000 in damage.
Uinta County has experienced up to $2,500 in damages due to one storm.
Though the strength of the tornado often dictates the impacts, it is important to remember that the
location (rural or urban) of the tornado is just as important when assessing these risks. Impacts
can vary depending on multiple factors, including the size and strength of a tornado, and its path.
Vulnerability Assessment
Because of its mostly rural composition, people or property within the Region have not had a
history of being severely impacted during past tornado incidents. While the F-Scale ratings of
historical tornadoes in the counties in the Region are low, those ratings are partially based on
recorded damage. Recorded damage may have been much more substantial if these tornadic events
had impacted one of the communities in the Region, rather than timber, outlying range, and farm
acreage.
NCDC has not recorded any injuries or fatalities that are attributed to these tornadoes.
Cumulatively, the storms have caused $85,060 in recorded property damage, and no recorded crop
damage. Property damage has been described as downed tree limbs and power outages, damage
to homes, sheds and outbuildings to include roofs and chimneys, and downed timber on forest
lands. Of the 32 tornadoes that have been recorded by the NCDC in Region 4 from 1950 to 2015,
six of those have caused property damage, and none have caused crop damage. Historical property
damage per incident has been between $3,000 and $30,000 dollars.
According to the Lincoln County 2004 Hazard Mitigation Plan, Lincoln County has seen four
injuries caused by tornadoes, but no deaths. These injuries were not noted by NCDC.
Tornadoes occur at random locations throughout the Region; for that reason all exposed
communities, structures, critical facilities, essential services, and populations are considered
vulnerable.
Future Development
Any future development that is exposed and above ground will be vulnerable to a direct or indirect
hit by a tornado. In order to better withstand impacts from tornadoes or other high wind events,
future residential or commercial buildings built to code should be able to withstand wind speeds
of at least 150 miles per hour.
Summary
Tornadoes are a credible threat, and will continue to occur in the counties in Region 4. Depending
on a tornado’s size, ferocity and path, it can cause devastating damage to people, property and
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infrastructure. While historic tornadoes in Region 4 have been rated relatively low on the intensity
scale and have caused relatively little damage, the possibility of larger, more damaging tornadoes
is ever present.
Table 4.58. Tornado Hazard Risk Summary
Geographic Extent
Lincoln
Uinta
Sweetwater

Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Probability of Future
Occurrence
Likely
Likely
Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

Overall Significance
Low
Low
Low

4.2.15 Severe Winter Weather
Hazard Description
The National Weather Service defines a storm as “any disturbed state of the atmosphere, especially
affecting the Earth’s surface, and strongly implying destructive and otherwise unpleasant
weather.” Winter storms occur during the winter months and produce snow, ice, freezing rain,
sleet, and/or cold temperatures. Winter storms are an annual occurrence in climates where
precipitation may freeze and are not always considered a disaster or hazard. Disasters occur when
the severe storms impact the operations of the affected community by damaging property, stalling
the delivery of critical services, or causing injuries or deaths among the population.
Winter storm watches and warnings may be helpful for determining the difference between a
seasonal winter storm and a severe winter storm. Warnings are issued if the storm is producing or
suspected of producing heavy snow or significant ice accumulations. Watches are usually issued
24 to 36 hours in advance for storms capable of producing those conditions, though criteria may
vary between locations. Winter Weather Advisories are issued when a low pressure system
produces a combination of winter weather that presents a hazard but does not meet warning
criteria.5
Heavy snow can immobilize the counties in Region 4, isolating communities, stranding
commuters, stopping the flow of supplies, and disrupting emergency and medical services.
Accumulations of snow can collapse roofs and knock down trees and power lines. In rural areas,
homes and farms may be isolated for days, and unprotected livestock may be lost. The cost of
snow removal, damage repair, and business losses can have a tremendous impact on cities and
towns. Heavy accumulations of ice can bring down trees, electrical wires, telephone poles and
lines, and communication towers. Communications and power can be disrupted for days until
damages are repaired. Even small accumulations of ice may cause extreme hazards to motorists
and pedestrians.

5

This information is drawn from the National Weather Association Online Glossary, which may be accessed at http://www.weather.gov/glossary/
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Some winter storms are accompanied by strong winds, creating blizzard conditions with blinding
wind-driven snow, severe drifting, and dangerous wind chills. Strong winds with these intense
storms and cold fronts can knock down trees, utility poles, and power lines. Blowing snow can
reduce visibilities to only a few feet in areas where there are no trees or buildings. Serious vehicle
accidents can result with injuries and deaths.
Winter storms in the counties of the Region, including strong winds and blizzard conditions, may
cause localized power and phone outages, closures of streets, highways, schools, businesses, and
non-essential government operations, and increase the likelihood of winter-weather related injury
or death. People may be stranded in vehicles or other locations not suited to sheltering operations
or isolated from essential services, especially along Interstate 80 and other heavily trafficked areas.
A winter storm can escalate, creating life threatening situations when emergency response is
limited by severe winter conditions. Other issues associated with severe winter storms include the
threat of physical overexertion that may lead to heart attacks or strokes. Snow removal costs can
pose significant budget impacts, as can repairing the associated damages caused by downed power
lines, trees, structural damages, etc. Heavy snowfall during winter can also lead to flooding or
landslides during the spring if the area snowpack melts too quickly.
Extreme Cold

Extremely cold temperatures often accompany severe winter weather. NCDC records six incidents
of severe cold between 1996 and 2015 for Region 4, though none of these events had any recorded
impact. According to the three county HMPCs, while the counties in Region 4 do experience
extremely cold temperatures, these instances usually don’t cause any detrimental impacts and the
public is prepared for them. The HMPCs noted that since cold is an annual occurrence, people are
normally prepared for incidents and know what to do when they occur. Recorded temperatures
have dropped as low as -60 degrees. The HMPCs noted occasional impacts from extreme cold
including broken pipes, agriculture damage, power outages and sheltering needs for vulnerable
populations during this time. Because of the prevalence of extreme cold events and the relatively
low impacts during incidents and the region’s resiliency, this hazard was not profiled separately.
Geographical Area Affected
Winter storms are a yearly feature of the Wyoming climate and may occur anywhere in the state.
Generally, severe winter storm events are considered regional, which implies the storms impact
multiple counties simultaneously, often for extended time periods. It is possible for the geographic
extent of the hazard to vary significantly within a single county- a regional storm may directly
impact only a small portion of the planning area while still extending over a large portion of the
surrounding area. However, even in these instances, the impacts and effects of a regional hazard
are still felt within the planning area. Therefore, while the percent of the planning area directly
affected ranges from less than 10% to 100% depending on the specific circumstances, if any
portion of the planning area is impacted by the storm, then the entire planning area suffers indirect
impacts.
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Past Occurrences
The NCDC data for winter weather in Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta counties goes back to 1996.
Data for blizzards, winter storms and winter weather was searched. Between the three counties,
the Region experienced 165 separate days with a severe winter-related weather between 1996 and
2015. Snow totals have been recorded up to thirty inches in some spots.
There have been very few winter storms in the counties in the Region that have caused recorded
damage, long-term economic impact, and brought about changes in livestock practices. The data
records no injuries and no fatalities as a direct result of the storms within the boundaries of the
three counties. The NCDC records $30,000 in damage since 1996, mostly property and
infrastructure damage caused by snow and wind. Recorded damages included:
October 11, 2008 – Evanston received 3.5 inches of new snow, and several large trees were
knocked down outside Evanston, blocking some county roads.
April 8, 2013 – A large window was blown in at the aquatic center at Western Wyoming
Community College in Rock Springs, where 1,200 customers lost power when a power pole was
damaged. Additionally, damage was reported to docks at the Buckboard Marina at Flaming Gorge
Reservoir.
Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Winter storms are an annual occurrence in Wyoming, often occurring multiple times each winter,
and affecting entire regions in their size and scope. Since 1996, the Region has averaged almost
nine days with a recorded severe winter incident per year.
Potential Magnitude
The damages caused by severe winter storms and blizzards very and are dependent on several
factors: the duration of the storm; the geographic extent; the time of year; meteorological factors
such as wind, moisture content of the snow, ground and air temperatures; and the advance warning
of the storm. Impacts from the storm dictate the magnitude of the event, emphasizing that the
amount snow may not always directly correlate to how bad the storm is. Damaged power lines
and dangerous or impassable roadways may forestall the delivery of critical services such as
medical and emergency assistance, the delivery of food supplies and medications, or even the
provision of basic utilities such as heat and running water. When events happen with a long
warning time, it is possible to pre-mitigate the effects of insufficient supply levels or to pre-test
emergency generators, which may prevent some of the previously described impacts from
occurring. Unanticipated storms increase the number of people stranded, both in cars and at public
locations, which may increase the number of injuries and deaths attributed to the event (often
caused by exposure) and place uneven and unanticipated strains on public sheltering capacities.
The weight of the snow, driven by the water content of the fall, increases the potential for damages
caused to structures and trees. Lighter snow caused by extreme cold increases the damages caused
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to livestock, agriculture and landscaping due to freezing conditions. Winter storms which go
through periods of thaw and freeze prolong dangerous icy conditions, increasing the likelihood of
frozen and damaged water pipes, impassable or dangerous roadways, damaged communication
lines, or more extensive damages to infrastructure and structures caused by seeping water freezing
under roofs, porches, patios, inside sidings, or causing damage to vehicles.
Winter storms usually cover a significant part of the State, and as such are easier to describe
regionally than on a county by county basis.
Vulnerability Assessment
Population
The threat to public safety is typically the greatest concern during severe winter storms. While
virtually all aspects of the population are vulnerable to severe winter weather, there are segments
of the population that are more vulnerable to the potential indirect impacts of a severe winter storm
than others, particularly the loss of electrical power. As a group, the elderly or disabled, especially
those with home health care services that rely heavily on an uninterrupted source of electricity.
Resident populations in nursing homes or other special needs housing may also be vulnerable if
electrical outages are prolonged. If they do not have a back-up power source, rural residents and
agricultural operations reliant on electricity for heating and water supplies are also especially
vulnerable to power outages.
Severe winter weather also increases the vulnerability of the commuting population. While there
is no way to quantify which of these accidents occur during severe winter storms versus regular
winter storms, the numbers indicate that winter driving conditions raise the vulnerability of the
commuting population.
General Property
Property vulnerabilities to severe weather include damage caused by high winds, ice, or snow pack
and subsequently melting snow. Vehicles may be damaged by the same factors, or temporarily
un-useable due to the driving conditions created by severe winter weather. Contents of homes,
storage units, warehouses and storefronts may be damaged if the structures are compromised or
fail due to the weather, or during potential flooding caused by melting snow. Very wet snow packs
down densely and is very heavy. This may create strains on structures, causing partial or entire
collapses of walls, roofs, or windows. This is impacted both by architecture and construction
material, and should be assessed on a building-by-building basis. These records are probably
tracked via insurance or other private vendors. Crops, livestock and other agricultural operations
are also highly vulnerable to severe winter storms.
Essential Infrastructure, Facilities, and Other Important Community Assets
The physical structures which comprise essential infrastructure are as vulnerable as those outlined
in the General Property subsection of this profile. Severe winter weather may also disrupt the
availability of services from essential infrastructure, including utility delivery (gas, electric and
water), telephone service, emergency response personnel capabilities, road plowing, and childcare
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availability. Severe winter storms may even halt the operation of the county for periods of time,
making the vulnerability of the counties even higher.
As mentioned previously, ice or heavy accumulations of snow, particularly with blowing and
drifting, can temporarily impact the roadway system. These accumulations also require vast
amounts of overtime for county and local highway and streets departments to remove snow and
melt ice. Ice storms or high winds in winter storms can cause extensive loss of overhead utility
lines due to buildup either on the lines or on adjacent trees that either collapse due to the weight
or blow down onto the utility lines. Services such as telephone, electricity, and cable TV are
frequently affected by winter storms. The overall vulnerability of essential infrastructure is
medium.
The HMPCs for Uinta and Sweetwater Counties noted that a major impact of severe winter weather
can be the closing of Interstate 80. When this happens, communities along the interstate become
rest stops for travelers. This can occur even when the severe winter weather doesn’t impact either
county directly.
Natural, Historic and Cultural Resources
Natural resources may be damaged by the severe winter weather, including broken trees and death
of unsheltered wildlife. Unseasonable storms may damage or kill plant and wildlife, which may
impact natural food chains until the next growing season. Historical areas may be more vulnerable
to severe winter storms due to construction and age of structures. Cultural resources generally
experience the same vulnerabilities outlined in General Property, in addition to lost revenue
impacts due to transportation impacts. The overall vulnerability of these resources is medium.
Future Development
Where building codes are applicable, future residential or commercial buildings built to code
should be able to withstand snow loads from severe winter storms. Future power outages or delays
in power delivery to future developments may be mitigated by construction considerations such as
buried power lines. Future development will also require future considerations for snow removal
capacity including equipment, personnel, and logistical support. Adequate planning will help
establish the cost-effective balance.
Public education efforts may help minimize the risks to future populations by increasing
knowledge of appropriate mitigation behaviors, clothing, sheltering capacities, and decision
making regarding snow totals, icy roads, driving conditions, and outdoor activities (all of which
are contributors to decreased public safety during severe winter storms). New establishments or
increased populations who are particularly vulnerable to severe winter storms (such as those with
health concerns or those who live in communities that may be isolated for extended periods of
time due to the hazard) should be encouraged to maintain at least a 72-hour self-sufficiency as
recommended by FEMA. Encouraging contingency planning for businesses may help alleviate
future economic losses caused by such hazards while simultaneously limiting the population
exposed to the hazards during commuting or commerce-driven activities.
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Summary
Overall, severe winter weather is a medium hazard to the Region.
Table 4.59. Severe Winter Weather Risk Summary
Geographic Extent
Lincoln
Sweetwater
Uinta

Extensive
Extensive
Extensive

Probability of
Future Occurrence
Highly Likely
Highly Likely
Highly Likely

Potential
Magnitude/Severity
Limited
Limited
Limited

Overall
Significance
Medium
Medium
Medium

4.2.16 Wildfire
Hazard Description
Wildfire is defined as a highly destructive fire or any instance of uncontrolled burning in
grasslands, brush or woodlands. Wildfire has encroached into urban interface situations as more
people move closer to forest settings. As defined by the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC),
a “wildland fire” is any non-structure fire, other than prescribed fire, that occurs in the wildland.
The term “wildland/urban interface” or WUI is widely used within the wildland fire management
community to describe any area where man-made buildings are constructed close to or within a
boundary of natural terrain and fuel, where high potential for wildland fires exists. “Aspect” refers
to the direction in which a slope faces. “Fuel” consists of combustible material, including
vegetation, such as grass, leaves, ground litter, plants, shrubs, and trees that feed a fire.
Wildfires can occur at any time of the year, but are most likely to occur during the spring, summer
or fall. Thunderstorms that contain lightning frequently start wildfires, but they can also be caused
by humans. Wyoming’s semi-arid climate and rural character make the state vulnerable to
catastrophic wildland fires, which comprise more than 50% of all fires in Wyoming.
As the population and the wildland/urban interface in Wyoming increases, the more significant the
risk of wildland fire hazard. The past 100 years of wildland fire suppression has led to heavy
vegetation growth and thus has greatly increased the potential fuel-load for a wildfire to burn. As
the wildland/urban interface has grown into these densely packed forests, the potential for
catastrophic wildland fires has increased as well. Fires have historically played a natural role on
western landscapes. For example, some species of trees occupy sites following fire until replaced
by more shade-tolerant species. In some cases, regeneration of vegetation can be enhanced by fire.
Fires may have positive or negative effects, or both, depending upon the resources at risk in the
fire area.
Geographical Area Affected
Certain areas of the counties in Region 4, because of their semi-arid climate and availability of
fuel, are vulnerable to catastrophic wildland fires, and, of the all fires in Wyoming, over 50%
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involve wildland areas. The entire Region could potentially burn from wildfires, with the
exception of areas above the tree line. According to the methodology for characterizing spatial
extent, a significant portion of the planning area is affected by wildfires.
The wildland and wildland-urban interface areas are of most concern and are shown in Figure 4.41,
based on the Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment. This assessment was produced by a
joint venture of the Wyoming State Forestry Division, USFS, BLM, NPS, and other interested
parties. This Geographic Information System (GIS)-based mapping effort builds on the Front
Range Redzone Project in Colorado (the first fire-hazard mapping program of its kind). The
Assessment maps fire hazard, incorporating population density against slope, aspect, and fuels.
With the mapping analysis evaluating areas of varying wildfire vulnerability, the final output
results in a Risk, Hazard, and Value (RHV) map displaying areas of concern (Redzones) for
catastrophic wildland fires.
Figure 4.41. Redzone Fire Vulnerability – Region 4

Past Occurrences
Federal Wildland Occurrence Database was used to analyze fire history in Region 4. Some of the
largest recorded fires occurred in the Northwest part of the Region in Lincoln County and south
central Sweetwater County.
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Figure 4.42. Wildland Fire Occurrences in Region 4, 1956 - 2015

Lincoln
The readily available wildfire history data in Lincoln County ranges from 1980 to 2015. Data for
this section was obtained from Federal Wildland Fire Occurrence database housed with the US
Geological Survey. Data from the Federal Wildland Fire Occurrence database is compiled from
several federal agencies including the BIA, BLM, FWS, NPS, and USFS. According to this data,
a total of 223 fires burned 222,953 acres between 1980 and 2015. Many of these fires were
relatively small, burning only a few acres. 2012 in particular was one of the worst wildfire years
for Lincoln County. Two of the largest wildland fires occurred in 2012. The two fires in Fontenelle
burned 112,636 acres. The following table describes Lincoln County wildfires that burned 500 or
more acres between 1980 and 2015.
Table 4.60. Wildfires over 1,000 acres in Lincoln County: 1956 - 2015
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Wildfire Name
Cliff Creek

Year
2016

Acres Burned
16,863

Fontenelle

2012

65,220

Fontenelle

2012

47,416

Shingle Mill WFU

2008

1,381

Middle

2007

2,714

Sheep Trail 2

2007

1,745
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Wildfire Name
Sheep Trail

Year
2006

Acres Burned
1,120

Rock Creek

2005

10,500

East Table

2003

3,599

Commissary

2002

3,561

Fontenelle

2000

14,750

Blind Trail

2000

9,800

Bridger Basin

1999

10,500

Aspen Hollow

1996

2,780

Corral Creek

1988

2,700

Seismic

1988

2,400

Truman

1987

1,593

North Lake

1981

12,000

The Fontenelle Fire began on June 24, 2012 about 33 miles northwest of LaBarge Wyoming.
NASA’s Aqua satellite captured an image of the fire on June 28, 2012. The red outlines indicate
the extent of the fire that the satellite’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer picked
up. The fire was likely started by a downed power line, affecting gas, oil, and helium production
in the area.
Figure 4.43. Fontanelle Fire - Aerial View

Source: NASA Earth Observatory – Fontanelle Fire in Wyoming
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Sweetwater
Historically, most significant fires in Sweetwater County have occurred in the southern region, in
and around the foothills and higher elevations of the Ashley National Forest. According to the
Federal Wildland Fire Occurrence data, a total of 470 fires burned 119,230 acres between 1980
and 2015. Many of these fires were relatively small, burning only a few acres. In 2000, two of the
worst wildfires in Sweetwater County occurred. The Wild Horse Fire and the Sheep Mountain
Fire added up to 73,345 acres.
Table 4.61. Wildfires over 1,000 acres in Sweetwater County: 1956 - 2016
Wildfire Name
Bitter Creek

Year
2015

Acres Burned
2,487

Elk Butte

2012

1,002

Pepper

2002

13,200

Monument

2002

2,000

Vengeance

2002

1,350

Red Creek

2002

1,000

Wild Horse

2000

36,700

Sheep Mountain

2000

36,645

Black Butte

2000

2,550

Sage Creek 3

2000

1,377

Red Creek

1999

1,300

Substation

1994

1,784

Sugarloaf

1988

1,000

Uinta
When referring to the Federal Wildlands Fire Occurrence data, Uinta County has less occurrences
on record than Lincoln and Sweetwater. A total of 63 wildfires burned 17,362 acres.
Table 4.62. Wildfires over 1,000 acres in Uinta County: 1956 - 2016
Name
Tokewanna

Year
2016

Acres Burned
1,300

Windmill

2010

5,261

Pond

1996

1,000

Littlebrynn

1988

5,000

Likelihood of Future Occurrence
Wildfires are highly likely to occur in each county in the Region each year, meaning that there is
nearly a 100% chance of a fire happening in any given year. There have been 758 wildfires in the
Region from 1980 to 2010 for an average of roughly 25 per year. 54 of those fires were 500 acres
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or more. It is important to note that the likelihood of wildfires occurring may increase during times
of drought; this is noted by droughts and wildfires in the region in 1988, 1998, 2002 and 2012.
Potential Magnitude
Local assessments rated wildfire to have a limited magnitude, meaning that an event would likely
result in some injuries, complete shutdown of critical facilities for more than one week, and more
than 10 percent of property being severely damaged. It is important to note that the magnitude of
a wildfire can be intensified by drought.
Vulnerability Assessment
Lincoln County
The 2006 Lincoln Community Wildfire Protection Plan identified the following communities as
areas of concern. See that document for additional descriptions of these communities and
mitigation recommendations.
Alpine
Star Valley
Pomeroy Subdivision
Cokeville
Fontenelle
Pine Creek Ski
Canyon Club
Nugget
Hobble Creek
Sage Jct.
Twin Creek
Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County does not have a previous Community Wildfire Protection Plan available for
reference.
Uinta County
The 2010 Uinta Community Wildfire Protection Plan identified the following communities as
areas of concern. See that document for additional descriptions of these communities and
mitigation recommendations.
Meeks Cabin
Wild River
Gilbert Creek
Bear River Divide
Evanston North
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Piedmont
Robertson
Table Mountain
Population
The most exposed population are those living in the wildland-urban interface (WUI) zones, where
residential properties are directly intruding into traditional wildland areas. The exposure of the
population in these zones increases with the exposure of the corresponding general property,
examined in the section below. Other exposed groups include children, the elderly, or those with
breathing conditions who may be exposed to high levels of smoke.
Population at-risk estimates were developed by multiplying the average household size from the
U.S. Census for each county in the region by the number of residential structures within the
Redzone. These results are shown in the tables in the next section. It is important to note that
many of these structures may include seasonal homes that could be vacant, although the likelihood
of them being occupied during fire season is higher.
General Property
The statewide Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment was used as the best available data
for assessing general property exposed within the Region. The mapping analysis evaluates areas
of varying wildfire vulnerability, based on a Risk, Hazard, and Value (RHV) map displaying areas
of concern (Redzones) for catastrophic wildland fires.
In the case of the Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment, wildfire hazard vulnerability is
determined by comparing values such as slope, vegetation, housing density, and aspect. The
following is from the Wyoming Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment Methodology—a
report written by the Wyoming State Forestry Division:
“The Wildland Urban Interface Hazard Assessment uses three main layers to determine
fire danger—Risk, Hazard, and Values. The following lists include the data used to create
each of the three layers.
Risk – Probability of Ignition
a. Lightning Strike density
b. Road density
c. Historic fire density
Hazard – Vegetative and topological features affecting intensity and rate of spread
a. Slope
b. Aspect
c. Fuels – Interpreted from GAP Vegetation information.
Values – Natural or man-made components of the ecosystem on which a value can be placed
a. Housing Density – Life and property
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Non-flammable areas Mask – a mask was created to aid in the analysis for areas that will not carry
fire such as water and rock areas. These areas show in the final assessment as a zero value for
hazard.”
Another method of estimating vulnerability is to determine the value of structures that are located
within Redzones, or wildland fire building exposure values. Wildland fire building exposure value
is the value of buildings that can be potentially damaged by wildland fire in an area. The total
building exposure value is $729,737,204 according to this analysis. The Redzone analysis also
includes a buffer zone to exhibit potential areas at risk within 2 miles of the Redzone. Since
wildfires can spread rapidly, it is important to consider areas close to the Redzone boundary.
According to the Redzone Buffer analysis, the total building exposure value is $7,003,102,068.
The table below summarizes exposure by jurisdiction. Table 4.64 illustrates the exposure values
within the Redzones and Redzone buffers in the Region. County maps can be referenced in the
county annexes.
Any flammable materials are vulnerable during a wildfire, including structures and personal
property. The vulnerability of general property increases as the distance of the property to wildfireprone areas decreases, and is particularly high for structures located in the WUI. These structures
receive an even higher level of vulnerability if the properties surrounding them are not properly
mitigated for fire. Appropriate mitigation techniques include using non-flammable materials such
as concrete for construction, leaving appropriate spaces between buildings and vegetation areas
filled with non-flammable materials (such as decorative rock or stone), and clearing of underbrush
and trees.
Table 4.63. Buildings and Population Exposed to Redzone Areas by Jurisdiction

County

Building
Count

Lincoln
Sweetwater

Improved Value

Est. Content
Value

Total
Exposure

Population

1,113

$206,542,834

$120,746,140

$327,288,974

2,096

980

$221,035,807

$137,854,223

$358,890,030

668

Uinta

196

$27,708,544

$15,849,656

$43,558,200

476

Total

2,289

$455,287,185

$274,450,019

$729,737,204

3,239
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Table 4.64. Buildings and Population Exposed to a 2-Mile Buffer of Redzone Areas
County

Building Count

Improved Value

Est. Content
Value

Lincoln

6,814

$1,084,008,865

$652,231,932

$1,736,240,797

16,533

Sweetwater

13,017

$2,459,453,681

$1,563,600,175

$4,023,053,856

30,663

Uinta

5,126

$770,824,283

$472,983,133

$1,243,807,416

12,477

Total

24,957

$4,314,286,829

$2,688,815,239

$7,003,102,068

59,673

Total Exposure

Population

Essential Infrastructure, Facilities, and Other Important Community Assets
These aspects of the region may be exposed directly or indirectly to wildfire. Direct exposures are
similar to those of General Property and increase as the infrastructure or facilities and capabilities
moves into the WUI zone. Communications lines passing through susceptible areas such as forests
are more exposed than those located in cities and other more urban areas. The indirect exposure
of response capability increases seasonally and with the number of occurrences. Though the
populations making up the response capability are not directly exposed to all fire events, the
response of some of the personnel to an event lessens the capabilities overall for response to other
emergency situations. If there is a large increase in the number of simultaneous wildland fires,
even small ones, the response capability of the Region could easily be compromised.
Table 4.65. Critical Facilities within Redzone
County
Lincoln

Facility Type
Air Facility
Bridge

1
13

Day Care Center

1

EMS

3

Fire Station

2

HAZMAT

2

Law Enforcement

2

Public School

1

Air Facility
Bridge
College/University
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1

Communications

Total
Sweetwater

Facility Count

26
2
20
1

Communications

59

Day Care Center

2

EMS

2

Fire Station

2

HAZMAT

2

Hospital

1
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County

Facility Type
Law Enforcement

Facility Count
2

Public School

Uinta

4

Total

97

Bridge

4

Communications

7

Total

11
Grand Total

134

Table 4.66. Critical Facilities within Redzone Buffer
County
Lincoln

Sweetwater
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Facility Type

Facility Count

Air Facility

6

Bridge

29

Communications

118

Day Care Center

3

EMS

3

Fire Station

3

HAZMAT

8

Hospital

2

Law Enforcement

8

Local EOC

1

Natural Gas Market Hub

1

Nursing Home

2

Power Plant

2

Public Health Department

2

Public School

11

Total

199

HAZMAT

1

Bridge

95

Communications

203

Day Care Center

14

EMS

8

Fire Station

7

HAZMAT

23

Law Enforcement

7

Local EOC

1

National Shelter System Facility

2

Nursing Home

2

Private School

2

Public Health Department

2
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County

Uinta

Facility Type

Facility Count

Public School

18

Total

385

Air Facility

2

Bridge

56

Communications

73

Day Care Center

4

EMS

2

Fire Station

7

HAZMAT

8

Hospital

2

Law Enforcement

2

Local EOC

1

Natural Gas Market Hub

1

Nursing Home

3

Public Health Department

1

Public School

10

Urgent Care Facility

1

Total

173

Grand Total

757

Natural, Historic and Cultural Resources
According to GIS mapping, Pine Creek Ski Resort and Fossil Butte Monument are vulnerable to
wildfires. These areas provide recreational opportunities for locals and visitors in Lincoln County.
Fossil Butte Monument contains some of the world’s best preserved fossils in the flat-topped
ridges. Fossilized fish, insects, plants, and other animals provide insight into the ancient
subtropical landscape of Wyoming.
Sweetwater County also has multiple preserved sites that are vulnerable to wildfires. These areas
include Flaming Gorge, White Mountain Petroglphys, WWCC College, and Seedskadee National
Wildlife Refuge. Wildfires in this region would put many natural and cultural resources potentially
at risk. Damage to these areas would also have a regional impact on summer tourism.
Fort Bridger State Historic Site and Bear River State Park are two sites with cultural significance
that are near historic fire locations. Wildfires in this region would have an impact on tourism and
would put resources at risk in Uinta County.
Other natural resources and natural areas may actually benefit from wildland fire, as at some level
they must also be exposed to wildfire for a healthy ecological development of the area. Historic
and cultural resources exhibit a vulnerability rating similar to those in general property, where
vulnerability ratings increase the further into the WUI the property is, and the less mitigated the
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landscaping surrounding the property is. In addition, older buildings may be exempt from internal
fire mitigation such as sprinklers and fire suppression technology, which may increase the
vulnerability of the resource.
Future Development
The wildland/urban interface (WUI) is a very popular building location, as shown by national and
statewide trends. More and more homes are being built in the interface. Overall, Wyoming has
less developed wildland urban interface than most western states. According to the 2016 Wyoming
Hazard Mitigation Plan the areas of highest existing risk from wildfire (number of square miles of
the wildland urban interface with homes now) mainly occur within Park, Teton and northern
Lincoln Counties. Throughout Wyoming there remains potential for future home construction in
undeveloped, forested private lands adjacent to fire-prone public lands. Building homes in these
high-risk areas would put lives and property in the path of wildfires. Regulating growth in these
areas will be a delicate balance between protecting private property rights and promoting public
safety. Should the region begin to experience this type of growth, local government may wish to
consider regulation of subdivision entrance/exit roads and bridges for the safety of property owners
and fire personnel, building considerations pertaining to land on slopes greater than 25% (in
consideration of access for fire protection of structures), and water supply requirements set forth
to include ponds, access by apparatus, pumps, and backup generators. Such standards serve to
protect residents and property, as well as emergency services personnel.
Summary
Wildfires occur within the region on generally an annual basis. Based on GIS analysis, the Region
has over $729 million in building value potentially at risk to wildland fires in the Redzone. This
estimate is not including the extended buffer, which would reach over $7 billion in building value
potentially at risk. Though it is not likely that the areas at risk will simultaneously face a completely
destructive event, this figure provides the upper end of what could be affected.
Overall, wildfire is a high hazard to the Region. County ratings are noted in the table below.
Table 4.67. Wildfire Hazard Risk Summary

County

Likelihood

Spatial Extent

Potential
Magnitude

Significance

Lincoln

Likely

Significant

Limited

High

Sweetwater

Likely

Significant

Limited

High

Uinta

Likely

Significant

Limited

High
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5 MITIGATION STRATEGY
Requirement §201.6(c)(3): [The plan shall include] a mitigation strategy that
provides the jurisdiction’s blueprint for reducing the potential losses identified in
the risk assessment, based on existing authorities, policies, programs and
resources, and its ability to expand on and improve these existing tools.

5.1 Mitigation Strategy: Overview
This section describes the mitigation strategy process and mitigation action plan for the Region 4
Hazard Mitigation Plan. It describes how the counties in the Region met the following
requirements from the 10-step planning process:




Planning Step 6: Set Goals
Planning Step 7: Review Possible Activities
Planning Step 8: Draft an Action Plan

The results of the planning process, the risk assessment, the goal setting, the identification of
mitigation actions, and the hard work of each county’s HMPC led to this mitigation strategy and
action plan. Section 5.2 below identifies the goals of this plan and Section 5.4 describes the
mitigation action plan.

5.2 Goals and Objectives
Requirement §201.6(c)(3)(i): [The hazard mitigation strategy shall include a]
description of mitigation goals to reduce or avoid long-term vulnerabilities to the
identified hazards.
Up to this point in the planning process, each county’s HMPC had organized resources, assessed
hazards and risks, and documented mitigation capabilities; the resulting goals and mitigation
actions were developed and updated based on these tasks. During the development of this plan,
each county held a series of meetings designed to achieve a collaborative mitigation strategy as
described further throughout this section.
During the first set of planning workshops held in May 2016, the counties reviewed the results of
the hazard identification, vulnerability assessment, capability assessment and goals from previous
county-level hazard mitigation plans as well as the State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation
Plan. This analysis of the risk assessment identified areas where improvements could be made
and provided the framework for the counties to update (or formulate, in Sweetwater County’s case)
planning goals and to base the development of new or updated mitigation strategies for the counties
in the Region.
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Goals were defined for the purpose of this mitigation plan as broad-based public policy statements
that:






Represent basic desires of the community;
Encompass all aspects of community, public and private;
Are nonspecific, in that they refer to the quality (not the quantity) of the outcome;
Are future-oriented, in that they are achievable in the future; and
Are time-independent, in that they are not scheduled events.

Goals are stated without regard to implementation. Implementation cost, schedule, and means are
not considered. Goals are defined before considering how to accomplish them so that they are not
dependent on the means of achievement. Goal statements form the basis for objectives and actions
that will be used as means to achieve the goals. Objectives define strategies to attain the goals and
are more specific and measurable and are sometimes developed in mitigation planning as an
intermediate step between goals and mitigation actions or projects.
The update/development of goals for each county in the region was initiated through a facilitated
discussion at the first planning workshops held in 2016 (Risk Assessment and Goals workshop).
The HMPC members were provided a PowerPoint presentation that explained goals, objectives
and actions and listed examples of each. Existing plan goals and related plan goals were noted in
the PowerPoint, including the State of Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan (2016). This
review was to ensure that the Regional plan’s mitigation goals were aligned and integrated with
existing plans and policies. Based on discussion at the HMPC meetings the groups decided that
the mission statement from the Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan was applicable as an
overall mission statement for the Region as well.
The mission statement of the Region 4 Mitigation Plan is to “reduce or eliminate risk to human
life and property from hazards.”
Based on this mission statement, the risk assessment review and the goals development/update
process, each county identified or updated county-specific goals which provide the direction for
reducing future hazard-related losses within the county and regional planning area. During the
2016 Regional Plan development process, the counties all felt that the State of Wyoming MultiHazard Mitigation Plan goals provided a good baseline, with some modifications. Therefore, all
counties adopted the same goals for the planning process. The updated goal statements for each
county in the Region are noted below.
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Region 4 Goals
Goal 1: Strengthen public infrastructure
Goal 2: Improve local mitigation capabilities
Goal 3: Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
Goal 4: Reduce local costs of response and recovery
Goal 5: Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation

5.3 Identification and Analysis of Mitigation Actions
Requirement §201.6(c)(3)(ii): [The mitigation strategy shall include a] section that
identifies and analyzes a comprehensive range of specific mitigation actions and
projects being considered to reduce the effects of each hazard, with particular
emphasis on new and existing buildings and infrastructure.
The next step in the mitigation strategy is to identify and analyze a comprehensive range of specific
mitigation actions and projects to reduce the effects of each hazard on new and existing buildings
and infrastructure. During the 2016 Regional Plan development each county’s HMPC analyzed
viable mitigation options by hazard that supported the identified goals. The HMPC was provided
with the following list of categories of mitigation actions, which originate from the Community
Rating System:







Prevention: Administrative or regulatory actions or processes that influence the way land and
buildings are developed and built.
Property protection: Actions that involve the modification of existing buildings or structures
to protect them from a hazard or remove them from the hazard area.
Structural: Actions that involve the construction of structures to reduce the impact of a hazard.
Natural resource protection: Actions that, in addition to minimizing hazard losses, also
preserve or restore the functions of natural systems.
Emergency services: Actions that protect people and property during and immediately after a
disaster or hazard event.
Public information/education and awareness: Actions to inform and educate citizens,
elected officials, and property owners about the hazards and potential ways to mitigate them.

In order to identify and select mitigation actions to support the mitigation goals, each hazard
identified and profiled in Chapter 4 was evaluated. At the mitigation strategy workshops the
counties were also provided a matrix showing examples of potential mitigation action alternatives
for each of the above categories, for each of the identified hazards. The counties were also provided
a handout that explains the categories and provided further examples. Finally, another reference
document titled “Mitigation Ideas” developed by FEMA was distributed. This document lists the
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common alternatives for mitigation by hazard. The counties were asked to consider both future
and existing buildings in considering possible mitigation actions. A facilitated discussion
then took place to examine and analyze the options. Appendix B provides the matrix of
alternatives considered. Each proposed action was written on a large sticky note and posted on
flip charts in the meeting rooms underneath the hazard it addressed. The result was a number
of new project ideas with the intent of reducing the impacts of the identified hazards.
The mitigation strategy is based on existing local authorities, policies, programs, and resources, as
well as the ability to expand on and improve these existing tools. As part of the Regional Plan
development the county planning teams reviewed existing capabilities for reducing long-term
vulnerability to hazards. Those capabilities are noted by jurisdiction in the county annexes and can
be assessed to identify gaps to be addressed and strengths to enhance through new mitigation
actions. For instance, gaps in design or enforcement of existing regulations be addressed through
additional personnel or a change in procedure or policy.
Based upon the key issues identified in the risk assessment, including the capability assessment,
the counties came to consensus on proposed mitigation actions for each hazard for their
jurisdictions. Certain hazards’ impacts were best reduced through multi-hazard actions. A lead
for each new action was identified to provide additional details on the project so they could be
captured in the plan. Final action strategies are discussed in Section 5.4.

5.3.1 Prioritization Process
Once the mitigation actions were identified, the county planning teams were provided FEMA’s
recommended prioritization criteria STAPLEE to assist in deciding why one recommended action
might be more important, more effective, or more likely to be implemented than another.
STAPLEE is an acronym for the following:








Social: Does the measure treat people fairly? (e.g., different groups, different generations)
Technical: Is the action technically feasible? Does it solve the problem?
Administrative: Are there adequate staffing, funding, and other capabilities to implement the
project?
Political: Who are the stakeholders? Will there be adequate political and public support for
the project?
Legal: Does the jurisdiction have the legal authority to implement the action? Is it legal?
Economic: Is the action cost-beneficial? Is there funding available? Will the action contribute
to the local economy?
Environmental: Does the action comply with environmental regulations? Will there be
negative environmental consequences from the action?

Other criteria used to assist in evaluating the priority of a mitigation action includes:


Does the action address hazards or areas with the highest risk?
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Does the action protect lives?
Does the action protect infrastructure, community assets or critical facilities?
Does the action meet multiple objectives (Multiple Objective Management)?

At the mitigation strategy workshops, the counties used STAPLEE to determine which of the new
identified actions were most likely to be implemented and effective. Keeping the STAPLEE
criteria in mind, each member ‘voted’ for the new mitigation actions by sticking a colored dot on
the sticky note on which the action was written. The number of dots next to each action was totaled
as an indication of relative priority and translated into ‘high,’ ‘medium’ and ‘low.’ The results of
the STAPLEE evaluation process produced prioritized mitigation actions for implementation
within the planning area.
The process of identification and analysis of mitigation alternatives allowed the county planning
teams to come to consensus and to prioritize recommended mitigation actions for their
jurisdictions. During the voting process, emphasis was placed on the importance of a benefit-cost
review in determining project priority as this is a requirement of the Disaster Mitigation Act
regulations; however, this was a planning level analysis as opposed to a quantitative analysis.
Quantitative cost-benefit analysis will be considered in additional detail when seeking FEMA
mitigation grant funding for eligible projects identified in this plan.
Each mitigation action developed for this plan contains a description of the problem and proposed
project, the entity with primary responsibility for implementation, any other alternatives
considered, a cost estimate, expected project benefits, potential funding sources, and a schedule
for implementation. Development of these project details for each action led to the determination
of a high, medium, or low priority for each.

5.4 Mitigation Action Plan
Requirement §201.6(c)(3)(iii): [The mitigation strategy section shall include] an
action plan describing how the actions identified in section (c)(3)(ii) will be
prioritized, implemented, and administered by the local jurisdiction. Prioritization
shall include a special emphasis on the extent to which benefits are maximized
according to a cost benefit review of the proposed projects and their associated
costs.
This section outlines the development of the mitigation action plan. The action plan consists of
the specific projects, or actions, designed to meet the plan's goals. Over time the implementation
of these projects will be tracked as a measure of demonstrated progress on meeting the plan's goals.

5.4.1 Progress on Previous Mitigation Actions
This Regional Plan represents a plan update for Lincoln and Uinta counties. The mitigation actions
in these county’s plans provided the basis for the updates of mitigation action strategies. As part
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of the update process these two counties reviewed the previously identified actions to assess
progress on implementation.
These reviews were completed using worksheets to capture
information on each action including if the action was completed or deferred to the future. Actions
that were not completed were discussed for continued relevance and were either continued in the
Plan or in some cases recommended for deletion.
The counties and the majority of their participating jurisdictions have been very successful in
implementing actions identified in their respective plans’ Mitigation Strategy, thus, working
steadily towards meeting each plan’s goals. Progress on mitigation actions previously identified
in these planning mechanisms are detailed in the mitigation action strategy in the Lincoln and
Uinta county annexes. These action plans were also shared amongst the regional plan participants
to showcase progress and stimulate ideas amongst the respective planning committees in each
county. Reasons that some actions have not been completed include low priority, lack of funding,
or lack of administrative resources. See the county annexes for more details on progress on
implementation.

5.4.2 Continued Compliance with NFIP
Given the significance of the flood hazard in the planning area and as required by DMA, an
emphasis will be placed on continued compliance with the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP). Counties and jurisdictions that participate in the NFIP will continue to make every effort
to remain in good standing with the program. This includes continuing to comply with the NFIP’s
standards for updating and adopting floodplain maps and maintaining and updating the floodplain
zoning ordinance. Actions related to continued compliance include:







Continued designation of a local floodplain manager whose responsibilities include reviewing
floodplain development permits to ensure compliance with the local floodplain management
ordinances and rules;
Suggest changes to improve enforcement of and compliance with regulations and programs;
Participate in Flood Insurance Rate Map updates by adopting new maps or amendments to
maps;
Utilize Digital Flood Insurance Rate maps in conjunction with GIS to improve floodplain
management, such as improved risk assessment and tracking of floodplain permits;
Promote and disperse information on the benefits of flood insurance.

Also to be considered are the flood mitigation actions contained in this Regional Plan that support
the ongoing efforts by participating counties to minimize the risk and vulnerability of the
community to the flood hazard, and to enhance their overall floodplain management program. It is
also important to note that a defined mitigation action for Sweetwater County is to educate the
public about the NFIP since multiple jurisdictions have opted out of the program.
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5.4.2 Mitigation Action Plan
The action plan presents the recommendations developed by the county planning teams, outlining
how each county and the Region can reduce the risk and vulnerability of people, property,
infrastructure, and natural and cultural resources to future disaster losses. The mitigation actions
developed by the counties are detailed in the county annexes. These details include the action
description, hazard(s) mitigated, lead and partner agencies responsible for initiating
implementation, costs, and timeline. Many of the action items included in this plan are a
collaborative effort among local, state, and federal agencies and stakeholders in the planning area.
Further, it should be clarified that the actions included in this mitigation strategy are subject to
further review and refinement; alternatives analyses; and reprioritization due to funding
availability and/or other criteria. The counties are not obligated by this document to implement
any or all of these projects. Rather, this mitigation strategy represents the desires of the community
to mitigate the risks and vulnerabilities from identified hazards. The counties also realize that new
needs and priorities may arise as a result of a disaster or other circumstances and reserves the right
to support new actions, as necessary, as long as they conform to their overall goals, as listed in this
plan.
Where feasible it is recommended that mitigation be integrated and implemented through existing
planning mechanisms. Specific related mechanisms such as Community Wildfire Protection
Plans, are noted in the county annexes.
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6 PLAN ADOPTION, IMPLEMENTATION
AND MAINTENANCE
Requirement §201.6(c)(4): [The plan maintenance process shall include a] section
describing the method and schedule of monitoring, evaluating, and updating the
mitigation plan within a five-year cycle.
Implementation and maintenance of the plan is critical to the overall success of hazard mitigation
planning. This is Planning Step 10 of the 10-step planning process. This chapter provides an
overview of the overall strategy for plan implementation and maintenance and outlines the method
and schedule for monitoring, updating, and evaluating the plan. The chapter also discusses
incorporating the plan into existing planning mechanisms and how to address continued public
involvement.

6.1 Formal Adoption
The purpose of formally adopting this plan is to secure buy-in from participating jurisdictions,
raise awareness of the plan, and formalize the plan’s implementation. The adoption of this plan
completes Planning Step 9 of the 10-step planning process: Adopt the Plan. The governing board
for each participating jurisdiction has adopted this local hazard mitigation plan by passing a
resolution. A copy of the generic resolution and the executed copies are included in Appendix C,
Plan Adoption. This plan will be updated and re-adopted every five years in concurrence with the
required DMA local plan update requirements.

6.2 Implementation
Once adopted, the plan faces the truest test of its worth: implementation. While this plan contains
many worthwhile actions, each County and jurisdiction will need to decide which action(s) to
undertake first. Two factors will help with making that decision: the priority assigned the actions
in the planning process and funding availability. Low or no-cost actions most easily demonstrate
progress toward successful plan implementation.
Mitigation is most successful when it is incorporated into the day-to-day functions and
priorities of government and development. Implementation will be accomplished by adhering
to the schedules identified for each action and through constant, pervasive, and energetic efforts
to network and highlight the benefits to the counties, communities and stakeholders. This effort
is achieved through the routine actions of monitoring meeting agendas for hazard mitigation
related initiatives, coordinating on the topic at meetings, and promoting a safe, sustainable
community. Additional mitigation strategies could include consistent and ongoing enforcement
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of existing policies and vigilant review of programs for coordination and multi-objective
opportunities.
Simultaneous to these efforts, it is important to maintain a constant monitoring of funding
opportunities that can be leveraged to implement some of the more costly recommended actions.
This will include creating and maintaining a bank of ideas on how to meet local match or
participation requirements. When funding does become available, the Region and its counties will
be in a position to capitalize on the opportunity. Funding opportunities to be monitored include
special pre- and post-disaster funds, state and federal earmarked funds, benefit assessments, and
other grant programs, including those that can serve or support multi-objective applications.

6.2.1 Role of Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee in Implementation
and Maintenance
With adoption of this plan, the Region and its counties will be responsible for the plan
implementation and maintenance. Each county, led by their emergency management agency, will
reconvene their HMPC for plan implementation and maintenance. This HMPC will be the same
committee (in form and function, if not actual individuals) that developed this HMP and will also
be responsible for the next formal update to the plan in five years.
Each county’s HMPC will:









Act as a forum for hazard mitigation issues;
Disseminate hazard mitigation ideas and activities to all participants;
Pursue the implementation of high-priority, low/no-cost recommended actions;
Ensure hazard mitigation remains a consideration for community decision makers;
Maintain a vigilant monitoring of multi-objective cost-share opportunities to help the
community implement the plan’s recommended actions for which no current funding exists;
Monitor and assist in implementation and update of this plan;
Report on plan progress and recommended changes to county and municipal officials; and
Inform and solicit input from the public.

Each HMPC will not have any powers over respective county staff; it will be purely an advisory
body. The primary duty is to see the plan successfully carried out and to report to the county
commissioners, municipal boards, and the public on the status of plan implementation and
mitigation opportunities. Other duties include reviewing and promoting mitigation proposals,
considering stakeholder concerns about hazard mitigation, passing concerns on to appropriate
entities, and posting relevant information on county websites (and others as appropriate).

6.3 Maintenance
Plan maintenance implies an ongoing effort to monitor and evaluate plan implementation and to
update the plan as progress, roadblocks, or changing circumstances are recognized.
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6.3.1 Maintenance Schedule
The emergency management coordinators are responsible for initiating plan reviews and
consulting with the heads of participating departments in their own counties. In order to monitor
progress and update the mitigation strategies identified in the action plan, each county and their
standing HMPC will conduct an annual review of this plan and/or following a hazard event. An
annual mitigation action progress report will be prepared by the HMPC and kept on file to assist
with for future updates. The annual review will be conducted by re-convening each HMPC in
November of each year.
This plan will be updated, approved and adopted within a five-year cycle as per Requirement
§201.6(c)(4)(i) of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 unless disaster or other circumstances (e.g.,
changing regulations) require a change to this schedule. The Region and its counties will inquire
with WOHS and FEMA for funds to assist with the update. It is recommended to begin seeking
funds in 2019 as most applicable grants have multiple years to expend the funds. Funding sources
may include the Emergency Management Performance Grants, Pre- Disaster Mitigation, Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program (if a presidential disaster has been declared), and Flood Mitigation
Assistance grant funds. The next plan update should be completed and reapproved by WOHS and
FEMA Region VIII within five years of the FEMA final approval date. The planning process to
prepare the update should begin no later than 12 months prior to that date.

6.3.2 Maintenance Evaluation Process
Evaluation of progress can be achieved by monitoring changes in vulnerabilities identified in the
plan. Changes in vulnerability can be identified by noting:




Decreased vulnerability as a result of implementing recommended actions;
Increased vulnerability as a result of new or altered hazards
Increased vulnerability as a result of new development.

Updates to this plan will:









Consider changes in vulnerability due to action implementation;
Document success stories where mitigation efforts have proven effective;
Document areas where mitigation actions were not effective;
Document any new hazards that may arise or were previously overlooked;
Incorporate new data or studies on hazards and risks;
Incorporate new capabilities or changes in capabilities;
Incorporate growth and development-related changes to infrastructure inventories; and
Incorporate new action recommendations or changes in action prioritization.

In order to best evaluate any changes in vulnerability as a result of plan implementation, each
County will adhere to the following process:
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A representative from the responsible office identified in each mitigation measure will be
responsible for tracking and reporting on an annual basis to the department lead on action status
and provide input on whether the action as implemented meets the defined objectives and is
likely to be successful in reducing vulnerabilities.
If the action does not meet identified objectives, the lead will determine what additional
measures may be implemented, and an assigned individual will be responsible for defining
action scope, implementing the action, monitoring success of the action, and making any
required modifications to the plan.

Changes will be made to the plan to accommodate for actions that have failed or are not considered
feasible after a review of their consistency with established criteria, time frame, community
priorities, and/or funding resources. Actions that were not ranked high but were identified as
potential mitigation activities will be reviewed as well during the monitoring and update of this
plan to determine feasibility of future implementation. Updating of the plan will be by written
changes and submissions, as each HMPC deems appropriate and necessary, and as approved by
the respective participating agencies. In keeping with the five-year update process, the HMPC will
convene public meetings to solicit public input on the plan and its routine maintenance and the
final product will be adopted by the governing council.

6.3.3 Incorporation into Existing Planning Mechanisms
Another important implementation mechanism that is highly effective and low-cost is
incorporation of the hazard mitigation plan recommendations and their underlying principles into
other County plans and mechanisms. Where possible, plan participants will use existing
plans and/or programs to implement hazard mitigation actions. As described in each County
Annex capability assessment, the Counties already implement policies and programs to reduce
losses to life and property from hazards. This plan builds upon the momentum developed
through previous and related planning efforts and mitigation programs and recommends
implementing actions, where possible, through these other program mechanisms. Where
applicable, these existing mechanisms could include:












County or community comprehensive plans
County or community land development codes
County or community emergency operations plans
Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessments (THIRA)
Community Wildfire Protection Plans (CWPP)
Transportation plans
Capital improvement plans and budgets
Recovery planning efforts
Watershed planning efforts
Wildfire planning efforts on adjacent public lands
Master planning efforts
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Greenway or river corridor planning efforts
Other plans, regulations, and practices with a mitigation aspect

HMPC members involved in these other planning mechanisms will be responsible for integrating
the findings and recommendations of this plan with these other plans, programs, etc., as
appropriate. As described in Section 6.2 Implementation, incorporation into existing planning
mechanisms will be done through the process of:






Monitoring other planning/program agendas;
Attending other planning/program meetings;
Participating in other planning processes;
Ensuring that the related planning process cross-references the hazard mitigation plan, where
appropriate, and
Monitoring community budget meetings for other community program opportunities.

The successful implementation of this mitigation strategy will require constant and vigilant review
of existing plans and programs for coordination and multi-objective opportunities that promote a
safe, sustainable community.
Efforts should continuously be made to monitor the progress of mitigation actions implemented
through these other planning mechanisms and, where appropriate, their priority actions should be
incorporated into updates of this hazard mitigation plan.

6.3.4 Continued Public Involvement
Continued public involvement is imperative to the overall success of the plan’s implementation.
The update process provides an opportunity to solicit participation from new and existing
stakeholders and to publicize success stories from the plan implementation and seek additional
public comment. The plan maintenance and update process will include continued public and
stakeholder involvement and input through attendance at designated committee meetings, web
postings, press releases to local media, and through public hearings.
When each HMPC reconvenes for the update, they will coordinate with all stakeholders
participating in the planning process—including those that joined the committee since the planning
process began—to update and revise the plan. Public notice will be posted and public participation
will be invited, at a minimum, through available website postings and press releases to the local
media outlets, primarily newspapers, or through public surveys. As part of this effort, at least one
public meeting will be held and public comments will be solicited on the plan update draft.
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WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
LINCOLN COUNTY PLANNING ANNEX

LINCOLN COUNTY PLANNING ANNEX
1

Mitigation Planning History and County Planning Team

As part of the regional planning process, each of the participating counties brought together County
Planning Teams to develop the mitigation plan and identify potential mitigation projects. The
following participants participated in the DMA planning process for Lincoln County.










Town of Afton
Town of Cokeville
Town of Diamondville
City of Kemmerer
Town of La Barge
Town of Opal
Town of Star Valley Ranch
Town of Thayne
Unincorporated Lincoln County

More details on the planning process followed and how the counties, municipalities and
stakeholders participated can be referenced in Chapter 3 of the base plan. Additional details on
what local government departments participated and who represented them are listed in Appendix
A.

2

Geography and Climate

Lincoln County has a total area of 4,095 square miles, of which 4,076 square miles is land and 19
square miles is water. The county contains all or part of four major national protected areas –
Bridger-Teton National Forest, Caribou-Targhee National Forest, Cokeville Meadows National
Wildlife Refuge and Fossil Butte National Monument.
Lincoln County is drier in the summer and sees more moisture in the winter than the national
average. The county averages 16 inches of rain per year; the national average is 37 inches.
Snowfall average is 86 inches per year; the national average is 25 inches. Average highs in July
hover around 81 degrees; average lows in January hover around 11 degrees. The county averages
212 sunny days per year.

3

History

Lincoln County was created February 21, 1911, with land detached from Uinta County, and
organized in 1913. The county was named for Abraham Lincoln, sixteenth president of the United
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States. In 1921, Lincoln County lost territory when Sublette County to the east and Teton County
to the north were created. Lincoln County is adjacent to counties in Wyoming, Idaho and Utah.

4

Population Trends

As of the 2010 United States Census, there were a total of 18,106 people living in Lincoln County.
With a population of 14,573 people recorded in the 2000 US Census, the county’s population
increased by 19.5% in that timeframe. The county’s population was estimated at 18,722 in 2015,
showing population gain of 3.2% between 2010 and 2015.
The City of Kemmerer is the county seat. Population density in the county is 4.4 persons per
square mile. The county also contains the towns of Afton, Alpine, Cokeville, Diamondville, La
Barge, Opal, Star Valley Ranch and Thayne, fifteen census-designated places and three
unincorporated communities.
Table 1: Population Estimates for Communities 2010-2015

Afton
Alpine
Cokeville
Diamondville
La Barge
Opal
Star Valley Ranch
Thayne

2010
1,917
826
534
736
550
96
1,500
365

Source: American Factfinder, U.S. Census

2011
1,913
823
528
731
545
95
1,493
361

2012
1,910
817
527
724
539
95
1,490
356

2013
1,947
835
535
735
548
97
1,523
362

2014
1,967
844
542
740
553
100
1,541
364

2015
1,972
850
541
738
553
100
1,548
363

www.census.gov

Select Census demographic and social characteristics for Lincoln County are shown in the
following table. The table indicates the proportion of the population that may have special needs,
such as the elderly or children under 5 years of age.
Table 2: Lincoln County Demographic Profile
Lincoln County, Wyoming
Population
Population, Census, April 1, 2010

18,106

Population estimates, July 1, 2015,

18,722

Population, percent change - April 1, 2010 (estimates base) to July 1, 2015,

3.4

Age and Sex
Persons under 5 years, percent, July 1, 2015,

6.5

Persons under 18 years, percent, July 1, 2015,

27.1

Persons 65 years and over, percent, July 1, 2015,

15.4

Female persons, percent, July 1, 2015,

49.1

Race and Hispanic Origin
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White alone, percent, July 1, 2015,

96.5

Black or African American alone, percent, July 1, 2015,

0.7

American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent, July 1, 2015,

1.1

Asian alone, percent, July 1, 2015,

0.4

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent, July 1, 2015,

0.1

Two or More Races, percent, July 1, 2015,

1.3

Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015,

4.6

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015,

92.4

Education
High school graduate or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 20102014
Bachelor's degree or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 2010-2014

93.4
20.1

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/
*Hispanic or Latino is considered to be an ethnicity and not a race. People who identify themselves as Hispanic or Latino can
belong to one or more races. Therefore, the total percentage can be greater than 100%.

5

Development Trends

The Lincoln County Economic Development Plan can be found on the county website, and details
specific plans for development. Documents within the Economic Development Plan include:




6

Zoning Maps
Community Enhancement Maps
Potential Commercial Sites

Economy

The Lincoln County Industry Profile reports on the large scale industrial development and
incentive programs to boost the economy. Minerals, water, and transportation are the largest
industries in the county; the county has been negatively impacted by the recent downturn in the
oil and gas industries. Representative industry employers include Tronox, Halliburton, Solvay
Minerals, Bridger Coal, Schlumberger, Union Pacific Railroad, and multiple other mining and
production companies that employ more than 5,000 people.
There were 2,008 separate companies identified by the U.S. Census in Lincoln County in 2012.
Median household income in the county is $72,139, almost $19,000 higher than the national
average. Below is a table displaying economic characteristics in Uinta County from the US
Census.
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Table 3: Lincoln County Economic Profile
Characteristic
In civilian labor force, total, percent of population age 16 years+,
2010-2014
In civilian labor force, female, percent of population age 16 years+,
2010-2014
Total accommodation and food services sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total health care and social assistance receipts/revenue, 2012
($1,000)
Total manufacturers shipments, 2012 ($1,000)
Total merchant wholesaler sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total retail sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total retail sales per capita, 2012
Transportation
Mean travel time to work (minutes), workers age 16 years+, 20102014
Income and Poverty
Median household income (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Per capita income in past 12 months (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Persons in poverty, percent
Total employer establishments, 2014
Total employment, 2014
Total annual payroll, 2014
Total employment, percent change, 2013-2014
Total nonemployer establishments, 2014

Lincoln
County
67.4
62.3
18031
58535
D
17819
180589
10055
27.9

66530
28077
9.0
630
4033
190175
0.3
1861

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/
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Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment

Identified Hazards
The Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee (HMPC) reviewed significant hazards for inclusion
in the hazard mitigation plan. For the sake of consistency, the hazards list began with the hazards
list found in the State of Wyoming’s hazard mitigation plan, published in 2016. Upon further
review, the HMPC did not add any further hazards.
Volcanoes, in particular the Yellowstone Caldera, could have a potentially destructive impact on
all of the counties in Region 4. Including volcano as a separate hazard was discussed. Because of
the inability to mitigate against a large-scale volcanic eruption, this hazard was not included in the
hazard assessment.
Table 4: Overall Hazard Significance* Summary Table

Hazard
Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake

Lincoln
County

Afton

Alpine

Cokeville

Diamondville

La
Barge

Opal

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High

Medium
Low
High
High
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Star
Valley
Ranch
Medium
Low
High
High

Thayne

Medium
Low
High
High

4

Hazard
Expansive
Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazardous
Materials
High Winds
and
Downbursts
Landslide
Lightning
Mine
Subsidence
Tornado
Severe
Winter
Weather
Wildfire

Lincoln
County

Afton

Alpine

Cokeville

Diamondville

La
Barge

Opal

Thayne

Low

Star
Valley
Ranch
Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Low
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Low

*Significance based on a combination of Geographic Extent, Potential Magnitude/Severity and Probability as defined below.
Ratings based on or interpolated from existing Hazard Mitigation Plans.

High: The criteria consistently fall along the high ranges of the
classification and the event exerts significant and frequent impacts
on the planning area. This rating is also sometimes utilized for
hazards with a high psychological impact or for hazards that the
jurisdiction identifies as particularly relevant.
Catastrophic: More than 50 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable or hindered
for more than 2 weeks, the medical response system is
overwhelmed for an extended period of time or many deaths
occur.
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Building Inventory and Assets
In addition to people, structures, critical facilities, infrastructure and other important assets in
Lincoln County are potentially exposed to hazards identified in this plan. The following table
summarizes the property inventory for the County and each participating jurisdiction, based on
improvement value (i.e. structures) and includes the building count and value grouped by parcel
type and jurisdiction. This as an assessment of the overall property exposed within the County
and by jurisdiction.
The 2016 Parcel and Assessor Data was obtained through the Wyoming Cama website
(http://cama.state.wy.us/) which is maintained by the Wyoming Department of Revenue. This
information provided the basis for building exposure and property types. The available data is
annually updated on the site and contains all counties within Wyoming. Data current as of 2015
was downloaded for all the counties within the Region and joined by Parcel Number in a separate
database for analysis using GIS. The focus of the analysis was on “improved” or developed
parcels. These parcels were identified based on an improvement value greater than zero. Abstract
Codes were used to identify occupancy type as shown in the following table, which includes
summations of total improved value for the various property types.
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Table 5: Lincoln County’s Building Inventory and Value by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction

Property Type
Agricultural
Production

$372,231

$372,231

$744,462

$33,149,573

$66,299,146

34

$68,213,882

$68,213,882

$136,427,764

8

$3,579,522

$5,369,283

$8,948,805

Residential

703

$95,049,595

$47,524,798

$142,574,393

Total

907

$200,364,803

$154,629,767

$354,994,570

43

$12,444,819

$12,444,819

$24,889,638

7

$2,917,320

$2,917,320

$5,834,640

Residential

362

$46,780,613

$23,390,307

$70,170,920

Total
Agricultural
Production

412

$62,142,752

$38,752,446

$100,895,198

4

$270,219

$270,219

$540,438

Commercial

11

$924,778

$924,778

$1,849,556

Exempt

11

$1,005,263

$1,005,263

$2,010,526

1

$89,770

$134,655

$224,425

189

$20,075,082

$10,037,541

$30,112,623

2

$198,465

$198,465

$396,930

218

$22,563,577

$12,570,921

$35,134,498

Commercial

45

$6,013,304

$6,013,304

$12,026,608

Exempt

10

$3,240,805

$3,240,805

$6,481,610

Exempt

Exempt

Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total

Diamondville

Industrial

1

$46,090

$69,135

$115,225

Residential

296

$18,171,471

$9,085,736

$27,257,207

Total

352

$27,471,670

$18,408,980

$45,880,650

Commercial

116

$21,294,247

$21,294,247

$42,588,494

44

$46,918,676

$46,918,676

$93,837,352

6

$173,531

$260,297

$433,828

978

$121,116,719

$60,558,360

$181,675,079

1

$60,203

$60,203

$120,406

Exempt
Kemmerer

Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total

La Barge

1,145

$189,563,376

$129,091,782

$318,655,158

Commercial

32

$2,017,126

$2,017,126

$4,034,252

Exempt

13

$8,689,920

$8,689,920

$17,379,840

4

$875,938

$1,313,907

$2,189,845

206

$15,529,110

$7,764,555

$23,293,665

2

$239,292

$239,292

$478,584

257

$27,351,386

$20,024,800

$47,376,186

1

$34,520

$34,520

$69,040

Commercial

2

$48,963

$48,963

$97,926

Exempt

7

$303,703

$303,703

$607,406

Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total
Agricultural
Production

Opal

Total Exposure

$33,149,573

Commercial

Cokeville

Est. Content
Value

7

Industrial

Alpine

Improved Value

155

Commercial
Afton

Building
Count
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Jurisdiction

Star Valley
Ranch

Thayne

Lincoln
Unincorporated

Property Type

Building
Count

Improved Value

Est. Content
Value

Total Exposure

Residential

52

$1,748,740

$874,370

$2,623,110

Total

62

$2,135,926

$1,261,556

$3,397,482

Commercial

8

$1,418,575

$1,418,575

$2,837,150

Exempt

2

$717,515

$717,515

$1,435,030

Residential

966

$194,409,668

$97,204,834

$291,614,502

Total
Agricultural
Production

976

$196,545,758

$99,340,924

$295,886,682

7

$479,033

$479,033

$958,066

Commercial

58

$14,133,569

$14,133,569

$28,267,138

Exempt

15

$14,750,465

$14,750,465

$29,500,930

Residential

114

$10,439,640

$5,219,820

$15,659,460

Total
Agricultural
Production

194

$39,802,707

$34,582,887

$74,385,594

338

$40,436,713

$40,436,713

$80,873,426

Commercial

140

$28,594,174

$28,594,174

$57,188,348

Exempt

50

$15,998,972

$15,998,972

$31,997,944

Industrial

17

$50,886,910

$76,330,365

$127,217,275

4,258

$656,684,658

$328,342,329

$985,026,987

26

$3,994,053

$3,994,053

$7,988,106

Total

4,829

$796,595,480

$493,696,606

$1,290,292,086

Grand Total

9,352

$1,564,537,435

$1,002,360,668

$2,566,898,103

Residential
Vacant Land

Critical Facilities, Infrastructure, and Other Important Community Assets
A critical facility may be defined as one that is essential in providing utility or direction either
during the response to an emergency or during the recovery operation. FEMA’s HAZUS-MH loss
estimation software uses the following three categories of critical assets. Essential facilities are
those that if damaged would have devastating impacts on disaster response and/or recovery. High
potential loss facilities are those that would have a high loss or impact on the community.
Transportation and lifeline facilities are a third category of critical assets. Examples of each are
provided below.
Essential Facilities

Hospitals and other medical
facilities

Police stations

Fire station

Emergency Operations Centers
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High Potential Loss Facilities

Power plants

Dams and levees

Military installations

Hazardous material sites

Schools

Shelters

Day care centers

Nursing homes

Main government buildings

Transportation and Lifelines

Highways, bridges, tunnels

Railroads and facilities

Airports

Water treatment facilities

Natural gas and oil facilities and
pipelines

Communications facilities

8

HMPC members were asked to identify the assets in their respective jurisdictions that they
considered to be critical facilities or of particular importance/value. Table 5 displays the inventory
of these assets in Lincoln County, by jurisdiction, as provided by the HMPC. Much of this data
has been captured in secure GIS databases and could be used in an overlay analysis. The HMPC
has noted which assets are threatened by specific hazards, if known. This has been supplemented
with limited GIS-based critical facility data from HAZUS-MH, for purposes of analysis, as
illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6: Lincoln County Critical Facilities by Function
Type
Day Care Center
Day Care Center

Facility Function
Alpine Child Development Center

Jurisdiction
Alpine

Star Valley Child Development Center

Afton

Star Valley Ambulance Service

Afton

Afton Volunteer Fire Department

Afton

HAZMAT

Polyguard

Afton

Hospital

Star Valley Medical Center

Afton

Law Enforcement

Afton Police Department

Afton

Law Enforcement

Lincoln County Sheriffs Office - Afton

Afton

Law Enforcement

United States Forest Service - Greys River Ranger
District
Star Valley Care Center

Afton

Swift Creek

Afton

Lincoln County Public Health - North

Afton

Public School

Afton Elementary

Afton

Public School

Star Valley High School

Afton

Public School

Star Valley Middle School

Afton

Public School

Swift Creek High School

Afton

Star Valley Kid's Club

Alpine

EMS

Alpine Fire Department

Alpine

Fire Station

Alpine Fire Department

Alpine

Alpine Police Department

Alpine

South Lincoln County Emergency Medical Services Cokeville
Bear River Fire Protection District / Cokeville Fire
Department
Cokeville Police Department

Cokeville

Public School

Cokeville Elementary

Cokeville

Public School

Cokeville High School

Cokeville

Law Enforcement

Diamondville Police Department

Diamondville

Day Care Center

Kemmerer Child Development Center

Kemmerer

South Lincoln County Emergency Medical Services Kemmerer

Kemmerer

EMS
Fire Station

Nursing Home
Power Plant
Public Health Department

Day Care Center

Law Enforcement
EMS
Fire Station
Law Enforcement

EMS
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Type
Fire Station
Hospital

Facility Function
Kemmerer Fire Department

Jurisdiction
Kemmerer

South Lincoln Medical Center

Kemmerer

Law Enforcement

Bureau Of Land Management - Kemmerer Field Office

Kemmerer

Law Enforcement

Kemmerer Police Department

Kemmerer

Law Enforcement

Lincoln County Sheriffs Office / Lincoln County Jail

Kemmerer

Law Enforcement

United States Forest Service - Kemmerer Ranger District

Kemmerer

Lincoln County Emergency Operations Center

Kemmerer

Lincoln County Public Health - South

Kemmerer

Public School

Kemmerer Alternative School

Kemmerer

Public School

Kemmerer Elementary

Kemmerer

Public School

Kemmerer High School

Kemmerer

Public School

Kemmerer Middle School

Kemmerer

EMS

La Barge Volunteer Fire Department

Labarge

EMS

South Lincoln County Emergency Medical Services Labarge
La Barge Volunteer Fire Department

Labarge

HAZMAT

Cog Refining Company, Inc.

Labarge

Law Enforcement

La Barge Police Department

Labarge

La Barge Elementary

Labarge

HAZMAT

Astaris LLC Kemmerer Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Astaris LLC Kemmerer Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Exxonmobil Production - Black Canyon Facility

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Exxonmobil Production - Shute Creek Facility

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Exxonmobil Production - Shute Creek Facility

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Exxonmobil Production - Shute Creek Facility

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Freedom Arms Inc

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Opal Gas Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Opal Gas Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Pacificorp - Naughton Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Pacificorp - Naughton Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Pacificorp - Naughton Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Pioneer Cryogenic Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Pioneer Silica Gel Plant

Lincoln County

HAZMAT

Tricon Timber

Lincoln County
Lincoln County

Natural Gas Market Hub

National Park Service - Fossil Butte National Monument
Ranger Station
Opal Hub

Natural Gas Market Hub

Rocky Mountain Center

Lincoln County

Legacy Homes Assisted Living

Lincoln County

Pacificorp - Naughton Plant

Lincoln County

Local EOC
Public Health Department

Fire Station

Public School

Law Enforcement

Nursing Home
Power Plant
Wyoming Region 4
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Type
Power Plant

Facility Function
Shute Creek Facility

Jurisdiction
Lincoln County

Public School

Etna Elementary

Lincoln County

Public School

Osmond Elementary

Lincoln County

Public School

Thoman Ranch Elementary

Lincoln County

Opal Gas Plant

Opal

Star Valley Child Development Center/Thayne

Thayne

Thayne Emergency Services

Thayne

Thayne And Rural Volunteer Fire Department

Thayne

Star Valley Cheese Corporation

Thayne

Thayne Police Department

Thayne

Thayne Elementary

Thayne

HAZMAT
Day Care Center
EMS
Fire Station
HAZMAT
Law Enforcement
Public School

Natural, Historic, and Cultural Assets
Assessing the vulnerability of Lincoln County to disasters also involves inventorying the natural,
historical, and cultural assets of the area. This step is important for the following reasons:





The community may decide that these types of resources warrant a greater degree of protection
due to their unique and irreplaceable nature and contribution to the overall economy.
If these resources are impacted by a disaster, knowing so ahead of time allows for more prudent
care in the immediate aftermath, when the potential for additional impacts are higher.
The rules for reconstruction, restoration, rehabilitation, and/or replacement are often different
for these types of designated resources.
Natural resources can have beneficial functions that reduce the impacts of natural hazards, such
as wetlands and riparian habitat, which help absorb and attenuate floodwaters.

Historic and Cultural Resources

By definition, a historic property not only includes buildings of other types of structures, such as
bridges and dams, but also includes prehistoric of Native American sites, roads, byways, historic
landscapes, and many other features. Given the history of the County, these types of historic
properties exist in the planning area.
Information about historic assets in Lincoln County came from the following sources:


The National Register of Historic Places is the Nation’s official list of cultural resources
worthy of preservation. The National Register is part of a national program to coordinate and
support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect historic and archeological
resources. Properties listed include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are
significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. The
National Register is administered by the National Park Service, which is part of the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
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Table 7 lists the properties and districts in Lincoln County that are on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Table 7: Lincoln County Historic Properties
Site
Rock Church

Jurisdiction

Address

Auburn

Lincoln County Courthouse

Kemmerer

Penney, J. C., Historic District

Kemmerer

Johnston Scout Rocks

Kemmerer

Second W and First
S Sts.
End of Co. Rd. 12104, .7 mi W of US
89
Sage and Garnet
Sts.
J. C. Penney Ave.
and S. Main St.
Address Restricted

Penney, J. C., House

Kemmerer

Railroad Park

Emigrant Springs

Kemmerer

Address Restricted

US Post Office--Kemmerer
Main
Haddenham Cabin

Kemmerer

Fossil Oregon Short Line Depot

Kemmerer

Sapphire Ave. and
Cedar St.
Fossil Butte
National Monument
Approx. .4 mi.
WNW. of the Jct. of
US 30 & Cty. Rd.
300
On the Green
River, 5 mi. S of
LaBarge and W of
U.S. 189
Address Restricted

Salt River Hydroelectric
Powerplant

Etna

Kemmerer

Names Hill

La Barge

La Barge Bluffs Petroglyphs

La Barge

Sources: National Register Information System, www.nr.nps.gov/

Natural Resources

Natural resources are important to include in benefit-cost analyses for future projects and may be
used to leverage additional funding for projects that also contribute to community goals for
protecting sensitive natural resources. Awareness of natural assets can lead to opportunities for
meeting multiple objectives. For instance, protecting wetlands areas protects sensitive habitat as
well as attenuates and stores floodwaters.
A number of natural resources exist in Lincoln County, including wetlands, endangered species,
and imperiled plant communities. Also, the scenery itself, and access to the scenic backcountry,
are economic drivers for the County and its communities.
Wetlands

Wetlands are a valuable natural resource for communities, due to their benefits to water quality,
wildlife protection, recreation, and education, and play an important role in hazard mitigation.
Wetlands reduce flood peaks and slowly release floodwaters to downstream areas. When surface
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runoff is dampened, the erosive powers of the water are greatly diminished. Furthermore, the
reduction in the velocity of inflowing water as it passes through a wetland helps remove sediment
being transported by the water. They also provide drought relief in water-scarce areas where the
relationship between water storage and streamflow regulation are vital.
Endangered Species

To further understand natural resources that may be particularly vulnerable to a hazard event, as
well as those that need consideration when implementing mitigation activities, it is important to
identify at-risk species (i.e., endangered species) in the planning area. An endangered species is
any species of fish, plant life, or wildlife that is in danger of extinction throughout all or most of
its range. A threatened species is a species that is likely to become an endangered species within
the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. Both endangered and
threatened species are protected by law and any future hazard mitigation projects are subject to
these laws. Candidate species are plants and animals that have been proposed as endangered or
threatened but are not currently listed.
As of July 2016, there are nine federally-recognized endangered, threatened, or candidate species
in Lincoln County according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. These species are listed in the
following table, along with state listed species.
Table 8: Endangered and Threatened Species in Lincoln County
Common Name

Scientific Name

Type of Species

Status

Haliaeetus Leucocephalus

Bird

State Threatened (recovery)

Coccyzus americanus

Bird

Threatened

Pinus albicaulis

Confers and Cycads

Candidate

Spiranthes diluvialis

Flowering Plant

Threatened

Ursus arctos horribilis

Mammals

Threatened

Mustela Nigripes

Mammal

Endangered

Canis lupus

Mammal

Recovery

Canada Lynx

Lynx Canadensis

Mammals

Threatened

North American
wolverine

Gulo gulo luscus

Mammals

Proposed Threatened

Bald eagle
Yellow-billed cuckoo
Whitebark pine
Ute ladies’-tresses
Grizzly bear
Black-footed ferret
Gray wolf

Source: http://www.fws.gov/endangered/

Vulnerability to Specific Hazards
This section details vulnerability to specific hazards, where quantifiable, and where it differs from
that of the information already presented in the regional hazard assessment. The results of detailed
GIS analyses used to estimate potential for future losses are presented here, in addition to maps of
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hazard areas. For a discussion of the methodology used to develop the loss estimates, refer to
Section 4.3 of the Base Plan.
This section contains county-specific information on the following hazards:
















Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazards Materials
High Winds and Downbursts
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
Lightning
Mine Subsidence
Tornado
Wildfire
Winter Weather

Avalanche
Vulnerability to avalanche is greater in Lincoln County compared to the rest of the region,
especially in the northern parts of the county. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of
avalanche risk related to Lincoln County.
Dam Failure
Lincoln County has four High Hazard and two Significant Hazard dams.
Lake Viva Naughton is a significant reservoir upstream of Kemmerer on the Hams Fork River. It
is a privately owned dam and has an emergency plan. Its last inspection by the State was June 6,
2012.
Potential impacts of dam failure could include injury and loss of life, property damage, damage to
infrastructure, drinking water contamination, loss of crops and livestock, evacuations and
sheltering and associated costs, interruption of commerce and transportation, search and rescue,
and clean-up costs. Future development along portions of the Hams Fork River, Cottonwood
Creek, the Green River, or Culvert Draw could be at risk.
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Fontenelle Reservoir is another major reservoir in the county located on the Green River. It is
owned by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Reclamation and has an emergency plan. The failure of
Fontenelle would have impacts outside of Lincoln County in neighboring Sweetwater County.
Drought
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to drought is not noticeably different from the other counties in the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of drought risk related to Lincoln County.
Earthquake
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to earthquakes is not noticeably different from the rest of the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of drought risk related to Lincoln County.
Expansive Soils
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to expansive soils is not noticeably different from the rest of the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of drought risk related to Lincoln County.
Flood
Flood hazards affect different areas of the county differently. The following maps show flood
hazards in specific mapped areas of Lincoln County.
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Figure 1: Lincoln County HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 2: Town of Afton HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 3: Town of Alpine HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 4: Town of Cokeville HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 5: Town of Diamondville HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 6: Town of Kemmerer HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 7: Town of LaBarge HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 8: Town of Opal HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 9: Town of Thayne HAZUS Flood Hazards

HAZUS and DFIRM Analyses
The best available flood data for Lincoln County was generated by utilizing the county DFIRM to
estimate potential losses from flood disasters. See the base plan vulnerability assessment for a
description of the methodology. The 100-year and 500-year countywide floodplains are shown in
Figure 1.
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Table 9: Estimated Economic Losses from Flooding - HAZUS

Municipality

Building
Loss ($K)

Contents Loss
($K)

Inventory
Loss
($K)

Capital
Related
Loss ($K)

Relocation
Loss ($K)

Rental
Income
Loss
($K)

Wages
Loss
($K)

Total
Loss
($K)

# of
Displaced
People

# of
People
Needing
Short
Term
Shelter

Afton

851

1,892

176

2

10

13

4

2,948

45

4

Alpine

101

70

4

-

-

-

-

175

7

-

34

60

14

-

-

-

-

108

1

-

1,051

1,465

73

4

4

18

2

2,617

45

10

Kemmerer

348

651

3

-

6

5

-

1,013

43

4

La Barge

244

285

17

-

-

7

-

553

20

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

506

1,040

161

2

2

7

-

1,718

67

25

Unincorporated

3,330

4,667

116

2

5

86

-

8,206

375

47

TOTAL

6,465

10,130

564

10

27

136

6

17,338

603

92

Cokeville
Diamondville

Opal
Star Valley
Ranch
Thayne
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Table 10: HAZUS Loss Estimation Additional Analysis

Municipality

2009
Population
*

Afton

Total
Exposure
($K)

Building
Loss
($K)

Building
Exposur
e ($K)

%
Building
Loss

Content
s Loss
($K)

Contents
Exposure
($K)

%
Content
s Loss

Total Loss
($K)

Per Capita Loss
($)

1,906

259,342

851

149,433

0.6%

1,892

109,909

1.7%

2,948

1,547

Alpine

827

71,919

101

43,854

0.2%

70

28,065

0.2%

175

212

Cokeville

501

49,128

34

28,363

0.1%

60

20,765

0.3%

108

216

Diamondville

679

75,612

1,051

47,645

2.2%

1,465

27,967

5.2%

2,617

3,854

2,513

324,828

348

193,323

0.2%

651

131,505

0.5%

1,013

403

483

46,144

244

26,984

0.9%

285

19,160

1.5%

553

1,145

Kemmerer
LaBarge
Opal
Star Valley
Ranch

98

10,252

-

6,151

0.0%

-

4,101

0.0%

-

-

696

73,697

-

47,959

0.0%

-

25,738

0.0%

-

-

Thayne

389

54,696

506

29,569

1.7%

1,040

25,127

4.1%

1,718

4,416

8,903

738,817

3,330

456,309

0.7%

4,667

282,508

1.7%

8,206

922

16,995

1,704,435

6,465

1,029,590

0.6%

10,130

674,845

1.5%

17,338

1,020

Unincorporated
TOTAL
* U.S. Census
Bureau
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According to the HAZUS model output, Lincoln County would suffer a total of $17,338,000 in
total direct economic loss to buildings and 603 people would be displaced in the event of a
countywide 100-year flood. There would be a total of 8 damaged buildings, none of which would
be substantially damaged (>50% damaged). The Snake River meanders around Alpine through
the northern portion of the county. Hams Fork flows south and east close to Kemmerer. The Town
of Afton would suffer the most damage of the jurisdictions in the county, with a total direct
economic loss for buildings of $2,948,000 and 45 displaced people. The Town of Diamondville
has the greatest Percent Building Loss (2.2%), Percent Contents Loss (5.2%), and Per Capita Loss
($3,854) of the jurisdictions in the county. The unincorporated county would suffer $8,206,000
of total direct economic loss. The total county, incorporated and unincorporated, would suffer
0.6% Building Loss, 1.5% Contents Loss, and $1,020 Per Capita Loss.
Lincoln County has been mapped by the National Flood Insurance Program and has available
Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs). DFIRM coverage exists in small sections of
Lincoln County, near the Town of Alpine. DFIRM is considered to be best available data, and is
therefore represented here for comparison purposes. The DFIRM 1% Annual Chance and .2%
Annual Chance are represented on the Flood Hazards map at both the county scale and for each
of the municipalities. Lincoln County’s DFIRM 1% annual chance boundary is slightly wider than
the HAZUS 1% annual chance boundary; if used for analysis, loss estimates would likely be higher
in the unincorporated county. HAZUS floodplain coverage in the Town of Alpine, however, is
slightly more extensive on Greys River.
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Table 11: Potential Loss by Jurisdiction in Lincoln County 1% Annual Chance Flood Zone - FEMA
Jurisdiction

Building Count

Improved Value

Est. Content Value

Total Exposure

Potential Loss

Afton

7

$693,529

$346,765

$1,040,294

$260,073

Cokeville

2

$60,551

$30,276

$90,827

$22,707

103

$4,790,487

$2,981,384

$7,771,871

$1,942,968

55

$2,899,342

$1,542,836

$4,442,178

$1,110,544

La Barge

4

$903,818

$451,909

$1,355,727

$338,932

Opal

1

$34,520

$34,520

$69,040

$17,260

Lincoln Unincorporated

133

$22,203,202

$12,685,537

$34,888,739

$8,722,185

Total

305

$31,585,449

$18,073,225

$49,658,674

$12,414,669

Diamondville
Kemmerer

Table 12: Potential Loss by Jurisdiction and Property Type 1% Annual Chance Flood Zone - FEMA
Jurisdiction
Afton

Cokeville

Property Type

Total Exposure

Potential Loss

$693,529

$346,765

$1,040,294

$260,073

Total

7

$693,529

$346,765

$1,040,294

$260,073

Residential

2

$60,551

$30,276

$90,827

$22,707

2

$60,551

$30,276

$90,827

$22,707

17

$557,243

$557,243

$1,114,486

$278,622

4

$615,038

$615,038

$1,230,076

$307,519

82

$3,618,206

$1,809,103

$5,427,309

$1,356,827

103

$4,790,487

$2,981,384

$7,771,871

$1,942,968

Commercial

2

$66,542

$66,542

$133,084

$33,271

Exempt

2

$119,787

$119,787

$239,574

$59,894

Residential

51

$2,713,013

$1,356,507

$4,069,520

$1,017,380

Total

55

$2,899,342

$1,542,836

$4,442,178

$1,110,544

4

$903,818

$451,909

$1,355,727

$338,932

Exempt
Residential
Total

La Barge

Est. Content Value

7

Commercial

Kemmerer

Improved Value

Residential

Total

Diamondville

Building
Count

Residential
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Opal

Lincoln
Unincorporated

Total
Agricultural
Production

4

$903,818

$451,909

$1,355,727

$338,932

1

$34,520

$34,520

$69,040

$17,260

Total
Agricultural
Production

1

$34,520

$34,520

$69,040

$17,260

28

$2,300,305

$2,300,305

$4,600,610

$1,150,153

Commercial

2

$680,937

$680,937

$1,361,874

$340,469

Exempt

2

$186,629

$186,629

$373,258

$93,315

Residential

101

$19,035,331

$9,517,666

$28,552,997

$7,138,249

Total

133

$22,203,202

$12,685,537

$34,888,739

$8,722,185

Grand Total

305

$31,585,449

$18,073,225

$49,658,674

$12,414,669

Table 13: Potential Loss by Jurisdiction and Property Type 0.2% Annual Chance Flood Zone - FEMA
Jurisdiction
Cokeville

Diamondville

Kemmerer
Lincoln
Unincorporated

Property Type

Building
Count

Improved Value

Est. Content Value

Total Exposure

Potential Loss

Residential

7

$927,091

$463,546

$1,390,637

$347,659

Total

7

$927,091

$463,546

$1,390,637

$347,659

Commercial

1

$69,432

$69,432

$138,864

$34,716

Residential

2

$49,763

$24,882

$74,645

$18,661

Total

3

$119,195

$94,314

$213,509

$53,377

Commercial

1

$464,253

$464,253

$928,506

$232,127

Total

1

$464,253

$464,253

$928,506

$232,127

Residential

1

$644,157

$322,079

$966,236

$241,559

Total

1

$644,157

$322,079

$966,236

$241,559

12

$2,154,696

$1,344,191

$3,498,887

$874,722

Grand Total
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Table 14: NFIP Insurance Policies and Claims Analysis (as of April 30, 2016)

Total
Policies

Total
Coverage

Total
Premium

Total
Claims
Since 1978

Total
Claims
Paid
Since
1978

Total
Payments
Since 1978

CID

Community
Name

560068

Afton

1

$270,000

$2,590

0

0

$0

0

0

Alpine

0

$0

560033

Cokeville

1

$350,000

$370

0

0

560034

Diamondville

7

$900,900

$3,664

0

0

560035

Kemmerer

6

$743,400

$5,199

0

0

560108

La Barge

0

$0

$0

0

0

560098

Opal
Star Valley
Ranch

0

$0

$0

0

0

0

$0

$0

0

0

Thayne
Unincorporated
Lincoln County

0

$0

$0

0

0

22

$6,088,600

$11,894

7

5

$36,200.51

County Total

37

$8,352,900

$23,717

7

5

$36,200.51

560110
560109
560032

Source: http://www.fema.gov/policy-claim-statistics-flood-insurance and Wyoming Office of Homeland Security, State NFIP
Coordinator

The largest number of policies are in the Unincorporated County. Nine of the 22 policies are in the
AE Zone for a total coverage of $2,038,800. Four policies are in the A-Zone for a total coverage
of $899,800. The remaining nine policies are Preferred Risk located outside the mapped 100-year
floodplain for a total coverage of $3,150,000. The Town of Afton has one policy in the A-Zone
for a total coverage of $270,000. The Town of Cokeville has one Preferred Risk policy for a total
coverage of $350,000. The Town of Diamondville has five of its seven policies in the AE Zone
for a total coverage of $522,900. The remaining two are Standard policies located outside the
mapped 100-year floodplain for a total coverage of $378,000.The Town of Kemmerer has six
policies in the AE Zone for a total coverage of $743,400. The participating communities of Opal
and Star Valley Ranch have no policies in force. The communities of Alpine, La Barge and Thayne
do not participate in the NFIP.
There are no documented repetitive loss properties in the County, and neither the County nor any
community in the County participate in the FEMA CRS program.
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Table 15: NFIP Mapping Information
CID

Community
Name

Effective DFIRM
Date

NFIP Participation/Date Joined

560068

Afton

11/16/11

02/19/86

560118

Alpine

(NSFHA)

Non-participating

560033

Cokeville

11/16/11
11/16/11

02/19/87

560034

Diamondville

09/29/78
11/16/11

560035

Kemmerer
11/16/11

560108

La Barge

560098

Opal
Star Valley
Ranch

08/15/78
Sanction Date
11/16/12

11/16/11

560110
560109
560032

Thayne
Unincorporated
Lincoln County

05/09/97
(NSFHA)
11/16/11

02/10/12
Sanction Date
11/16/12

11/16/11

02/15/80

Hail
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to hail is not noticeably different from the other counties in the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of hail risk related to Lincoln County.
Hazardous Materials Sites
Hazardous materials sites are listed in the Critical Facilities section of this annex in Section 2.7.2.
Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of hazardous materials risk related to Lincoln County.
High Wind
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to high winds is not noticeably different from the other counties in
the region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of wind risk related to Lincoln County.
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
Relative to other counties in the Region, Lincoln County has a higher risk for landslides. The
HMPC noted slump issues around the county, and rock fall issues the Snake River; they also noted
that most landslide incidents and landslide risk occurs in areas that are undeveloped and
unincorporated, lessening their impact and making them more difficult to report and track.
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Figure 10: Lincoln County Landslide Hazard Map
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Two major highways and one county road in Lincoln County intersect landslide areas, as noted in
the table below.
Table 16: Highways Intersecting Landslide Hazard Areas
County

Lincoln

Road Type

Segment Count

Length (ft)

Length (m)

County Road

32

32,159

6.1

State Highway

16

13,390

2.5

US Highway

31

33,825

6.4

Total

79

79,375

15.0

Lightning
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to lightning is not noticeably different from the other counties in
the region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of lightning risk related to Lincoln County.
Mine Subsidence
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to mine subsidence is not noticeably different from other counties
in the region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of mine subsidence risk related to
Lincoln County.
Tornado
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to tornados is not noticeably different from other counties in the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of tornado risk related to Lincoln County.
Wildfire
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to wildfire is not noticeably different from other counties in the
region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of wildfire risk related to Lincoln County.
Winter Weather
Lincoln County’s vulnerability to winter weather is not noticeably different from other counties in
the region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of winter weather risk related to Lincoln
County.

8

Mitigation Capabilities Assessment

As part of the plan update, the Region and participating jurisdictions developed a mitigation
capability assessment. Capabilities are those plans, policies and procedures that are currently in
place that contribute to reducing hazard losses. Combining the risk assessment with the mitigation
capability assessment results in “net vulnerability” to disasters and more accurately focuses the
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goals, objectives, and proposed actions of this plan. The HMPC used a two-step approach to
conduct this assessment. First, an inventory of common mitigation activities was made through
the use of a matrix. The purpose of this effort was to identify policies and programs that were
either in place or could be undertaken, if appropriate. Second, the HMPC conducted an inventory
and review of existing policies, regulations, plans, projects, and programs to determine if they
contribute to reducing hazard related losses.

Lincoln County Mitigation Capabilities
This section presents Lincoln County’s mitigation capabilities. This assessment describes existing
capabilities, programs and policies currently in use to reduce hazard impacts or capabilities that
could be used to implement hazard mitigation activities. It addresses regulatory mitigation
capabilities and administrative/technical mitigation capabilities for the participating jurisdictions.
Lincoln County Regulatory Mitigation Capabilities
Table 17 lists planning and land management tools typically used by local jurisdictions to
implement hazard mitigation activities and indicates those that are in place in Sweetwater County.
Excerpts from applicable policies, regulations, plans and programs descriptions follow to provide
more detail on existing mitigation capabilities.
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Table 17: Lincoln County Mitigation Capabilities
Regulatory Tool (ordinances, codes, plans)

Y/N

County Comprehensive Plan

Y

Zoning ordinance

Y

Growth management ordinance

Y

Floodplain ordinance

N

Other special purpose ordinance (stormwater,
steep slope, wildfire)

Y

Building codes

N

Fire department ISO rating

N/A

Erosion or sediment control program

N

Stormwater management program

N

Site plan review requirements

Y

Capital improvements plan

Y

Economic development plan

N

Local emergency operations plan

Y

Other special plans

N

Flood insurance study or other engineering
study for streams

Y

Elevation certificates (for floodplain
development)

Y

Flood Damage Prevention Resolution

Y

Land Use Plan

Y

Subdivision & Development Regulations

Y

Lincoln County Administrative and Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Table 18 identifies the County personnel responsible for activities related to mitigation and loss
prevention in Sweetwater County.
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Table 18: Lincoln County Administrative/Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Personnel Resources

Yes/No

Planner/engineer with knowledge of land
development/land management practices

Y

Engineer/professional trained in
construction practices related to
buildings and/or infrastructure

N

Planner/engineer/scientist with an
understanding of natural hazards

N

Personnel skilled in GIS

N

Full time building official

N

Floodplain manager

Y

Emergency manager

Y

Grant writer

Y

Other personnel
GIS Data Resources
(Hazard areas, critical facilities, land use,
building footprints, etc.)

Y

Warning Systems/Services
(Reverse 9-11, cable override, outdoor
warning signals)

Y

Other

N/A

Wyoming State Mitigation Plan
The Wyoming State Mitigation Plan summarizes existing mitigation capabilities of each county
and some of their incorporated cities. The information was derived from county websites, the most
current Local Mitigation Plan, and through completed worksheets from the County Coordinators.
Below is a summary of Lincoln County’s mitigation capabilities from the Wyoming State
Mitigation Plan.
Wyoming State Mitigation Plan Summary of Lincoln County Mitigation Capabilities
Building
Codes
County
enforces a
building code

Comprehensiv
e Planning
2013
Comprehensive
Plan
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Floodplain
Management
DFIRM: 11/16/11
Planning Dept.
administers floodplain
development permits

GIS &
Planning
Planning
Dept. with 5
staff

Land Use
Regulations
Zoning and
subdivision
ordinances

Mitigation
Plan
Expired

Additional
Capabilities
N/A
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Regional Hazard Mitigation Goals

The mission of the Region 4 is to reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property. In order to
achieve this mission, the County HMPC identified five goals to guide hazard mitigation activities,
based off of the four goals in the 2016 State of Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan and mirroring
the goals of the other two counties in the region. The goals are:
1. Strengthen public infrastructure
2. Improve mitigation capabilities
3. Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
4. Reduce local costs of response and recovery
5. Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
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County Mitigation Projects

Hazard

All Hazards

Project

Identify areas across the county where access is inadequate—for example
Star Valley Ranch, Salt River Heights, Spring Canyon, Narrows Vista,
Commissary Ridge, Longview Estates, and foothills’ subdivisions near
Bedford and Turner.

Priority

Goal

Responsible Agency

Jurisdiction(s) Affected

Wyoming State Forestry
Division (WYSFD)

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Bureau of Land
Management
H

1

United States Forest Service
(USFS)
Local Fire Departments
Wildland Urban Interface
(WUI) grant staff

All Hazards

Complete the transportation plan for local needs.

M

1

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer;
unincorporated Lincoln
County; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch
La Barge; Thayne

All Hazards

Build a second road into Salt River Heights to mitigate access issues into
and out of the community

L

2

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Thayne

Avalanche

Map history of avalanche incidences in County

L

5

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Avalanche

Provide education materials for backcountry enthusiasts on avalancheprone areas and avalanche safety

H

5

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Unincorporated Lincoln
County
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Dam Inundation

Earthquake

Map out inundation layer below Cottonwood Dam to determine facilities
and people that could be impacted if dam were breached

Evaluate town, city and county-owned structures used by the public for
seismic vulnerability; prioritize needs and develop a schedule and plan to
complete seismic upgrades.

H

H

2

1

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Fort Bridger

Lincoln County Planning and
Engineering Office

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Wyoming Office of
Homeland Security (WYOHS)
Federal Emergency
Management Agency
(FEMA)

Earthquake

Earthquake

Evaluate critical infrastructure such as sewer and water systems, roads and
bridges for vulnerability to seismic events. Prioritize needs and develop a
schedule and plan to complete seismic upgrades.

Work with WYDOT to accomplish bridge retrofits and upgrades to reduce
vulnerability to seismic events.

WYOHS
H

1
FEMA

Lincoln County Road and
Bridge
M

Educate the public about earthquake risks and how to prepare for an
earthquake.

Unincorporated Lincoln
County

1
Wyoming Department of
Transportation (WYDOT)
WY Geological Survey
(WYGS)

Earthquake

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

M

5

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Media

Earthquake
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Identify seismically un-sound bridges and replace them

H

5

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

39

Flooding

Adopt a requirement that developers must address how surface and spring
water will be handled in proposed subdivisions.

H

1

Flooding

Notify landowners of risks so they can mitigate and/or be prepared.

M

2

Flooding

Remove dead and dying cottonwoods along ditches and the middle
channel of the Smith’s Fork around Cokeville to reduce flooding (and fuel)
concerns.

M

2

Earthquake; Flooding

Evaluate the Covey and Cook canals above the Flying J in Cokeville to
determine whether any design improvements could be made to prevent
flooding by these ditches in the event of an earthquake.

M

2

Flooding

Landslides

Maintain good standing with the NFIP; encourage sanctioned/nonparticipating communities to join the program.

Identify areas at high risk for landslides, and share this information with
developers and the public.

M

M

3

2

Lincoln County Planning and
Engineering Office

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Canal Company

Cokeville

Canal Company

Cokeville

Afton; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer;
unincorporated Lincoln
County; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch

Afton; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer;
unincorporated Lincoln
County; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch

La Barge; Thayne

La Barge; Thayne

WYGS

Afton; Alpine; Star Valley
Ranch; Thayne

Lincoln County Planning and
Zoning
Local Jurisdictions

Lightning
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Provide grounding for 22 communications sites across the county

H

3

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

40

Lincoln County Planning and
Engineering Office
Wildfire

Require all jurisdictions, public and private, to sign roads to standards
provided in the International Fire Code.

H

1

Communities

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Private Land Developers
Local Fire Departments

Wildfire

Develop evacuation plans for subdivisions/areas at high risk of wildland
fire.

M

2

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Community Subdivisions
WUI grant staff
Wildfire

Continue with the Wildland Urban Interface defensible space program in
the county.

H

2

Local fire departments
Homeowners
Lincoln County

Wildfire

Support hazard fuel reduction projects on all ownerships in the county.

Wildfire

Analyze water availability for firefighting across the county; identify the
most advantageous locations for water storage; pursue funding to
construct either above or below ground water storage facilities in these
locations.
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H

2

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch
Star Valley Ranch

H

2

Local Fire Departments
WYSFD

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County
Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

41

Lincoln County Emergency
Management
WYOHS

Wildfire

Get mutual aid agreements in place for all local jurisdictions for fire,
emergency medical, and law enforcement response.

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Attorney General
M

2
Lincoln County
Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch

Winter Storms

Develop evacuation plans for North and South Lincoln County for severe
winter storms.

M

2

Lincoln County Emergency
Management
Subdivisions

Winter Storms

Replace Star Valley Ranch street signs to facilitate emergency operations.

Hail; Lightning; Tornado; Wind;
Winter Storms

Work with the National Weather Service (NWS) to continue to train
weather spotters; hold at least one training in the county each year,
alternated between north and south Lincoln County locations.

H

2

Star Valley Ranch
National Weather Service
(NWS)

M

2
Lincoln County Emergency
Management
Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Winter Storms

Continue to educate people about the hazards associated with
supplemental heat sources through radio and television spots, newspaper
inserts, and brochures.

M

5

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

WYOHS

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County
Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Utilities
Media
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NWS
Winter Storms

Educate residents on how to prepare for winter storms through radio and
television spots, newspaper inserts, and brochures.

M

5

Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Afton; Alpine; Cokeville;
Diamondville; Kemmerer; La
Barge; Opal; Star Valley
Ranch; Unincorporated
Lincoln County

Media
Lincoln County Emergency
Management
Winter Storms

Host sessions for livestock producers around the county on preparing for
winter storms.

M

5

Unincorporated Lincoln
County

Lincoln County Agriculture
Extension Service
Wyoming Regional
Veterinary Coordinator
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WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
SWEETWATER COUNTY PLANNING ANNEX

SWEETWATER COUNTY PLANNING
ANNEX
1

Mitigation Planning and County Planning Team

As part of the regional planning process, each of the participating counties brought together County
Planning Teams to develop the mitigation plan and identify potential mitigation projects. The
following participants participated in the DMA planning process for Sweetwater County.








Town of Bairoil
Town of Granger
City of Green River
City of Rock Springs
Town of Superior
Town of Wamsutter
Unincorporated Sweetwater County

More details on the planning process followed and how the counties, municipalities and
stakeholders participated can be referenced in Chapter 3 of the base plan. Additional details on
what local government departments participated and who represented them are listed in Appendix
A.

2

Geography and Climate

Originally created on December 17, 1867 and named after the Sweetwater River, Sweetwater
County is the largest county in the state of Wyoming, and the eighth largest county in the United
States. It is twice the size of Connecticut and a mere 64 square miles smaller than the state of
Massachusetts. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the county has a total area of 10,491 square
miles. Counties adjacent to Sweetwater include Fremont, Carbon, Moffat, Daggett, Summit,
Uinta, Lincoln and Sublette. Most of the Great Divide Basin lies within Sweetwater County. Cities
in Sweetwater County include the county seat, Green River, and Rock Springs; incorporated towns
include Bairoil, Granger, Superior and Wamsutter.
Sweetwater County experiences a semi-arid climate with long, cold, dry winters and hot, slightly
wetter summers. The average annual temperature is 43.17 degrees, with average annual
precipitation around 8.02 inches per year.
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History

Sweetwater County became an official county within the Dakota Territory on December 17, 1867.
Formerly known as Carter County, the Wyoming Territory renamed the county for the Sweetwater
River. Sweetwater County lost territory to Uinta County, Johnson County, and Fremont County
between 1869 and 1886. At that point, the county achieved its present boundaries except for minor
adjustments.
The City of Green River was the starting point from which John Wesley Powell started his famous
expeditions of the Green River, the Colorado River and the Grand Canyon in the late 1800s.

4

Population Trends

As of the 2010 United States Census, there were a total of 43,806 people living in Sweetwater
County. With a population of 37,613 people recorded in the 2000 US Census, the county’s
population increased by 16.46% in that timeframe; much of this growth can be attributed to the
boom in the oil and gas industries. The county’s population was estimated at 44,626 in 2015,
showing a more modest growth rate of 1.8% over these five years.
The City of Green River and Rock Springs are the County’s principal population centers.
Population density is 4.2 persons per square mile. The county also contains the communities of
Bairoil, Granger, Superior and Wamsutter, 12 census-designated places and unincorporated
communities.
Table 1: Population Estimates for Communities 2010-2015

Bairoil
Granger
Green River
Rock Springs
Superior
Wamsutter

2010
105
138
12,409
22,998
331
450

2011
106
139
12,468
23,355
331
451

2012
108
141
12,758
23,968
336
461

2013
108
141
12,699
24,092
333
483

2014
107
140
12,623
23,971
329
503

2015
105
138
12,465
23,962
323
493

Source: American Factfinder, U.S. Census www.census.gov

Select Census demographic and social characteristics for Sweetwater County are shown in Table
2. The table indicates the proportion of the population that may have special needs, such as the
elderly or children under 5 years of age.
Table 2: Sweetwater County Demographic Profile
Sweetwater County, Wyoming
Population
Population, April 1, 2010

43,806

Population estimates, July 1, 2015

44,626
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Population, percent change - April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015 (estimate)

1.9

Age and Sex
Persons under 5 years, percent, July 1, 2015

7.2

Persons under 18 years, percent, July 1, 2015

26.9

Persons 65 years and over, percent, July 1, 2015

10.0

Female persons, percent, July 1, 2015

48.1

Race and Hispanic Origin*
White alone, percent, July 1, 2015

94.2

Black or African American alone, percent, July 1, 2015

1.4

American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent, July 1, 2015

1.3

Asian alone, percent, July 1, 2015

1

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent, July 1, 2015

0.2

Two or More Races, percent, July 1, 2015

1.9

Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015

15.8

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015

79.7

Education
High school graduate or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 20102014
Bachelor's degree or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 2010-2014

90.5
18.1

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/
*Hispanic or Latino is considered to be an ethnicity and not a race. People who identify themselves as Hispanic or Latino can
belong to one or more races. Therefore, the total percentage can be greater than 100%.

5

Development Trends

The county saw incremental population growth between 2010 and 2015, with the majority of new
residents taking root in Rock Springs. The economy of the county saw boosts and gains brought
on by a boom in energy prices; as those markets have moved toward more bust times, it can be
expected that the population may begin to contract.

6

Economy

The Sweetwater County Industry Profile reports on the large scale industrial development and
incentive programs to boost the economy. Minerals, water, and transportation are the largest
industries in the county; the county has been negatively impacted by the recent downturn in the
oil and gas industries. Representative industry employers include Tronox, Halliburton, Solvay
Minerals, Bridger Coal, Schlumberger, Union Pacific Railroad, and multiple other mining and
production companies that employ more than 5,000 people.
There were 1,338 separate employers identified by the U.S. Census in Sweetwater County in
2014, employing 17,350 people in the county. Median household income in the county is
$72,139, almost $19,000 higher than the national average. Below is a table displaying economic
characteristics in Sweetwater County from the US Census.
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Table 3: Sweetwater County Economic Profile
Characteristic
In civilian labor force, total, percent of population age 16 years+,
2010-2014
In
civilian labor force, female, percent of population age 16 years+,
2010-2014
Total accommodation and food services sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total health care and social assistance receipts/revenue, 2012
($1,000)
(c)
Total manufacturers’
shipments, 2012 ($1,000)
Total merchant wholesaler sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total retail sales, 2012 ($1,000)
Total retail sales per capita, 2012
Median household income (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Per capita income in past 12 months (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Persons in poverty, percent
Total employer establishments, 2014
Total employment, 2014
Total annual payroll, 2014
Total employment, percent change, 2013-2014
Total non-employer establishments, 2014

Sweetwater
County
72.6
63.9
128,948
150,238
1,575,543
921,443
20,356
69,448
30,500
9.8
1,338
17,350
999,800
1.7
2,176

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/
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Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment

Identified Hazards
The HMPC reviewed significant hazards for inclusion in the hazard mitigation plan. For the sake
of consistency, the hazards list began with the hazards list found in the State of Wyoming’s hazard
mitigation plan, published in 2016. Upon further review, the HMPC did not add any further
hazards.
Volcanoes, in particular the Yellowstone Caldera, could have a potentially destructive impact on
all of the counties in Region 4. Including volcano as a separate hazard was discussed. Because of
the inability to mitigate against a large-scale volcanic eruption, this hazard was not included in the
hazard assessment.
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Table 4: Overall Hazard Significance* Summary Table
Hazard
Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazardous
Materials
High Winds and
Downbursts
Landslide
Lightning
Mine
Subsidence
Tornado
Severe Winter
Weather
Wildfire

Sweetwater
County
Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Bairoil

Granger

Rock
Springs
Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Superior

Wamsutter

Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Green
River
Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low
Low
High
Medium
Medium?
Medium
Low
Medium

Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High
Low
High

High
Low
Low

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Medium

High
Low
Low

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

*Significance based on a combination of Geographic Extent, Potential Magnitude/Severity and Probability as defined below.
Ratings based on or interpolated from existing Hazard Mitigation Plans.

High: The criteria consistently fall along the high ranges of the
classification and the event exerts significant and frequent impacts on
the planning area. This rating is also sometimes utilized for hazards
with a high psychological impact or for hazards that the jurisdiction
identifies as particularly relevant.
Catastrophic: More than 50 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable or hindered
for more than 2 weeks, the medical response system is
overwhelmed for an extended period of time or many deaths
occur.
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Building Inventory and Assets
In addition to people, structures, critical facilities and infrastructure, and other important assets in
Sweetwater County are potentially exposed to hazards identified in this plan. Table 5 summarizes
the property inventory for the County and each participating jurisdiction, based on improvement
value (i.e. structures) and includes the building count and value grouped by parcel type and
jurisdiction. This as an assessment of the overall property exposed within the County and by
jurisdiction.
The 2016 Parcel and Assessor Data was obtained through the Wyoming Cama website
(http://cama.state.wy.us/) which is maintained by the Wyoming Department of Revenue. This
information provided the basis for building exposure and property types. The available data is
annually updated on the site and contains all counties within Wyoming. Data current as of 2015
was downloaded for all the counties within the Region and joined by Parcel Number in a separate
database for analysis using GIS. The focus of the analysis was on “improved” or developed
parcels. These parcels were identified based on an improvement value greater than zero. Abstract
Codes were used to identify occupancy type as shown in the following table, which includes
summations of total improved value for the various property types.
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Table 5: Sweetwater County’s Building Inventory and Value by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
Bairoil

Property Type

$489,289

$978,578

Residential

73

$1,231,013

$615,507

$1,846,520

Total

82

$1,720,302

$1,104,796

$2,825,098

5

$519,074

$519,074

$1,038,148

2

$205,428

$308,142

$513,570

31

$1,453,658

$726,829

$2,180,487

1

$5,973

$5,973

$11,946

39

$2,184,133

$1,560,018

$3,744,151

235

$75,761,274

$75,761,274

$151,522,548

1

$749,690

$1,124,535

$1,874,225

3,593

$586,680,752

$293,340,376

$880,021,128

1

$2,185

$2,185

$4,370

3,830

$663,193,901

$370,228,370

$1,033,422,271

720

$388,891,037

$388,891,037

$777,782,074

30

$31,310,792

$46,966,188

$78,276,980

6,650

$1,079,199,005

$539,599,503

$1,618,798,508

10

$3,880,534

$3,880,534

$7,761,068

7,410

$1,503,281,368

$979,337,262

$2,482,618,630

Commercial

13

$179,424

$179,424

$358,848

Residential

139

$5,992,465

$2,996,233

$8,988,698

Total

152

$6,171,889

$3,175,657

9,347,546

Commercial

53

$9,136,730

$9,136,730

$18,273,460

Residential

34

$3,703,478

$1,851,739

$5,555,217

Total
Agricultural
Production

87

$12,840,208

$10,988,469

$23,828,677

115

$11,740,164

$11,740,164

$23,480,328

Commercial

273

$73,713,234

$73,713,234

$147,426,468

5

$1,280,476

$1,280,476

$2,560,952

18

$30,628,079

$45,942,119

$76,570,198

1,383

$194,158,822

$97,079,411

$291,238,233

15

$2,772,744

$2,772,744

$5,545,488

1,809

$314,293,519

$232,528,148

$546,821,667

13,409

$2,503,685,320

$1,598,922,718

$4,102,608,038

Residential
Total
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total

South Superior

Wamsutter

Sweetwater
Unincorporated

Total Exposure

$489,289

Vacant Land

Rock Springs

Est. Content
Value

9

Industrial

Green River

Improved Value

Commercial

Commercial
Granger

Building
Count

Exempt
Industrial
Residential
Vacant Land
Total
Grand Total

Source: (http://cama.state.wy.us/)

Critical Facilities, Infrastructure, and Other Important Community Assets
A critical facility may be defined as one that is essential in providing utility or direction either
during the response to an emergency or during the recovery operation. FEMA’s HAZUS-MH loss
estimation software uses the following three categories of critical assets. Essential facilities are
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those that if damaged would have devastating impacts on disaster response and/or recovery. High
potential loss facilities are those that would have a high loss or impact on the community.
Transportation and lifeline facilities are a third category of critical assets. Examples of each are
provided below.
Essential Facilities

Hospitals and other medical
facilities

Police stations

Fire station

Emergency Operations Centers

High Potential Loss Facilities

Power plants

Dams and levees

Military installations

Hazardous material sites

Schools

Shelters

Day care centers

Nursing homes

Main government buildings

Transportation and Lifelines

Highways, bridges, tunnels

Railroads and facilities

Airports

Water treatment facilities

Natural gas and oil facilities and
pipelines

Communications facilities

HMPC members were asked to identify the assets in their respective jurisdictions that they
considered to be critical facilities or of particular importance/value. Table 5 displays the inventory
of these assets in Sweetwater County, by jurisdiction, as provided by the HMPC. Much of this data
has been captured in secure GIS databases and could be used in an overlay analysis. The HMPC
has noted which assets are threatened by specific hazards, if known. This has been supplemented
with limited GIS-based critical facility data from HAZUS-MH, for purposes of analysis, as
illustrated in Table 6Error! Reference source not found..
Table 6: Sweetwater County Critical Facilities by Function
Type

Facility Function

Jurisdiction

Fire Station

Bairoil Volunteer Fire Department

Bairoil

Law Enforcement

Bairoil Police Department

Bairoil

Public School

Bairoil Elementary

Bairoil

HAZMAT

Blacks Fork Gas Plant

Granger

HAZMAT

Tronox Granger

Granger

HAZMAT

Granger Gas Plant

Granger

Public School

Granger Elementary

Granger

Air Facility

Greater Green River Intergalactic Spaceport

Green River

Day Care Center

Daytime Day Care Center

Green River

Day Care Center

Green River Co-Op Preschool

Green River

Day Care Center

Kid & Company Daycare & Preschool

Green River

Day Care Center

Sweetwater County Child Development Center

Green River

Day Care Center

YWCA Early Care And Learning Center

Green River

Day Care Center

Julie Attebury

Green River

Day Care Center

Welcome to the Jungle

Green River

Day Care Center

Dana Loving Care

Green River

Day Care Center

Little Fox Den Daycare

Green River
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Type

Facility Function

Jurisdiction

Day Care Center

Daytyme Day Care Center

Green River

Day Care Center

Sweetwater Co. Child Dev. Center

Green River

Day Care Center

Joann Lopez

Green River

Day Care Center

Green River Co-Op Preschool

Green River

Day Care Center

Zella’s Day Care

Green River

Day Care Center

The Pumpkin Patch

Green River

Day Care Center

Walk N Roll

Green River

Day Care Center

Kid & Company Daycare and Pre-School

Green River

EMS

Castle Rock Ambulance Service

Green River

Fire Station

Green River Fire Department Station 1

Green River

Fire Station

Green River Fire Department Station 2

Green River

HAZMAT

Champion Technologies

Green River

HAZMAT

Gr/Rs/Sw Co. J.P.W.B. Water Treatment Facility

Green River

Law Enforcement

Green River

Nursing Home

Green River Police Department
Wyoming Game And Fish Department - Green River
Regional Office
Mission at Castle Rock

Private School

Green River Christian Academy

Green River

Public School

Expedition Academy

Green River

Public School

Green River High School

Green River

Public School

Harrison Elementary

Green River

Public School

Jackson Elementary

Green River

Public School

Lincoln Middle School

Green River

Public School

Monroe Intermediate School

Green River

Public School

Truman Elementary

Green River

Public School

Washington Elementary

Green River

Government

City Hall

Green River

Government

City Hall

Rock Springs

Government

Town Hall

Granger

Government

Town Hall

Wamsutter

Government

Town Hall

Superior

Government

Town Hall

Bairoil

Government

Courthouse

Green River

Utility

Questar

Rock Springs

Railroad

Union Pacific Railroad

Green River

Air Facility

Rock Springs-Sweetwater County

Rock Springs

Air Facility

Memorial Hospital

Rock Springs

College/University

Western Wyoming Community College

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

Enchanted Learning Preschool

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

Home Away From Home

Rock Springs

Law Enforcement
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Type

Jurisdiction

Day Care Center

Facility Function
Sweetwater County Child Development Center: Rock
Springs
The Learning Tree Preschool, Inc.

Day Care Center

Trinity Lutheran Little Lambs Preschool

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

Young At Heart Early Learning Center

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

YWCA Early Care Center

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

YWCA Learning Center

Rock Springs

EMS

Rock Springs Fire Department Headquarters

Rock Springs

EMS

Sweetwater County Fire District 1

Rock Springs

EMS

Sweetwater Medics Limited Liability Corporation

Rock Springs

Fire Station

Rock Springs

Fire Station

Rock Springs Fire Department Headquarters
Rock Springs Sweetwater County Airport Fire
Department
Sweetwater County Fire Department

Fire Station

Sweetwater County Fire District 1

Rock Springs

HAZMAT

Fleischli Oil Rock Springs Terminal

Rock Springs

HAZMAT

Simons Petroleum Inc Wyoming Bulk Plant

Rock Springs

HAZMAT

Sunroc Corp - Rock Springs Facility

Rock Springs

HAZMAT

Univar USA Inc Rock Springs

Rock Springs

Hospital

Memorial Hospital Of Sweetwater County

Rock Springs

Law Enforcement

Rock Springs Police Department

Rock Springs

Law Enforcement

Sweetwater County Sheriff’s Office - Rock Springs

Rock Springs

Law Enforcement

Wyoming Highway Patrol - Rock Springs

Rock Springs

Local EOC

Sweetwater County Emergency Operations Center

Rock Springs

Nursing Home

Sage View Care Center

Rock Springs

Private School

Holy Spirit Catholic School

Rock Springs

Public Health Department

Sweetwater County Public Health

Rock Springs

Public School

Desert View Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Black Butte High School

Rock Springs

Public School

Lincoln Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Northpark Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Overland Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Pilot Butte Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Rock Springs High School

Rock Springs

Public School

Rock Springs Junior High

Rock Springs

Public School

Walnut Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Westridge Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Stagecoach Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Head Start Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Eastside Elementary

Rock Springs

Public School

Sage Elementary

Rock Springs

Day Care Center

Fire Station
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Type

Facility Function
Superior Volunteer Fire And Emergency Medical
Services Department
Castle Rock Medical Center

Jurisdiction

Rock Springs

Fire Station

Aspen Mountain Medical Center
Superior Volunteer Fire And Emergency Medical
Services Department
Superior Police Department
Eden-Farson Fire Control District / Eden-Farson Valley
Ambulance Service
Eden-Farson Fire Control District / Eden-Farson Valley
Ambulance Service
Little America Holdings Fire Department

Law Enforcement

Bureau Of Land Management - Rock Springs Field Office

Sweetwater County

Law Enforcement

Sweetwater County Detention Center

Sweetwater County

Shelter Facility

Sweetwater County Events Complex

Sweetwater County

Power Plant

Pacificorp Jim Bridger Plant & Bridger Coal Co

Sweetwater County

Public School

Farson-Eden School

Sweetwater County

Public School

McKinnon Elementary

Sweetwater County

Public School

Thoman Ranch Elementary

Sweetwater County

Day Care Center

Little Ranch Hands

Wamsutter

EMS

Wamsutter Volunteer Fire Department

Wamsutter

Fire Station

Wamsutter Volunteer Fire Department

Wamsutter

Public School

Desert School

Wamsutter

EMS
Clinic
Hospital
Fire Station
Law Enforcement
EMS
Fire Station

South Superior
Green River

South Superior
South Superior
Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County

Natural, Historic, and Cultural Assets
Assessing the vulnerability of Sweetwater County to disasters also involves inventorying the
natural, historical, and cultural assets of the area. This step is important for the following reasons:





The community may decide that these types of resources warrant a greater degree of protection
due to their unique and irreplaceable nature and contribution to the overall economy.
If these resources are impacted by a disaster, knowing so ahead of time allows for more prudent
care in the immediate aftermath, when the potential for additional impacts are higher.
The rules for reconstruction, restoration, rehabilitation, and/or replacement are often different
for these types of designated resources.
Natural resources can have beneficial functions that reduce the impacts of natural hazards, such
as wetlands and riparian habitat, which help absorb and attenuate floodwaters.

Historic and Cultural Resources

By definition, a historic property not only includes buildings of other types of structures, such as
bridges and dams, but also includes prehistoric of Native American sites, roads, byways, historic
landscapes, and many other features. Given the history of the County, these types of historic
properties exist in the planning area.
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Information about historic assets in Sweetwater County came from the following sources:


The National Register of Historic Places is the Nation’s official list of cultural resources
worthy of preservation. The National Register is part of a national program to coordinate and
support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect historic and archeological
resources. Properties listed include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are
significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. The
National Register is administered by the National Park Service, which is part of the U.S.
Department of the Interior.

Table 7 lists the properties and districts in Sweetwater County that are on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Table 7: Sweetwater County Historic Properties
Jurisdiction

Address

Site
Finley Site, The

Eden

4 mi SE of Eden

Parting of the Ways

Farson

15 mi. NE of Farson

ETD Bridge over Green River

Fontenelle

Cty. Rd. CN4-8SS

Granger Station

Granger

In Granger

Sweetwater Brewery

Green River

48 W. Railroad Ave.

ETR Big Island Bridge

Green River

Cty. Rd. CN4-4

Expedition Island

Green River

US Post Office--Green River

Green River

S of Union Pacific RR bridge, near E bank of the Green
River
3 W. Flaming Gorge Way

Green River Downtown Historic
District
Arapahoe and Lost Creek Site
(48SW4882)
Stewart, Elinore Pruitt,
Homestead
Tolar Petroglyph Site

Green River
Hadsell Cabin

72-142 Flaming Gorge Way, 58-94 N. 1st St., 125-200 E.
Railroad Ave., 62-94 N. 1st E. St., Pedestrian Overpass
Address Restricted

McKinnon

Off UT 414

Point of Rocks

Address Restricted

Red Rock

Rawlins

SW of Rawlins

Reliance School and
Gymnasium
Reliance Tipple

Reliance

1321 Main St.

Reliance

E of US 187

City Hall

Rock Springs

4th and B Sts.

Point of Rocks Stage Station

Rock Springs

Off I-80

First National Bank Building

Rock Springs

502 S. Main St.

Gras House

Rock Springs

616 W. Elias

Dug Springs Station Site

Rock Springs

Address Restricted

Laclede Station Ruin

Rock Springs

Address Restricted

Rock Springs Elks' Lodge No.
624
Downtown Rock Springs
Historic District

Rock Springs

307 C St.

Rock Springs

Roughly bounded by K, 4th, C, 2nd, A and 5th Sts.
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Site
Wardell Court Historic
Residential District
Our Lady Sorrows Catholic
Church
Slovenski Dom

Jurisdiction

Address

Rock Springs

Wardell Crt., jct. with D St.

Rock Springs

A at Broadway

Rock Springs

513 Bridger Ave.

Taliaferro House

Rock Springs

106 Cedar St.

South Superior Union Hall

South Superior

Main and Bridge Sts.

Natural Corrals Archeological
Site (48SW336)
Eldon--Wall Terrace Site
(48SW4320)

South Superior

Address Restricted

Westvaco

Address Restricted

Sources: National Register Information System, www.nr.nps.gov/

Natural Resources

Natural resources are important to include in benefit-cost analyses for future projects and may be
used to leverage additional funding for projects that also contribute to community goals for
protecting sensitive natural resources. Awareness of natural assets can lead to opportunities for
meeting multiple objectives. For instance, protecting wetlands areas protects sensitive habitat as
well as attenuates and stores floodwaters.
A number of natural resources exist in Sweetwater County, including wetlands, endangered
species, and imperiled plant communities. The scenery itself, and access to the scenic backcountry,
are economic drivers for the County and its communities.
Wetlands

Wetlands are a valuable natural resource for communities, due to their benefits to water quality,
wildlife protection, recreation, and education, and play an important role in hazard mitigation.
Wetlands reduce flood peaks and slowly release floodwaters to downstream areas. When surface
runoff is dampened, the erosive powers of the water are greatly diminished. Furthermore, the
reduction in the velocity of inflowing water as it passes through a wetland helps remove sediment
being transported by the water. They also provide drought relief in water-scarce areas where the
relationship between water storage and streamflow regulation are vital.
Endangered Species

To further understand natural resources that may be particularly vulnerable to a hazard event, as
well as those that need consideration when implementing mitigation activities, it is important to
identify at-risk species (i.e., endangered species) in the planning area. An endangered species is
any species of fish, plant life, or wildlife that is in danger of extinction throughout all or most of
its range. A threatened species is a species that is likely to become an endangered species within
the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. Both endangered and
threatened species are protected by law and any future hazard mitigation projects are subject to
these laws. Candidate species are plants and animals that have been proposed as endangered or
threatened but are not currently listed.
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As of July 2016, there are five federally-recognized endangered, threatened, or candidate species
in Sweetwater County according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. These species are listed in
Table 8 along with state listed species.
Table 8: Endangered and Threatened Species in Sweetwater County
Scientific Name

Type of
Species

Status

Haliaeetus Leucocephalus

Bird

State Threatened (recovery)

Coccyzus americanus

Bird

Threatened

Ute ladies’-tresses

Spiranthes diluvialis

Flowering
Plant

Threatened

Black-footed ferret

Mustela Nigripes

Mammal

Endangered

Canis lupus

Mammal

Recovery

Common Name
Bald eagle
Yellow-billed cuckoo

Gray wolf
Source: http://www.fws.gov/endangered/

Vulnerability to Specific Hazards
This section details vulnerability to specific hazards, where quantifiable, only where it differs from
that of the Region. The results of detailed GIS analyses used to estimate potential for future losses
are presented here, in addition to maps of hazard areas and details by jurisdiction and building
type. For a discussion of the methodology used to develop the loss estimates refer to Chapter 4 of
the base plan. In many cases, Chapter 4 contains information that differentiates the risk by county,
thus the information is not duplicated here; an example of this is weather-related hazards, where
the risk does not vary significantly enough from the rest of the Region and thus the reader should
refer to Chapter 4. Only unique issues or vulnerabilities are discussed, where applicable. The
following hazards were profiled in the plan:















Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazards Materials
High Winds and Downbursts
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
Lightning
Mine Subsidence
Tornado
Wildfire
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Winter Weather

Avalanche
Vulnerability to avalanche is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of avalanche risk related to Sweetwater County.
Dam Failure
Sweetwater County has seven High Hazard and eight Significant Hazard dams.
Fontenelle Dam is a high hazard dam above the town of Green River, located in Lincoln County.
It was built between 1961 and 1964 on the Green River by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Reclamation
(USBR). The earth fill dam primarily impounds water for storage. It is owned and operated by the
USBR and is not subject to State regulation. It has an emergency plan and its last inspection was
July 24, 2008.
There has been one documented dam failure affecting the County. Fontenelle Dam suffered a
significant failure in 1965, when the dam's right abutment developed a leak. Emergency releases
from the dam flooded downstream properties, but repairs to the dam were successful.
The HMPC noted the construction of a new Joint Powers Water Board dam in Green River that
will soon be in service. The dam is part of a water holding facility for the water treatment plant,
and will be considered to be a high hazard dam due to its proximity to the city.
Refer to the HIRA in Chapter 4 for more information on dam failure risk to Sweetwater County.
Drought
Vulnerability to drought is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the Region
4 HIRA for a discussion of drought risk related to Sweetwater County.
Earthquake
The HMPC highlighted the Solvay Trona mine collapse as especially notable related to earthquake
hazard. Geologists still question whether the mine collapse was caused by a 5.1 magnitude
earthquake centered near the mine’s entrance, or whether the collapse of the mine caused the
earthquake that shook the area on February 3, 1995. The mine collapse trapped two miners, killing
one.
Refer to the Chapter 4 HIRA for a discussion of earthquake risk related to Sweetwater County.
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Expansive Soils
The Sweetwater HMPC noted that expansive soils are generally not an issue in Sweetwater
County, and HMPC members did not have much knowledge or history with this hazard. However,
representatives from the Town of Superior noted that they have expansive soils issues in their
community; pockets of risk exist throughout the county.
Flood
Flood hazards affect different areas of the county differently. The following maps show
approximate flood hazards in specific areas of Sweetwater County. No DFIRM exists for the
county or municipalities so an approximate, HAZUS-generated flood plain was used for analysis.
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Figure 1: Sweetwater County HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 2: Town of Bairol HAZUS Flood Hazards

Figure 3: Town of Granger HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 4: Town of Green River HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 5: City of Rock Springs HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 6: Town of Superior HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 7: Town of Wamsutter HAZUS Flood Hazards
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HAZUS Analysis

The following results show potential impacts from flooding, including the number or people vulnerable, total building exposure, and
associated costs related to a general flooding incident based on a 2010 HAZUS analysis.
Table 9: Estimated Economic Losses from Flooding - HAZUS

Municipality

Building
Loss
($K)

Contents
Loss ($K)

Inventory
Loss ($K)

Capital
Related
Loss
($K)

Relocation
Loss ($K)

Rental
Income
Loss ($K)

Wages
Loss ($K)

Total Loss
($K)

# of
Displaced
People

# of People
Needing
Short Term
Shelter

Bairoil

131

85

3

-

-

-

-

219

8

-

Granger

253

189

8

-

-

-

-

450

27

1

Green River

14,632

38,606

5,763

37

48

220

13

59,319

287

142

Rock Springs

47,111

54,899

1,941

151

196

584

95

104,977

1,729

1,380

South Superior
Wamsutter
Unincorporated
Area
TOTAL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

482

610

26

-

5

3

-

1,126

26

3

2,470

2,447

100

2

2

111

1

5,133

153

24

65,079

96,836

7,841

190

251

918

109

171,224

2,230

1,550
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Table 10: HAZUS Loss Estimation Additional Analysis

Municipality

2009
Population*

Bairoil

Total
Exposure
($K)

Building
Loss ($K)

Building
Exposure
($K)

%
Building
Loss

Contents
Loss ($K)

Contents
Exposure
($K)

%
Contents
Loss

Total Loss
($K)

Per Capita
Loss ($)

98

39,190

131

21,132

0.6%

85

18,058

0.5%

219

2,235

149

12,829

253

8,003

3.2%

189

4,826

3.9%

450

3,020

Green River

12,411

1,182,445

14,632

708,304

2.1%

38,606

474,141

8.1%

59,319

4,780

Rock Springs
South
Superior

20,905

2,180,998

47,111

1,312,746

3.6%

54,899

868,252

6.3%

104,977

5,022

242

32,254

-

20,231

0.0%

-

12,023

0.0%

-

-

310

34,302

482

21,357

2.3%

610

12,945

4.7%

1,126

3,632

7,111

642,597

2,470

380,628

0.6%

2,447

261,969

0.9%

5,133

722

41,226

4,124,615

65,079

2,472,401

2.6%

96,836

1,652,214

5.9%

171,224

4,153

Granger

Wamsutter
Unincorporate
d
TOTAL
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According to the HAZUS model output, Sweetwater County would suffer a total of $171,224,000
in total direct economic loss to buildings and 2,230 people would be displaced in the event of a
countywide 100-year flood. There would be a total of 543 damaged buildings, 162 of which would
be substantially damaged (more than 50% damaged). The Green River flows south across the
county, through the City of Green River and drains into the Flaming Gorge Reservoir. Bitter Creek
flows from the east, through Rock Springs and drains into the Green River. The Town of Rock
Springs would suffer the most damage in the county, with a total direct economic loss for buildings
of $104,977,000 and 1,729 displaced people. The Town of Rock Springs has both the greatest
Percent Building Loss (3.6%) and Per Capita Loss ($5,022). The Town of Green River has the
greatest Percent Contents Loss (8.1%) of the jurisdictions in the county. The total county,
incorporated and unincorporated, would suffer 2.6% Building Loss, 5.9% Contents Loss, and
$4,153 Per Capita Loss.
A parcel-based analysis was also done in 2016 to differentiate loss by building type and represents
a better inventory data set than the HAZUS level 1 data used in the previous tables. The results
are shown in the following tables and is consistent with the previous analysis in showing greatest
risk to Rock Springs. The risk is largely to residential properties but many commercial properties
as well.
Table 11: Sweetwater County 1% Annual Chance Flood Zone by Jurisdiction- HAZUS
Jurisdiction

Building
Count

Improved
Value

Est. Content
Value

Total
Exposure

Potential
Loss

Bairoil

6

$225,035

$167,847

$392,882

$98,221

Granger

3

$162,025

$81,013

$243,038

$60,759

Green River

96

$8,160,091

$5,149,744

$13,309,835

$3,327,459

Rock Springs

566

$105,291,297

$87,702,935

$192,994,232

$48,248,558

14

$803,620

$514,939

$1,318,559

$329,640

Wamsutter
Sweetwater
Unincorporated
Total
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$10,149,931

$8,407,544

$18,557,475

$4,639,369

740

$124,791,999

$102,024,020

$226,816,019

$56,704,005
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Table 12: Sweetwater County 1% Annual Chance Flood Zone by Jurisdiction and
Property Type
Jurisdiction
Bairoil

Granger

Green River

Property
Type

Wamsutter

Sweetwater
Unincorporated
Areas

Improved
Value

Est. Content
Value

Total Exposure

Potential
Loss

Commercial

2

$110,659

$110,659

$221,318

$55,330

Residential

4

$114,376

$57,188

$171,564

$42,891

Total

6

$225,035

$167,847

$392,882

$98,221

Residential

3

$162,025

$81,013

$243,038

$60,759

Total

3

$162,025

$81,013

$243,038

$60,759

Commercial

12

$2,139,397

$2,139,397

$4,278,794

$1,069,699

Residential

84

$6,020,694

$3,010,347

$9,031,041

$2,257,760

Total

96

$8,160,091

$5,149,744

$13,309,835

$3,327,459

155

$65,219,908

$65,219,908

$130,439,816

$32,609,954

Commercial
Rock Springs

Bldg
Count

Industrial

4

$2,447,332

$3,670,998

$6,118,330

$1,529,583

Residential

407

$37,624,057

$18,812,029

$56,436,086

$14,109,021

Total

566

$105,291,297

$87,702,935

$192,994,232

$48,248,558

Commercial

8

$226,257

$226,257

$452,514

$113,129

Residential

6

$577,363

$288,682

$866,045

$216,511

Total
Agricultural
Production

14

$803,620

$514,939

$1,318,559

$329,640

8

$535,629

$535,629

$1,071,258

$267,815

Commercial

16

$5,173,576

$5,173,576

$10,347,152

$2,586,788

Exempt

1

$72,549

$72,549

$145,098

$36,275

Industrial

1

$441,701

$662,552

$1,104,253

$276,063

Residential

29

$3,926,476

$1,963,238

$5,889,714

$1,472,429

Total

55

$10,149,931

$8,407,544

$18,557,475

$4,639,369

740

$124,791,999

$102,024,020

$226,816,019

$56,704,005

Grand Total

Flood Insurance Claims Analysis

The City of Rock Springs has the most flood insurance policies in the County. Of the 101 policies,
89 are in the AE Zone for a total coverage of $13,315,500, three are in the A Zone for total coverage
of $212,400, four are in the AO Zone for a total coverage of $1,731,800 and one is in the AH Zone
for a coverage of $1,000,000. The remaining four policies are for properties outside the mapped
100-year floodplain, one Standard for a coverage of $500,000 and two Preferred Risk for a total
coverage of $462,000. The Town of Green River has 31 total policies, 30 of which are in Zone
AE for a total coverage of $4,427,300 and one Preferred Risk policy for coverage of $280,000.
The remaining communities of Bairoil, Granger, Superior, Wamsutter and the Unincorporated
County do not participate in the National Flood Insurance Program.
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Repetitive Loss Properties: There are no reported Repetitive Loss properties in the County. The
HMPC noted repetitive flood damage to the Elk Street industrial area in Rock Springs in July 2015
and May 2016; this was additionally discussed during the public meeting for the County.
Community Rating System: Neither the County nor any of the communities participate in the
CRS program.
Table 13: NFIP Insurance Policies and Claims Analysis (as of April 30, 2016)
Community
Name

CID

Total
Policies

Total
Coverage

Total
Premium

Total
Claims
Since 1978

Total Paid
Claims
Since 1978

Total
Payments
Since 1978

Bairoil

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

560095

Granger

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

560050

Green River

31

$4,707,300

$43,790

1

0

$0

560051

Rock Springs

101

$17,221,700

$138,665

20

6

$893,648.62

Superior

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

Wamsutter
Unincorporated
County

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

132

$21,929,000

$182,455

21

6

$893,648.62

560087

County Total

Source: http://www.fema.gov/policy-claim-statistics-flood-insurance and Wyoming Office of Homeland Security, State NFIP
Coordinator

The table below notes which communities have been mapped and their participation status in the
NFIP. It is important to note that both the Town of Granger and unincorporated Sweetwater
County are considered sanctioned by the NFIP. These areas were mapped by FEMA, but chose
not to participate in the NFIP program. Reasons cited by the HMPC include concerns about
administrative requirements. For the purposes of this plan, these communities have no interest in
joining the NFIP in the foreseeable future. Bairoil, Superior and Wamsutter are not mapped and
are not required to participate.
Table 14: NFIP Mapping Information
CID

Community Name

Effective DFIRM Date

560095
560050
560051

Bairoil
Granger
Green River
Rock Springs

N/A
02/26/80
06/20/00
07/20/98

Non-Participating
Sanctioned 02/26/81
07/17/78
07/16/79

560087

Superior
Wamsutter
Unincorporated County

N/A
N/A
08/01/78

Non-Participating
Non-Participating
Sanctioned 08/01/79
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Critical Facility Analysis

A GIS analysis of critical facilities indicated that some are located in flood hazard areas. This
includes 45 bridges, four hazardous materials facilities, six communications towers, one day care
centers, and one public school in the 1% annual chance zone.
Hail
Vulnerability to hail is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the Region 4
HIRA for a discussion of hail risk related to Sweetwater County.
Hazardous Materials Sites
Hazardous Materials Sites are listed in the Critical Facilities section of this annex in Section 2.7.2.
Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of hazardous materials risk related to Sweetwater
County.
High Wind
Vulnerability to wind is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the Region 4
HIRA for a discussion of wind risk related to Sweetwater County.
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
Relative to other counties in the Region, Sweetwater County doesn’t suffer from as much landslide
risk. The HMPC noted slump issues around the county, and rock fall issues around Green River
and Superior; they also noted that most landslide incidents and landslide risk occurs in areas that
are undeveloped and unincorporated, lessening their impact and making them more difficult to
report and track.
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Figure 8: Sweetwater County Landslide Hazard Map

One major highway and six county roads in Sweetwater County intersect landslide areas, as noted
in the table below.
Table 15: Highways Intersecting Landslide Hazard Areas
County

Sweetwater

Road Type

Segment Count

Length (ft)

Length (m)

County Road

CR 21

1

5,529

1.0

County Road

CR 27

1

1,724

0.3

County Road

CR 33

5

3,260

0.6

County Road

CR 34

1

915

0.2

County Road

CR 36

4

1,772

0.3

County Road

CR 62

1

16,303

3.1

US Highway

US 191

10

8,343

1.6

23

37,845

7.2

Total
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Critical Facility Analysis

A GIS analysis of critical facilities indicated that none are located in the landslide hazard zone in
Sweetwater County.
Lightning
Vulnerability to lightning is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of lightning risk related to Sweetwater County.
Mine Subsidence
Sweetwater County and Rock Springs have unique risk to this hazard. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA
for a discussion of mine subsidence risk related to Sweetwater County.
Tornado
The HMPC noted that while tornadoes occur in the county, they historically occur in undeveloped
areas and are not very strong. Vulnerability to tornados is not noticeably different from the rest of
the region. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of tornado risk related to Sweetwater
County.
Wildfire
One method of estimating vulnerability to wildfires is to determine the value of structures that are
located within Redzones, or wildland fire building exposure values. Wildland fire building
exposure value is the value of buildings that can be potentially damaged by wildland fire in an
area. The Redzone analysis also includes a buffer zone to exhibit potential areas at risk within 2
miles of the Redzone. Since wildfires can spread rapidly, it is important to consider areas close to
the Redzone boundary. The table below summarizes Redzone exposure by property type and
jurisdiction in Sweetwater County.
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Table 16: Redzone Fire Hazard by Jurisdiction and Property Type
Jurisdiction
Granger

Green River

South Superior

Wamsutter

Sweetwater
Unincorporated

Property
Type
Commercial

Building
Count
5

Improved
Value
$1,171,481

Est. Content
Value
$1,171,481

Total Exposure

Residential

75

$20,595,367

$10,297,684

$30,893,051

Commercial

58

$28,141,675

$28,141,675

$56,283,350

Residential

582

$125,054,833

$62,527,417

$187,582,250

Total

720

$174,963,356

$102,138,256

$277,101,612

Commercial

12

$179,046

$179,046

$358,092

Residential

55

$1,986,780

$993,390

$2,980,170

Total

67

$2,165,826

$1,172,436

$3,338,262

Commercial

38

$4,867,209

$4,867,209

$9,734,418

Residential

23

$2,549,782

$1,274,891

$3,824,673

Total

61

$7,416,991

$6,142,100

$13,559,091

Agricultural
Production
Commercial

3

$101,136

$101,136

$202,272

24

$5,994,418

$5,994,418

$11,988,836

Industrial

2

$7,067,414

$10,601,121

$17,668,535

101

$23,243,820

$11,621,910

$34,865,730

2

$82,846

$82,846

$165,692

Total

132

$36,489,634

$28,401,431

$64,891,065

Grand Total

980

$221,035,807

$137,854,223

$358,890,030

Residential
Vacant Land

$2,342,962

Population
197.25

144.65

60.49

265.63

668

Winter Weather
Vulnerability to winter weather is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of winter weather risk related to Sweetwater County.

8

Mitigation Capabilities Assessment

As part of the regional plan development, the Region and participating jurisdictions developed a
mitigation capability assessment. Capabilities are those plans, policies and procedures that are
currently in place that contribute to reducing hazard losses. Combining the risk assessment with
the mitigation capability assessment results in “net vulnerability” to disasters and more accurately
focuses the goals, objectives, and proposed actions of this plan. The HMPC used a two-step
approach to conduct this assessment. First, an inventory of common mitigation activities was made
through the use of a matrix. The purpose of this effort was to identify policies and programs that
were either in place or could be undertaken, if appropriate. Second, the HMPC conducted an
inventory and review of existing policies, regulations, plans, projects, and programs to determine
if they contribute to reducing hazard related losses.
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Sweetwater County Mitigation Capabilities
This section presents Sweetwater County’s mitigation capabilities as well as the capabilities of the
City of Rock Springs and City of Green River that are applicable to the planning area. Some of
the highlights of existing capabilities include:








State Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) project has done mine reclamation and mitigation
Green River building code requirements for radon mitigation
CodeRED
Shelter-in-Place
Rock Springs Hazard Mitigation Plan
CERT
InciWeb

Sweetwater County Regulatory Mitigation Capabilities
The following table lists planning and land management tools typically used by local jurisdictions
to implement hazard mitigation activities and indicates those that are in place in Sweetwater
County. Excerpts from applicable policies, regulations, plans and programs descriptions follow to
provide more detail on existing mitigation capabilities.
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Table 17: Sweetwater County Mitigation Capabilities
Regulatory Tool (ordinances, codes,
plans)

Y/N

County Comprehensive Plan

Y

Zoning ordinance

Y

Growth management ordinance

Y

Floodplain ordinance

N

Other special purpose ordinance
(stormwater, steep slope, wildfire)

Y

Building codes

Y

Fire department ISO rating

Y

Erosion or sediment control program

N

Stormwater management program

N

Site plan review requirements

Y

Capital improvements plan

Y

Economic development plan

N

Local emergency operations plan

Y

Other special plans

N

Flood insurance study or other engineering
study for streams

Y

Elevation certificates (for floodplain
development)

Y

Flood Damage Prevention Resolution

Y

Land Use Plan

Y

Subdivision & Development Regulations

Y

Comments

Green River has ISO rating

As indicated in the table above, Sweetwater County has several plans and programs that guide the
County’s mitigation of development in hazard-prone areas.
Sweetwater County Administrative and Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Table 18 dentifies the County personnel responsible for activities related to mitigation and loss
prevention in Sweetwater County.
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Table 18: Sweetwater County Administrative/Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Personnel Resources

Yes/No

Planner/engineer with knowledge of land
development/land management practices

Y

Engineer/professional trained in
construction practices related to
buildings and/or infrastructure

Y

Planner/engineer/scientist with an
understanding of natural hazards

Y

Personnel skilled in GIS

Y

Full time building official

Y

Floodplain manager

Y

Emergency manager

Y

Grant writer

Y

Other personnel
GIS Data Resources
(Hazard areas, critical facilities, land use,
building footprints, etc.)

Y

Warning Systems/Services
(Reverse 9-11, cable override, outdoor
warning signals)

Y

Other

In addition to the capabilities described in Table 17 and Table 18, Sweetwater County has several
other capabilities and programs related to hazard mitigation. Other capabilities include
Community Emergency Response Teams (C.E.R.T.) and Search and Rescue (S.A.R.) teams, which
frequently work together.
Other Jurisdiction Capabilities
The City of Rock Springs has several plans and programs that guide the City’s mitigation of
development in hazard-prone areas. In 2011, the City passed a new ordinance regarding
contractors. This ordinance increases fines on non-licensed contractors who attempt to do business
with the City. The ordinance came about following severe hail storms in 2010.
City of Rock Springs Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2015

As part of the update to its master plan, Rock Springs incorporated a section on hazard mitigation,
compliant with the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, as part of its planning
process for its Master Plan update.
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The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan is to examine the types of facilities, infrastructure,
plans, policies and people that make up the emergency management community and make
recommendations for changes needed to minimize hazards and improve safety. In this way, the
23,036 residents (2010 Census) of the City of Rock Springs will live in a safer community that is
more disaster resistant.
Capability Summary
The Wyoming State Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan summarizes existing mitigation capabilities of
each county and some of their incorporated cities. The information was derived from county
websites, the most current Local Mitigation Plan, and through completed worksheets from the
County Coordinators. Below is a summary of Sweetwater County’s mitigation capabilities from
the Wyoming State Mitigation Plan, as well as additional updates provided by the planning
committee.
Table 19: Summary of Sweetwater County Mitigation Capabilities
Building
Codes
County
adopted IFC
not IBC
City of Rock
Springs has
adopted most
recent versions
of ICC code
suite (National
Electric,
Plumbing,
Mechanical,
Fire, Existing
Building)

Comprehensive
Planning
Comprehensive
Plan (2002)

Floodplain
Management
Rock Springs FIRM:
07/20/98

Growth
Management
Plan (2011)

Rock Springs
Floodplain
Development Permit
and LOMRs

City of Rock
Springs Master
Plan (2009)
City of Green
River
Comprehensive
Plan (2012)

GIS &
Planning
Sweetwater
county Map
Server

Land Use
Regulations
2015 Zoning
Resolution
Update

County Land
Use Director

2012
Subdivision
Regulations

City of Green River
FIRM 06/20/2000

City of Rock
Springs
Planner

Green River
Floodplain
Development Permit

City of Green
River GIS
Specialist

Mitigation
Plan
City of Rock
Springs
Approved;
Expires
5/24/18

Green River
Zoning
Ordinance
and
Subdivision
Ordinance

City of Green
River building
codes
City of Green
River I-Codes
(2015)
Source: Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016
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9

Regional Hazard Mitigation Goals

The mission of the Region 4 is to reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property. In order to
achieve this mission, the County HMPC identified five goals to guide hazard mitigation activities,
based off of the four goals in the 2016 State of Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan and mirroring
the goals of the other two counties in the region. See Chapter 5 in the base plan for additional
description of the development of the regional mitigation strategy. The goals are:
1. Strengthen public infrastructure
2. Improve mitigation capabilities
3. Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
4. Reduce local costs of response and recovery
5. Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
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County Mitigation Projects

Table 20: Sweetwater County Hazard Mitigation Projects
Hazard

Project

Flash flood mitigation – Drain cleaning
programs

Flood

Winter Storm

Hazardous
materials

Review identified shelters for access
to a generator; provide generators in
shelters that do not have them

Implement, teach and publicize a
shelter in place program for
hazardous materials incidents
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Priority

Goal

Responsible Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

City of Rock Springs
Public Works
Medium

3

Medium

1

5

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
Sweetwater County LEPC

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Rock Springs
Avoid flooding caused by blocked
storm drains subsequently
reducing property damage

Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Sweetwater County
Public Works

Medium

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

SHSP; PDM;
private
partners

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Sweetwater
County
Emergency
Management
budget

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Variable
depending on site
and equipment
chosen

Ongoing

Additional power supplies
available for all designated
shelters

Ongoing

Eliminates dangerous
consequences that could be
experienced by residents during a
hazardous materials release
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Hazard

Avalanche;
Dam Failure;
Drought;
Earthquake;
Expansive
Soils; Flood;
Hailstorm;
Hazardous
Materials;
Landslide;
Lightning;
Mine
Subsidence;
Tornados;
Wind; Winter
Weather
Avalanche;
Dam Failure;
Drought;
Earthquake;
Expansive
Soils; Flood;
Hailstorm;
Hazardous
Materials;
Landslide;
Lightning;
Mine
Subsidence;
Tornados;
Wind; Winter
Weather

Project

Develop a program to assess largescale events held in the county for
risks from all hazards, and implement
event-specific and/or more
permanent measures to mitigate
those risks

Priority

Medium

Goal

4

Responsible Agency

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

SHSP; EMPG;
current
agency
budgets

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

PDM

McKinnon

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Ongoing

Pre-event planning for mitigation
of and response to potential
hazards

Sweetwater County
Public Works
Implement addressing, signage and
routing of 911 calls in McKinnon
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High

4

Sweetwater County Joint
Communications Center

Quicker and more efficient
response for citizens

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
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Hazard

Mine
Subsidence

Project

Little America corridor pre-incident
planning for potential mine-related
pipeline damages

Priority

Medium

Goal

2

Responsible Agency

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

PDM

Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Ongoing

Further study of potential risks
and impacts related to mines;
combined efforts of mine
representatives, pipeline
operators and first responders to
mitigated the effects of mine
subsides on various pipelines and
to develop an incident action plan
for a potential event

PDM; private
industry

Rock Springs

Ongoing

Further study solutions for solving
flooding issues in the Elk Street
Industrial area in Rock Springs

Ongoing

Pre-determined parking areas for
travelers caught during storms;
mitigates traffic congestion on
community roads and streets

Ongoing

Educate public on the potential
impacts of an earthquake,
enabling them to potentially
mitigate against them

Pipeline Operators

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
Mitigate the impacts of Killpecker
Creek on the Elk Street industrial
corridor in Rock Springs

Flood

Medium

3

Army Corps of Engineers
Appropriate agencies
Property owners

Winter Storm

Identify additional parking areas for
travelers stuck during I-80 closures

Medium

4

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
Communities

Earthquake

Increase public awareness of
earthquake occurrence and impact
potential

Flood

Educate county and communities
about the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) and the impacts of
participation vs. non-participation

Medium

Continue participation in the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

High

Flood
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Medium

5

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
2
Wyoming Office of
Homeland Security

2

Participating
jurisdictions

Green River; Rock
Springs;
Wamsutter

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

None expected

Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County; Granger

Green River; Rock
Springs

Provide education about the NFIP,
and benefits and drawbacks of
participation for jurisdictions

Ongoing

Continued flood resilience for
participating communities
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal

Responsible Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

PDM

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Greater awareness of mine
subsidence and coal seam fire
hazards

PDM;
industry

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Greater awareness of potential
earthquake impacts on
underground pipelines; potential
to identify further mitigation
actions

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Reduced fuels for wildfire spread

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Sweetwater County
Emergency management

Mine
subsidence

Implement a program to educate the
public on the existence, location and
dangers of mine subsidence and
underground coal fire areas

Medium

5

Jurisdictions (mapping
departments, planning
and zoning, fire
departments)
Abandoned Mine Land
(AML)
Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)
Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Earthquake

Develop mapping for fault lines and
earthquake impacts to underground
pipelines

Medium

2

Green River Basin
Pipeline Association
Jurisdictions (Mapping
departments)
Sweetwater County Fire
Department
Community Fire
Departments

Wildfire

Implement wildfire fuels mitigation
projects across the County

Medium

3

Fire District #1
Bureau of Land
Management
Wyoming State Forestry
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal

Responsible Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Sweetwater County Fire
Department
Community Fire
Departments
Wildfire

Community protection plans

Medium

2

Fire District #1
Bureau of Land
Management

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Community protection plans
developed for jurisdictions

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Evacuation planning and routes
identified for communities
threatened by wildfire

Green River;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

More efficient response to dam
failure hazard

Wyoming State Forestry
Sweetwater County Fire
Department
Community Fire
Departments
Wildfire

Develop evacuation plans for wildfireprone areas in the county

Medium

4

Fire District #1
Bureau of Land
Management
Wyoming State Forestry
Bureau of Reclamation

Dam Failure

Participate in preparations for a
prospective Fontenelle Dam Failure
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Medium

4

Downstream
communities
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal

Responsible Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Hazardous
Materials

Implement a program for public and
first responder awareness of
hazardous materials

Green River Fire
Department
High

5
Regional Emergency
Response Team #4

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Mitigate personal injuries;
incident impacts

Sweetwater County Joint
Communications Center
Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
Wildfire

Fire prevention education

Medium

5

Local Fire Departments
Sweetwater County Fire
Warden

Bairoil; Granger;
Green River; Rock
Springs; Superior;
Wamsutter;
Unincorporated
Sweetwater
County

Ongoing

Public education of fire
prevention and mitigation

2020

Identification of potential for
storm-related flooding;
identification of further mitigation
measures based on plan

Green River Public
Works
Flood

City-Wide Storm Water Master Plan

High

2

Green River
Wyoming Department of
Water Quality
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WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
UINTA COUNTY PLANNING ANNEX

UINTA COUNTY ANNEX
1 Mitigation Planning History and County Planning Team
This plan is an update of the previous 2011 Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Plan. As part of the
regional planning process, each of the participating counties brought together County Planning
Teams to develop the mitigation plan and identify potential mitigation projects. The following
jurisdictions participated in the DMA planning process for Uinta County.






Town of Bear River
City of Evanston
Town of Lyman
Town of Mountain View
Uinta County

More details on the planning process followed and how the counties, municipalities and
stakeholders participated can be referenced in Chapter 3 of the base plan. Additional details on
which local government departments participated and who represented them are listed in Appendix
A.

2 Geography and Climate
The County has a total area of 2,088 square miles, of which 2,081 miles is land and 6.3 square
miles is water. It is the second-smallest county in Wyoming by total land area. The County’s
average elevation is 6,710 feet above sea level.
Uinta County is drier in the summer and sees more moisture in the winter than the national average.
The county averages ten inches of rain per year; the national average is 37 inches. Snowfall
average is 45 inches per year; the national average is 25 inches. Average highs in July hover
around 80 degrees; average lows in January hover around 11 degrees. The county averages 227
sunny days per year.

3 History
Uinta County was created on December 1, 1869 by the legislature of the Wyoming Territory.
Originally, it ran along the entire western border of Wyoming, including Yellowstone National
Park. The county was named for Utah’s Uinta Mountains, which are visible from many places in
the county. The county was given its present boundaries in 1911 when Lincoln County was created
out of the northern part of Uinta County.
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4 Population Trends
As of the 2010 United States Census, there were a total of 21,118 people living in Uinta County.
With a population of 19,742 people recorded in the 2000 US Census, the county’s population
increased by 6.96% in that timeframe. The county’s population was estimated at 20,822 in 2015,
showing population loss of 1.4% between 2010 and 2015.
The City of Evanston is the County’s principal population center. Population density is 4.2 persons
per square mile. The county also contains the towns of Bear River, Lyman and Mountain View,
and five census-designated places.
Table 1: Population Estimates for Communities 2010-2015

Bear River
Evanston
Lyman
Mountain View

2010
518
12,368
2,101
1,293

2011
519
12,218
2,085
1,293

2012
529
12,245
2,089
1,312

2013
517
12,263
2,089
1,316

2014
521
12,189
2,077
1,304

2015
518
12,133
2,074
1,294

Source American Factfinder, U.S. Census www.census.gov

Select Census demographic and social characteristics for Uinta County are shown in Table 2. The
table indicates the proportion of the population that may have special needs, such as the elderly or
children under 5 years of age.
Table 2: Uinta County Demographic Profile
Uinta County, Wyoming
Population
Population, Census, April 1, 2010

21118

Population estimates, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

20822

Population, percent change - April 1, 2010 (estimates base) to July 1, 2015, (V2015)

-1.4

Age and Sex
Persons under 5 years, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

7.6

Persons under 18 years, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

29.5

Persons 65 years and over, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

11.7

Female persons, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

49.7

Race and Hispanic Origin
White alone, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (a)

95.4

Black or African American alone, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (a)

0.8

American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (a)

1.3

Asian alone, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (a)

0.5
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Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (a)

0.2

Two or More Races, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

1.8

Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015) (b)

9.1

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent, July 1, 2015, (V2015)

87.4

Education
High school graduate or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 2010-2014

89.2

Bachelor's degree or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 2010-2014

18.7

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/
*Hispanic or Latino is considered to be an ethnicity and not a race. People who identify themselves as Hispanic or Latino can
belong to one or more races. Therefore, the total percentage can be greater than 100%.

5 Development Trends
The price of natural gas and energy has determined the economic trends in Uinta County for many
years. County property valuation is largely dependent on natural gas and the energy industry.
Currently, the trend is in a declining direction and this has to do with natural gas prices and the
fact that gas fields are mature and have decreased in production.
The county has increased in renewable energy by having companies install windmill farms to
produce electrical power. This development has been pushed by the national policy to move away
from fossil fuels. The trend may continue to gravitate to renewable energy.

6 Economy
Trade, transportation, warehousing and utilities are the largest industries in Uinta County,
accounting for 20.9% of the workforce. Education and health account for 12.4% of the workforce,
and construction accounts for 9.6%. Below is a table displaying economic characteristics in Uinta
County from the United States Census.
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Table 3: Uinta County Economic Profile
Characteristic
In civilian labor force, total, percent of population age 16 years+, 2010-2014
In civilian labor force, female, percent of population age 16 years+, 20102014
Total accommodation and food services sales, 2012 ($1,000) (c)
Total health care and social assistance receipts/revenue, 2012 ($1,000) (c)
Total manufacturers shipments, 2012 ($1,000) (c)
Total merchant wholesaler sales, 2012 ($1,000) (c)
Total retail sales, 2012 ($1,000) (c)
Total retail sales per capita, 2012 (c)
Median household income (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Per capita income in past 12 months (in 2014 dollars), 2010-2014
Persons in poverty, percent
Total employer establishments, 2014
Total employment, 2014
Total annual payroll, 2014
Total employment, percent change, 2013-2014
Total nonemployer establishments, 2014

Uinta County
68.9
61.5
35485
110315
204237
153892
389868
18543
56158
25778
10.0
596
8542
422803
10.8
1379

Source: U.S. Census Bureau www.census.gov/

7 Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
Identified Hazards
The Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee (HMPC) reviewed significant hazards for inclusion
in the hazard mitigation plan. For the sake of consistency, the hazards list began with the hazards
list found in the State of Wyoming’s Hazard Mitigation Plan, published in 2016. Upon further
review, the HMPC did not add any further hazards.
Volcanoes, in particular the Yellowstone Caldera, could have a potentially destructive impact on
all of the counties in Region 4. Including volcano as a separate hazard was discussed; because of
the inability to mitigate against a large-scale volcanic eruption, this hazard was not included in the
hazard assessment.
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Table 4: Overall Hazard Significance* Summary Table
Hazard
Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazardous
Materials
High Winds and
Downbursts
Landslide
Lightning
Mine
Subsidence
Tornado
Severe Winter
Weather
Wildfire

Uinta
County
Low
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Bear River

Evanston

Lyman

Low
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low
Low
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium

Mountain
View
Low
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium

Low
Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

Low
Medium

High

High

High

High

High

*Significance based on a combination of Geographic Extent, Potential Magnitude/Severity and Probability as defined below.
Ratings based on or interpolated from existing Hazard Mitigation Plans.

Geographic Extent
Negligible: Less than 10 percent of planning area or
isolated single-point occurrences
Limited: 10 to 25 percent of the planning area or limited
single-point occurrences
Significant: 25 to 75 percent of planning area or frequent
single-point occurrences
Extensive: 75 to 100 percent of planning area or consistent
single-point occurrences

Probability of Future Occurrences
Unlikely: Less than 1 percent probability of occurrence in the next
year, or has a recurrence interval of greater than every 100 years.
Occasional: Between a 1 and 10 percent probability of occurrence in
the next year, or has a recurrence interval of 11 to 100 years.
Likely: Between 10 and 90 percent probability of occurrence in the
next year, or has a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years
Highly Likely: Between 90 and 100 percent probability of occurrence
in the next year, or has a recurrence interval of less than 1 year.

Potential Magnitude/Severity
Negligible: Less than 10 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable for less
than 24 hours, injuries and illnesses are treatable with first
aid or within the response capability of the jurisdiction.
Limited: 10 to 25 percent of property is severely damaged,
facilities and services are unavailable between 1 and 7
days, injuries and illnesses require sophisticated medical
support that does not strain the response capability of the
jurisdiction, or results in very few permanent disabilities.
Critical: 25 to 50 percent of property is severely damaged,
facilities and services are unavailable or severely hindered
for 1 to 2 weeks, injuries and illnesses overwhelm medical
support for a brief period of time, or result in many
permanent disabilities and a few deaths.
Catastrophic: More than 50 percent of property is severely
damaged, facilities and services are unavailable or hindered
for more than 2 weeks, the medical response system is
overwhelmed for an extended period of time or many deaths
occur.

Overall Significance
Low: Two or more of the criteria fall in the lower classifications or the
event has a minimal impact on the planning area. This rating is also
sometimes used for hazards with a minimal or unknown record of
occurrences/impacts or for hazards with minimal mitigation potential.
Medium: The criteria fall mostly in the middle ranges of classifications
and the event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not
devastating. This rating is also sometimes utilized for hazards with a
high impact rating but an extremely low occurrence rating.
High: The criteria consistently fall along the high ranges of the
classification and the event exerts significant and frequent impacts on
the planning area. This rating is also sometimes utilized for hazards
with a high psychological impact or for hazards that the jurisdiction
identifies as particularly relevant.
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Building Inventory and Assets
In addition to people, structures, critical facilities and infrastructure, and other important assets in
Uinta County are potentially exposed to hazards identified in this plan. Table 5 summarizes the
property inventory for the County and each participating jurisdiction, based on improvement value
(i.e. structures) and includes the building count and value grouped by parcel type and jurisdiction.
This as an assessment of the overall property exposed within the County and by jurisdiction.
The 2016 Parcel and Assessor Data was obtained through the Wyoming CAMA website
(http://cama.state.wy.us/) which is maintained by the Wyoming Department of Revenue. This
information provided the basis for building exposure and property types. The available data is
annually updated on the site and contains all counties within Wyoming. Data current as of 2015
was downloaded for all the counties within the Region and joined by Parcel Number in a separate
database for analysis using GIS. The focus of the analysis was on “improved” or developed
parcels. These parcels were identified based on an improvement value greater than zero. Abstract
Codes were used to identify occupancy type as shown in the following table, which includes
summations of total improved value for the various property types.
Table 5: Uinta County’s Building Inventory and Value by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction

Property Type
Residential

Bear River

$39,278,553

2

$28,123

$28,123

$56,246

Total

221

$26,213,825

$13,120,974

$39,334,799

Commercial

340

$134,719,385

$134,719,385

$269,438,770

1

$2,958,058

$4,437,087

$7,395,145

3,441

$452,151,167

$226,075,584

$678,226,751

Vacant Land

Residential

11

$395,349

$395,349

$790,698

3,793

$590,223,959

$365,627,405

$955,851,364

Commercial

60

$8,121,809

$8,121,809

$16,243,618

Residential

632

$81,502,624

$40,751,312

$122,253,936

3

$27,748

$27,748

$55,496

695

$89,652,181

$48,900,869

$138,553,050

Commercial

46

$12,186,332

$12,186,332

$24,372,664

Residential

451

$63,559,291

$31,779,646

$95,338,937

Vacant Land
Total

Vacant Land

Uinta
Unincorporated

Total Exposure

$13,092,851

Total

Mountain View

Est. Content
Value

$26,185,702

Vacant Land

Lyman

Improved Value

219

Industrial
Evanston

Building
Count

5

$249,115

$249,115

$498,230

Total
Agricultural
Production

502

$75,994,738

$44,215,093

$120,209,831

206

$25,706,883

$25,706,883

$51,413,766

Commercial

183

$23,855,572

$23,855,572

$47,711,144

8

$2,391,700

$3,587,550

$5,979,250

Industrial
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Jurisdiction

Property Type
Residential
Vacant Land

Building
Count
1,721

Improved Value
$227,953,843

Est. Content
Value
$113,976,922

Total Exposure
$341,930,765

25

$526,252

$526,252

$1,052,504

Total

2,143

$280,434,250

$167,653,179

$448,087,429

Grand Total

7,354

$1,062,518,953

$639,517,519

$1,702,036,472

All County
Total

30,115

$5,130,741,708

$3,240,800,904

$8,371,542,612

Critical Facilities, Infrastructure, and Other Important Community Assets
A critical facility may be defined as one that is essential in providing utility or direction either
during the response to an emergency or during the recovery operation. FEMA’s HAZUS-MH loss
estimation software uses the following three categories of critical assets: Essential facilities are
those that if damaged would have devastating impacts on disaster response and/or recovery. High
potential loss facilities are those that would have a high loss or impact on the community.
Transportation and lifeline facilities are a third category of critical assets. Examples of each are
provided below.
Essential Facilities

Hospitals and other medical
facilities

Police stations

Fire station

Emergency Operations Centers

High Potential Loss Facilities

Power plants

Dams and levees

Military installations

Hazardous material sites

Schools

Shelters

Day care centers

Nursing homes

Main government buildings

Transportation and Lifelines

Highways, bridges, tunnels

Railroads and facilities

Airports

Water treatment facilities

Natural gas and oil facilities and
pipelines

Communications facilities

HMPC members were asked to identify the assets in their respective jurisdictions that they
considered to be critical facilities or of particular importance/value. Table 5 displays the inventory
of these assets in Uinta County by jurisdiction, as provided by the HMPC. Much of this data has
been captured in secure GIS databases and could be used in an overlay analysis. The HMPC has
noted which assets are threatened by specific hazards, if known. This has been supplemented with
limited GIS-based critical facility data from HAZUS-MH, for purposes of analysis, as illustrated
in the following table.
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Table 6: Uinta County Critical Facilities by Function
Type
Day Care Center

Facility Function
Buttons And Bows

Jurisdiction
Evanston

Day Care Center

Evanston Child Development Center

Evanston

Day Care Center

Lincoln Uinta Child Development Association

Evanston

Day Care Center

Trinity Lutheran Preschool

Evanston

EMS

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Evanston Station 1

Evanston

EMS

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Evanston Station 2

Evanston

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Evanston Station 1

Evanston

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Evanston Station 2

Evanston

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Evanston Station 3

Evanston

Evanston Water Treatment Plant

Evanston

HAZMAT

Sgl Carbon Fibers Lcc

Evanston

Hospital

Evanston Regional Hospital

Evanston

Hospital

Wyoming State Hospital

Evanston

Evanston Police Department

Evanston

Uinta County Emergency Operations Center

Evanston

Nursing Home

Bee Hive Homes Of Evanston

Evanston

Nursing Home

Rocky Mountain Care - Evanston

Evanston

Nursing Home

Tender Heart Assisted Living Facility

Evanston

HAZMAT

Law Enforcement
Local EOC

Public Health Department

Uinta County Public Health

Evanston

Public School

Aspen Elementary

Evanston

Public School

Clark Elementary

Evanston

Public School

Davis Middle School

Evanston

Public School

Evanston High School

Evanston

Public School

Evanston Middle School

Evanston

Public School

Horizon Alternative School

Evanston

Public School

North Evanston Elementary

Evanston

Public School

Uinta Meadows Elementary

Evanston

Public School

Wyoming State Hospital

Evanston

Uinta Urgent Care

Evanston

EMS

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Lyman

Lyman

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Lyman

Lyman

Lyman Police Department

Lyman

Lyman Intermediate School

Lyman

Lyman High School

Lyman

Public School

Lyman Middle School

Lyman

Public School

Urie Elementary

Lyman

Bridger Valley Child Development Center

Mountain View

Urgent Care Facility

Law Enforcement
National Shelter System
Facility
Public School

Day Care Center
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Type
Day Care Center
Fire Station
Law Enforcement

Facility Function
Children’s Learning Foundation

Jurisdiction
Mountain View

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Mountain View

Mountain View

Mountain View Police Department

Mountain View

Public School

Mountain View Elementary

Mountain View

Public School

Mountain View High School

Mountain View

Public School

Mountain View Middle School

Mountain View

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Almy

UINTA

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Bear River

UINTA

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Fort Bridger

UINTA

Fire Station

Uinta County Fire Protection District - Mcgraw

UINTA

HAZMAT

Anshutz Ranch East Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Ayres & Baker Pole & Post Inc

UINTA

HAZMAT

Blacks Fork Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Blacks Fork Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Bridger Lake Storage Facility

UINTA

HAZMAT

Carter Creek Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Chevron U.S.A. Production- Carter Creek Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Clear Creek Gas Storage Central Facility

UINTA

HAZMAT

Emigrant Trail Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Emigrant Trail Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Glasscock Hollow Field Production Facility

UINTA

HAZMAT

Millis Terminal

UINTA

HAZMAT

Painter Fractionation Facility

UINTA

HAZMAT

Painter Ngl/Nru Gas Plant

UINTA

HAZMAT

Silver Eagle Refining-Evanston

UINTA

HAZMAT

Whiting Oil & Gas - Taylor Ranch Fed 1 13-28

UINTA

HAZMAT

Whitney Canyon Gas Plant

UINTA

Uinta County Sheriffs Office / Uinta County Jail

UINTA

Western Center

UINTA

Ft. Bridger Elementary

UINTA

Scour Critical Bridge

2 Mi East Of Mount View

UINTA

Scour Critical Bridge

4 Mi. E. Of Mountain View

UINTA

Law Enforcement
Natural Gas Market Hub
Public School

Natural, Historic, and Cultural Assets
Assessing the vulnerability of Uinta County to disasters also involves inventorying the natural,
historical, and cultural assets of the area. This step is important for the following reasons:


The community may decide that these types of resources warrant a greater degree of protection
due to their unique and irreplaceable nature and contribution to the overall economy.
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If these resources are impacted by a disaster, knowing so ahead of time allows for more prudent
care in the immediate aftermath, when the potential for additional impacts are higher.
The rules for reconstruction, restoration, rehabilitation, and/or replacement are often different
for these types of designated resources.
Natural resources can have beneficial functions that reduce the impacts of natural hazards, such
as wetlands and riparian habitat, which help absorb and attenuate floodwaters.

Historic and Cultural Resources

By definition, a historic property not only includes buildings of other types of structures, such as
bridges and dams, but also includes prehistoric Native American sites, roads, byways, historic
landscapes, and many other features. Given the history of the County, these types of historic
properties exist in the planning area.
Information about historic assets in Uinta County came from the following sources:


The National Register of Historic Places is the Nation’s official list of cultural resources
worthy of preservation. The National Register is part of a national program to coordinate and
support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect historic and archeological
resources. Properties listed include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are
significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. The
National Register is administered by the National Park Service, which is part of the U.S.
Department of the Interior.

Table 7 lists the properties and districts in Uinta County that are on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Table 7: Uinta County Historic Properties
Site
Downtown Evanston Historic
District
Union Pacific Railroad Complex

Evanston

Address
Roughly bounded by Center, 9th 11th,
and Front Sts.
Main and 15th Sts.

Young, Brigham, Oil Well

Evanston

Address Restricted

Quinn, A. V., House

Evanston

1049 Center St.

St. Paul's Episcopal Church

Evanston

10th and Sage Sts.

Uinta County Courthouse

Evanston

Courthouse Sq.

US Post Office--Evanston Main

Evanston

221 Tenth St.

Bridger Antelope Trap

Evanston

Address Restricted

Wyoming State Insane Asylum

Evanston

831 WY 150 S

Union Pacific Railroad Complex
(Additional Documentation)
ERT Bridge over Black's Fork

Evanston

Main and 15th St.

Fort Bridger

Cty. Rd. CN19-217
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Site

Piedmont Charcoal Kilns

Hilliard

Address
On Black's Fork of Green River, near
the town of Fort Bridger
14 mi. NE of Hilliard

Triangulation Point Draw Site
District

Verne

Address Restricted

Fort Bridger

Jurisdiction
Fort Bridger

Sources: National Register Information System, www.nr.nps.gov/

Natural Resources

Natural resources are important to include in benefit-cost analyses for future projects and may be
used to leverage additional funding for projects that also contribute to community goals for
protecting sensitive natural resources. Awareness of natural assets can lead to opportunities for
meeting multiple objectives. For instance, protecting wetlands areas protects sensitive habitat as
well as attenuates and stores floodwaters.
A number of natural resources exist in Uinta County, including wetlands, endangered species, and
imperiled plant communities. Also, the scenery itself, and access to the scenic backcountry, are
economic drivers for the County and its communities.
Wetlands

Wetlands are a valuable natural resource for communities, due to their benefits to water quality,
wildlife protection, recreation, and education, and play an important role in hazard mitigation.
Wetlands reduce flood peaks and slowly release floodwaters to downstream areas. When surface
runoff is dampened, the erosive powers of the water are greatly diminished. Furthermore, the
reduction in the velocity of inflowing water as it passes through a wetland helps remove sediment
being transported by the water. They also provide drought relief in water-scarce areas where the
relationship between water storage and streamflow regulations are vital.
Endangered Species

To further understand natural resources that may be particularly vulnerable to a hazard event, as
well as those that need consideration when implementing mitigation activities, it is important to
identify at-risk species (i.e., endangered species) in the planning area. An endangered species is
any species of fish, plant life, or wildlife that is in danger of extinction throughout all or most of
its range. A threatened species is a species that is likely to become an endangered species within
the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. Both endangered and
threatened species are protected by law and any future hazard mitigation projects are subject to
these laws. Candidate species are plants and animals that have been proposed as endangered or
threatened but are not currently listed.
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As of July 2016, there are five federally-recognized endangered, threatened, or candidate species
in Uinta County, according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. These species are listed in Table
8, along with state listed species.
Table 8: Endangered and Threatened Species in Uinta County
Scientific Name

Type of
Species

Status

Haliaeetus Leucocephalus

Bird

State Threatened (recovery)

Coccyzus americanus

Bird

Threatened

Ute ladies’-tresses

Spiranthes diluvialis

Flowering
Plant

Threatened

Black-footed ferret

Mustela Nigripes

Mammal

Endangered

Canis lupus

Mammal

Recovery

Common Name
Bald eagle
Yellow-billed cuckoo

Gray wolf
Source: http://www.fws.gov/endangered/

Vulnerability to Specific Hazards
This section details vulnerability to specific hazards, where quantifiable, only where it differs from
that of the Region. The results of detailed GIS analyses used to estimate potential for future losses
are presented here, in addition to maps of hazard areas and details by jurisdiction and building
type. For a discussion of the methodology used to develop the loss estimates, refer to Chapter 4
of the base plan. In many cases, Chapter 4 contains information that differentiates the risk by
county, thus the information is not duplicated here. Only unique issues or vulnerabilities are
discussed, where applicable.
















Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Hazards Materials
High Winds and Downbursts
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
Lightning
Mine Subsidence
Tornado
Wildfire
Winter Weather
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Avalanche
Vulnerability to avalanche is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of avalanche risk related to Uinta County.
Dam Failure
Uinta County has three High Hazard and four Significant Hazard dams. The Stateline Dikes dams
are located in the upstream adjacent county of Summit, Utah. The seriousness of flooding hazards
in Uinta County comes from the risks posed by the dams.
The Stateline Dikes and Meeks Cabin reservoirs are above Mountain View and Fort Bridger. They
serve as holding basins for water runoff and provide some flood control for the County. Water
storage is their primary function, but flood control is a secondary benefit. The U. S. Federal Bureau
of Reclamation (USBR) regulates the amount of water discharged from reservoirs back into rivers.
The USBR takes responsibility for monitoring the dams and warning the County in case of dam
failure. Meeks Cabin was last inspected on September 1, 2009. The Stateline Dams were last
inspected on September 19, 2011.
Sulfur Creek Dam is above Evanston and the town of Bear River. It is owned by the City of
Evanston and is used just for water storage.
In the event of a dam break or breach, much of the developed county would be flooded in a short
period of time. Roads would have to be closed, power loss is likely, damage to homes and other
buildings would be significant, and injury or loss of life would be possible. The dam failures would
also result in a loss of water supply for almost all the communities in Uinta County. Although the
water levels would lower after a few days, the communities would be dealing with the damage and
effects of the flood for much longer.
There are inundation maps for Meeks Cabin, Stateline, Sulfur Creek and Woodruff Narrows dams.
Refer to the HIRA for more information on dam failure risk to Uinta County.
Drought
Vulnerability to drought is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the Region
4 HIRA for a discussion of drought risk related to Uinta County.
Earthquake
Vulnerability to earthquake is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of earthquake risk related to Uinta County.
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Expansive Soils
Vulnerability to expansive soils is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of expansive soils risk related to Uinta County.
Flood
Flood hazards affect different areas of the county differently. The following maps show flood
hazards in specific mapped areas of Uinta County.
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Figure 1: Uinta County HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 2: Town of Bear River HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 3: Town of Evanston HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Figure 4: Town of Mountain View HAZUS Flood Hazards
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Flood Vulnerability Assessment

Potential Loss in 100-year and 500-year Floodplains in Uinta County
The following data results from analysis of available HAZUS and DFIRM data, and shows
potential impacts from flooding, including the number or people vulnerable, total building
exposure, and associated costs related to a 100 year or 1% annual chance flood and where data
permits the 500 year or 0.2% annual chance flood. Two analyses are provided in this section. The
first is based on a GIS analysis using the latest DFIRM, which includes a LOMR that revised the
floodplain in Worland in 2013. The results of a 2010 HAZUS flood analysis are also included to
show additional economic losses and loss in areas that are not mapped by the NFIP.
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Table 9: Estimated Economic Losses from Flooding – HAZUS

Municipality
Bear River
Evanston
Lyman
Mountain
View
Unincorporat
ed
TOTAL

Cost
Building
Damage

Cost
Contents
Damage

Inventory
Loss

Relocatio
n Loss

Capital
Related
Loss

Wages
Loss

Rental
Income Loss

# of People
Needing
Short Term
Shelter

# of
Displaced
People

Total
Loss

97

63

1

1

-

-

-

162

24

10

6,824

7,294

398

31

21

51

17

14,636

583

453

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,435

3,278

36

13

24

63

-

5,849

368

204

4,408

4,260

189

14

18

25

3

8,917

464

255

13,764

14,895

624

59

63

139

20

29,564

1,439

922

Table 10: HAZUS Loss Estimation Additional Analysis

Municipality
Bear River
Evanston
Lyman
Mountain
View
Unincorporat
ed
TOTAL

2009
Population*

Total
Exposure
($K)

Building
Loss
($K)

Building
Exposure
($K)

% Building
Loss

Contents
Loss ($K)

Contents
Exposure
($K)

%
Contents
Loss

518

18,774

97

12,232

0.8%

63

6,542

1.0%

162

313

11,958

1,186,131

6,824

708,560

1.0%

7,294

477,571

1.5%

14,636

1,224

2,034

167,518

-

101,531

0.0%

65,987

0.0%

-

-

1,235

112,584

2,435

68,880

3.5%

3,278

43,704

7.5%

5,849

4,736

5,182

511,581

4,408

307,191

1.4%

4,260

204,390

2.1%

8,917

1,721

20,927

1,996,588

13,764

1,198,394

1.1%

14,895

798,194

1.9%

29,564

1,413

Total Loss
($K)

Per Capita
Loss ($)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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According to the HAZUS model output, Uinta County would suffer a total of $29,564,000 in total
direct economic loss to buildings and 1,439 people would be displaced in the event of a countywide
100-year flood. There would be a total of 155 damaged buildings, 69 of which would be
substantially damaged (>50% damaged). Along the western portion of the county, the Bear River
flows north through Evanston and Bear River. Blacks Fork flows north through the center of the
county. Smith’s Fork meanders through Mountain View and around Lyman. The City of Evanston
would suffer the most damage in the county, with a total direct economic loss for buildings of
$14,636,000 and 583 displaced people. The Town of Mountain View has the greatest Percent
Building Loss (3.5%), Percent Contents Loss (7.5%), and Per Capita Loss ($4,736) of the
jurisdictions in the county. The total county, incorporated and unincorporated, would suffer 1.1%
Building Loss, 1.9% Contents Loss, and $1,413 Per Capita Loss.
At the end of this annex, the following 3 maps are provided at the county scale and for each
municipality: the Flood Hazards map shows the HAZUS floodplain boundary, the Flood Depth
map shows HAZUS flood depth data, and the Building Loss map shows total building loss, in
dollars, by census block. It is important to note that the highest flood depth in the municipality
maps indicates the maximum depth for the county and is not representative of the highest depth in
that municipality.
Uinta County has been mapped by the National Flood Insurance Program and has available Digital
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs). DFIRM is considered to be best available data, and is
therefore represented here for comparison purposes. The DFIRM 1% Annual Chance and .2%
Annual Chance are represented on the Flood Hazards map at both the county scale and for each
of the municipalities. Uinta County’s DFIRM 1% annual chance boundary is slightly wider and
more extensive in the unincorporated county and in the Town of Bear River than is the HAZUS
1% annual chance boundary; if used for analysis, loss estimates would likely be higher in those
areas. In the Town of Mountain View, however, the HAZUS boundary covers a large portion of
the city that the DFIRM does not. For that town, analysis performed with DFIRM data would
yield lower results. HAZUS may also be overestimating the flood loss in Evanston, when
compared with the DFIRM.
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Table 11: Potential Loss by Jurisdiction in Uinta County - 1% Annual Chance Flood Zone
– FEMA
Jurisdiction

Building
Count

Improved Value

Est. Content
Value

Total Exposure

Potential
Loss

Bear River

68

$8,641,521

$4,334,822

$12,976,343

$3,244,086

Evanston

45

$5,221,791

$2,750,679

$7,972,470

$1,993,118

Mountain View
Uinta
Unincorporated

32

$6,467,890

$3,654,170

$10,122,060

$2,530,515

307

$44,896,450

$26,282,507

$71,178,957

$17,794,739

Total

452

$65,227,652

$37,022,178

$102,249,830

$25,562,458

Table 12: Potential Loss by Jurisdiction in Uinta County - 0.2% Annual Chance Flood
Zone - FEMA
Jurisdiction

Building
Count

Evanston

Improved Value

Est. Content
Value

Total Exposure

Potential
Loss

7

$420,228

$210,114

$630,342

$157,586

Mountain View
Uinta
Unincorporated

88

$8,566,013

$5,403,040

$13,969,053

$3,492,263

1

$71,109

$71,109

$142,218

$35,555

Total

96

$9,057,350

$5,684,263

$14,741,613

$3,685,403

Flood Insurance Claims Analysis

The table below lists details regarding the 17 total flood insurance policies in the County. The
largest number of policies are in the Unincorporated County The largest number of policies are in
the Unincorporated County. Of the 54 total policies, one is in Zone AE for a coverage of $186,000,
47 are in Zone A for a total coverage of $9,350,200, two are Preferred Risk policies located outside
of the mapped 100-year floodplain for a total coverage of $630,000, and four are Standard policies
outside of the 100-year mapped floodplain for total coverage of $1,710,000. The Town of Bear
River has two policies in Zone A for a total coverage of $384,000. The City of Evanston has three
policies in Zone AE for a total coverage of $520,000, six Preferred Risk policies for a total
coverage of $1,253,000 and four Standard policies for a total coverage of $910,000. The Town of
Mountain View has four polices in Zone AE for a total coverage of $630,000, four policies in Zone
A for a total coverage of $606,000, two Preferred Risk policies for a total coverage of $700,000
and one Standard policy for a coverage of $350,000. While the Town of Lyman has no mapped
Special Flood Hazard Area, it does have one Preferred Risk policy for a coverage of $350,000.
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Table 13: NFIP Insurance Policies and Claims Analysis (as of April 30, 2016)

CID

Community
Name

Total
Policies

Total
Coverage

Total
Premium

Total
Claims
Since
1978

Total Paid
Claims
Since 1978

Total
Payments
Since 1978

560103

Bear River

2

$384,000

$1,970

0

0

$0

560054

Evanston

13

$2,683,600

$7,457

1

0

$0

560075

Lyman

1

$350,000

$370

0

0

$0

560092

Mountain View

11

$2,286,000

$6,242

1

560053

Unincorporated
County

54

$11,876,200

$49,351

3

1

$10,132.57

County Total

81

$17,579,800

$65,390

5

1

$10,132.57

$0

Table 14: NFIP Mapping Information
CID

Community Name

FIRM Effective Date

NFIP Participation/Date Joined

560103

Bear River

02/17/10

10/12/01

560054

Evanston

02/17/10

07/17/78

560075

Lyman

02/17/10
NSFHA

07/15/85

560092

Mountain View

02/17/10

07/04/89

560053

Unincorporated
County

02/17/10

12/15/78

Critical Facility Analysis

A GIS analysis of critical facilities indicated that some are located in flood hazard areas, including
59 bridges and two day care centers in the 1% annual chance zone.
Hail
Vulnerability to hail is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the Region 4
HIRA for a discussion of hail risk related to Uinta County.
Hazardous Materials Sites
Hazardous Materials Sites are listed in the Critical Facilities section of this annex in Section 2.7.2.
Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of hazardous materials risk related to Uinta County.
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High Wind
Vulnerability to high winds is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of wind risk related to Uinta County.
Landslide, Debris Flow and Rockfall
The HMPC noted that most landslide incidents and landslide risk occurs in areas that are
undeveloped and unincorporated, lessening their impact and making them more difficult to report
and track.
Figure 5: Uinta County Landslide Hazard Map
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Two major highways and nine county roads in Uinta County intersect landslide areas, as noted in
the table below.
Table 15: Roads Intersecting Landslide Hazard Areas
County

Uinta

Road Type

Road Name

Segment Count

Length (ft)

Length (m)

County Road

CR 103

1

703

0.1

County Road

CR 150

6

2,061

0.4

County Road

CR 171

1

765

0.1

County Road

CR 173

1

840

0.2

County Road

CR 180

3

1,105

0.2

County Road

CR 267

1

820

0.2

County Road

CR 269

3

2,776

0.5

County Road

CR 279

3

16,614

3.1

County Road

CR 283

2

1,413

0.3

State Highway

WY 150

1

500

0.1

US Highway

US 189

8

5,398

1.0

30

32,994

6.2

Total

Critical Facility Analysis

A GIS analysis of critical facilities indicated that some are located in landslide hazard areas. This
includes four communications towers and one Hazmat facility.
Lightning
Vulnerability to lightning is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of lightning risk related to Uinta County.
Mine Subsidence
Vulnerability to mine subsidence is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to
the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of mine subsidence risk related to Uinta County.
Tornado
The HMPC noted that while tornadoes occur in the county, they historically occur in undeveloped
areas and are not very strong. Refer to the Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of tornado risk related
to Uinta County.
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Wildfire
One method of estimating vulnerability to wildfires is to determine the value of structures that are
located within Redzones, or wildland fire building exposure values. Wildland fire building
exposure value is the value of buildings that can be potentially damaged by wildland fire in an
area. The Redzone analysis also includes a buffer zone to exhibit potential areas at risk within 2
miles of the Redzone. Since wildfires can spread rapidly, it is important to consider areas close to
the Redzone boundary. The table below summarizes exposure in Uinta County.
Table 16: Redzone Fire Hazard by Jurisdiction and Property Type
Jurisdiction

Residential

Building
Count
97

Improved
Value
$11,233,946

Est. Content
Value
$5,616,973

Total
Exposure
$16,850,919

Total

97

$11,233,946

$5,616,973

$16,850,919

Residential

3

$839,137

$419,569

$1,258,706

Total
Agricultural
Production
Commercial

3

$839,137

$419,569

$1,258,706

1

$256,545

$256,545

$513,090

21

$3,051,271

$3,051,271

$6,102,542

Industrial

1

$341,476

$512,214

$853,690

Residential

73

$11,986,169

$5,993,085

$17,979,254

Total

96

$15,635,461

$9,813,115

$25,448,576

Grand Total

196

$27,708,544

$15,849,656

$43,558,200

Property Type

Bear River

Evanston

Uinta
Unincorporated

Populati
on
266.75

8.25

200.75

476

Winter Weather
Vulnerability to winter weather is not noticeably different from the rest of the region. Refer to the
Region 4 HIRA for a discussion of winter weather risk related to Uinta County.

8 Mitigation Capabilities Assessment
As part of the plan update, the Region and participating jurisdictions developed a mitigation
capability assessment. Capabilities are those plans, policies and procedures that are currently in
place that contribute to reducing hazard losses. Combining the risk assessment with the mitigation
capability assessment results in “net vulnerability” to disasters and more accurately focuses the
goals, objectives, and proposed actions of this plan. The HMPC used a two-step approach to
conduct this assessment. First, an inventory of common mitigation activities was made through
the use of a matrix. The purpose of this effort was to identify policies and programs that were
either in place or could be undertaken, if appropriate. Second, the HMPC conducted an inventory
and review of existing policies, regulations, plans, projects, and programs to determine if they
contribute to reducing hazard related losses.
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Uinta County Mitigation Capabilities
This section presents Uinta County’s mitigation capabilities. This assessment describes existing
capabilities, programs and policies currently in use to reduce hazard impacts or capabilities that
could be used to implement hazard mitigation activities. It addresses regulatory mitigation
capabilities and administrative/technical mitigation capabilities for the participating jurisdictions.
The following Hazard Mitigation Projects table comes from the Uinta County Hazard Mitigation
Plan.
Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Plan

The purpose of the Hazard Mitigation Plan is to examine the types of facilities, infrastructure,
plans, policies and people that make up the emergency management community and make
recommendations for changes needed to minimize hazards and improve safety.
Uinta County Regulatory Mitigation Capabilities
Table 17 lists planning and land management tools typically used by local jurisdictions to
implement hazard mitigation activities and indicates those that are in place in Uinta County.
Excerpts from applicable policies, regulations, plans and programs descriptions follow to provide
more detail on existing mitigation capabilities.
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Table 17: Uinta County Mitigation Capabilities
Regulatory Tool (ordinances, codes, plans)

Y/N

County Comprehensive Plan

Y

Zoning ordinance

Y

Growth management ordinance

Y

Floodplain ordinance

Y

Other special purpose ordinance (storm water,
steep slope, wildfire)

Y

Building codes

Y

Fire department ISO rating

N/A

Erosion or sediment control program

N

Storm water management program

N

Site plan review requirements

Y

Capital improvements plan

Y

Economic development plan

Y

Local emergency operations plan

Y

Other special plans

N

Flood insurance study or other engineering
study for streams

Y

Elevation certificates (for floodplain
development)

Y

Flood Damage Prevention Resolution

Y

Land Use Plan

Y

Subdivision & Development Regulations

Y

Uinta County Administrative and Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Table 18 identifies the County personnel responsible for activities related to mitigation and loss
prevention in Uinta County.
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Table 18: Uinta County Administrative/Technical Mitigation Capabilities
Personnel Resources

Yes/No

Department/Position

Planner/engineer with knowledge of land
development/land management practices

Y

Uinta County Planner

Engineer/professional trained in
construction practices related to
buildings and/or infrastructure

N

Contract Engineer

Planner/engineer/scientist with an
understanding of natural hazards

Y

Uinta County Planner

Personnel skilled in GIS

Y

Uinta County Planner

Full time building official

Y

Uinta County Planning
Office

Floodplain manager

Y

Uinta County Planner

Emergency manager

Y

Kim West, Emergency
Management Coordinator

Grant writer

N

Other personnel
GIS Data Resources
(Hazard areas, critical facilities, land use,
building footprints, etc.)
Warning Systems/Services
(Reverse 9-11, cable override, outdoor
warning signals)

Y

Uinta County Planner

Y

Code RED, IPAWS Sirens
in Evanston

Other

Capability Summary
The Wyoming State Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan summarizes existing mitigation capabilities of
each county and some of their incorporated cities. The information was derived from county
websites, the most current Local Mitigation Plan, and through completed worksheets from the
County Coordinators. Below is a summary of Uinta County’s mitigation capabilities from the
Wyoming State Mitigation Plan.
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Table 19: Summary of Uinta County Mitigation Capabilities
Building
Codes
County
administers
building
codes

Comprehensive
Planning
2011
Comprehensive
Plan
Evanston is
updating their
comprehensive
plan

Floodplain
Management
DFIRM: 02/17/10
Nice flood Insurance
webpage

GIS
&
Planning
GIS
and
Planning Staff

Land
Use
Regulations
Zoning
Permitting of
Small Septic
Systems
Subdivision
and
Land
Use

Mitigation
Plan
Approved;
Expired
2/29/16

Source: Wyoming Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2016

9 Regional Hazard Mitigation Goals
The mission of the Region 4 is to reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property. In order to
achieve this mission, the County HMPC identified five goals to guide hazard mitigation activities,
based off of the four goals in the 2016 State of Wyoming Hazard Mitigation Plan and mirroring
the goals of the other two counties in the region. The goals are:
1. Strengthen public infrastructure
2. Improve mitigation capabilities
3. Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
4. Reduce local costs of response and recovery
5. Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
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10Mitigation Projects
Table 20: New/Ongoing Projects
Project

All hazards
in HIRA

Develop and implement an
ongoing community education
program on the CodeRED system

High

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

All hazards
in HIRA

Siren system for other communities
and Bridger Valley with associated
training and public information

High

4

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

All hazards
in HIRA

Improve and increase the number
of sheltering and safe haven
facilities throughout the county

Medium

4

Uinta County
Emergency
Management/Red
Cross

All hazards
in HIRA

Implement proper addressing and
signage for response and
evacuation in Bridger Valley

Medium

4

All hazards
in HIRA

Implement improvements to radio
coverage in the Bridger Valley

High

4

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

All hazards
in HIRA

Develop bilingual emergency
preparedness information including
printed, radio and TV

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management
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Priority

High

Goal

Responsible
Agency

Hazard

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

Homeland
Security

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Ongoing

More people part of the
system; increased ability to
warn and educate public of
hazards identified in the HIRA

Lyman, Mt. View,
Bear River, Ft.
Bridger

$200, 000

2010

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County;
Bridger Valley

Unknown

Unknown

Improved resources for
emergency response and
public safety

Lyman, Mt. View,
Ft. Bridger

$100,000

2010

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$10,000

Ongoing

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

Bridger Valley

LEPC
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Hazard

Project

All hazards
in HIRA

Identify evacuation routes for major
public buildings; develop
associated training programs for
these routes

All hazards
in HIRA

Develop community-based public
education programs on emergency
preparedness for hazards identified
in the HIRA

All hazards
in HIRA

Develop and administer a grant
program for household emergency
preparedness kits

Flood

Review FEMA-updated flood maps
and ensure all areas of the county
are mapped

Flood

Bank stabilization of Smiths Fork
and Blacks fork in unincorporated
areas

Flood

Bank stabilization of Smiths fork
through the incorporated areas

Flood

Identify shelters in Lyman in case
of dam break and associated
flooding – equipping of existing
buildings so they can be used as
shelters (including emergency
generators)
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Priority

Goal

Responsible
Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

$50,000

Ongoing

Decreased risk of injury and
loss of life, increased ability to
educate public of hazard

1

Each Building Owner

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$30,000

Ongoing

Increased ability to educate
public of hazard risks and
preparedness

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$100,000

2015

Increased ability to educate
public of hazard risks and
preparedness

2

Uinta County
Floodplain Manager

FEMA

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

unknown

2020

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard,
increased ability to respond to
hazard

3

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

FEMA,
USRDA
Wyoming
state

Bridger Valley

Unknown

Ongoing

Reduced risk of flood claims,
protection of property

High

3

Town of Mountain
View

FEMA,
USRDA,
Wyoming
State

Mountain View

Unknown

Ongoing

Reduced risk of flood claims,
protection of property

High

4

UC Emergency
Mgt./Red Cross/
Lyman

Lyman

$100,000

2020

Improved resources for
emergency response and
public safety

High

Ongoing

Low

High

High
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal

Flood

Early warning/monitoring systems
on all dams- inflow and breach

Medium

3

Flood

Coordinated plan in Bridger Valley
on sheltering and evacuation
procedures in case of dam break

High

4

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Dam Owners

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$1 million

2025

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Lyman, Mt. View,
Ft. Bridger

$10,000

2010

Increased ability to respond to
hazard and decrease risk of
injury and loss of life

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$100 million

Ongoing

Decreased earthquake
damage, decreased risk of
injury or loss of life

$20 million

2025

Decreased earthquake
damage, increased ability and
resources for emergency
response

Responsible
Agency

Earthquake

Retrofit of schools

Ongoing

1

School Districts

Earthquake

Conduct a study of earthquake
resiliency on identified shelter
locations

Medium

1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Earthquake

Retrofit of Fire and Police Stations

Hazardous
Materials

Provide training and additional
personnel for hazardous materials
awareness and operations

Wildfire

Public Information on Wildfire Risk
Mitigation
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Low

Medium

Ongoing

Possible
Funding
Sources

Wyoming
State

1

Respective Owners

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

4

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$500,000

Ongoing

Improved resources and ability
to respond to hazard

5

Fire/ Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$50,000

Ongoing

Increased ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

LEPC
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Hazard

Project

Wildfire

Defensible space clearing to
decrease fire hazard around
homes

Drought

Increase the number of storage
facilities for potable water

OtherWeather

Distribute NOAA weather radios to
homes and businesses

Winter Storm

Build a natural gas substation

Winter Storm

Implement an emergency fuel
reserve during power loss to build
resiliency in fuel availability

Weather
Hazards

Implement the Weather-Ready
Ambassador Initiative in the county

Weather
Hazards

Encourage communities to achieve
the Stormready certification
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Priority

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Goal

Responsible
Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Ongoing

Decrease hazard around
homes, protect life and
property

Uinta County Fire
district

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

1

Affected Jurisdictions

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

Unknown

Unknown

Improved resources and ability
to respond to hazard

2

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

$20,000

2012

Improved ability to warn and
educate public of hazard

1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

2022

Extra point for natural gas
distribution; fuel system
resiliency

1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

2022

Fuel reserve for use during
periods of extreme power
consumption or power loss;
fuel system resiliency

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

2018

Promote storm-ready practices
across the county

5

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

Ongoing

Elevate community
preparedness for weatherrelated events

3
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Hazard

Project

Flood

Continue participation in National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
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Priority

High

Goal

2

Responsible
Agency

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected
Bear River;
Evanston; Lyman;
Mountain View;
Unincorporated
Uinta County

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Benefits

Ongoing

Resilience for communities
against flooding
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Completed Projects – 2011 Plan
Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal
(Previous
Plan)

Responsible
Agency

Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Notes

Multi-hazard

Reverse 911 system

Low

Goal 2

Uinta County
Emergency Services

Homeland
security

Entire County

$60,000

Completed

CodeRED implementation
fulfills role of this system

Multi-hazard

Enhanced 911 system to
include phone system phone
numbers and the integrate
with GIS information

High

Goal 3

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

911 Funds

Entire County

$40,000

Completed

Multi-hazard

Enhance siren system in
Evanston

Ongoing

Goal 2

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Homeland
Security

Evanston

$80,000

Completed

Multi-hazard

Dispatch communications
improvements – back-up
system and integration of
GIS info

High

Goal 2

Uinta County
Communications
Department

911 Funds

Entire County

$400,000

Completed

Multi-hazard

Training on existing
Mapping/GIS system

High

Goal 3

Uinta County Planning

Entire County

$30,000

Completed

Flood

Updated Flood Maps

High

Goal 3

Uinta County
Floodplain Manager

FEMA

Entire County

unknown

Completed

Flood

Flood inundation maps for
Sulphur Creek

High

Goal 3

City Engineer
Evanston

City of
Evanston

Evanston

$40,000

Completed

Flood

Bridges over dikes, bank
stabilization projects
including El Caballo area

High

Goal 1

FEMA

Bear River

$600,000

Completed

Flood

Early warning/monitoring
systems on all dams- inflow
and breach

Medium

Goal 2

Entire County

$1 million

Completed
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal
(Previous
Plan)

Responsible
Agency

Flood

Coordinated plan in Bridger
Valley on sheltering and
evacuation procedures in
case of dam break

High

Goal 2

Uinta County
Emergency
Management
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Possible
Funding
Sources

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Lyman, Mt. View,
Ft. Bridger

$10,000

Completed

Notes
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Cancelled Projects – 2011 Plan
Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal
(Previous
Plan)

Responsible
Agency

Multihazard

Adoption of Uniform Building
Code by Uinta County

Medium

Goal 1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Earthquake

Retrofit of old high school
gym, bowling alley at
fairgrounds

Medium

Goal 1

School Districts/UC

Earthquake

Retrofit of highway
bridges/tunnels

Low ongoing

Goal 1

Earthquake

Retrofit of railway
bridges/facilities

Low

Goal 1

Earthquake

Retrofit of Hospitals

Medium ongoing

Earthquake

Retrofit of Airport facilities

Low

Goal 1

Earthquake

Retrofit of Major Buildings (for
example: Wells Fargo
Building)

Medium

Goal 1

Wildfire

Installation and maintenance
of water storage facilities for
Wildfire suppression

Low

Goal 1

Fire District

Wildfire

Increase water storage facility
at the Uinta County Youth
Camp

Medium

Goal 1

Uinta County
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Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Explanation

Entire County

Unknown

2025

No support

Wyoming
State

Evanston

Unknown

2010

No funding

WyDOT

WyDOT

Entire County

Unknown

Ongoing

No funding

UP Railroad

UP
Railroad

Entire County

Unknown

Ongoing

No funding

ERH/State Hosp.

Evanston and
Entire County

Unknown

Unknown

No funding

Airport Boards

Evanston and
Entire County

Unknown

Unknown

No funding

Evanston

Unknown

Unknown

No funding

Bridger Valley

$100,000

2025

No funding

$100,000

2025

No funding

Goal 1

Possible
Funding
Sources
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Hazard

Project

Priority

Goal
(Previous
Plan)

Responsible
Agency

Drought

Water delivery improvements
for Mountain View, Fort
Bridger and Lyman. Direct
line from reservoir to
community water systems

High

Goal 1

Other –
communicab
le diseases

GIS software tracking system

Low

Tornado

Tornado warning
communication system

Would be
tied into
existing
warnings

Winter Storm

Winter Storm

Additional shelter facilities (in
existing buildings) for stranded
visitors; back-up supplies for
static population

Personal hygiene kits for
stranded travelers

Medium

Jurisdiction(s)
Affected

Estimated
Project Cost

Estimated
Completion
Date

Explanation

Joint Powers Board

Lyman, Mt. View,
Ft. Bridger

$20 million

2025

No funding

Goal 3

Public Health

Entire County

$10,000

2005

No funding

Goal 2

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Entire County

See siren
projects

Goal 1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management

Possible
Funding
Sources

See siren
No funding
projects

Entire County

Unknown

Unknown

No funding

Entire County

$10,000

2012

No funding

Entire County

$20,000

2012

No funding

American Red
Cross

Medium

Goal 1

Uinta County
Emergency
Management
American Red
Cross

Weather

NOAA weather Radios in
homes and businesses
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Medium

Goal 2

Uinta County
Emergency
Management
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HAZARD MITIGATION PLANNING COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

APPENDIX A. HAZARD MITIGATION PLANNING
COMMITTEE CONTACT LISTS
Table A.1.

Lincoln County HMPC Contact List

Representatives

Name

Email

Phone

jhokanson@lcwy.org

307-887-7543

jgunter@lcwy.org

307-877-2126

County Participants
Lincoln County Office of
Emergency Management

Jay Hokanson

Lincoln County Office of
Emergency Management

Jodie Gunter

Lincoln County Public
Health

Dean Burnham

dburhnham@lcwy.org

307-885-4763

Lincoln County
Information Technology

Darwin Parker

darwin@lcwy.org

307-887-2011

Lincoln County
Information Technology

Destry Dearden

dtdearden@lcwy.org

307-887-2102

Lincoln County Sheriff’s
Office

Brian Andrews

bandrews@lcwy.org

307-885-5231

Lincoln County Board of
Commissioners

Jerry Harmon

jharmon@lcwy.org

307-877-2003

Lincoln County Board of
Commissioners

Kent Connelly

kconnelly@lcwy.org

307-877-2001

Lincoln County Board of
Commissioners

Robert King

rking@lcwy.org

307-877-2002

Superintendent

Matt McCloud

mmcloud@lcwy.org

-

Sheriff

Shane Johnson

sjohnson@lcwy.org

-

Lincoln County
Information Technology

Stephen Malik

smalik@lcwy.org

-

County Attorney

Spencer Allred

sallred@lcwy.org

-

Lincoln County Firewise

Jesica Lozier

jlozier@lswy.org

307-679-0626

mayor@aftonwyoming.gov

-

Town of Afton
Mayor
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Neuenschwander
Afton City Council

Bill Hoopes

Administrator

Hyun Kim

bhoopes@mac.com

-

hyunkim@aftonwyoming.gov

-

Town of Alpine
Mayor

W. Kennis Lutz

town@alpinewy.org

-

Cokeville City Council
(also representing
Lincoln County
Conservation District)

DeMont Grandy

demont.grandy@wy.nacdnet.net

307-279-3256

Clerk

Jody Harmon

tocclerk@allwest.net

307-279-3227

diamondvillepd1@gmail.com

307-877-6251

307-248-0673

Town of Cokeville

Town of Diamondville
Diamondville Police
Department

Mike Thompson

Mayor

Eric Backman

backman7@gmail.com

Mayor

Zem Hopkins

zhopkins@kemmerer.org

Administrative Services

Glenda Young

gryoung@kemmerer.org

307-828-4075

Larry Stepp

labarge1@union-tel.com

307-386-2676

Jane Broadhead

townofopal@gmail.com

City of Kemmerer
-

Town of La Barge
Mayor
Town of Opal
Town Clerk

-

Town of Star Valley
Ranch
Star Valley EMS

Paul Terry

plterry@cut.net

801-376-2857

Star Valley EMS

Mary Jo Parker

mparker@sumcwy.org

307-690-1122

Mayor

Kathleen Buyers

kbuyers@starvalleyranch.org

307-883-8696

Town Administrator

Greg Wilkes

admin@starvalleyranch.org

-

Town of Thayne
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Mayor

A DeLand
Lainhart

thaynemayor@silverstar.com

-

Special Districts
Greys River Ranger
District – US Forest
Service

Anita DeLong

akdelong@fs.fed.us

307-886-5300

Lincoln County
Conservation District

Brenda
Lazcanotegui

brenda.lazcanotegui@nacdnet.net

307-279-3256

melinda.gibson@wyo.gov

307-777-4917

bhoopes@mac.com

307-248-3268

Stakeholders - State
Wyoming Office of
Homeland Security

Melinda Gibson

Wyoming National Guard
– Military Families

Bill Hoopes

Federal
US Forest Service

Adriene Holcomb

adrieneholcomb@fs.fed.us

-

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Gary Blazejewsk

garyblazejewski@wy.usda.gov

-

Neighboring County
Emergency
Management
Coordinators
Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Judy Roderick

Uinta County Emergency
Management

Kim West

roderickj@sweet.wy.us

307-922-5371

kiwest@uintacounty.com

307-783-0327

kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com

303-820-4661

mackenzie.bosher@amecfw.com

303-820-4869

Other
Amec Foster Wheeler

Kyle Karsjen

Amec Foster Wheeler

Mackenzie
Bosher
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Table A.2. Sweetwater County HMPC Contact List
Representatives

Name

Email

Phone

Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Judy Roderick

roderickj@sweet.wy.us

307-922-5371

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Tamara Twitchell

twitchellt@sweet.wy.us

307-922-5369

Sweetwater County Public
Works

Gene Legerski

legerskig@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3921

Sweetwater County
Sheriff’s Office

Rick Hawkins

hawkinsr@sweet.wy.us

307-352-4910

Sweetwater County Fire
Department

T.J. Hunt

huntt@sweet.wy.us

307-231-6555

Sweetwater County
Planning and Zoning

Mark Kot

kotm@sweet.wy.us

-

Sweetwater County Fire
Department

Michael
Bournazian

bournazianm@sweet.wy.us

-

Board of County
Commissioners

Randy Wendling

wendlingr@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3893

Board of County
Commissioners

Wally Johnson

johnsonw@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3899

Board of County
Commissioners

Reid West

westr@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3895

Board of Commissioners

John Kolb

kolbj@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3894

Board of Commissioners

Don Van Matre

vanmatred@sweet.wy.us

307-872-3889

Town of Bairoil
Bairoil Police Department

Larry Prince

larryp.police@townofbairoil.com

-

Mayor

Sue Rigano

townofb@outlook.com

-

Clerk Treasurer

Sheila Wakefield

townofb@outlook.com

Maintenance Department

Wallace Godwin

townofb@outlook.com

307-324-7653
-

Water and Sewer
Department
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Town of Granger
Mayor

Sandy Allen

grangermayor@gmail.com

-

Green River Public Works

Mark
Westenskow

mwestenskow@cityofgreenriver.
org

307-872-6525

Green River Fire
Department

Mike Liberty

mliberty@cityofgreenriver.org

307-872-0545

Green River Community
Development

Laura Leigh
Profaizer, CFM

lleigh@cityofgreenriver.org

307-872-6146

jim-wamsley@rswy.net

307-352-1477

mayor@superiorwyoming.net

307-362-8173

City of Green River

City of Rock Springs
Rock Springs Fire
Department

Jim Wamsley

Town of Superior
Mayor

Roe Miller

Town Clerk

Mikki Mayes

-

307-362-8173

Town of Wamsutter
Mayor

Rob Phipps

mayor@wamsutter-wy.org

-

Sweetwater County
Conservation District

Dwight Bliss

dbliss@swccd.us

307-362-5257

Sweetwater County
Conservation District

Karen Pecheny

admin@swccd.us

307-362-5257

Sweetwater County District
Board of Public Health

Karla Roich

roichk@sweet.wy.us

307-922-5406

Blake Ecker

blake.ecker@memorialpp.com

307-320-3228

melinda.gibson@wyo.gov

307-777-4914

Special Districts

Local Utilities
Memorial Production
Partners
State of Wyoming
Wyoming Office of
Homeland Security

Melinda Gibson

Neighboring County
Emergency Management
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Coordinators
Lincoln County Emergency
Management

Jay Hokanson

Uinta County Emergency
Management

Kim West

jhokanson@lcwy.org

307-877-2126

kiwest@uintacounty.com

307-783-0327

kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com

303-820-4661

mackenzie.bosher@amecfw.com

303-820-4869

Other
Amec Foster Wheeler

Kyle Karsjen

Amec Foster Wheeler

Mackenzie
Bosher
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Table A.3. Uinta County HMPC Contact List
Representatives

Name

Email

Phone

kiwest@uintacounty.com

307-783-0327

ccole@uinta1.com

307-679-8335

Uinta County
Uinta County Emergency
Management
Coordinator

Kim West

Uinta County School
District #1

Clarissa Cole

Uinta County School
District #1

George Dickerson

gdickerson@uintacounty.com

307-799-7060

Uinta County IT

Wes Holmes

weholmes@uintacounty.com

307-708-5431

Uinta County Weed and
Pest

Chris Hinone

uintawp@hotmail.com

307-789-9289

kiproffit@uintacounty.com

307-781-9203

depodzamsky@uintacounty.com

307-747-6510

Uinta County Public
Health

Kim Proffit

Uinta County
Communications and
911 Services

Dean Podzamsky

Uinta County Sheriff’s
Office

Rowdy Dean

rodean@uintacounty.com

307-783-1003

Uinta County Economic
Development

Gary Welling

gawelling@uintacounty.com

307-783-0318

Uinta County Fire
Department
Uinta County Planning
and Development

Tim Overy

Kent Williams

tovery@allwest.net

kewilliams@uintacounty.com

-

307-783-0318

Uinta County Fire
Marshal

Rusty Megeath

rmegeath@allwest.net

Uinta County Sheriff’s
Office

Doug Matthews

domatthews@uintacounty.com

307-783-1000

Eric Quinney

quinney@allwest.net

307-789-8558

Dave Dasher

ddasher@nglconnection.net

Uinta County Emergency
Services

-

Bear River
Bear River Public Works
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Evanston
Evanston Police
Department

Ken Pearson

kpearson@evanstonpd.com

307-783-6400

Evanston Police
Department

Mike Vranish

mvranish@evanstonpd.com

307-783-6400

Lyman Police
Department

Tom W. Clark

tclarke@lymanpd.com

307-787-6500

Lyman Police
Department

Shelly Wakley

swakley@lymanpd.com

Paul Arnell

parnell19@hotmail.com

307-782-3100

Sweetwater County
Emergency Management

Judy Roderick

roderickj@sweet.wy.us

307-922-5371

Uinta County Emergency
Management

Kim West

kiwest@uintacounty.com

307-783-0327

Melinda Gibson

melinda.gibson@wyo.gov

307-777-4914

susan.dasher@wyo.gov

307-779-5907

kevin.barjenbruch@noaa.gov

801-524-5113

Lyman

-

Mountain View
Mountain View Police
Department
Neighboring County
Emergency
Management
Coordinators

State of Wyoming
Wyoming Office of
Homeland Security
Wyoming Public Health

Susan Dasher

Federal
National Weather
Service

Kevin Barjenbruch

Other
Rocky Mountain Power

Ron Wild

-

307-352-5236

Civil Air Patrol

Harry W.C. Oberg

wy4mason@netscape.net

Amec Foster Wheeler

Mackenzie Bosher

mackenzie.bosher@amecfw.com

303-820-4869

Amec Foster Wheeler

Kyle Karsjen

kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com

303-820-4661
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WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
APPENDIX B
PLAN PARTICIPANTS AND PROCESS
DOCUMENTATION

LINCOLN COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
350 6th Ave
Afton, WY 83110
307-885-3626

1040 Justice Center Dr
Kemmerer, WY 83101
307-877-2126

Jay Hokanson
Dean Burnham

Jodie Gunter

To Whom It May Concern:
Lincoln County is initiating the process for the update of the Lincoln County MultiHazard Mitigation Plan. The plan is being updated in accordance with the 5 year
update cycle as required by the Disaster Mitigation (DMA) Act of 2000. In 2016
the county is participating in a regional hazard mitigation planning effort that will
include neighboring Sweetwater and Uinta counties. The purpose of this plan is
to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the people and property of Lincoln County
from the effects of hazard events. DMA 2000 requires all local governments to
have an approved Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan in place in order to maintain their
eligibility for certain Pre- and Post disaster funding utilized to protect communities
from future disaster damages. The emphasis of DMA 2000 is on creating an
ongoing, community-wide planning process that involves the planning team, the
public and other key stakeholders, and results in a Hazard Mitigation Plan that is
formally adopted by the governing boards of participating jurisdictions
The purpose of this plan is to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the people and
property of Lincoln County from the effects of natural hazard events. The
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires all local governments to assess their
risks to natural hazards and identify actions that can be taken in advance to
reduce future losses. The law requires all local governments and districts to
have an approved Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan to be eligible for certain federal
disaster assistance and hazard mitigation funding programs. If your jurisdiction
participated in the 2011 Plan development process, you will need to participate in
this process to maintain eligibility for mitigation funding.

A County Planning Team (CPT) will be formed to support this project, and will
include representatives from the County, incorporated cities and towns, special
districts, and other local, state and federal agencies that serve Lincoln County.
We are sending you this notice and invite you to participate as a member of the
CPT. As a member, you will have the opportunity to contribute information about
past natural hazard events, the impact these events had on the community, and
review and provide comments on the draft Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Suggested representation from each participating entity should include:
city/town management, community planning and zoning, floodplain
administration, public works/engineering, road and bridge, building department,
police and fire department/district. The responsibilities of the entity will include:
·
Attend planning team meetings (2 meetings over the next 6 months are
planned)
·
Assist in identifying the unique risks that affect your jurisdiction
·
Update the progress on and identify mitigation actions/projection for your
jurisdiction
·
Assist in public involvement efforts
·
Distribute, review and comment on the draft plan
·
Formally re-adopt the hazard mitigation plan
County Emergency Management is taking the lead on this project. Planning
assistance is being provided through the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security
who has contracted with Amec Foster Wheeler to facilitate the process and
update the document.
Two planning workshops and a public meeting are scheduled as part of this effort
in order to meet the goal of producing a final draft for FEMA review in September
2016:
Workshop 1: Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment and Goals update
Date: Wednesday, May 25th, 2016 from 2:00 – 5:00 pm.
Workshop 2: Mitigation Strategy update
Date: Wednesday, June 22nd, 2016 from 2:00 – 5:00 pm.
Public meeting:
Date: Wednesday, June 22nd, 2016 from 5:30-7:00 pm.
All meetings will be held at:
In Kemmerer at 1050 Justice Center Dr in the Sheriff’s Office conference room.
In Afton at 421 Jefferson in the conference room.
This will be a video conference.

In addition there will be a monthly coordination conference call for the region.
This will be an opportunity to stay abreast of planning activities and project
deadlines. The timing and call in information is:
First Wednesday of each month
Time: 2:00 PM
Call in: 1-866-229-2329, Pin 85681
Please designate at least one representative to serve on the committee and
attend the meetings and be included on an email distribution list. Now is a good
time to revisit the plan to identify specific items that have changed in the past five
years. These may include:
·
Hazard events that have impacted the community or surrounding area or
infrastructure
·
Studies related to hazard such as drainage, floodplain, wildfire, landslides or
other geologic hazards
·
Progress made on mitigation actions identified in the plan
·
Community outreach or education programs on hazards
·
Improvements in capabilities related to hazard mitigation
Amec Foster Wheeler will be providing additional guidance for the plan update.
Looking forward to your participation in the upcoming meetings.

Sincerely
Lincoln County Emergency Management

LINCOLN COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
350 6th Ave
Afton, WY 83110
307-885-3626

1040 Justice Center Dr
Kemmerer, WY 83101
307-877-2126

Jay Hokanson
Dean Burnham

Jodie Gunter

To Whom It May Concern:
Lincoln County is initiating the process for the update of the Lincoln County MultiHazard Mitigation Plan. The plan is being updated in accordance with the 5 year
update cycle as required by the Disaster Mitigation (DMA) Act of 2000. In 2016
the county is participating in a regional hazard mitigation planning effort that will
include neighboring Sweetwater and Uinta counties. The purpose of this plan is
to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the people and property of Lincoln County
from the effects of hazard events. DMA 2000 requires all local governments to
have an approved Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan in place in order to maintain their
eligibility for certain Pre- and Post disaster funding utilized to protect communities
from future disaster damages. The emphasis of DMA 2000 is on creating an
ongoing, community-wide planning process that involves the planning team, the
public and other key stakeholders, and results in a Hazard Mitigation Plan that is
formally adopted by the governing boards of participating jurisdictions
The purpose of this plan is to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the people and
property of Lincoln County from the effects of natural hazard events. The
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires all local governments to assess their
risks to natural hazards and identify actions that can be taken in advance to
reduce future losses. The law requires all local governments and districts to
have an approved Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan to be eligible for certain federal
disaster assistance and hazard mitigation funding programs. If your jurisdiction
participated in the 2011 Plan development process, you will need to participate in
this process to maintain eligibility for mitigation funding.

A County Planning Team (CPT) will be formed to support this project, and will
include representatives from the County, incorporated cities and towns, special
districts, and other local, state and federal agencies that serve Lincoln County.
We are sending you this notice and invite you to participate as a member of the
CPT. As a member, you will have the opportunity to contribute information about
past natural hazard events, the impact these events had on the community, and
review and provide comments on the draft Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Suggested representation from each participating entity should include:
city/town management, community planning and zoning, floodplain
administration, public works/engineering, road and bridge, building department,
police and fire department/district. The responsibilities of the entity will include:
·
Attend planning team meetings (2 meetings over the next 6 months are
planned)
·
Assist in identifying the unique risks that affect your jurisdiction
·
Update the progress on and identify mitigation actions/projection for your
jurisdiction
·
Assist in public involvement efforts
·
Distribute, review and comment on the draft plan
·
Formally re-adopt the hazard mitigation plan
County Emergency Management is taking the lead on this project. Planning
assistance is being provided through the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security
who has contracted with Amec Foster Wheeler to facilitate the process and
update the document.
Two planning workshops and a public meeting are scheduled as part of this effort
in order to meet the goal of producing a final draft for FEMA review in September
2016:
Workshop 1: Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment and Goals update
Date: Wednesday, May 25th, 2016 from 2:00 – 5:00 pm.
Workshop 2: Mitigation Strategy update
Date: Wednesday, June 22nd, 2016 from 2:00 – 5:00 pm.
Public meeting:
Date: Wednesday, June 22nd, 2016 from 5:30-7:00 pm.
All meetings will be held at:
In Kemmerer at 1050 Justice Center Dr in the Sheriff’s Office conference room.
In Afton at 421 Jefferson in the conference room.
This will be a video conference.

In addition there will be a monthly coordination conference call for the region.
This will be an opportunity to stay abreast of planning activities and project
deadlines. The timing and call in information is:
First Wednesday of each month
Time: 2:00 PM
Call in: 1-866-229-2329, Pin 85681
Please designate at least one representative to serve on the committee and
attend the meetings and be included on an email distribution list. Now is a good
time to revisit the plan to identify specific items that have changed in the past five
years. These may include:
·
Hazard events that have impacted the community or surrounding area or
infrastructure
·
Studies related to hazard such as drainage, floodplain, wildfire, landslides or
other geologic hazards
·
Progress made on mitigation actions identified in the plan
·
Community outreach or education programs on hazards
·
Improvements in capabilities related to hazard mitigation
Amec Foster Wheeler will be providing additional guidance for the plan update.
Looking forward to your participation in the upcoming meetings.

Sincerely
Lincoln County Emergency Management

REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta counties
Workshop #1: RISK ASSESSMENT and GOALS
Lincoln County Planning Team
May 25, 1:00 – 4:00
 Introductions
 Review of the Planning Process
 Review of Identified Hazards
 Vulnerability Assessment Overview by Hazard
 Capability Assessment Overview
 Updating Goals for the Mitigation Plan
 Mitigation Action Strategy update needs
 Update on Public Involvement Activities/public meeting
 Next Steps
 Questions and Answers/Adjourn
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REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta counties
Workshop #1: RISK ASSESSMENT and GOALS
Sweetwater County Planning Team
May 26, 9:00am – 12:00pm
 Introductions
 Review of the Planning Process
 Review of Identified Hazards
 Vulnerability Assessment Overview by Hazard
 Capability Assessment Overview
 Updating Goals for the Mitigation Plan
 Mitigation Action Strategy update needs
 Update on Public Involvement Activities/public meeting
 Next Steps
 Questions and Answers/Adjourn
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REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Lincoln, Sweetwater, and Uinta counties
Workshop #1: RISK ASSESSMENT and GOALS
Uinta County Planning Team
May 24, 1:00 – 4:00pm
 Introductions
 Review of the Planning Process
 Review of Identified Hazards
 Vulnerability Assessment Overview by Hazard
 Capability Assessment Overview
 Updating Goals for the Mitigation Plan
 Mitigation Action Strategy update needs
 Update on Public Involvement Activities/public meeting
 Next Steps
 Questions and Answers/Adjourn
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Summary of the Wyoming Region 4 Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
Risk Assessment and Goals Meetings
Lincoln County, Sweetwater County, Uinta County
Introductions and Opening Remarks
Respective County Emergency Management Coordinators and Kyle Karsjen of AMEC
Foster Wheeler, the consulting firm hired to facilitate the plan update process, began the
meetings with welcoming remarks. The meetings began with introductions. Several
persons representing the counties, communities and partners were present and documented
on a sign in sheet attended the three county meetings. An agenda, goals update worksheet,
risk summaries overview sheet, and hard copies of the maps developed for the plan update
were provided as handouts. The three meetings were:
May 24

Uinta County
Uinta County Complex, EOC Basement
225 9th Street
Evanston
1-4 pm

May 25

Lincoln County (two locations, video conference)
Sheriff’s Office Conference Room
1050 Justice Center Drive
Kemmerer
Conference Room
421 Jefferson
Afton
2-5 pm

May 26

Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County EOC
731 C Street, Bldg A, Suite 131
Rock Springs
9-12 pm

Review of Mitigation, Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) Requirements, and the
Planning Process
A PowerPoint presentation was presented by Kyle Karsjen, the project manager from
AMEC Foster Wheeler. Kyle outlined the ten-step planning process being followed and
discussed the project status.

Wyoming Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta)
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Development
June 2016
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Risk Assessment Presentation and Discussion
Kyle outlined the general risk assessment requirements before beginning a detailed
discussion of each hazard. He presented details on each hazard that will be included in the
draft updated risk assessment chapter. Refer to the Wyoming Region 4 MHMP Risk
Assessment PowerPoint presentation and draft Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
(HIRA - forthcoming) chapter for specific details on each hazard.
Several valuable details were learned during the risk assessment conversation among
participants. Highlights of the discussions are noted by hazard in the tables below.

Hazard or Topic
Drought

Meeting Discussion
 Counties see impacts to agriculture, wildfire risk, water
shortages, increases in the insect population and reduced
irrigation during droughts
 Sweetwater County HMPC noted that they experience
droughts, but they also reside in a desert and are used to dry
weather
 Lincoln HMPC noted impacts to tourism related to drought

Flood



Wildfire

Lincoln HMPC noted that the NCDC data isn’t showing
agriculture damages – these are extensive
 Lincoln HMPC noted Star Valley Ranch as area of concern for
flash flooding
 Sweetwater HMPC noted major flash flooding in July 2015 in
Rock Springs
 Wamsutter numbers low on loss
 Uinta County HMPC noted a 2002 fire in neighboring Utah that
burnt 20,000 acres; most fires that affect Uinta originate in
Utah; Summit County responders must pass through Uinta to
respond to fires in Utah
 Uinta County HMPC noted homes near Meeks Cabin are
vulnerable to wildfire; sediment from fire already can
contaminate water supply
 80-90% of trees suffered beetle kill
 Lincoln HMPC noted cabins north of Kemmerer as being at risk
from fire; no fire breaks in northern part of county; WUI areas
are identified; fire mitigation work has been done
 Star Valley Ranch is a Firewise community
 Sweetwater HMPC noted increased risk to buildings south of
Green River, Scott’s Bottom, and oil field areas

Wyoming Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta)
Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Development
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Severe Winter Storm





High Wind






Hail








Lightning






Extreme Cold







Tornado




Earthquake



All HMPCs noted economic impacts and sheltering needs when
I-80 is closed
HMPCs noted that NCDC impacts didn’t include data from
storm-caused traffic accidents
Lincoln HMPC recommended this be scored higher due to
frequency of road closures; noted agriculture loss due to
winter storms in the county
Uinta HMPC noted semi blow-overs as an occurrence during
high wind incidents; also power line damage, trailer damage
and damage to structures
Uinta HMPC also noted crop damage
High winds exacerbate snow conditions and cause road
conditions to deteriorate
All HMPCs noted that the NCDC numbers seemed low
Hail losses covered by crop insurance
Hail on the interstate causes damage to vehicles
Uinta HMPC noted that Bridger Valley gets a significant
amount of hail
Lincoln HMPC noted that Star Valley usually gets worst hail in
the county
The 2009 Red Desert incident may have actually occurred in
Wamsutter
Lots of livestock loss due to lightning, though Sweetwater
HMPC noted this occurring less frequently than the other two
counties; Lincoln HMPC noted loss of horses because of
horseshoes
Uinta HMPC noted an additional fatality in 1976 or 1977 in Fort
Bridger
Lincoln HMPC noted an additional lightning fatality in the early
nineties
Southern Sweetwater County is in “lightning belt”
Uinta County HMPC noted broken pipes and agriculture
damage during extreme cold incidnets
Low temperature data is not low enough; wind chills even
lower
People are used to extreme cold – “this is Wyoming. It gets
cold”
Lincoln HMPC noted that power outages during this time
compound extreme cold conditions; they have sheltering for
vulnerable populations
Lincoln HMPC noted instance in Auburn where temp got to -60
Lincoln HMPC noted that the Grover Park tornado destroyed
trees; microbursts are also common
Most earthquakes occurring in the counties are not very large,
and don’t do much damage

Wyoming Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta)
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Avalanche





Landslide





Abandoned Mines








Expansive Soils




Dam Failure







HazMat




Lincoln HMPC noted a 5.9 mag earthquake in 1994 – centered in
West Hills fault in Idaho, had minimal structural impact to county
1995 Teneco Mine collapse either caused an earthquake or was
caused by an earthquake
Sweetwater HMPC noted that many in the area work shift work,
operating 24 hours per day – does HAZUS take this into account?
Uinta HMPC noted that they send responders to Utah for
avalanche response
Most avalanches go unreported
Lincoln HMPC noted avalanches are frequent; lost 6 people in 1
year in 2 incidents; slopes in the county favorable for
avalanches
Lincoln HMPC noted increased landslide risk along 26/89 from
Alpine to Jackson, which causes workers to have to commute
through Idaho to the northern parts of the county; major slide
there in 2011
Lincoln HMPC noted that they want to move the overall ranking
of the hazard down; also that the Star Valley landslide data may
be too high
Sweetwater HMPC noted slump issues around the county; rock
fall hazards around Green River and Superior
Uinta HMPC noted that many dams are still on fire, and they can
ignite wildfires; prevalent north of Evanston
Kemmerer is built over a network of abandoned mines
Lincoln HMPC noted that there are abandoned mine maps for
Kemmerer and Diamondville
Lincoln HMPC noted that the Cliff Creek fire was caused by coal
seams from burning mine
Lincoln HMPC noted that they have been trying to
identify/close/mitigate mines where possible
Rock Springs has a mine subsidence map on its website; requires
special mitigation measures on foundations built in hazard areas
Not much history or experience
Sweetwater HMPC noted soils issues in Superior; web soil
survey is online; pockets of risk exist through county
Sulfur Creek Dam has a fault very close to it
Meeks Cabin Dam has an associated landslide risk
Uinta HMPC noted neighborhoods such as Brick Hollow, where
homes were cut into the hill to build; they have retaining walls
Sweetwater HMPC noted that a dam breach at Viva Naughton
would primarily affect Granger
Rock Springs is building holding ponds to mitigate flooding
issues – can those fail?
Hazardous materials routes include rail, road
I-80 is a major route for hazmat transport
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Uinta HMPC noted multiple fuel/diesel spills, a train derailment
in 2015 and a beer truck that overturned; danger of thousands
of miles of underground pipelines in the county

Capability Assessment Review
Kyle briefly reviewed highlights of existing capabilities in the county to mitigate hazards,
including numbers of National Flood Insurance Program policies, county planning and
zoning regulations, and applicable Community Wildfire Protection Plans. The three
counties noted the following additional capabilities:
Lincoln




Sweetwater






Uinta

The county will soon be updating land use regulations
Building envelopes for subdivisions and unincorporated
areas for landslides
State Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) project has done mine
reclamation and mitigation
Green River building code requirements for radon
mitigation
AML actions for mine reclamation
Comprehensive plans govern planning and zoning

Plan Goals Update
The HMPC Reviewed a list of typical goal statements for hazard mitigation plans, drawn
from their existing plans other county plans in the region, and the Wyoming State Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Each county in the region chose the following five goals:






Strengthen public infrastructure
Improve local mitigation capabilities
Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
Reduce local costs of response and recovery
Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation

Planning for Public Involvement
Public involvement will include regional public workshops and advertisement of the draft
updated plan for review and comment. The following is the schedule for the public
meetings:
June 20

Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County EOC
731 C Street, Bldg A, Suite 131
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Rock Springs
5:30-7:00 pm
June 21

Uinta County
Uinta County Complex, EOC Basement
225 9th Street
Evanston
5:30-7:00 pm

June 22

Lincoln County (two locations, video conference)
Sheriff’s Office Conference Room
1050 Justice Center Drive
Kemmerer
Conference Room
421 Jefferson
Afton
5:30-7:00 pm

Plan Timeline/Next steps
Kyle summarized the next steps in the process. Amec Foster Wheeler will finalize the
HIRA and share with HMPC in the next couple weeks.
 HMPC homework:
 Review the HIRA and provide feedback
 Start formulating ideas for mitigation projects, based on HIRA results and
community needs
The next round of HMPC planning meetings will be held June 20th – 22nd from 2-5 PM.
June 20

Sweetwater County
Sweetwater County EOC
731 C Street, Bldg A, Suite 131
Rock Springs

June 21

Uinta County
Uinta County Complex, EOC Basement
225 9th Street
Evanston

June 22

Lincoln County (two locations, video conference)
Sheriff’s Office Conference Room
1050 Justice Center Drive
Kemmerer

Wyoming Region 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta)
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Conference Room
421 Jefferson
Afton
Kyle emphasized that this is an important meeting and will form the basis for the
mitigation action plan. The meeting materials will also be shared electronically,
including the presentation and worksheets.
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REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta Counties
Workshop #2: Mitigation Strategy
Lincoln – 7/18; Sweetwater – 7/19; Uinta 7/20
2-5 PM
 Introductions
 Review of the Planning Process
 Review goal statements
 Review of possible mitigation activities and alternatives
 Discuss criteria for mitigation action selection and prioritization
 Brainstorming session: Development of new mitigation actions (group
process)
 Prioritize mitigation actions (group process)
 Discuss plan implementation and maintenance
 Discuss next steps and public involvement
 Questions and Answers/Adjourn

SIGN-IN SHEET
REGION 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta) Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan Project
Lincoln County HMPC Meeting
Monday, July 18, 2-5 pm

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kim West
Ken Pearson EPD (kpearson@evanstonpd.com); Michael Vranish Ev pd (mvranish@evanstonpd.com); Brislawn,
Jeff P; Doug Matthews; Rowdy Dean; Karsjen, Kyle; Shelly Wakley Lyman PD (swakley@lymanpd.com); Dave
Dasher Bear River (ddasher@nglconnection.net); Susan Dasher (susan.dasher@wyo.gov); Tom Clark Lyman PD
(tclark@lymanpd.com); Tim Overy Fire Dept. (tovery@allwest.net); Eric Quinney; "Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.
("Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.); Spike Arnell Mt Chief (parnell@mtvwy.com); Paul Arnell Mt View PD
(parnell19@hotmail.com); Gary Welling; Kent Williams; Kim Proffit
RE: Mitigation Planning Meeting 7-20-2016 Uinta County
Wednesday, July 20, 2016 9:20:33 AM

This is just a reminder of the Mitigation Planning meeting, Wednesday July 20, 2016 at 2:00 pm in the EOC
basement of the Uinta County Courthouse in Evanston. Hope to see you there. Thanks Kim

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327
Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER
5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA
7. Request RESOURCES

-----Original Appointment----From: Kim West
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2016 2:54 PM
To: Ken Pearson EPD (kpearson@evanstonpd.com); Michael Vranish Ev pd (mvranish@evanstonpd.com);
'jeff.brislawn@amecfw.com'; Doug Matthews; Rowdy Dean; 'kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com'; Shelly Wakley Lyman PD
(swakley@lymanpd.com); Dave Dasher Bear River (ddasher@nglconnection.net); Susan Dasher
(susan.dasher@wyo.gov); Tom Clark Lyman PD (tclark@lymanpd.com); Tim Overy Fire Dept. (tovery@allwest.net);
Eric Quinney UC Fire District (quinney@allwest.net); 'Rusty Megeath' Fire Dept. ('Rusty Megeath' Fire Dept.); Spike
Arnell Mt Chief (parnell@mtvwy.com); Paul Arnell Mt View PD (parnell19@hotmail.com); Gary Welling; Kent
Williams; Kim Proffit Public Health (kiproffit@uintacounty.com)
Subject: Mitigation Planning Meeting 7-20-2016 Uinta County
When: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 2:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada).
Where: EOC Basement Courthouse in Evanston

Uinta County Planning Team,

This is our rescheduled Mitigation Planning meeting, Wednesday July 20, 2016 at 2:00 pm in the EOC basement of
the Uinta County Courthouse in Evanston
In the meantime, the mitigation planning can continue to move forward. As you know, we’re currently finishing up
the draft hazard analysis and risk assessment; your input was invaluable at our meeting a few weeks ago. We
identified the following goals for the new plan:
Strengthen public infrastructure
Improve local mitigation capabilities
Reduce economic losses due to hazard events
Reduce local costs of response and recovery
Increase public awareness and participation in hazard mitigation
The next step in the process is to begin to identify mitigation projects to fit under these goals. These are projects
designed to mitigate that hazards we talked about and neutralize the damage they cause. Mitigation projects
usually fall into one of four categories:
Alter – change the landscape to remove the hazard (i.e. prescribed burns to mitigate wildfire risk)
Avert – do something to minimize the hazard (i.e. floodwalls and drainage projects, fuel breaks)
Adapt – adapt to the hazard (i.e. land use planning and building standards)
Avoid – avoid development in hazard areas or move at risk infrastructure away from the hazard
(i.e. building acquisition and relocation)
As a reminder, the following are the hazards identified in Uinta County’s hazard identification and risk assessment:
Avalanche
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Flood
Hail
Landslide
Lightning
Mine Subsidence
Tornado
Wildfire
Wind
Winter Storm
Hazardous Materials
I’d like to ask you to think about potential mitigation projects for Uinta County before the next meeting. If you have
any project ideas, I’ve attached a worksheet that you can fill out with basic information on the project – what the
project is, what the benefits are, how much it might cost, etc. If you don’t have all the answers for your project, just
fill in as much as you can. Please send completed worksheets to Kim West at kiwest@uintacounty.com by July 8.
FEMA requires us to have at least one mitigation project for each hazard in the risk assessment; projects can
address more than one hazard.
During our next county planning team meeting, we’ll discuss additional mitigation projects as a group, and then do
some prioritization.

If you have any questions, please let me or Kim know.
Thanks,
Kyle
Kyle Karsjen
Senior Emergency Management Specialist
Amec Foster Wheeler
Environment and Infrastructure/Hazard Mitigation and Emergency Management
1002 Walnut Street, Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80302 USA
(O) 303-820-4661
kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com
www.amecfw.com

This message is the property of Amec Foster Wheeler plc and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates and is
intended only for the named recipient(s). Its contents (including any attachments) may be confidential,
legally privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure by law. Unauthorised use, copying, distribution or
disclosure of any of it may be unlawful and is strictly prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons
other than the intended named recipient(s) and do not accept liability for any errors or omissions which
are a result of email transmission. If you have received this message in error, please notify us
immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the original message and any attachments and
copies have been destroyed and deleted from your system. This disclaimer applies to any and all
messages originating from us and set out above. If you do not wish to receive future unsolicited
commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to: unsubscribe@amecfw.com
and include “Unsubscribe” in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to receive invoices,
project communications and similar factual, non-commercial electronic communications.
Please click http://amecfw.com/email-disclaimer for notices and company information in relation to emails
originating in the UK, Italy or France.

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327
Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER
5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA

7. Request RESOURCES

Summary of Lincoln County Mitigation Strategy Meeting
Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan
July 18th, 2016
2:00 – 5:00 PM
County EOC
421 Jefferson St # 416,
Afton, WY 83110
Introduction and Opening Remarks
Lincoln County Emergency Management Coordinator Jay Hokanson introduced Kyle Karsjen,
project manager, and Mackenzie Bosher, planner, both with Amec Foster Wheeler. Kyle
initiated the meeting with a discussion of the agenda for the afternoon. Kyle asked everyone
around the room to introduce themselves; seven persons from various County departments and
the Town of Afton were in attendance and documented on a sign-in sheet. Stakeholders
included Star Valley EMS, Lincoln County Public Health, Lincoln County Sheriff Office, and
Greys River Ranger District Forest Service. Handout materials were provided.
Kyle presented the PowerPoint that outlined the meeting agenda and topics.
Review of the Planning Process
Kyle reviewed the planning process that has taken place so far. The process is currently in
Phase III-Develop a Mitigation Plan. Kyle proceeded to review the findings of the process up to
the point of the meeting, including the hazard identification and risk. Kyle also presented slides
displaying vulnerability to the County which included total exposure and potential loss with
various hazards.
Plan Goals
Kyle reviewed the broad mitigation goals developed for the plan at the previous meeting. Goals
1-4 were based on the State mitigation plan goals. Goal 5 was added by the counties. After
further discussion, the group decided that the goals should remain, but the mission statement
from the State Plan should also be added. Based on the discussion the revised goals include:
Mission Statement: Reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property from natural hazards
Goal 1 Strengthen Public Infrastructure
Goal 2 Improve Local Mitigation Capabilities
Goal 3 Reduce Economic Losses Due to Hazard Events
Goal 4 Reduce Local Costs of Response and Recovery
Goal 5 Increase Public Awareness and Participation in Hazard Mitigation

Review of Possible Mitigation Activities and Alternatives
Kyle presented information on typical mitigation activities and alternatives and referred to
handouts with further details and guidance. Kyle reviewed ideas for possible mitigation
activities and alternatives based on the risk assessment. Kyle outlined potential project criteria
and action requirements, including the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) of
2000. Each hazard must have at least one true mitigation action (not preparedness) pertaining
to them.
Coordination with Other Plans
The group also discussed the importance of coordinating the mitigation plan with other planning
processes, and vice versa. The DMA recommends developing a process to integrate the
mitigation plan with other planning efforts. Kyle suggested that the group look for opportunities
to cross reference the hazard mitigation plan in other future planning efforts.
New Mitigation Action Brainstorming
The group proceeded to brainstorm possible mitigation projects and categorize them by hazard.
The HMPC members were provided with several lists of alternative multi-hazard mitigation
actions. To facilitate the brainstorming process, the HMPC referred to a matrix of typical
mitigation alternatives organized by the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System (CRS) category for the hazards identified in the plan. Another reference document titled
“Mitigation Ideas” developed by FEMA was made available for reference at the meeting. This
reference lists the common alternatives for mitigation by hazard. A facilitated discussion then
took place to examine and analyze the alternatives. With an understanding of the alternatives, a
brainstorming session was conducted to generate a list of preferred mitigation actions,
beginning with discussion regarding the priority hazards. HMPC members wrote project ideas
on large sticky notes. Each proposed action was written on a large sticky note and posted on
flip chart paper underneath the hazard it addressed. The result was a number of project ideas
with the intent of mitigating the identified hazards.
Each proposed action was discussed with the group. The group was provided with a decisionmaking tools to consider when prioritizing the actions. This including FEMA’s recommended
criteria, STAPLE/E (which considers social, technical, administrative, political, legal, economic,
and environmental constraints and benefits). Other criteria used to recommend what actions
might be more important, more effective, or more likely to be implemented than another
included:
 Does action protect lives?
 Does action address hazards or areas with the highest risk?
 Does action protect critical facilities, infrastructure or community assets?
 Does action meet multiple objectives?
With these criteria in mind, team members were given a set of six green sticky-dots. The team
was asked to use the dots to prioritize projects with the above criteria in mind, essentially voting

on the projects. The dots will be converted to a high, medium, and low prioritization scheme.
The projects with the most dots will indicate the higher priority projects.
Below is the proposed action table. Each project is ranked low, medium, or high significance
and has responsible parties listed. For each new project proposed, the row is highlighted in
yellow and given a point of contact from the HMPC to fill out a project worksheet on further
details for the project. An email will go out separately to those points of contact with more
information.
Lincoln County Hazard Mitigation Projects
Project

Rank

Parties
Responsible

Hazard

H

County/communities
to contract expertise,
WYOHS, FEMA

Earthquake

H

County/communities
to contract expertise,
WYOHS, FEMA

Earthquake

M

WYDOT, County
Road and Bridge

Earthquake

H

County/Communities

Earthquake

L
H

EM, Red Cross
WYSDF, BLM, FS,
FD’s, WUI grant staff

All Hazards
All Hazards

M

EM

All Hazards

H

Thayne, FD, FEMA

Wildfire

Goal 1: Strengthen Public
Infrastructure
Evaluate town, city and county-owned
structures used by the public for seismic
vulnerability. Prioritize needs and develop a
schedule and plan to complete seismic
upgrades.
Evaluate critical infrastructure such as sewer
and water systems, roads and bridges for
vulnerability to seismic events. Prioritize
needs and develop a schedule and plan to
complete seismic upgrades.
Work with WYDOT to accomplish bridge
retrofits and upgrades to reduce vulnerability
to seismic events.
Adopt policies that require new town, city and
county buildings to meet the seismic design
standards in the most recent International
Building Code.
Maintain the shelter plan.
Identify areas where access is inadequate—
for example Star Valley Ranch, Salt River
Heights, Spring Canyon, Narrows Vista,
Commissary Ridge, Longview Estates, and
foothills’ subdivisions near Bedford and
Turner.
Complete the transportation plan for local
needs.
Replace the fire hall at Thayne.

Require all jurisdictions, public and private, to
sign roads to standards provided in the
Internal Fire Code.
Adopt a requirement that developers must
address how surface and spring water will be
handled in proposed subdivisions.

H

County Planning and
Zoning, Developers

Wildfire

H

County Planning and
Zoning,
Communities

Flooding

Develop evacuation plans for
subdivisions/areas at high risk of wildland fire.
Purchase a thermal imager for Alpine.

M

Adopt and implement the IFC Parts B,C, and
D for new development that enhance life
safety and survivability as well as suppression
effectiveness.
Enforce regulations (inspect) that require
consultation with local FDs for new
development.

H

FDs, EM,
Wildfire
Subdivisions
Alpine, WYSDF,
Wildfire
FEMA
County/communities, Wildfire
County Fire Warden

H

County and State
Fire Marshals, FD’s,
Planning and Zoning

Wildfire

Coordinate implementation of this goal with
the recently-completed Community Wildfire
Protection Plan.
Identify areas at high risk for landslides to
developers and the public.

H

EM, WYSDF, WUI
grant staff, County
Fire Warden
WYGS, County
Planning and
Zoning, communities

Wildfire

Identify areas (in addition to those in the
floodplains) that are at risk from flash flooding
to developers and the public.

H

Flooding

Notify landowners of risks so they can
mitigate and/or be prepared.
Remove dead and dying cottonwoods along
ditches and the middle channel of the Smith’s
Fork around Cokeville to reduce flooding (and
fuel) concerns.
Evaluate the Covey and Cook canals above
the Flying J to determine whether any design
improvements could be made to prevent
flooding by these ditches in the event of an
earthquake.

M

WYGS, County
Planning and
Zoning,
communities,
WYOHS
Local governments

M

Canal Company,
Cokeville

Flooding

M

Canal Company,
Cokeville

Flooding

Goal 2: Improve Local Mitigation
Capabilities

H

M

Landslides

Flooding

Develop evacuation plans for North and South
Lincoln County for severe winter storms.
Replace Star Valley Ranch street signs to
facilitate emergency operations.
Continue to exercise existing response plans.
Continue to offer training to keep skills levels
high and responders current.
MOU with Idaho Falls Team
Work with the NWS to continue to train
weather spotters holding at least one training
in the county each year, alternative the
training between North and South Lincoln
County locations.
Implement recommendations of engineering
study for access and water to Star Valley
Ranch.
Prioritize access needs (widening,
improvements, etc.) that are the responsibility
of the county and work to address them over
time.
When new apparatus is acquired, check
weight limits on bridges within the jurisdiction
to ensure the apparatus can safely cross.
Continue with the Wildland Urban Interface
defensible space program in the county.
Support hazard fuel reduction projects on all
ownerships in the county.
Analyze water availability for firefighting
across the county. Identify the most
advantageous locations for water storage.
Pursue funding to construct either above or
below ground water storage facilities in these
locations.
Get mutual aid agreements in place for all
local jurisdictions for fire, emergency medical,
and law enforcement response.

M

EM, Subdivisions

H

Star Valley Ranch

H
H

EM, LEPC
EM, LEPC

M
M

EM, County
NWS, EM

All Hazards
Winter
Storms

H

Star Valley Ranch,
WYSDF, FD

All Hazards

M

County

All Hazards

M

FDs

All Hazards

H

WUI grant staff, FDs
homeowners
County/communities

Wildfire

H

Star Valley Ranch,
FDs, WYSDF

Wildfire

M

EM, WYOHS,
Wildfire
Attorney General,
County, communities

Build second road into Salt River Heights

L

Map out inundation layer below Cottonwood
Dam to determine facilities and people that
could be impacted if dam were breached

H

Jay Hokanson,
Emergency
Management
Anita DeLong and
Jay Hokanson,
Emergency

H

Winter
Storms
Winter
Storms
All Hazards
All Hazards

Wildfire

All Hazards

Dam
Inundation

Management and
Forest Service

Goal 3: Reduce Economic Losses Due
to Hazard Events
Maintain a list of at-risk individuals and
populations in each community and in the
county.
Maintain good standing with the NFIP.
Communication Site Lightning/ Grounding
Projects for 22 sites

L

Public Health

All Hazards

M
H

Local jurisdictions
Jay Hokanson,
Emergency
Management

Flooding
Lightning

Ask the town, city, and county planning
boards to consider zoning to prohibit new
development in areas at high risk of
landslides or flooding.
Evaluate and rebuild the Diamondville levee
on the Ham’s Fork.

H

County Planning and
Zoning,
Communities

Flooding

H

Flooding

Evaluate and do maintenance work on the
Cokeville levee on the Smith’s Fork.

M

Diamondville, EM,
County, US Army
Corp,
Cokeville, Army
Corp

H

Public Health, Media

Health

M

NWS, EM

M

EM, WYOHS,
Utilities, Media

Winter
Storms
Winter
Storms

M

NWA, EM, Media

Winter
Storms

H

WYSDF, BLM, FS,
FD’s, WUI grant
staff, subdivisions
Ag Extension
Service, Regional
Veterinarian
WY Geological
Survey, EM, media

All Hazards

Goal 4: Reduce Local Costs of
Response and Recovery

Flooding

Goal 5: Increase Public Awareness and
Participation in Hazard Mitigation
Educate citizens on recognizing situation,
personal response, infection control, and
disease prevention.
Work with the NWS to offer training for winter
weather observation and reporting.
Continue to educate people about the
hazards associated with supplemental heat
sources.
Educate residents on how to prepare for
winter storms through radio and television
spots, newspaper inserts, and brochures.
Notify residents with inadequate access of
their situation and cooperatively seek
solutions.
Host sessions for livestock producers around
the county on preparing for and surviving
winter storms.
Educate the public about earthquake risks
and how to prepare for an earthquake.

M

M

Winter
Storms
Earthquake

Map history of avalanche incidences in
County

L

Bridge replacements

H

Avalanche Education

H

Exercise vaccine and mass prophylaxis plans.

H

Jay Hokanson,
Emergency
Management
Jay Hokanson,
Emergency
Management
Jay Hokanson,
Emergency
Management
Public Health, Media

Avalanche

Earthquakes

Avalanche

Health

*Yellow boxes: new projects proposed at July meeting
Plan Implementation and Maintenance and Public Involvement
Kyle covered the steps for plan implementation that will be outlined in the plan. Kyle discussed
the public meeting which would take place at 5:30 in the afternoon at the same location.
Next Steps
Kyle discussed the timeline and next steps to complete the draft and final plan. Due to the grant
performance period the bulk of the planning activities need to be complete by September.
New mitigation actions due from CPT
Public survey closes
HMPC draft
HMPC comments
Public review draft
Public comments due
Plan to state/FEMA
Conditional Approval
Local adoption
Target for approved, adopted plan
Wrap up and Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 PM.

July 8
June 30
Aug 5
Aug 19
Aug 26
Sept 19
Sept 23
Jan 2017
Jan 2017
Feb 2017

Summary of Sweetwater County Mitigation Strategy Meeting
Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan
July 19th, 2016
2:00 – 5:00 PM
County EOC
731 C St #131
Rock Springs, WY 82901
Introduction and Opening Remarks
Sweetwater County Emergency Management Coordinator Judy Roderick introduced Kyle
Karsjen, project manager and Mackenzie Bosher, planner, both with Amec Foster Wheeler. Kyle
initiated the meeting with a discussion of the agenda for the afternoon. Kyle asked everyone
around the room to introduce themselves; seven persons from various County departments and
the Town of Rock Springs were in attendance and documented on a sign-in sheet. Stakeholders
included Sweetwater County Emergency Management, Sweetwater County Fire District,
Sweetwater County Public Health, Green River Fire District, and Sweetwater County Sheriff’s
Office.
Kyle presented the PowerPoint that outlined the meeting agenda and topics.
Review of the Planning Process
Kyle reviewed the planning process that has taken place so far. The process is currently in
Phase III-Develop a Mitigation Plan. Kyle proceeded to review the findings of the process up to
the point of the meeting, including the hazard identification and risk. Kyle also presented slides
displaying vulnerability to the County which included total exposure and potential loss with
various hazards.
Plan Goals
Kyle reviewed the broad mitigation goals developed for the plan at the previous meeting. Goals
1-4 were based on the State mitigation plan goals. Goal 5 was added by the counties. After
further discussion, the group decided that the goals should remain, but the mission statement
from the State Plan should also be added. Based on the discussion the revised goals include:
Mission Statement: Reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property from natural hazards
Goal 1 Strengthen Public Infrastructure
Goal 2 Improve Local Mitigation Capabilities
Goal 3 Reduce Economic Losses Due to Hazard Events
Goal 4 Reduce Local Costs of Response and Recovery
Goal 5 Increase Public Awareness and Participation in Hazard Mitigation

Review of Possible Mitigation Activities and Alternatives
Kyle presented information on typical mitigation activities and alternatives and referred to
handouts with further details and guidance. Kyle reviewed ideas for possible mitigation
activities and alternatives based on the risk assessment. Kyle outlined potential project criteria
and action requirements, including the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) of
2000. Each hazard must have at least one true mitigation action (not preparedness) pertaining
to them.
Coordination with Other Plans
The group also discussed the importance of coordinating the mitigation plan with other planning
processes, and vice versa. The DMA recommends developing a process to integrate the
mitigation plan with other planning efforts. Kyle suggested that the group look for opportunities
to cross reference the hazard mitigation plan in other future planning efforts.
New Mitigation Action Brainstorming
The group proceeded to brainstorm possible mitigation projects and categorize them by hazard.
The HMPC members were provided with several lists of alternative multi-hazard mitigation
actions. To facilitate the brainstorming process, the HMPC referred to a matrix of typical
mitigation alternatives organized by the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System (CRS) category for the hazards identified in the plan. Another reference document titled
“Mitigation Ideas” developed by FEMA was made available for reference at the meeting. This
reference lists the common alternatives for mitigation by hazard. A facilitated discussion then
took place to examine and analyze the alternatives. With an understanding of the alternatives, a
brainstorming session was conducted to generate a list of preferred mitigation actions,
beginning with discussion regarding the priority hazards. HMPC members wrote project ideas
on large sticky notes. Each proposed action was written on a large sticky note and posted on
flip chart paper underneath the hazard it addressed. The result was a number of project ideas
with the intent of mitigating the identified hazards.
Each proposed action was discussed with the group. The group was provided with a decisionmaking tools to consider when prioritizing the actions. This including FEMA’s recommended
criteria, STAPLE/E (which considers social, technical, administrative, political, legal, economic,
and environmental constraints and benefits). Other criteria used to recommend what actions
might be more important, more effective, or more likely to be implemented than another
included:
 Does action protect lives?
 Does action address hazards or areas with the highest risk?
 Does action protect critical facilities, infrastructure or community assets?
 Does action meet multiple objectives (Multiple Objective Management)?
With these criteria in mind, team members were given a set of six green sticky-dots. The team
was asked to use the dots to prioritize projects with the above criteria in mind, essentially voting

on the projects. The dots will be converted to a high, medium, and low prioritization scheme.
The projects with the most dots will indicate the higher priority projects.
Below is the proposed action table. Each project is ranked low, medium, or high significance.
For each new project proposed, a point of contact from the HMPC has been assigned to fill out
a project worksheet on further details for the project. Specific emails to the points of contact will
be sent separately.

Sweetwater County Hazard Mitigation Projects
Goal 1: Strengthen Public Infrastructure
Project
Addressing and signage for evacuations, exits,
and response (McKinnon)
Have Fire District #1 and County Fire contact all
ranches to find out how to get there the fastest
Goal 2: Improve Local Mitigation Capabilities

Rank
H

Point of Contact
Judy Roderick

Hazard
All Hazards

H

TJ Hunt

All Hazards

Notification, evacuation, and containment plan
for spills
Stay involved in training and exercises for the
Dam (Fontenelle)
Overlay map of fault lines with underground
pipelines
Steep slope identification and development
regulations

H

Mike Liberty

H

Mike Liberty

H

Rick Hawkins

Hazardous
Materials
Dam
Inundation
Earthquakes

H

Mark
Westerskow/Rick
Hawkins

Landslide

Flash Flood mitigation. Drain cleaning programs

H

Flood

Stormwater Management Master Plan-identify
susceptible areas and quantify existing
stormwater capacities
CWPP
Make a list of shelters with generators and
shelters that need generators (schools, Events
Center, Civic Center)
Shelter-in-Place program

H

Judy Roderick/
Wamslee
Mark Westerskow

H
H

TJ Hunt
Judy Roderick

Wildfire
Winter Storms

L

Judy Roderick

Special events planning for natural and manmade hazards, including identifying mitigation
measures
Check in quarterly with mines under pipelines in
Little America Corridor
County Park Fuel Reduction

L

Judy Roderick

Hazardous
Materials
All Hazards

L

Judy Roderick

H

TJ Hunt

Flood

Mine
Subsidence
Wildfire

Goal 3: Reduce Economic Losses Due to
Hazard Events
Develop private and public support and identify
H
Judy Roderick
solutions to Elk Street flooding issues
Goal 4: Reduce Local Costs of Response and
Recovery
Pierotto Ditch Drop Structure-stop saline soils
H
Karen Pecheny
from entering Bittercreek and stop sediment from
entering the watershed to Colorado River
Find an area for travelers to put cars during
H
Judy Roderick
storms
Goal 5: Increase Public Awareness and Participation in Hazard Mitigation
Inform and educate commercial areas of Baroil
on fault line
Gather information and map mind subsidence
areas. Find ways to share and consolidate data
with homeowners and other departments. Get
planning and zoning involved
Map and educate people of the hazards of
underground coal fires and mine subsidence.
Find a system for reporting mine subsidence
NFIP education at Commissioner meeting
Ready-Set-Go and Firewise education in schools
and open houses
Continue education on CodeRED notification
system and get signed up

Flood

Flood

Winter Storms

H

Judy Roderick

Earthquakes

H

Rick Hawkins

Mine
Subsidence

H

Rick Hawkins

Mine
Subsidence

H
H

Judy Roderick
Mike Liberty/TJ
Hunt
Mike Liberty

Flood
Wildfire

H

All Hazards

Plan Implementation and Maintenance and Public Involvement
Kyle covered the steps for plan implementation that will be outlined in the plan. Kyle discussed
the public meeting which would take place at 5:30 in the afternoon at the same location.
Next Steps
Kyle discussed the timeline and next steps to complete the draft and final plan. Due to the grant
performance period, the bulk of the planning activities need to be complete by September.
New mitigation actions due from CPT
Public survey closes
HMPC draft
HMPC comments by
Public review draft
Public comments due

July 8
June 30
Aug 5
Aug 19
Aug 26
Sept 19

Plan to state/FEMA
Conditional Approval
Local adoption
Target for approved, adopted plan
Wrap up and Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 PM.

Sept 23
Jan 2017
Jan 2017
Feb 2017

SIGN-IN SHEET
REGION 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta) Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan Project
Sweetwater County HMPC Meeting
Tuesday, July 19, 2-5 pm

Summary of Uinta County Mitigation Strategy Meeting
Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan
July 20th, 2016
2:00 – 5:00 PM
County EOC
225 9th St, Evanston
WY 82930
Introduction and Opening Remarks
Uinta County Emergency Management Coordinator Kim West introduced Kyle Karsjen, project
manager with Amec Foster Wheeler and Mackenzie Bosher, planner with Amec Foster
Wheeler. Kyle initiated the meeting with a discussion of the agenda for the afternoon. Kyle
asked everyone around the room to introduce themselves; five persons from various County
departments and the Town of Evanston were in attendance and documented on a sign-in sheet.
Stakeholders included Uinta County Sheriff’s Office, Evanston Police Department, Uinta County
Public Health, and Uinta County Emergency Management.
Kyle presented the PowerPoint that outlined the meeting agenda and topics.
Review of the Planning Process
Kyle reviewed the planning process that has taken place so far. The process is currently in
Phase III-Develop a Mitigation Plan. Kyle proceeded to review the findings of the process up to
the point of the meeting, including the hazard identification and risk. Kyle also presented slides
displaying vulnerability to the County which included total exposure and potential loss with
various hazards.
Plan Goals
Kyle reviewed the broad mitigation goals developed for the plan at the previous meeting. Goals
1-4 were based on the State mitigation plan goals. Goal 5 was added by the counties. After
further discussion, the group decided that the goals should remain, but the mission statement
from the State Plan should also be added. Based on the discussion the revised goals include:
Mission Statement: Reduce or eliminate risk to human life and property from natural hazards
Goal 1 Strengthen Public Infrastructure
Goal 2 Improve Local Mitigation Capabilities
Goal 3 Reduce Economic Losses Due to Hazard Events
Goal 4 Reduce Local Costs of Response and Recovery
Goal 5 Increase Public Awareness and Participation in Hazard Mitigation

Review of Possible Mitigation Activities and Alternatives
Kyle presented information on typical mitigation activities and alternatives and referred to
handouts with further details and guidance. Kyle reviewed ideas for possible mitigation
activities and alternatives based on the risk assessment. Kyle outlined potential project criteria
and action requirements, including the requirements of the Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) of
2000. Each hazard must have at least one true mitigation action (not preparedness) pertaining
to them.
Coordination with Other Plans
The group also discussed the importance of coordinating the mitigation plan with other planning
processes, and vice versa. The DMA recommends developing a process to integrate the
mitigation plan with other planning efforts. Kyle suggested that the group look for opportunities
to cross reference the hazard mitigation plan in other future planning efforts.
New Mitigation Action Brainstorming
The group proceeded to brainstorm possible mitigation projects and categorize them by hazard.
The HMPC members were provided with several lists of alternative multi-hazard mitigation
actions. To facilitate the brainstorming process, the HMPC referred to a matrix of typical
mitigation alternatives organized by the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating
System (CRS) category for the hazards identified in the plan. Another reference document titled
“Mitigation Ideas” developed by FEMA was made available for reference at the meeting. This
reference lists the common alternatives for mitigation by hazard. A facilitated discussion then
took place to examine and analyze the alternatives. With an understanding of the alternatives, a
brainstorming session was conducted to generate a list of preferred mitigation actions,
beginning with discussion regarding the priority hazards. HMPC members wrote project ideas
on large sticky notes. Each proposed action was written on a large sticky note and posted on
flip chart paper underneath the hazard it addressed. The result was a number of project ideas
with the intent of mitigating the identified hazards.
Each proposed action was discussed with the group. The group was provided with a decisionmaking tools to consider when prioritizing the actions. This including FEMA’s recommended
criteria, STAPLE/E (which considers social, technical, administrative, political, legal, economic,
and environmental constraints and benefits). Other criteria used to recommend what actions
might be more important, more effective, or more likely to be implemented than another
included:
 Does action protect lives?
 Does action address hazards or areas with the highest risk?
 Does action protect critical facilities, infrastructure or community assets?
 Does action meet multiple objectives (Multiple Objective Management)?

With these criteria in mind, team members are typically given six green sticky dots to prioritize
projects with highest significance. Since the Uinta County HMPC meeting only had five
attendees, the group agreed that the five new projects all rank medium significance.
Below is the proposed action table. Each project is ranked low, medium, or high significance
and is has responsible parties listed. For each new project proposed, the row is highlighted in
yellow and given a point of contact from the HMPC to fill out a project worksheet on further
details for the project. Those points of contact will be contacted separately.
Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Projects
Goal 1: Strengthen Public Infrastructure
Building study on how earthquake resistant shelters
are
Siren system for other communities and Bridger
Valley with associated training and public
information
Evacuation route development for major public
buildings with associated training programs
Bridges over dikes, bank stabilization projects
including El Caballo area
Shelters in Lyman in case of dam break and
associated flooding – equipping of existing buildings
so they can be used as shelters (including
emergency generators)
Goal 2: Improve Local Mitigation Capabilities

M

Kim West

Earthquakes

H

UC Emergency
Mgt.

Multihazard

H

Each Building
Owner
Affected
Jurisdictions
UC Emergency
Mgt./Red Cross/
Lyman

Multihazard

Emergency fuel reserve
Natural gas sub station
Bridger Valley addressing and signage updates for
response and evacuation
Reverse 911 system

M
M
M

Kim West
Kim West
Kim West

All Hazards
All Hazards
All Hazards

L

Multihazard

Enhanced 911 system to include phone system
phone numbers and the integrate with GIS
information
Enhance siren system in Evanston

H

Uinta County
Emergency
Services
UC Emergency
Mgt.

Multihazard

Siren system for other communities and Bridger
Valley with associated training and public
information
Dispatch communications improvements – back-up
system and integration of GIS info

H

UC Emergency
Mgt.
UC Emergency
Mgt.
Sheriff/Com Dept

Multihazard

H
H

M

H

Flood
Flood

Multihazard

Multihazard

Radio coverage improvements in the Bridger Valley

H

UC Emergency
Mgt
UC Emergency
Mgt.
UC Planning

Multihazard

Bilingual emergency preparedness information
including printed, radio and TV
Training on existing Mapping/GIS system

H

Updated Flood Maps

H

UC Floodplain
Manager
City Engineer
Evanston
Uinta County
Emergency
Management
Town of Mountain
View
Dam Owners

Flood

Flood inundation maps for Suphur Creek

H

Bank stabilization of Smiths Fork and Blacks fork in
unincorporated areas

H

Bank stabilization of Smiths fork through the
incorporated areas
Early warning/monitoring systems on all damsinflow and breach
Coordinated plan in Bridger Valley on sheltering and
evacuation procedures in case of dam break
Hazmat equipment for rail spills

H

UC Emergency
Mgt
UP Railroad/ Fire
Dept.
UC Emergency
Mgt
Uinta county Fire
district

Flood

Training and additional personnel

M

Defensible space clearing to decrease fire hazard
around homes
Goal 3: Reduce Economic Losses Due to Hazard
Events
Retrofit of schools

M

M

School Districts

Earthquake

Retrofit of old high school gym, bowling alley at
fairgrounds
Retrofit of Fire and Police Stations

M

Earthquake

Retrofit of Airport facilities

L

School
Districts/UC
Respective
Owners
Airport Boards

Goal 4: Reduce Local Costs of Response and
Recovery
Increased storage facilities for potable water

H

Affected
Jurisdictions

Drought

Goal 5: Increase Public Awareness and
Participation in Hazard Mitigation
Code RED education

M

Kim West

All Hazards

H

M
H
L

L

Multihazard
Multihazard

Flood
Flood

Flood
Flood

Hazardous
Materials
Hazardous
Materials
Wildfire

Earthquake
Earthquake

Community based public education programs on
emergency preparedness
Grant program for household emergency
preparedness kits
Public Information on Wildfire Risk Mitigation

M
Low
Low ongoin
g

UC Emergency
Multihazard
Mgt.
UC Emergency
Multihazard
Mgt.
Fire/ UC Emg Mgt. Wildfire

Plan Implementation and Maintenance and Public Involvement
Kyle covered the steps for plan implementation that will be outlined in the plan. These can be
found on slide 21 in the PowerPoint in the plan. Kyle discussed the public meeting which would
take place at 5:30 in the afternoon at the same location. He also noted preliminary results from
the public survey.
Next Steps
Kyle discussed the timeline and next steps to complete the draft and final plan. Due to the grant
performance period the bulk of the planning activities need to be complete by September.
HMPC draft
HMPC comments by
Public review draft
Public comments due
Plan to state/FEMA
Conditional Approval
Local adoption
Target for approved, adopted plan
Wrap up and Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 3:40 PM.

Aug 5
Aug 19
Aug 26
Sept 19
Sept 23
Jan 2017
Jan 2017
Feb 2017

SIGN-IN SHEET
REGION 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta) Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan Project
Uinta County HMPC Meeting
Wednesday, July 20, 2-5 pm

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kim West
Karsjen, Kyle; Craig Welling; Kent Williams; Gary Welling; Bob Liechty Evanston (building@allwest.net); Clarissa
Cole Red Cross (clarissakcole@yahoo.com); Clarissa Cole Red Cross School (ccole@uinta1.k12.wy.us); Dawn
Darby Chamber (director@etownchamber.com); "Don Bodine Evanston Fire" (dbodine@allwest.net); Jeff Newton
(newtonj@uinta4.com); John McDowell BVEA (jmcdowell@bvea.coop); John Yarbrough Wy St Engineers
(jyarbr@sco.wyo.gov); Jon Kirby Ev PD (jkirby@evanstonpd.com); Joy Bell Home Health Mayor
(joybell@vcn.com); Ken Fackrell Dam Tender (bvwcd@bvea.net); Kevin Barjenbruch NOAA
(kevin.barjenbruch@noaa.gov); "Kimber West" (kimberfessler@hotmail.com); Linda Byers Ft Bridger
(linda.newman-byers@wyo.gov); "Raelynn Crompton MRSI" (rcrompton@mrsi.org); Raelynn Crompton vcn
(raelynn@vcn.com); Rick Schuler Forest Service (rschuler@fs.fed.us); Roger Kesterson Hotmail
(kestersonroger@hotmail.com); Ron Wild Rocky Mountain Power (ron.wild@rockymountainpower.net); Shelly
Wakley Lyman PD (swakley@lymanpd.com); Tom Clark Lyman PD (tclark@lymanpd.com); Bryon Harmon
(byron.harmon@health.wyo.gov); Callie Perkins (callie.perkins@wyo.gov); Chris Aimone WP
(uintawp@allwest.net); Chris Aimone WP Hotmail (uintawp@hotmail.com); Chris Alexander William PL
(chris.alexander@williams.com); Chris Sorenson Silver Eagle (csorenson@silvereaglerefining.com); Cliff Tholl
(cttholl@paalp.com); Colt Farley Pioneer Pipeline (colt.d.farley@p66.com); Danielle Love ERH
(danielle_love@chs.net); Darcy Maldonado Plains Pipeline (damaldonado@paalp.com); Dave Dasher Bear River
(ddasher@nglconnection.net); David Evins; David Welling; Dean Podzamsky; Debbie Senior Citizens
(uscenter@allwest.net); Deborah Demander Herald (ddemander@uintacountyherald.com); Dennis Hutchinson;
Diane Harris Home Health (dszwanek@hotmail.com); Don Casper; Don Ezola (doezola@gmail.com); Doug
Matthews; Dwayne Plains Pipeline (ddrust@paalp.com); Eric Heap Rocky Mt Pipeline (ejheap@paalp.com); Eric
Quinney; Ervin Union Tank (ervin@utlx.com); Fuller, Clay LTC (WY) (clay.fuller@us.army.mil); George Dickerson
Ev Schools (gdickerson@uinta1.com); Greg Crandall Coroner (crandall@allwest.net); Griffin Pickren Plains
Pipeline (gjpickren@paalp.com); "Harry Oberg" (wy4mason@netscape.net); Hess, David P Civ USAF AFMC 775
CES/CEX (David.Hess@hill.af.mil); JAMES NORRIS; Jay Parro UC S&R (jp@caltechsupply.com); Jeff Breininger;
Jeff Bybee Questar (jeff.bybee@questar.com); Jerry Warner Enviro Care (jerry@ecihazmat.com); Kevin Lasnier
Kern River (kevin.lasnier@kernrivergas.com); Mark Crane Envirocare (markc@ecihazmat.com); Mark Ransdell
Questar Gas (mark.ransdell@questar.com); Merrillee Francom; "Michael Villanova Amoco" ("Michael Villanova
Amoco"); Mike Soderstrom Union Telephone (msoderstrom@unionwireless.com); Pamela Fuller CISM
(prfuller@pamelafullerphd.com); Patricia Arnold; Pat Arnold Wy Health (patricia.arnold@health.wyo.gov); Patricia
Arnold; Roland Park; Roy Walworth Salvation Army (rwalw@allwest.net); "Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept. ("Rusty
Megeath" Fire Dept.); Shane Clark Williams Pipeline (shane.clark@williams.com); "Shawn Moore" Health
Inspector (shawn.moore@wyo.gov); Stacey Norris Enterprise Pipeline (senorris@eprod.com); Stan Hinckley
(buzzhinckley@gmail.com); Sue Yahoo (saolree@yahoo.com); Susan Dasher (susan.dasher@wyo.gov); Tamara
Bach ERH (tamara_bach@chs.net); Tanya Bertagnolli Home Health (tanya_bertagnolli@q.com); Terry Oedekoven
Military hotmail (toedekov@hotmail.com); Terry Oedekoven Nat Guard (teresc.c.oedekoven.nil@mail.mil); Tim
Overy Fire Dept. (tovery@allwest.net); Tim Teichert Mid Am Pipe (tteichert@eprod.com); Tom Saprony; Troy
Nolan Bear River Mayor (mayortnolan@nglconnection.net); Wes Holmes; Craig Hutchinson Pipeline
(cahutchinson@paalp.com); James McSweeny Kern River (James.McSweeny@kernrivergas.com); Jesse Shepherd
Northwest Williams (jesse.shepherd@williams.com); "Terry Christiansen Questar"
(terry.christiansen@questar.com); Kim Proffit
RE: Hazard Mitigation Public Meeting 7-20-2016
Wednesday, July 20, 2016 9:22:17 AM

This is just a reminder of the Meeting Public Meeting on Wednesday July 20, 2016 at 5:30 pm in the EOC basement
of the Uinta County Courthouse in Evanston to discuss the Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Plan Update. Hope to see
you there. Thanks Kims

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327
Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER

5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA
7. Request RESOURCES

You are invited to a Public Meeting on Wednesday July 20, 2016 at 5:30 pm in the EOC basement of the Uinta
County Courthouse in Evanston to discuss the Uinta County Hazard Mitigation Plan Update.
Uinta County is the process of updating the Uinta County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. The plan is being
updated in accordance with the 5 year update cycle as required by the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. In
2016 the county is participating in a regional hazard mitigation planning effort that will include neighboring
Sweetwater and Lincoln counties. The purpose of this plan is to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the
people and property of Uinta County from the effects of hazard events.   DMA 2000 requires all local
governments to have an approved Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan in place in order to maintain their
eligibility for certain Pre- and Post disaster funding utilized to protect communities from future disaster
damages. The emphasis of DMA 2000 is on creating an ongoing, community-wide planning process that
involves the planning team, the public and other key stakeholders, and results in a Hazard Mitigation Plan
that is formally adopted by the governing boards of participating jurisdictions
The purpose of this plan is to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to the people and property of Uinta
County from the effects of natural hazard events. The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires all local
governments to assess their risks to natural hazards and identify actions that can be taken in advance to
reduce future losses. The law requires all local governments and districts to have an approved MultiHazard Mitigation Plan to be eligible for certain federal disaster assistance and hazard mitigation funding
programs. If your jurisdiction participated in the 2011 Plan development process, you will need to
participate in this process to maintain eligibility for mitigation funding.   
A County Planning Team (CPT) has been formed to support this project, and includes representatives
from the County, incorporated cities and towns, special districts, and other local, state and federal
agencies that serve Uinta County.   We are sending you this notice and invite you to discuss the plan as
we endeavor to finalize the plan. You will have the opportunity to contribute comments and suggestions
for the draft Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.
County Emergency Management is taking the lead on this project. Planning assistance is being provided
through the Wyoming Office of Homeland Security who has contracted with Amec Foster Wheeler to
facilitate the process and update the document.
Kyle is our consultant for this process, his contact information is below:
Kyle Karsjen
Senior Emergency Management Specialist
Amec Foster Wheeler
Environment and Infrastructure/Hazard Mitigation and Emergency Management
1002 Walnut Street, Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80302 USA
(O) 303-820-4661
kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com
www.amecfw.com

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327

Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER
5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA
7. Request RESOURCES

Summary of Public Meetings for Lincoln, Sweetwater, and
Uinta Counties
Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan

Background
Three public meetings were scheduled and advertised as part of the Region 4 Hazard Mitigation
Plan development in July 2016. A meeting was held in each county. The following is a
summary of the meeting discussion by county.

Lincoln County –County EOC, 421 Jefferson St # 416, Afton, WY 83110, July 18, 2016 5:30
pm
Amec Foster Wheeler Project Manager Kyle Karsjen and Lincoln County Emergency
Management Coordinator Jay Hokanson were present to facilitate the meeting. Dean Burnham
from Public Health and Mackenzie Bosher from Amec Foster Wheeler were also present and
documented on a sign-in sheet.
There were no public attendees by 6 PM, so the meeting adjourned.
Sweetwater County- County EOC, 731 C St #131, Rock Springs, WY 82901, July 19, 2016
5:30 pm
Amec Foster Wheeler Project Manager Kyle Karsjen and Sweetwater County Emergency
Management Coordinator Judy Roderick were present to facilitate the meeting. Tamara
Twitchell from Sweetwater County Emergency Management and Mackenzie Bosher from Amec
Foster Wheeler were also present. Seven members of the public were present for the meeting
and documented on a sign-in sheet.
Kyle initiated the meeting with a discussion of the background of the plan, its intent, and the
planning process followed.
Every member of the public was concerned with the same topic. All seven members run
businesses that lease property on Elk Street Commercial Subdivision. Shawn Bridges, the real
estate consultant for the property owners of 839 Elk Street had been in contact with Judy and
Kyle prior to the meeting. Shawn explained that the entire industrial subdivision experienced
severe flooding and damage in the July 2015 flood in Rock Springs and again in May 2016. The
Killpecker Creek abuts the Elk Street commercial subdivision.
Kelly Brown was the first attendee to speak and presented photos exhibiting the damage. Kelly
explained that Killpecker Creek was diverted at some point in the past and has filled with
sediment over the years, which caused the drainage to fill into small channels and eventually
inundate the Elk Street Subdivision. The main questions posed by the attendees involved
ownership of water, who to contact to get federal money, and how to get help from the city or
county.

Kelly also explained that his $5 million company is now moving out of the current space in Elk
Street due to the recent damages. This brought up discussions on economic impact of this
specific flooding and the urgency to receive funding for mitigation. The attendees agree that the
most practical short-term solution will be to clean out the drainage ditches. Each attendee
provided anecdotes on the damage their facilities received.
Judy then announced that she will be in contact with the City of Rock Spring’s Emergency
Management Coordinator. Kyle also explained that there will be a Hazard Mitigation Project
written up about this specific site in the Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. The attendees
expressed relief that they were able to voice their concerns and could take the next step
towards contacting someone that could help solve the problem.
The meeting adjourned at 6:30 PM.
Uinta County-County EOC 225 9th St, Evanston, WY 82930, July 20, 5:30 pm
Amec Foster Wheeler Project Manager Kyle Karsjen and Uinta County Emergency
Management Coordinator Kim West were present to facilitate the meeting. Multiple members
who work for the county and were in the previous HMPC meetings in May 2016 attended this
public meeting, but not the HMPC meeting this July. 11 people were present for this meeting
and documented on a sign-in sheet.
Kyle initiated the meeting with a discussion of the background of the plan, its intent, and the
planning process followed. While there was no public discourse the meeting time was used to
further discussion and dialogue on the plan, including items related to planning and floodplain
management.

SIGN-IN SHEET
REGION 4 (Lincoln, Sweetwater, Uinta) Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan Project
Sweetwater County Public Meeting
Tuesday July 19, 5-7:30 pm

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kim West
Ken Pearson EPD (kpearson@evanstonpd.com); Michael Vranish Ev pd (mvranish@evanstonpd.com); Brislawn,
Jeff P; Doug Matthews; Rowdy Dean; Karsjen, Kyle; Shelly Wakley Lyman PD (swakley@lymanpd.com); Dave
Dasher Bear River (ddasher@nglconnection.net); Susan Dasher (susan.dasher@wyo.gov); Tom Clark Lyman PD
(tclark@lymanpd.com); Tim Overy Fire Dept. (tovery@allwest.net); Eric Quinney; "Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.
("Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.); Spike Arnell Mt Chief (parnell@mtvwy.com); Paul Arnell Mt View PD
(parnell19@hotmail.com); Gary Welling; Kent Williams; Kim Proffit
Mitigation Plan request for review Uinta County
Friday, August 12, 2016 4:09:54 PM
Uinta County Annex - HMPC Review Copy 8 10 16.docx

This is the First of two emails. The draft plan is attached please review and make changes before the final. Also I
have not received any new projects to be considered for the plan. Now is the time to speak up. Thanks Kim

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327
Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER
5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA
7. Request RESOURCES

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Judy Roderick - Emergency Management
Blake Ecker; Bryan Searle (blsearle@up.com); Bryan Seppie (bseppie@jpwb.org); Chris Jones
(chris.jones@noaa.gov); Donald Van Matre; Dwight Bliss; Eric Bingham - Planning and Zoning; Gary Waldner
(gary@wamsutter-wy.org); Gene Legerski; Jim Wamsley (Jim_wamsley@rswy.net); John Kolb; Judy Roderick Emergency Management; Karen Pecheny (admin@swccd.us); Karla Roich; Larry Prince
(larryp.police@townofbairoil.com); Laura Profaizer (lleigh@cityofgreenriver.org); Mark Kot - Planning and Zoning;
Michael Bournazian; Mike Liberty (mliberty@cityofgreenriver.org); PE Mark Westenskow
(mwestenskow@cityofgreenriver.org); Randy Wendling; Reid West; Rick Hawkins; Robb Phipps - Town of
Wamsutter (mayor@wamsutter-wy.org); Roe Miller (mayor@superiorwyoming.net); Sally Shoemaker; Sandy
Allen (grangermayor@gmail.com); Sue Rigano (townofb@outlook.com); Tod Hunt; Tamara Twitchell; Tory
Thomas (tory.thomas@wyo.gov); Wally Johnson - County Commissioners
Karsjen, Kyle
FW: final draft sections for review
Thursday, August 18, 2016 1:20:14 PM
116081815365900441.jpg
Chapter 0 Executive Summary and TOC.doc
Chapter 1,2 Introduction and Community Profile.doc
Chapter 6 Adoption Implementation and Maintenance.doc
Chapter3Region4.doc
Chapter5MitigationStrategyR4.doc

Hi Everyone,
We are nearing the finish line on this Regional Mitigation Plan. I would like to thank all of you for
your involvement and hard work. If you haven’t already; please review the HIRA and Sweetwater
County Annex that was forwarded to you on 08/10/16 (if you need me to send it to you again, just
let me know). Attached to this email you will find the remaining framework chapters for the plan;
please take a few minutes to review these.
Thank you,

Judy Roderick
Coordinator
Sweetwater County
Emergency Management
www.sweet.wy.us/ema
(307) 922-5371 - Office
(307) 389-3423 - Cell
(307) 922-5481 – Fax

From: Karsjen, Kyle [mailto:kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2016 8:37 AM
Cc: Jay Hokanson; Kim West; Judy Roderick - Emergency Management
Subject: final draft sections for review

Coordinators,
The remaining framework chapters of the DRAFT Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan is attached for
your review. Please share these documents with your county planning team and CC me when you
do. I want to make sure people have enough time to review these sections (they’re short), so please
request feedback by August 22 if possible.   The chapters include the following and are fairly quick

reads:
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Community Profile
Chapter 3 Planning Process
Chapter 5 Mitigation Strategy
Chapter 6 Adoption Implementation and Maintenance
Chapter 4 HIRA and the County Annexes were provided last week. Track changes or email is the
preferred method to provide feedback.   I appreciate the quick feedback on the sections provided
last week.
Let me know if there are any questions.
Kyle

Kyle Karsjen
Senior Emergency Management Specialist
Amec Foster Wheeler
Environment and Infrastructure/Hazard Mitigation and Emergency Management
1002 Walnut Street, Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80302 USA
(O) 303-820-4661
kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com
www.amecfw.com

This message is the property of Amec Foster Wheeler plc and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates and is intended
only for the named recipient(s). Its contents (including any attachments) may be confidential, legally privileged or
otherwise protected from disclosure by law. Unauthorised use, copying, distribution or disclosure of any of it may
be unlawful and is strictly prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons other than the intended named
recipient(s) and do not accept liability for any errors or omissions which are a result of email transmission. If you
have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the
original message and any attachments and copies have been destroyed and deleted from your system. This
disclaimer applies to any and all messages originating from us and set out above. If you do not wish to receive
future unsolicited commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to:
unsubscribe@amecfw.com and include “Unsubscribe” in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to
receive invoices, project communications and similar factual, non-commercial electronic communications.
Please click http://amecfw.com/email-disclaimer for notices and company information in relation to emails
originating in the UK, Italy or France.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kim West
Ken Pearson EPD (kpearson@evanstonpd.com); Michael Vranish Ev pd (mvranish@evanstonpd.com); Brislawn,
Jeff P; Doug Matthews; Rowdy Dean; Karsjen, Kyle; Shelly Wakley Lyman PD (swakley@lymanpd.com); Dave
Dasher Bear River (ddasher@nglconnection.net); Susan Dasher (susan.dasher@wyo.gov); Tom Clark Lyman PD
(tclark@lymanpd.com); Tim Overy Fire Dept. (tovery@allwest.net); Eric Quinney; "Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.
("Rusty Megeath" Fire Dept.); Spike Arnell Mt Chief (parnell@mtvwy.com); Paul Arnell Mt View PD
(parnell19@hotmail.com); Gary Welling; Kent Williams; Kim Proffit
RE: Mitigation Plan request for review Uinta County
Thursday, August 18, 2016 9:34:22 AM
Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg

Uinta County Mitigation planning team this is a forwarded email from Kyle. We are nearing the end of this update.
Please read and review the attached files and send feedback by August 22nd to me or Kyle. Thanks Kim
The remaining framework chapters of the DRAFT Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan is attached for your review.
Please share these documents with your county planning team and CC me when you do. I want to make sure
people have enough time to review these sections (they’re short), so please request feedback by August 22 if
possible.   The chapters include the following and are fairly quick reads:
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Community Profile
Chapter 3 Planning Process
Chapter 5 Mitigation Strategy
Chapter 6 Adoption Implementation and Maintenance
Chapter 4 HIRA and the County Annexes were provided last week. Track changes or email is the preferred method
to provide feedback.   I appreciate the quick feedback on the sections provided last week.
Let me know if there are any questions.
Kyle

Kyle Karsjen
Senior Emergency Management Specialist
Amec Foster Wheeler
Environment and Infrastructure/Hazard Mitigation and Emergency Management
1002 Walnut Street, Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80302 USA
(O) 303-820-4661
kyle.karsjen@amecfw.com
www.amecfw.com

This message is the property of Amec Foster Wheeler plc and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates and is
intended only for the named recipient(s). Its contents (including any attachments) may be confidential,
legally privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure by law. Unauthorised use, copying, distribution or
disclosure of any of it may be unlawful and is strictly prohibited. We assume no responsibility to persons
other than the intended named recipient(s) and do not accept liability for any errors or omissions which
are a result of email transmission. If you have received this message in error, please notify us
immediately by reply email to the sender and confirm that the original message and any attachments and
copies have been destroyed and deleted from your system. This disclaimer applies to any and all
messages originating from us and set out above. If you do not wish to receive future unsolicited
commercial electronic messages from us, please forward this email to: unsubscribe@amecfw.com

and include “Unsubscribe” in the subject line. If applicable, you will continue to receive invoices,
project communications and similar factual, non-commercial electronic communications.
Please click http://amecfw.com/email-disclaimer for notices and company information in relation to emails
originating in the UK, Italy or France.

Kim West
Uinta County Emergency Management
225 9th Street
Evanston, Wyoming 82930
(307) 783-0327
Fax (307) 783-0530
SEVEN CRITICAL TASKS for Critical Incidents
1. Establish CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS
2. Establish KILL ZONE
3. Establish INNER PERIMETER
4. Establish OUTER PERIMETER
5. Establish COMMAND POST
6. Establish STAGING AREA
7. Request RESOURCES

From:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Roderick - Emergency Management
Region 4 Hazard Mitigation Plan
Tuesday, August 30, 2016 7:30:10 PM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

REGIONAL HAZArD MITIGATION PLAN FOr
LINCOLN, SWEETWATEr AND UINTA COuNTIEs
DrAFT AVAILABLE FOr PuBLIC REVIEW AND COmmENT
August 29, 2016 – Would you like to learn more about what Lincoln, Sweetwater and Uinta counties are
doing to minimize the impacts of floods, dam failures, wildfires, hazardous materials incidents, and other
hazards? A draft of the Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan is being made available for public review and
comment. The plan assesses risks posed by natural and man-made hazards, identifies ways to reduce
those risks, and allows each county to be eligible for mitigation grant funding from FEMA. County
planning teams, including representatives from all municipalities, developed the plan over the past 6
months with assistance from a consultant, Amec Foster Wheeler. The plan identifies hazard mitigation
goals and mitigation projects for the counties, with the intent of reducing losses from hazard events
before they occur again. A series of public workshops were held during the planning process to solicit
input on the hazards and ideas for mitigation projects. The counties in the Region are now soliciting
public comment the plan before it is finalized and submitted for FEMA review and approval.
The comment period will be August 30 – September 9, 2016.
The plan can be accessed at the following website:
https://www.sweet.wy.us/index.aspx?NID=110

Hardcopies will also be available for review upon request through the Lincoln County Office of
Emergency Management, the Sweetwater County Emergency Management Agency, or Uinta County
Emergency Management.
For more information, please county contact your local county emergency management coordinator:
Lincoln County:

Jay Hokanson at (307) 877-7543 or jhokanson@lcwy.org

Sweetwater County:

Judy Roderick at (307) 922-5371 or roderickj@sweet.wy.us

Uinta County:

Kim West at (307) 783-0530 or kiwest@uintacounty.com

WYOMING REGION 4
REGIONAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
APPENDIX C
RECORDS OF ADOPTION (ELECTRONIC)

City of Green River
City Council Meeting
Agenda Documentation

Preparation Date: 02/02/17
Meeting Date: 02/07/17

Department: Finance
Department Head: Chris Meats
Presenter: Chris Meats

Subject:
Resolution for Designations of Bank Depositories for the City of Green River
Background/Alternatives:
Financial institutions must file an application once a year with the Finance Officer/Treasurer
including a certified copy of the resolution adopted by the board of directors of the banking
institution as established by Section 9-4-806 of the Wyoming State Statutes.
Attachments:
Resolution
Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Staff Impact:
n/a
Legal Review:
n/a
Suggested Motion:
I move to approve the resolution officially establishing and designating bank depositories for
the purpose of earning a secured rate of return for the City of Green River.

RESOLUTION NO. R17-04
A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING AND OFFICIALLY DESIGNATING BANK DEPOSITORIES
FOR THE PURPOSE OF EARNING A SECURED RATE OF RETURN FOR THE CITY OF
GREEN RIVER.
WHEREAS, Official depositories will:
a) File an application once a year with the Director of Finance/City Clerk/Treasurer
including a certified copy of the resolution adopted by the board of directors of the
banking institution as established by Section 9-4-806 of the Wyoming State Statutes.
b) Each depository must furnish the Director of Finance/City Clerk/Treasurer with a
quarterly financial condition report.
WHEREAS, the official depositories are:
-

ANB Bank
Commerce Bank of Wyoming
US Bank, N.A.
State Bank
Uinta Bank – Evanston Branch
Wells Fargo
WYO Bank & Trust

WHEREAS, the City of Green River shall accept as security for the City’s deposits U.S.
Treasury Bills, Notes and Bonds, and agencies for the U.S. Government or General Obligation
Bonds for the State of Wyoming or a political subdivision and all debt instruments of the City of
Green River;
WHEREAS, all securities pledged shall have a fair market value equal to or exceeding 110% of
the deposits including accrued interest held by the banking institution;
WHEREAS, safekeeping receipts or joint custody receipts must meet State of Wyoming
requirements and be issued to the City of Green River;
WHEREAS, all securities or joint receipts must be in the name of the City of Green River.
NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the City Administrator and the Director of Finance/City
Clerk/Treasurer are hereby authorized to deposit and secure funds in the above depositories.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED THIS 7TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2017.

Signed: ____________________________
Pete Rust, Mayor

Attest: ________________________________
Chris Meats, City Clerk

City of Green River
City Council Meeting
Agenda Documentation

Preparation Date: January 19, 2017
Meeting Date: February 7, 2017

Department: Finance
Department Head: Chris Meats
Presenter: Consent Agenda

Subject:
Approval of an Agreement with SpyGlass Group, LLC to conduct a review of the City’s
Telecommunication Services
Background/Alternatives:
SpyGlass Group, LLC is an organization that will come in to review the City’s
telecommunication agreements and services to see if they can amend or change service to
save the City some money. The consultants work on a commission basis so any savings on
services they find they will receive a percentage or payment of 12 months of savings.
Attachments:
Agreement
Fiscal Impact:
Current Year is neutral but could provide future savings
Staff Impact:
Minimal
Legal Review:
Legal counsel has reviewed and approved the agreement
Suggested Motion:
I move to authorize the Mayor to sign the agreement with SpyGlass Group, LLC to review the
City of Green River’s telecommunication services.

SpyGlass Snapshot Audit Agreement
This agreement, effective as of the later of the dates of signature below (“Effective Date”), is between City of Green River
(“Company”), and The SpyGlass Group, LLC, an Ohio limited liability company (“Auditor”).
1. Primary Audit Services. Company is engaging Auditor as an independent contractor to analyze its primary telecommunications
service accounts (local voice, long distance voice, data, Internet, and wireless) to seek cost recovery, service elimination and cost
reduction recommendations. Auditor will deliver the recommendations to Company, implement recommendations that Company
elects for Auditor to implement, and deliver a complete telecommunications inventory to Company.
While Auditor is performing its analysis, Company will not make changes or perform internal cost reduction analysis with respect to
provider accounts which Company has included within the scope of Auditor’s review.
2. Fees. Company will pay Auditor the applicable fee set forth below ONLY for Auditor recommendations implemented within twelve
(12) months of Auditor delivering the recommendation to Company:
•
50% of any “Cost Recovery”, as defined below
•
12 times any “Service Elimination Savings”, as defined below
•
12 times any “Cost Reduction Savings”, as defined below
Auditor and Company agree that Company has the sole discretion to determine which recommendations will be implemented after
Auditor presents such recommendations to Company. Auditor is ONLY entitled to fees for the implemented recommendations.
“Cost Recovery” is any refund, credit or compensation received by Company relating to past services or charges.
“Service Elimination Savings” is any monthly cost reduction received by Company relating to cancellation of any service, including
monthly usage cost reduction (calculated as the average of the last 2 months of usage costs associated with the cancelled service).
“Cost Reduction Savings” is any monthly cost reduction received by Company relating to the modification, consolidation or
negotiation of any service, account or contract, including post discount usage rate improvement (calculated as the (a) decrease in
post discount per unit pricing realized by Company for any service, times (b) the average of Company’s last two (2) months usage
levels measured in such units for the modified service).
3. Invoicing and Payment. Fees for Cost Recovery are due as a one-time payment within 10 days of verification that Company
has been issued the refund, credit or compensation resulting in such fees. Fees for Service Elimination Savings and Cost
Reduction Savings are due as a one-time payment within 10 days of verification that the cancellation or other activity resulting in the
Service Elimination Savings or Cost Reduction Savings has been completed. Auditor may issue separate invoices as different fees
are earned.
4. Confidential Information. Auditor shall keep confidential and shall not divulge to any other person or entity who is not a director,
officer or employee of Company, during the term of this Agreement or thereafter, any of the business secrets or other confidential
information regarding Company which information has been received or become known to Auditor in the course of its consulting
services hereunder and which has not otherwise become public knowledge; provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement shall
preclude Auditor from disclosing information (a) to parties retained to perform services for Company, or (b) as may be required by
law. Company shall keep confidential and shall not divulge to any other person or entity who is not a director, officer or employee of
Auditor, during the term of this Agreement or thereafter, any of the business secrets or other confidential information regarding
Auditor which has not otherwise become public knowledge, including, without limitation, Auditor’s consulting services pricing
structure, method of performing such consulting services and any of the details of this Agreement; provided, however, that nothing
in this Agreement shall preclude Company from disclosing information as may be required by law.
5. Miscellaneous. This agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Wyoming, without regard to principles of conflicts of law,
and may be executed by facsimile and simultaneously in multiple counterparts. Company agrees that Auditor does not warranty the
overall performance, Company satisfaction, or data accuracy of any telecommunications related carrier, provider, software
manufacturer or vendor at any time whatsoever during or after the term of this agreement. AUDITOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO
THE COMPANY FOR INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, WHETHER SUCH LIABILITY IS ASSERTED ON THE BASIS OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF EITHER PARTY HAS BEEN WARNED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF ANY SUCH
LOSS OR DAMAGE IN ADVANCE. IN ADDITION, IN NO EVENT SHALL AUDITOR’S LIABILITY TO COMPANY EXCEED THE
FEES ACTUALLY PAID BY COMPANY TO AUDITOR.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement as of the Effective Date.
COMPANY

AUDITOR

City of Green River

The SpyGlass Group, LLC

Signature:_______________________________

Signature:_______________________________

Print Name: _____________________________

Print Name: Edward M. DeAngelo

Date:__________________

Date:________________________

**DELETE THIS SECTION AND PRINT TO
COMPANY LETTERHEAD. SPYGLASS WILL
FILL IN PROVIDER INFORMATION, JUST
SIGN AND DATE**
Letter of Agency – Authorization to Access
Telephone Provider Records
By signing this letter below, I am giving authorization to The SpyGlass
Group, LLC and its affiliates (a) to access any and all customer service
records, account information, contracts, long distance carrier information,
pending order activity and/or any other information relevant to my local or
long distance telecommunications service (voice or data), and (b) to
establish electronic or online access to any billing for such service, if not
already established, or if already established, to be provided login
information for such electronic or online access. At SpyGlass’ request, I
give authorization to Provider to transmit customer service records and any
requested documentation via email, fax to 440-348-9355 or mail to The
SpyGlass Group, LLC, 25777 Detroit Rd., Ste. 400, Westlake, Ohio 44145.
I represent that I have the authority to execute this form and grant this
permission and I hereby desire for SpyGlass to be added as an authorized
point of contact (POC) for these accounts. This permission shall remain in
effect until I affirmatively revoke it. If I withdraw the authorization set forth
in this Letter, I will notify Provider immediately in writing.
Client Information:
Signing Employee’s Name:
Company Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Telephone:

Provider Information:
Provider Name:
Account Number (s):

Authorized Signature:

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

_______________________________

______________________________

Date: ________________________

City of Green River
City Council Meeting
Agenda Documentation

Preparation Date: 01/31/2017
Meeting Date: 02/07/2017

Department: Finance
Department Head: Chris Meats
Presenter: Consent Agenda

Subject: Request for Twenty-Four Hour Bar Openings
Background/Alternatives:
The Green River Liquor Association would like to request the following dates for 24 hour
openings during 2017.
St Patrick’s Day – Friday, March 17, 2017
Flaming Gorge Days: Friday June 23rd and Saturday June 24th, 2017
Halloween: Saturday, October 28, 2017
State Statutes allow the governing body to authorize modified hours for not more than four
days per years upon petition submitted in January of each calendar year from a majority of
the licensees.
Attachments
2017 Letter of Request
Fiscal Impact:
n/a
Staff Impact:
n/a
Legal Review:
n/a
Suggested Motion:
I move to approve the special twenty-four hour bar openings requested by the Green River
Liquor Association for Friday, March 17, 2017; Friday, June 23, 2017; Saturday, June 24,
2017 and Saturday, October 28th, 2017.

Embassy LLC
Dba The Embassy Tavern
77 E Railroad Ave
Green River, WY 82935

January 30, 2017
Dear Mayor and Council Members,
In collaboration with the Ponderosa Bar and The American Legion, we are
writing for your consideration of the 24 hour openings for the 2017 year. It
is our wish that the bars be allowed to stay open for 24 hours (or until 6 am)
for the following events/holidays:
St Patrick’s Day – Friday March 17th, 2017
Flaming Gorge Days – Friday June 23rd and Saturday June 24th, 2017
Halloween – Saturday October 28th, 2017

If you have any questions, please call Tina Semon at 307-875-5552 or 307297-1258.
Let it be known that an attempt to contact all of the bars in Green River was
made for their input. No other bars replied to e-mail or phone calls.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Tina Semon
Embassy LLC

City of Green River, City Council Workshop Proceedings for January 10, 2017, 6:30 pm,
Council Chambers, Mayor Pete Rust called the meeting to order. The following Council
Members were present: Gary Killpack, Robert Berg, Lisa Maes, Tom Murphy, and Allan
Wilson. The following were present representing the City: City Administrator Reed Clevenger,
Human Resources Director Cari Kragovich, Director of Finance Chris Meats, Accounting
Supervisor Mary Seppie, Director of Public Works Mark Westenskow, Utility Superintendent
Jason Palmer, Sanitation Supervisor Mark Pond and several solid waste employees.
Utility Rate Study Review – NewGen Strategies & Solutions, LLC
David Yanke presented the Water, Wastewater, Stormwater and Municipal Solid Waste Cost of
Service Rate and Design Study.
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ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 8:21 pm.

_______________________
Pete Rust, Mayor
Attest:
_____________________
Chris Meats, City Clerk
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City of Green River, City Council Proceedings for January 17, 2017, 7 pm, Council
Chambers, Mayor Pete Rust called the meeting to order. The following Council Members were
present: Gary Killpack, Lisa Maes, Tom Murphy, Ted Barney, and Robert Berg. The following
were present representing the City: Acting City Administrator Chris Meats, Director of Public
Works Mark Westenskow, Director of Community Development Laura Profazier, Police Chief
Chris Steffen, Fire Chief Mike Nomis, Director of Parks and Recreation Brad Raney, and City
Attorney Galen West. Approval of the Agenda: Council Member Killpack moved to approve
the agenda. Council Member Maes seconded, motion carried. Presentations: Recognition of
Paula Siddoway for 31 years of service with the City of Green River. Board & Committee
Appointments: Appointments of Two Council Members to the Finance Committee. Council
Member Barney moved to confirm the Mayor’s appointment of Council Members Gary Killpack
and Lisa Maes to the Finance Committee. Council Member Berg seconded, motion carried.
Resolutions: (R17-01) A Budget Resolution Transferring Personnel Funds from the Patrol
Division to the Records Division. Council Member Berg moved to approve the resolution to
transfer $33,000 from the Patrol Division personnel funds to the Record Division for the purpose
of refilling a vacant position. Council Member Maes seconded, motion carried. (R17-02) A
Budget Resolution Increasing the Solid Waste Fund. Council Member Barney moved to approve
the Resolution to increase the Solid Waste Fund in the amount of $200,000 for payment of
Landfill tipping fees to Solid Waste District #1. Council Member Maes seconded, motion
carried. Council Action Items: (1) Consideration to Approve the Submission of a Program
Development Grant to the Wyoming State Forestry Division. Council Member Maes moved to
authorize the submission of a Program Development Grant with the Wyoming State Forestry
Division, in the amount of $10,000 for a tree inventory and plotter software program. Council
Member Killpack seconded, motion carried. (2) Consideration to Approve the Submission of the
Rails to Trails Grant Application to the Doppelt Development Fund. Council Member Killpack
moved to authorize the submission of the Rails to Trails Grant, in the amount of $50,000, to
Doppelt Trail Development Fund. Council Member Murphy seconded, motion carried. (3)
Consideration of the Partial Acceptance of Work Completed for the WYDOT Urban Systems
Streets Project. Council Member Barney moved to authorize the Mayor to sign the WYDOT
Acceptance Certificate for the Green River Urban Systems Streets Project, as conditioned by the
City of Green River’s Pre-Final Walkthrough Punch List. Council Member Murphy seconded,
motion carried. (4) Consideration to Release Retainage for the Wayfinding Signage Project.
Council Member Berg moved to release the retainage in the amount of $14,409.04 to Wyoming
Signs, LLC for the 2016 Wayfinding Signage Project. Council Member Murphy seconded,
motion carried. Consent Agenda: Council Member Killpack moved to approve the following:
(1) Approval of Minutes for January 3, 2017 Council; (2) Approval of Payment of Bills: Prepaid
$190,361.99; Outstanding Invoices $278,881.27; Payroll Expenditures $305,026.22;
Preauthorization Payments $1,065,100.00. Council Member Maes seconded, motion carried.
Adjournment: Council Member Barney moved to adjourn at 7:23 pm. Council Member Maes
seconded, motion carried.
_______________________
Pete Rust, Mayor
Attest:
__________________________
Chris Meats, City Clerk

Prepaid Invoices
Presented for 2-7-2017 City Council

Director of Finance, Chris Meats

Date

City Administrator, Reed Clevenger

Date

Mayor, Pete Rust

Date

Payment Date.Calendar

(Multiple Items)

Standard Name
ACTIVE REALTY
AMUNDSEN CONSTRUCTION
BARTLETT, HEATHER
BEYER, WILLIAM
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF WYOMING
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF WYOMING Total
BOTNAN INNOVATIVE MECHANICAL INC
CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES
CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES Total
COX, WILLIAM & JEANINE C
CROWELL, KEVIN & MELISSA
CUNNINGHAM, CLEONA
DEBERNARDI CONSTRUCTION
FERRER, AINHOA
FIFE, LORI
FOX, JESSICA
GILMORE, KYLE
GREAT-WEST TRUST COMPANY LLC
GREAT-WEST TRUST COMPANY LLC Total
HODGES, PHILLIP
IRS
IRS Total
JACKSON, DAVE & KATHRYN
KOFFORD, KATLYNN
KWAKO, MITZI & JAMES
MARTIN, MICHAEL J
MONROE LLC
NELSON, HEATHER & JORDAN HUNDL
PADILLA, MICHAEL & DESERIEE
PALMER CONSTRUCTION
PROVIDENCE PROPERTIES, LLC
RASMUSSEN, CHRIS & KATIE
ROZMUS, JENNETTE
SMART DWELLINGS
STATE OF WYOMING
STATE OF WYOMING Total
VAN NESS, PAMELA

Invoice Description

DEP CARE - Dependent Care*

CHILD SUP-UT - Child Support - Utah

WYO DEF - Wyoming Deferred Comp

FED TAX - Federal Income Tax*

CERTIFICATION / WYANT

Payment Date

Source

Payment
Amount
70.85
50.01
10.98
68.20
2,107.40
2,107.40
111.00
464.00
464.00
50.07
18.81
134.76
1,582.80
500.00
5.51
106.66
94.55
2,346.66
2,346.66
62.22
80,464.36
80,464.36
120.57
113.28
115.50
48.22
227.25
54.24
22.18
23.20
136.22
22.91
117.05
113.80
100.00
100.00
3.24

VIGIL, THOMAS (ESTATE OF)
WYOMING CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
WYOMING CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT Total
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES Total
YORK, THEODORE & ASHLEY
ZUMBRENNEN, JOAN
TRACI SCHMIDT
TRACI SCHMIDT Total
Grand Total

CHILD SUP - Child Support
WORKER COMP PREM OCT-DEC 2016

AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM

36.84
250.00
250.00
55,538.47
55,538.47
18.62
37.03
18.00
18.00
145,365.46

Outstanding Invoices
Presented for 2-7-2017 City Council

Invoice Process Status
Journal Type
Transaction Type

Vendor Name
ALSCO

ALSCO Total
AMERIGAS PROPANE, LP
AMERIGAS PROPANE, LP Total
AMERI-TECH EQUIPMENT COMPANY
AMERI-TECH EQUIPMENT COMPANY Total
B & M HYDRAULIC SERVICE
B & M HYDRAULIC SERVICE Total
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF WYOMING

BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF WYOMING Total
BRODY CHEMICAL
BRODY CHEMICAL Total
CASTLE ROCK VETERINARY CENTER
CASTLE ROCK VETERINARY CENTER Total
CENTURYLINK
CENTURYLINK Total
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC Total
DESERT MOUNTAIN CORPORATION
DESERT MOUNTAIN CORPORATION Total
DJ'S GLASS PLUS
DJ'S GLASS PLUS Total
ENERGY LABORATORIES INC
ENERGY LABORATORIES INC Total
ERDMANN, LAWRENCE
ERDMANN, LAWRENCE Total
F.B. MCFADDEN WHOLESALE COMPANY

Director of Finance, Chris Meats

Date

City Administrator, Reed Clevenger

Date

Mayor, Pete Rust

Date

Open
Journal Entry
(Multiple Items)

Invoice Number
LOGD1176743
LOGD1178271
LOGD1178292
LOGD1178300
LOGD1178303
LOGD1179815
LOGD1181337
LOGD1181348
LOGD1182872

Invoice Description
UNIFORM SERVICE
Mats for PD
UNIFORM SERVICE
Shop Towels and Mats
Mats for Animal Control
UNIFORM SERVICE
UNIFORM SERVICE
Mats for Animal Control
UNIFORM SERVICE

3060470530

Propane for Landfill -299.4 Gallons

16919

GRIPPER PARTS

0015
0016

Cylinder
Cylinder

312049 FEB 17
312303 FEB 17
312304 FEB 17
312312 FEB 17

FEBRUARY 2017 PREMIUMS
FEBRUARY 2017 PREMIUMS
FEBRUARY 2017 PREMIUMS
FEBRUARY 2017 PREMIUMS

422133

Accu Tabs

27931SAMPLEY

SPAY/NEUTER CERTIFICATES

936M01132017

PHONE SERVICE

15880

Minitor V charger

16-50697
16-50698

31.86 tons of Ice Slicer
31.77 tons Ice Slicer

69877
71141

Window replacment at the Training Tower
Windshield

54862

Trace Metals Analysis

January 19, 2017

Tuition Reimbursement for L. Erdmann

328723
328936
329029

Snacks for Resale, Supplies
Coffee
Snacks for Resale, Supplies

Inv Date

Transaction
Amount
88.75
37.91
81.11
89.21
29.86
81.11
81.11
29.86
100.42
619.34
1,051.41
1,051.41
441.78
441.78
272.00
577.00
849.00
135,278.51
2,300.69
15,115.88
8,553.40
161,248.48
169.99
169.99
40.00
40.00
835.33
835.33
225.00
225.00
3,053.79
3,045.16
6,098.95
136.50
200.00
336.50
154.00
154.00
1,970.10
1,970.10
366.45
152.90
179.95

F.B. MCFADDEN WHOLESALE COMPANY
F.B. MCFADDEN WHOLESALE COMPANY Total
FALLLINE CORPORATION
FALLLINE CORPORATION Total
FASTENAL COMPANY
FASTENAL COMPANY Total
FIRST CHOICE FORD

FIRST CHOICE FORD Total
FLUID CONTROL ENTERPRISES, LLC
FLUID CONTROL ENTERPRISES, LLC Total
FORCE AMERICA INC
FORCE AMERICA INC Total
FREIGHTLINER OF UTAH, LLC
FREIGHTLINER OF UTAH, LLC Total
GENTLE TOUCH DRYCLEANING
GENTLE TOUCH DRYCLEANING Total
GRAINGER
GRAINGER Total
GREEN RIVER ACE HARDWARE

GREEN RIVER ACE HARDWARE Total
GREEN RIVER HIGH SCHOOL
GREEN RIVER HIGH SCHOOL Total
GREEN RIVER TIRE LLC
GREEN RIVER TIRE LLC Total
GRM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC
GRM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC Total
HACH COMPANY
HACH COMPANY Total
HILL'S PET NUTRITION SALES INC
HILL'S PET NUTRITION SALES INC Total
HOSE & RUBBER SUPPLY INC
HOSE & RUBBER SUPPLY INC Total
ICOP-A SAFETY VISION COMPANY
ICOP-A SAFETY VISION COMPANY Total

329075
329343

Pledge
SNACKS FOR RESALE

I188680

Snowplow Blades

WYGRE44939
WYGRE45000

SHOP SUPPIES SMALL
Nuts and bolts

326328
326397
326512

SENDER ASY
HARD KIT
Clip

INV000009495

Flow Meter Installation

CM001-0001875

SWITCH

X101043730:01

ASSY

2639
2960

UNIFORM / CRONK
UNIFORM / CRONK

9321329246

Time Clock Ribbon

115470/2
115494/2
115506/2
115651/2
115696/2
115703/2
115707/2
115721/2
115724/2
115787/2
115789/2
115791/2
115803/2
115805/2
115806/2
115810/2
115816/2
115821/2
115823/2
115842/2
115844/2
115860/2
115881/2
115952/2
115958/2
115991/2
116017/2
116058/2

FASTENERS
CASTER PLATES
GROUND CONNECTOR
Hose and Map Gas
Bungee Cords and Straps
VALVE
Eyebolt
Scraper
SOAP
GLUE FILLER
Adapter, Battery
Ice Bars
BATTERIES
Epoxy
Plunger Force Cup
Mounting Hardware
Sink Trap
Milk House Heater
C & K Int. ppt Ultra 5 gal.
SHACKLE
Ball valve and electrical tape
Connectors
Long Nose Pliers
EPA Kerosene Can 5 Gal
Snow Pusher Blade
Super Multi Purpose Funnel
Flourescent Bulb, Blacklight
Salt Spreader and Center Punches

01032017

THOMAN MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT

5439

ALIGNMENT

H000485

VISUAL VAULT

10282704

Reagent Sets

227077707

Dog food

D07686-001

MEGACRIMP

0009216-IN

DVD'S

108.40
155.35
963.05
444.21
444.21
88.34
116.98
205.32
269.03
305.30
11.73
586.06
150.00
150.00
(27.72)
(27.72)
53.69
53.69
6.00
6.00
12.00
27.00
27.00
8.80
19.98
7.99
156.81
65.78
35.96
11.99
29.99
1.79
30.36
43.96
59.98
31.98
7.99
31.96
44.09
13.98
24.99
169.99
6.99
21.96
2.37
17.98
22.99
129.98
3.99
58.97
51.97
1,115.57
750.00
750.00
81.59
81.59
1,620.00
1,620.00
337.79
337.79
62.16
62.16
57.81
57.81
388.50
388.50

IDENTISYS, INC.
IDENTISYS, INC. Total
IMPERIAL SUPPLIES, LLC
IMPERIAL SUPPLIES, LLC Total
IN THE SWIM
IN THE SWIM Total
INBERG-MILLER ENGINEERS - IME
INBERG-MILLER ENGINEERS - IME Total
KAMAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
KAMAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION Total
KRKK KQSW KMRZ KSIT WYORADIO

KRKK KQSW KMRZ KSIT WYORADIO Total
LARIAT INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
LARIAT INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS Total
LAUZE, DOUGLAS
LAUZE, DOUGLAS Total
LEWIS AND LEWIS
LEWIS AND LEWIS Total
LONG BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES INC
LONG BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES INC Total
MACPHERSON, KELLY & THOMPSON, LLC
MACPHERSON, KELLY & THOMPSON, LLC Total
MIDWEST LUBE INC
MIDWEST LUBE INC Total
MORCON SPECIALTY INC
MORCON SPECIALTY INC Total
MOUNTAIN WEST BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

MOUNTAIN WEST BUSINESS SOLUTIONS Total
MOUNTAINLAND SUPPLY, LLC
MOUNTAINLAND SUPPLY, LLC Total
NAPA AUTO PARTS UNLIMITED

327891

Printers Cleaning Roller, eco cartridge

005229

SHOP SUPPIES SMALL

011389859

Rainbow Pentair 3 in Chlorinator cap

18917GW01

Design of Final Closure of Green River Landfill

L951318

6 Radial Ball Bearings

16120301
16120302
16120303

Radio Spot for Mayor's Tree Lighting
Radio Spot for Mayor's Tree Lighting
Radio Spot for Mayor's Tree Lighting

1270030019
1270090021

FASTENERS
FRONT FENDER

01312017

REIMBURSEMENT / ACE HARDWARE

329529

Cold mix

SRVCE0081271

Lennox Hot Surface Igniter

59227

LEGAL SERVICES

015849/H

PLUG

107996

Hydraulic Hoses

6177182
6177314
6177322
6177326
6177327

COPIES FOR PRINTER
COPIES FOR PRINTER
COPIES FOR PRINTER
COPIES FOR PRINTER
COPIES FOR PRINTER

S102034243.001

Ice Melt

264638
265029
265030
265031
265069
265260
265261
265279
265294
265321
265323
265331
265369
265380
265383
265384
265409
265411
265417
265463
265482
265486
265746
265752
265787
265842
265858
265864
265885

FILTERS
LIGHTING
FILTERS
Alternator
WHEELEN LIGHT
FILTERS
WIPER BLADES
COOLING SYSTEM
FILTERS
ACCUFIT
FILTERS
PART
PRIMARY WIRE
PRIMARY WIRE
FILTERS
LIGHTING
LAMP
CORE DEPOSIT
FILTERS
FUEL FILTER
Hand Cleaner
SHIFT
FILTERS
BALL JOINT
TIRE PRESSURE
BALL JOINT
FUEL FILTER
RUGLYDE
FILTERS

289.07
289.07
779.22
779.22
11.19
11.19
13,031.34
13,031.34
180.45
180.45
42.50
167.50
167.50
377.50
39.40
484.36
523.76
27.96
27.96
734.85
734.85
324.68
324.68
210.00
210.00
19.06
19.06
283.68
283.68
155.34
136.60
127.97
209.35
127.45
756.71
341.65
341.65
252.24
128.67
14.17
308.15
42.29
14.17
53.60
8.26
14.17
10.99
11.13
(31.17)
34.56
7.68
40.30
42.89
144.00
(62.00)
11.62
6.08
15.49
59.50
16.64
315.96
43.37
75.32
10.57
27.58
93.36

NAPA AUTO PARTS UNLIMITED Total
NEWGEN STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS, LLC
NEWGEN STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS, LLC Total
NUTECH SPECIALTIES INC
NUTECH SPECIALTIES INC Total
OFFICE DEPOT INC
OFFICE DEPOT INC Total
ONE-CALL WYOMING
ONE-CALL WYOMING Total
O'REILLY AUTO PARTS

O'REILLY AUTO PARTS Total
PETERBILT OF WYOMING
PETERBILT OF WYOMING Total
PETTY CASH
PETTY CASH Total
PROFORCE LAW ENFORCEMENT

PROFORCE LAW ENFORCEMENT Total
QUESTAR GAS
QUESTAR GAS Total
QUILL CORPORATION

QUILL CORPORATION Total
REAL KLEEN INC
REAL KLEEN INC Total
RECREONICS INC

265886
265890
265920
265927
265930
265931
265932
265952
265982
266006
266008
266024
266089
266102
266123
266299
266331
266353
266396
266430
266517
266518
266592
266814
266817
266823
266874
898871

FILTERS
WHEEL BOLT
Power Service Diesel
WIPER BLADES
SEVERE DUTY
WIPER BLADES
V-Belts
GREASE GUN
Guage
Halogen Lamp
HYDRAULIC FILTER
Fuel Pump
FILTERS
SPRAYER
SPRAY BOTTLES
Brakleen
CONNECTOR CLIPS
MIRROR
Deep Creep
HEADLIGHT
BULB
SWITCH
BULB
Heater and Air Compressor
AIR HOSE
Ice Melt
Off Rd. Rope and Shackle
OIL FILTER

5047

Final Payment for Rate Study

155390
155393

FLOOR SOAP
Hydrochloric Acid, Leather Cleaner

893925198001
894893519001

Paper
Office Supplies

43636

Locates for December

4981-143595
4981-143815
4981-143920
4981-144105

Air Plug, Inflater gauge
Fuel Hose
Connectors
WD-40, Starter Fluid

RP150913
RP151222

ELEMENT
KIT ADJUSTER

01162017

PETTY CASH

176736
177195
298501

Taser Cam Download Kit
TSR CAM HD USB DOWLOAD KIT
BULLETS

188001062017

MONTHLY USUAGE

3081251
3087872
3156468
3308202
3672710
3677080

PENS
Time Mist Spray
Time Mist Spray
Febair effects twin pk, Softsoap pump
Copy Paper and Markers
PAPER TOWELS

45058
45790

Can Liners, Towels, Gloves
PAPER TOWELS

740216

Wibit Electric Blower w/ Manometer

9.46
91.20
13.98
18.74
31.65
25.98
29.52
19.99
6.49
21.49
49.26
228.15
24.64
4.29
21.45
28.68
11.11
5.88
7.99
14.68
1.86
11.41
25.88
2,504.99
69.98
18.80
388.71
31.99
5,427.84
5,152.07
5,152.07
77.23
551.99
629.22
149.95
237.80
387.75
14.25
14.25
15.92
2.84
17.91
28.45
65.12
59.26
111.77
171.03
182.66
182.66
14.95
(14.95)
1,116.51
1,116.51
16,016.90
16,016.90
20.67
12.14
12.48
65.75
56.48
26.70
194.22
341.10
175.45
516.55
159.01

RECREONICS INC Total
RED HORSE OIL COMPANY INC

RED HORSE OIL COMPANY INC Total
RESPOND FIRST AID SYSTEMS
RESPOND FIRST AID SYSTEMS Total
ROCK SPRINGS WINLECTRIC CO
ROCK SPRINGS WINLECTRIC CO Total
ROCK SPRINGS WINNELSON COMPANY
ROCK SPRINGS WINNELSON COMPANY Total
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER Total
RUST, PETE
RUST, PETE Total
SAFETY- KLEEN SYSTEMS INC
SAFETY- KLEEN SYSTEMS INC Total
SALT LAKE WHOLESALE SPORTS
SALT LAKE WHOLESALE SPORTS Total
SCHAEFFERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

SCHAEFFERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY Total
SHADOW MOUNTAIN WATER OF WYOMING, INC
SHADOW MOUNTAIN WATER OF WYOMING, INC Total
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY Total
SKAGGS PUBLIC SAFETY UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT

SKAGGS PUBLIC SAFETY UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT Total
SMITH POWER PRODUCTS INC
SMITH POWER PRODUCTS INC Total
SMITH'S FOOD & DRUG INC
SMITH'S FOOD & DRUG INC Total
SOUTHEASTERN SECURITY CONSULTANTS INC
SOUTHEASTERN SECURITY CONSULTANTS INC Total
SOUTHWEST COUNSELING SERVICES
SOUTHWEST COUNSELING SERVICES Total
SOUTHWEST DOORS INC
SOUTHWEST DOORS INC Total
STAR TRANSIT
STAR TRANSIT Total
STATEFIRE DC SPECIALITIES, LLC
STATEFIRE DC SPECIALITIES, LLC Total
SUNRISE ENGINEERING INC
SUNRISE ENGINEERING INC Total
SWEET & SAVORY CREATIONS, LLC
SWEET & SAVORY CREATIONS, LLC Total
SWEETWATER CABLE TELEVISION COMPANY
SWEETWATER CABLE TELEVISION COMPANY Total
SWEETWATER COUNTY SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL DISTRICT

15195
15234
15271

FUEL
FUEL
FUEL

145419
145420

First Aid Supplies
Tape, Ibuprofen

026247 00

Starter 600 VA

213974 00

Sleeve Gasket, Pump

001201242017
00200120217

Electric Service
Electric Service

01122017

MILEAGE

72315256

SOLVENT TANK SERVICE

37131

HORNADY

662438-INV1
662439-INV1
662441-INV1
662448-INV1

LUBRICANTS
LUBRICANTS
LINER
LUBRICANTS

003.B143626
003.B143835

Distilled Water
Distilled Water

4349-5
9315-5

paint
CREDIT FOR RETURN

2802496 RI
2807176 RI

Supershirt
TROUSERS / BOOTS

2994044
2997173

PBSS REPAIR KIT
TRANSMISSION FILTER

237363

Scissors

117396

Applicant Profiles Requested for 1/4/17

200-042

DEC 2016 EAP CONTRACT BILLING

11027
11076

door repair
Liftmaster Operator, Air Switch, Hose, Cord

4288

TRANSPORTATION

MON011751

ALARM SYSTEM

0085141

Professional Services Through December 31 2016

000002

RETIREMENT CAKE

01292302102017
01535602102017

CABLE SERVICE
CABLE SERVICE

27302
27314
27317
27324
27340
SWEETWATER COUNTY SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL DISTRICT #1 Total
SWEETWATER TROPHIES
21016

12.11 Tons of Out of District Waste on 1-6-17
7.55 Tons of Out of District Waste on 1-9-17
14.97 Tons of Out of District Waste on 1-10-17
7.19 Tons of Out of District Waste on 1-12-17
10.35 Tons of Out of District Waste on 1-16-17
Brass Tag for Decorating Contest Winner - Museum

159.01
1,957.20
2,255.40
1,790.17
6,002.77
427.38
10.28
437.66
418.95
418.95
1,065.23
1,065.23
3,754.00
179.64
3,933.64
64.58
64.58
392.40
392.40
868.00
868.00
1,918.80
1,266.30
426.60
1,809.72
5,421.42
21.00
14.00
35.00
133.07
(318.00)
(184.93)
79.95
195.00
274.95
165.01
164.37
329.38
1.98
1.98
315.00
315.00
583.33
583.33
115.00
1,550.00
1,665.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
75.00
75.00
2,390.50
2,390.50
95.00
95.00
64.95
40.00
104.95
666.05
415.25
823.35
395.45
569.25
2,869.35
4.25

SWEETWATER TROPHIES

SWEETWATER TROPHIES Total
TERMINIX OF WYOMING
TERMINIX OF WYOMING Total
THE GREEN RIVER STAR
THE GREEN RIVER STAR Total
THE TIRE DEN INC
THE TIRE DEN INC Total
THE UPS STORE
THE UPS STORE Total
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT
UNIQUE TRUCK EQUIPMENT Total
UNITED SERVICE AND SALES

UNITED SERVICE AND SALES Total
US BANK

US BANK Total
VALLI INFORMATION SYSTEMS
VALLI INFORMATION SYSTEMS Total

21023
21050
21075
21101
21110

Engraving
Engraving
Engraving
Framing work, plastic tags
Desk Nameplate Holder - Bushman

10283209

Monthly Service for January

4222

ADVERTISING / CALL FOR BIDS

1-270204

TUBE TIRE

4908

SHIPPING

71676

PRIORITY START

51288
51742
51792
52892

CHUTE
WHEEL
Seat
CUTTINGEDGE

ALLEN 1216
ALLRED 1116
ALLRED 1216
BENSON 1216
BYINGTON 1216
CLEVENGER 1216
CROWELL 1216
DUNCOMBE 1216
EBINGER 1216
ERDMANN 1216
FERNANDEZ 1216
GARRICK 1216
HALTER 1216
HANSEN 1216
HASTINGS 1216
HOLCOMBN 1216
HOLMES 1016
HUTSON 1216
HYER 1216
LAUZE 1216
LEIGH 1216
MADURA 1216
MCDONALD 1216
MEATS 1116
MEATS 1216
MELVIN 1216
MILLER 1216
PALMER 1216
RICH 1216
SADLER 1216
SCHUMACHERS 1216
SEPPIE 1216
SMITH 1116
SMITH 1216
STEFFEN 1216
STEWART 1216
STURLAUGSON 1216
TOLLEFSON 1216
WILKINS 1016
WILLIAMSON 1116
WYANTJ 1116
WYANTT 1116

DEC 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
OCT 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
DEC 2016 CC
OCT 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC
NOV 2016 CC

39573

UTILITY BILLS

11.15
29.95
114.30
206.62
14.50
380.77
42.00
42.00
216.00
216.00
15.00
15.00
31.13
31.13
105.92
105.92
285.84
532.97
641.80
990.00
2,450.61
914.70
664.79
399.95
104.70
33.80
229.98
140.68
55.37
219.11
155.48
34.06
292.98
(3.60)
127.01
321.64
753.27
317.90
442.04
244.96
50.00
150.00
1,305.83
74.50
2,919.57
1,295.59
456.64
284.85
119.00
64.09
567.40
1,119.40
280.70
90.58
116.92
271.91
641.06
395.00
263.58
925.18
257.02
371.75
133.72
17,603.11
2,148.93
2,148.93

WESCO DISTRIBUTION INC

WESCO DISTRIBUTION INC Total
WESTERN RELIEF LLC

WESTERN RELIEF LLC Total
WHISLER CHEVROLET COMPANY INC

WHISLER CHEVROLET COMPANY INC Total
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Total
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES
WYOMING DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES Total
WYOMING MACHINERY COMPANY
WYOMING MACHINERY COMPANY Total
WYOMING PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
WYOMING PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION Total
WYOMING TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION
WYOMING TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION Total
YOUTH HOME INC
YOUTH HOME INC Total
Grand Total

287882
292850
293613

Circuit Breaker
Flourescent LED
Relays

13766
13767
13768

Regular Service for Thomas Moran Park
Regular Service for Horse Corrals
Regular Service for Expedition Island

122815CVW
122816CVW
122902CVW
CM122816CVW
CVC142809

Spring
TUBE
SENSOR KIT
TUBE
Parts and Labor

0000085567
0000086195

GRRV/TETON/HITCH POST
GRRV/TETON/HITCH POST

4QTR 2017 UI

ACCT # 98126500700

PO 4789997
PO 4801996

BOLT
RETAINER

2017

REGISTRATION

1733

MEMBERSHIP

FY 2016

2016 Distribution

108.13
42.66
35.97
186.76
212.00
106.00
106.00
424.00
138.61
19.14
79.65
(10.40)
631.32
858.32
19,394.37
678.58
20,072.95
5,204.13
5,204.13
73.95
515.39
589.34
260.00
260.00
195.00
195.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
321,734.29

Payroll
Presented for 2-7-2017 City Council

Net Payroll
Deductions
Total Payroll

$

453,691.56
144,772.56
598,464.12

Period 1/13/17 to 2/2/17

Director of Finance, Chris Meats

Date

City Administrator, Reed Clevenger

Date

Mayor, Pete Rust

Date

Preauthorization List
Presented for 2-7-2017 City Council
Listed below are items needing to be paid prior to the next regularly scheduled
council meeting. These amounts are estimates and require pre-authorization.
PAYROLL AND RELATED EXPENSES
(includes FICA and Federal Tax deposit, workers comp. and Retirement)

$

PETTY CASH REIMBURSEMENT & POSTAGE

1,000,000.00

5,000.00

US BANK - Miscellaneous credit card charges

40,000.00

MUNICIPAL COURT - Jury fees

2,000.00

TRAVEL EXPENSES - Elected Officials & Employees

8,000.00

DEPOSIT REFUNDS - Facility and Utility Refunds

Total
Requested by : ___________________________________________
Director of Finance, Chris Meats

10,000.00

$

1,065,000.00

